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Wftoa? Radio fecpiency

A Radio Frequency choke is useful in many 
of the modern short-wave transmitting 
circuits. It is required whenever a parallel 
plate circuit is used in order to prevent the 
plate supply circuit from forming a shunt for 
radio frequency current. The General Radio 
Type 379-T R. F. choke has an inductance of 
8 millihenrys, a resistance of 34 ohms, and a 
continuous current rating of 200 milliamperes. 
Also available in a 60 millihenry size for broad
cast receivers.

Type 379-T R. F. choke 8 millihenrys $2.00
Type 379 R. F. choke 60 millihenrys $2.00

General Radio co
Professional set builders who are unable to secure General Radio apparatus from 
their local jobbers are reminded that we are prepared to serve them. Write for our 

latest bulletin No. 923.
30 State St., Cambridge, Mass. 274 Brannan St., San Francisco, Calif.
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Whether socket power or battery operated 
you'll find Faradon in the better sets

» dKUHRLi d - “ »

Since 1907 Faradon experts have met 
electrostatic condenser needs with ca
pacitors especially designed for each 
particular purpose.

There are several hundred types in 
routine production covering nearly all 
requirements. Write our engineering 
department for any detailed data de
sired for special applications.

Electrostic 
Condensers 

for all 
purposesWIRELESS SPECIALTY 

APPARATUS COMPANY 
Jamaica Plain: Boston, Mass., U. S. A. 

Established 1907
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The AERO Short
SUPER-Sensitive SUPER-Selective

Receiver
SUPER-Flexible

The Finest 
Short Wave 

Receiver

Build It
Yourself—

Right Away!

Superlative performance in every respect assured by carefully 
selected parts around which set is built

.If you want a real short wave receiver—a set possessing unusually long range, fine 
selectivity, great power and splendid tone qualities—-build the AERO SHORT 
WAVE RECEIVER.
This excellent receiver is neat and compact, and is flexible to an unparalleled degree. 
It has a normal range of 15 to 130 meters, and completely covers U. S. bands 20, 40 and 
80 meters. Range can be reduced or increased if desired (see note below). Any ama
teur desiring the very best in short wave reception should certainly build this set.

These Parts Make Possible Its Excellent Performance
AERO PRODUCTS, Inc.

Supersensitive AERO Coils, in the form of the AERO Low Wave Tuner Kit, 
play a big part. This kit consists of 3 interchangeable coils. Special patented 
construction reduces high frequency losses to a minimum. Price of kit, $12.50. 
You can lower range of set to 13 meters with AERO INT. 0, or increase range 
to 725 meters with AERO INT. 4 and INT. 5. These coils priced at $4.00 each. 
The AERO Choke and AERO Foundation Unit are also used.

AMSCO PRODUCTS, Inc.
AMSCO Condensers are another important factor in the AERO SHORT WAVE. 
One .00014 condenser and one .00025 condenser are used. These list at $2.75 
and $3.00 respectively. AMSCO parts are noted for their accuracy, depend
ability and fine construction.

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
THORDARSON radio transformers are particularly desirable in the AERO 
RECEIVER. For code work the R-151 6 to 1. ratio transformers give maxi
mum amplification at 500 cycles. For short wave reception of broadcasting 
type R-152 or R-200 will give excellent volume and tone quality. As used in 
this set, these transformers leave nothing left to be desired.

YAXLEY MFG. CO.
You’ll like the outstanding quality and neat finish of the YAXLEY battery 
switch, resistances and rheostat. These items contribute much to this re
ceiver’s beautiful finished appearance and electrical efficiency.

BENJAMIN ELECTRIC CO.
BENJAMIN sockets insure utmost electrical efficiency. That’s why they’re 
specified in this receiver.

X-L MANUFACTURING CO.
X-L binding posts are used, of course. Neatly finished—and 100% efficient.

CARTER RADIO CO.
The products of this well-known manufacturer also contribute to the merits 
of this circuit.

Any or all of these specified parts are available at your radio dealers» Get 
them today» For literature or further information regarding the AERO 
SHORT WAVE RECEIVER address

AERO PRODUCTS, Inc.
Dept. 16 1772 Wilson Ave. Chicago, Ill.
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—and now you may have

Si^naltn^ by smoke 
was a favorite method 
of the Indians, Mes
sages were sent long 
distances by means of 
smoke released by a 
blanket held over a nre,

perfect light socket reception
WE know what you have 

been hoping for'—in fact, 
rightly demanding of an electric 

set: tone — clear, true, natural, 
free from A-C hum; volume 
without distortion; ease of con
trol; selectivity without loss of 
tonal fullness. No appliances of 
any kind to bother with.

Again and again the new 
Grebe A-C Six Radio has been 
tested until we know that it meets 
all requirements—that it offers 
perfect light-socket reception.

Like all Grebe, sets it has en
during quality. There are no 
batteries or chargers; no outside 
eliminators or appliances of any 
kind. Just plug into the light 
socket and listen.

The Grebe way is to take time 
to be sure. During the nineteen 
years that we have been making 
radio apparatus, we have always 
waited to be certain that it was 
up to the high Grebe standard, 
before we placed it on the market.

Perhaps that is why Grebe sets 
have always been so satisfactory 
—why you can always “gel it 
better with a Grebe.”

Experienced radio owners 
know what the name “Grebe” 
signifies. You, who have lately 
become radio interested, we urge 
to investigate the unsurpassed 
quality of Grebe reception. Hear 
a Grebe A-C Six. A. Grebe 
dealer will gladly demonstrate. 
Send for Booklet Q.

Jt'C Six
RADIO

Grebe Synchrophase 
Seven

Grebe Syncbrophase
Five #25.00

Grebe Natural
Speaker Í^,qq

Grebe Six-Point
Speaker fiy, jq

A. H. Grebe & Company, Inc., 109 West 57th Street, New York City
Factory: Richmond Hill, N. Y. tOesterrs Branch: 443 South San Pedro Street, Los Angeles, CaliforaL

Makers of quality radio since 1909
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EDITORIALS
ONE of the grandest little bits of comic 

radio opera in the whole history of 
that great art in this country oc

curred when the Federal Radio Commission 
held its short-wave hearings in Washington 
in middle January. It was a sight for gods 
and men. So many people who knew noth
ing about radio never before assembled in 
the same room to talk about it. Gather 
close, you folks who’ve been in radio long 
enough to know your way about, and listen 
to the nice bedtime story about Uncle 
Sammy and all the little wavelengths.

Some months ago our Commission wisely 
deferred action on the growing number of 
commerçai short-wave applications until 
they could form an estimate of the situa
tion. Publicity on this decision only served 
to augment the desire. Scores of corpora
tions and industries suddenly became con
vinced that short waves were necessary to 
their success and happiness: that with a 
few hundred dollars, or at most a few thou
sand, they could build themselves short
wave stations like the amateurs and have 
unlimited free and rapid private communi
cation, thus saving themselves tens of 
thousands of dollars annually in tolls to 
public service companies. There were 
millions of.cycles and therefore waves for 
everybody. They marched on Washington 
to demand them at the hearings. The list 
of industries represented looks like the 
classified section of the telephone directory. 
At Washington these people met the in
terests already entrenched in radio, and the 
ensuing clash resounded to high heaven. 
Engineers of the already-established com
munication companies pointed out the neces
sity for thinking in terms of channels with 
definite separation between channels, of the 
fact that channel width increases as fre
quency increases; and so they found only 
a limited number of channels. Counting out 
those assigned to other services and remem
bering that the United States can’t claim 
all the waves in the spectrum, these 
engineers arrived at the conclusion that 
there were available for fixed stations in 
this country not more than 170 short-wave 
channels. As every station would require 
from two to four different waves, the actual 
number of stations that could be accommo
dated was so small and the operating priv
ilege so valuable that there was no hope of 
making any fair distribution amongst the 
applicants and the Government ought to 
confine the assignments to public service 
companies. Great was the indignation and 

consternation at this proposal. The new
comers thought they were being tricked. 
They understood that there were literally 
tens of thousands of short-wave channels. 
One by one they arose to state their eases. 
Most of them admitted they knew nothing 
technically, didn’t know what wavelengths 
they wanted but they knew they wanted 
some, and instead of technical statements 
they engaged in oratory about the public 
importance of their institutions. The news
papers demanded precedence over the public 
communication companies, on the basis that 
newspapers were a more important public 
institution; a gentleman from the movies 
expounded at length the great educational 
force that the films are and how justified 
they were in having some waves; labor pro
posed government ownership; a gentleman 
from the department stores explained their 
crying need for short waves for the remote 
control of computing machines (DX book
keeping) so that the boss could know the 
day’s business promptly.

And so it went. Any amateur would have 
got a big kick out of the spectacle when he 
remembered that fateful day in 1912 when 
he was consigned to the wilderness of use
less wavelengths below 200 meters. Then, 
remembering his gradual taming of shorter 
and shorter waves, the influx of other serv
ices, and the subdividing of the short waves 
into many narrow bands of which he now 
retains but a few, he would have been 
thrilled to pieces to see so many varied in
terests working so hard to get some of the 
reeently-worthless wavelengths which were 
once exclusively his. He would knew that 
the amateur had made this scene possible 
and that this great public interest in his 
former wavelengths was irrefutable testi
mony to the wisdom of this Government’s 
policy of freely encouraging amateur radio.

Our Commission has been sadly troubled 
by the broadcasting problem. In taking up 
short waves they are about to find out what 
trouble really is. This is no reflection,upon 
them—they admit they don’t know much 
about short-waves. At the beginning of the 
hearings they said they had called these 
meetings to get help; at the end they said 
that they felt that only divine assistance 
could aid them. They made no decisions at 
the hearings, of course, but took everything 
under advisement. Up to this date no state
ments of policy have been issued.

These hearings gave us amateurs a splen
did demonstration of the strength of our 
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position by virtue of being recognized in the 
new International Radiotelegraph Conven
tion. Our 40- and 20-meter bands are speci
fied as amateur, which is to say that if the 
treaty is ratified by our Senate, as is 
practically certain, these bands cannot be 
used for any other purpose. If it were not 
for this international specification, the width 
of our bands would be discretionary with the 
Commission, and in a situation where the 
current demand for commercial short-waves 
is at least ten times the available number 
of channels, we would run a grave risk of 
being clipped in the ‘‘public interest, con
venience and necessity”. As it is, the Com
mission may prohibit or restrict amateur 
radio if it wishes, but it can’t, use the wave
lengths for any other purpose. We have an 
altogether unique position and it is already 
clear that it is going to be worth a great 
deal to us.

Thus the amateur was not primarily con
cerned with these hearings but the League 
did embrace the opportunity to get a few 
short-wave matters off the hook. It asked 
the Commission to make no reduction in the 
width of the amateur bands until the end of 
1928; it asked that the United States inter
pret the shared 80- and 160-meter bands as 
exclusively amateur in this country, except 
for our old arrangement of sharing our "5- 
85 meter band with Army mobile stations 
during daylight hours in the field training 
season, with Naval aircraft operating off
shore, and with Naval vessels at sea work
ing with Naval aircraft; it protested the 
existence of non-amateur stations working 
in our bands under amateur calls and asked 
their removal; and it filed) a complaint 
on the interference situation created in the 
short-wave field by harmonics from broad
casting stations.

The Commission has a hard row to hoe. 
Handicapped by lack of technical radio 
training, their tot is all the more difficult 
when they find themselves in the intricacies 
of short waves. Their term of office is al
most over. An effort is being made to ex
tend their term another year, an effort to 
which, for one reason or another, there is 
little objection. That doesn’t insure its 
success, however; if Congress can’t get 
around to it by March 15th, the Commission 
becomes an appellate body and. relinquishes 
active administration to the Department of

Commerce. But in either event we ama
teurs have reason for a sense of satisfac
tion in the knowledge that our specification 
in the new Convention will relieve us of any 
great worry in the present public rush for 
short waves.

IT becomes increasingly apparent that we 
amateurs are to-day in possession of oper. 
ating privileges under the new Interna

tional Radiotelegraph Convention largely 
because our American delegation could go 
before the Conference and say that they had 
had more experience with the administration 
of radio amateurs than any other nation, 
that amateurs were law-abiding, that they 
did not cause trouble, that they were easy 
to administrate. That ability to say that 
line thing was what enabled them to get our 
privileges.

Officials of our Government have ex
pressed to us the hope that we may con
tinue to merit that endorsement, so that our 
United States officials may always be able to 
appear before any investigating body that 
is considering amateur radio and be able to 
make that a splendid report of their experi
ence with us.

There are two respects in which such a 
statement could not be made to-day, two 
matters in which we are “causing trouble” 
and which we must clean up at once. One 
of these is the matter of interference with 
broadcast reception, which was discussed in 
detail in our January issue both editorially 
and in the Communications Department 
Section. The other is the question of off- 
wave operation, particularly below our 40- 
meter band, interfering with Navy opera
tion. This latter subject was also discussed 
on page V of the Communications Depart
ment Section of January QST. Even if such 
off-wave operation were not an outright vio
lation of regulations, surely the splendid 
friendly support we have received from the 
Navy Department at the International Con
ference entitles them to more friendly treat
ment at our hands than this. We should be 
ashamed of ourselves. Let us take im
mediate steps to efface these two blots on 
our escutcheon, in order that our Govern
ment officials may continue to be able to 
say that we are law-abiding, do not cause 
trouble, and are easy to administrate.

K. B. w.
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Double-Detection Receivers With Band-Pass 
Filters and Screen-Grid Amplifiers 

By Dr. Wilfred Taylor*

THE receiver described here suggests a 
combination of the high amplifica
tion of the UX-222, the desirable 
type of selectivity secured with a 

band-pass filter and the simplicity of con
trol connected with the double-detection re
ceiver. The reader’s first reaction will be 
that the receiver shown here is a broadcast 
receiver only, and that it has too many con
trols. It will be shown, on the contrary, 
that the receiver may readily be 
adapted to broadcast reception 
(200-550 meters), to short-wave 
telephony, or to c.w. reception. 
The controls may be reduced to 
two, without the usual difficulty, 
since the first circuit does not 
‘“run out”; the usual large an
tenna not being necessary. In 
the case of the simplified forms 
suggested later, the problem be
comes even simpler since it is 
necessary to gang but two con
trols instead of three, and in the 
c.w. variation suggested by Hull 
no ganging at all is required. 
Meanwhile the receiver offers 
certain advantages not possessed 
by existing types of commercial 
receivers.

It has become fairly common 
practice to use one stage of 201- 
A in a tuned r.f. amplifier ahead 
of the so-called “‘superhetero
dyne” for broadcast reception. 
In these eases the purpose is 
only partly to secure additional 
amplification, an equally im
portant purpose being to pre
vent interference with near-by receivers by 
the oscillator which must necessarily be 
coupled to the first detector. The use of a 
‘‘second harmonic oscillator” is another 
means to the same end but has special dis
advantages of its own.

The receiver to be described here is based 
on an entirely different thought, which is 
to accomplish most of the amplification with 
two stages of UX-222 screen-grid tubes 
working at the received wavelength (that 
is to say, tuned r.f.) and following this 
with a band-pass and an intermediate fre
quency system; principally for the purpose 
of providing selectivity of a somewhat 
special sort. The diagram is shown in 
Figure 1.

One may ask why it would not have been 
*Marot Junior College. Dept, of Physics, Thomp- 

son, Conn.

simpler to use the additional control for 
another stage of r.f. rather than to place 
it on the oscillator of a double-detection 
system. The answer to this is that three 
stages of well cmMtructed tuned r.f. with 
UX-222 tubes is hardly practicable. In the 
broadcast band it will give an amplification 
in excess of 30,000! This amplification is 
so high that it is useless even with the 
smallest antenna because everything that is

FRONT VIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DOUBLE-DETEC
TION BROADCAST RECEIVER

From left to right the copper compartments contain; 1st r.f., 
2nd r.f., 1st detector, and in the long compartment; ï. F., hand
pass, 2nd detector and both audio stages. The upper compart
ment contains the oscillator. AH major stations east of the 
Mississippi river can be received with good strength on a 2-foot 
antenna and more than 20 feet of antenna are not usable at 
night. Tn spite of this the receiver is unusually quiet in opera
tion.

encountered overloads the system. In ad
dition, 30,000 is a degree of amplification re
quiring far more selectivity than is provid
ed by the limited number of tuned circuits 
associated with three stages of r.f.

Two stages of good UX-222 will at all 
times get one down well below the noise 
level, and will therefore in effect lift up the 
background to a degree unknown in the 
ordinary receiver and necessitate the sup
pression of that background by a kind and 
degree (this distinction will be explained 
presently ) of selectivity not normal in two 
or three stages of r.f. To provide that se
lectivity by means of mere sharp tuning is 
not feasible in either the r.f. or the i.f. In 
the r.f. position it is obviously not easily 
done in two stages. In the i.f. it may be 
possible but would inevitably result in 
ruining the quality by cutting side-bands; 
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a thing about which we hear a lot of non
sense but which ready does happen when 
»ne is driven to extreme selectivity. This 

ferent kind of selectivity we can obtain 
usually a higher degree of selectivity with
out (in telephony) cutting sidebands or (in

-A* 4.7

FIG. 1. DIAGRAM OF THE BROADCAST RECEIVER SHOWN IN THE PHOTOGRAPH
Several features of the diagram are due to the experimental nature of the tuet which has since been rebuilt. 
Thus the oscillator operates at 67 volts simply because it may fee supplied conveniently from the box below, 
although 22 volts would be sufficient. The variable i.f. grid return has now been made permanent to the 
battery side (or minus Aj of the rheostat. Separate batteries are shown in the diagram hut the A battery 
may obviously be made common and with a little precaution as to chokes and by-passes all of the system 
beyond the first two tubes may easily be run from the same plate supply. The UX-222 portion of the 
system requires care if the same thing is to he accomplished. See Fig. 7 for suggestions.

Li—10 turns No. 14 to 20
L2—56 turns No. 20 to 24
L3—56 turns No. 20 to 24
L4—36 turns No. 36 to 40
L5—56 turns No, 20 to 21
L6—3 turns No. 20 to 21
L7—36 turns Nn, 22
L8—24 turns No, 32
LI to L6 inclusive wound as solenoids, 3" diameter, 

any covering
L7 and L8 diamond-weave on same form for os

cillator
It is recommended that L3 and C5 be replaced by a
Cl, C2, C3. C4 Cardwell type E, die-cast, tapered-plate, 500-py.fd. tuning condensers.
Points XI and X2 are joined together via bypass condenser C6 since the A plus lead is common, being 
grounded to the shield.
RFC— 85 millihenry choke of 200 turns small double cotton wire on %,,f spool, 25 turn pies with cardboard 
separators.

C5—.006-mtcrofarad Sangamo.
C6—1-microfarad Dubilier paper bypass.
C"—250-ppfd. Sangamo
RI—10 ohms to give grid bias,
R2—30-ohm rheostat.
R3—Variable 3000 to 500,000, combination bias 

and gain control.
R4—10 to 15 ohms for grid bias.
R5—Grid leak 2 megohms.
R6—40 ohm potentiometer (may be dropped out) 

ir of coils like L4 and L5. (See Fig. 5)

sounds very depressing; almost as if the
■esult demanded is not. possible. Fortunate- 
y this is not correct, for by going to a dif

REAR VIEW OF THE SECTIONAL COPPER SHIELD SHOW
ING CONDUIT FOR R.F. PLATE SUPPLY

Note the oscillator box turned over to expose the 5 spring plain, 
three of which supply filament and plate power while the other 
two carry the r.f. output to the coil L6 in the detector compart- 
ment.

The antenna post may he seen at the right end of the system.

c.w.) causing beat-note signals to become 
very weak the moment they vary a little as 
to frequency. What is still more beautiful 

is that this may be done without 
adding a single moving part or 
“tunable” circuit. Figs. I and 2 
explain this more clearly than 
much talk.

It, therefore follows, that what, 
is really wanted is a band-pass 
filter in the intermediate fre
quency system where it can be 
made sufficiently complex (see 
Fig. 3) to have a sharp cut-off and 
at the same time transmit a band 
freely and without distortion.

To put a band-pass of the type 
here shown into the r.f. part _ of 
the system is out of the question 
because of the many tuned cir
cuits involved.

The band-pass filter used in 
the following receivers is rela
tively an old device and one 
whose mathematics have been 
well worked out so that it is 
somewhat surprising that the de
vice is not more generally used.
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Especially is it so, as it has long been em
ployed in the identical manner here sug
gested by the Bell Telephone Laboratories.

The soundness of the idea of an approxi
mately square-cornered cut-off with flat 
transmission, as opposed to a round-cor
nered cut-off with peaked transmission is 
self-evident. The only question that remains

FIG. 2. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SELECTIVITY OF 
BAND-PASS AND TUNED CIRCUITS

Tuned circuits give a curve like that of A. (A) 
Adding more circuits nut unly cuts down the shoulder 
at S which is wanted but* also cuts down the corners 
of the desired band shown in dotted line. Eh telephony 
this spoils quality and in C. W.. signals are lost easily 
when they swing. <B> A type of selectivity secured 
by band-pass showing how shoulders are cut away 
without cutting corners on desired signal.

is, “Can one secure this advantage in prac
tice?’’ We find that many thousands of 
hand-pass filters of one sort and another are

FIG. S. SIMPLE BAND-PASS SYSTEM FOR AP
PROXIMATING CURVE OF FIG. 2B

More complex systems can be devised to give more 
perfect performance. In any case it is better to buy 
the system ready made.

in standard use in telephone practice at 
audio frequencies and at intermediate fre
quencies and are in fact essential for the 
operation of such things as the transatlan
tic telephone, the carrier frequency tele
phone, chain broadcasting, trans-continen
tal telephone and the use of the same wire 
for several telephone and telegraph eon- 

versations, which application makes pos
sible our present long distance communica
tion rates. As to the practical nature of

MODERN LABORATORIES ADJUSTABLE AND 
CUSHIONED TUBE SHIELD AND A SHORT 
LENGTH OF SPACE-WOUND COIL OF THE SORT 

USED IN THE R.F. SYSTEM.

the device, in this case one has but to con
sider that there exists no other scheme 
for pushing the background far down while 
allowing the radiophone signals to come 
through unimpaired.

For continuous wave reception one 
naturally needs to pass only a very narrow 
band so that one automatically thinks of 
a one or two-kilocycle band-pass. This is 
not practicable unless one is considering a

FIG. t. THIS TYPE OF BAND-PASS CIRCUIT HAS 
BEEN APPLIED BY F. K. VREELAND TO R.F. 
SYSTEMS. THE WHOLE THING BEING AT THE 
WORKING WAVE AND TUNABLE BY GANGING 
C, AND C„ AS MECHANICALLY-CONNECTED VA

RIABLE CONDENSERS
Even for one stage this requires somewhat careful 

construction and while commercially possible seems 
less desirable than the fixed band-pass for other con
struction. If properly made it functions quite h 
satisfactory manner, and the ambitious who intend to 
operate on one band only will find it of advantage.

very few stations which will always appear 
on the same wavelength. When hunting 
stations it is highly desirable to be able 
to hear them even when they are detuned 
so that the beat note is quite far up the 
musical scale. It is very disconcerting to 
use a receiver in which the signal appears 
suddenly with a pitch of 1000 cycles or 
thereabouts. The suggestion is therefore 
that the ttame sort of band-pass (i.e., 10 Kc. 
wide) be used since it will take off a large 
portion of the troublesome noisy back
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ground, which is not accomplished by the 
“tone selectivity” found in the normal c.w. 
receiver. A simplified diagram or the re
ceiver as used for c.w. is shown in Figure 3. 
Adapting the screen-grid tube to the double- 
detection receiver presents several.
problems of interest. This tube 
does not have to be neutralized 
and it has an enormous amplifica
tion factor, both characteristics 
making it desirable as a radio fre
quency amplifier, Because of its 
great sensitivity, it responds read
ily to all sorts of extraneous elec
trical disturbances, and for this 
reason it must be most thoroughly 
shielded. Shielding is of course 
necessary for another reason, 
namely that, the 222 is screened 
against internal feedback but the 
usual external feedback must be 
prevented. Like all sensitive 
pieces of apparatus, it brings in 
everything within range, and for 
this reason circuits using it 
will be found to tune most broadly. 
This latter is undesirable, and is 
very pronounced in the ordinary 
superheterodyne application.

The tube was tried first on the 
broadcast band with a set, of standard in
termediate transformers, and the results 
were; cross talk, tube noises and mush. I 
then tried impedance coupling, which was 
an improvement, but was far from satis
factory. Then a stage of r.f. was put 
ahead of the first detector, and again the 

THE 2-sTAGE I.F. AMPLIFIER. RUSCO BAND-PASS, 2ND 
DETECTOR AND AUDIO AMPLIFIER

The large rectangular metal case at the right contains the 
hand-pass. At it» forward (lower) end is the 2nd detector and 
at the lower left is the audio tube.

improvement was marked. It occurred to 
me that if I could get the advantage of the 
great amplification as an r.f. amplifier and 
block out cross talk and noise in the inter

mediate amplifier I should have a working 
basis for something worth having. Con
siderable experimenting has inclined me to 
favor an i.f. transformer which peaks 
around 100 Ke., so I sent to the Rusco Sales

THE 2-STAGE UX-222 TUNED R.F. AMPLIFIER AND FIRST 
DETECTOR

The coil in the left compartment is the antenna coupler L1-L2. 
the center one is the tuned impedance 1,3 and the one at the 
right jg the r.f transformer.

Co. for intermediates which peak at 95 Kc., 
and their band-pass filter which is built to 
match them. As there are no B.C. stations 
(as yet!) just 95 Kc. apart, there is no 
trouble with oscillator harmonics.

_ A preliminary try-out with this combina
tion; a stage of 222 ahead of the first de

tector and then the ordinary dou
ble-detection hook-up using the 
Rusco outfit, was exceedingly sat
isfactory. The sensitivity was re
markable, the selectivity above the 
average and the set was free from 
any kind of noises. I then tried 
various coils in the r.f. stage and 
found that a space-wound coil with 
a large primary of very fine wire 
wound in the spaces between the 
wires of the secondary, which was 
suggested by Mr. Kruse, is very 
much more efficient than any of 
the usual trap circuits. The over
all impedance of this arrangement 
is better than anything I have 
seen. This is explained by Fig. 5. 
I. then added another stage of r.f. 
using an impedance coil, so I could 
short out either stage (the first 
stage feeding into the second or 
into the third or detector coil, and 
the transformer coupling was much 
superior as evidenced by the great
ly increased volume.) My micro

ammeter has just gone west, so I can
not offer any definite gain-per-stage fig
ures. Using two stages of 222 r.f. gives 
terrific amplification, but with the “pot” 
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turned to the “plus” end and one stage 
detuned the set gives a clarity that is 
superb. As to the correctness of the band
pass action, one must of necessity quote 
the log. The first station tuned in was 
WSB, of Atlanta. Moving the oscillator dial 
just one mark brought in KFI with enough

FIG. 5. COMPARISON OF R.F. TRANSFORMER 
AND TRAP CIRCUIT OR TUNED IMPEDANCE 

FOR R.F. COUPLING WITH UX-222
Numbers represent same constants as in Fig. 1, 

otherwise no relation. The ground connection repre
sents the shielding. (A) Tuned impedance necessita
ting stopping condenser C5 in tuned circuit to avoid 
grounding B supply, also necessitating placing of leak 
R-3 direct to filament or else replacing same with re
sistance (or choke) and bias battery. (B) A trans
former coupling permitting grounding of tuning con
denser rotor and direct return of grid with less prob
ability of grid going positive and causing partial de
tection. (C) Same as B hut arranged for feeding 
detector. Alternative positions of grid leak are indi
cated.

volume to be heard all over the house. 
They did not interfere. WSB is at 630 Kc. 
and KFI is at 640 Ke. Again, Frank Palmer 
near Boston tuned in WEBH, (820 Kc.) and 
WDAF (810 Kc.) with a one-degree move
ment of the oscillator dial.

CONSTRUCTION

The shielding is of copper because its 
conductivity is excellent, also because it is 
easily worked and may be soldered. Con
ductivity is the principal feature in a shield, 

therefore the metal must have sufficient 
mass to accomplish this thoroughly. Very 
thin copper is useless, and on the other 
hand, very thick copper is unnecessary; 
forty mil stock being about the limit either 
way. The shield should be sufficiently large 
to accommodate without crowding the vari
ous instruments. This size is largely de
termined by the size of the coils used, 
because there should be space on all sides 
of the coil equal to two-thirds of its di
ameter. Considerable experiment shows

THE OSCILLATOR COMPARTMENT
The Cardwell tuning condenser supports the grid 

stopping condenser. At the center is a diamond-weave 
oscillator coil (L7 and L8) nf 36 and 24 turns No, 22 
on a 15 peg form with a !%•" center. The socket is 
normally filled by a UX-112.

that a coil three inches in diameter is an 
optimum dimension. This means that a 
shield to accommodate it, its condenser, 
tube rheostat, etc., should be six inches 
wide, eight inches high, and twelve inches 
long. The shields shown in the photographs 
were made by cutting pieces 12" x 22", draw
ing lines eight inches from both ends and 
bending on these lines. The bending may 
be done by laying the sheet on a table 
which has a fairly square edge, adjusting 
one of the lines so that it is over the edge, 
clamping a rigid piece of wood over the 
copper on the line, and bending with a 
large hammer or tinsmith’s mallet; this 
process is repeated with the other end. 
Pieces 6"x 8" are cut and soldered into the 
ends of the large piece thus making a 
rectangular box of the dimensions given. 
The edges are reinforced to secure rigidity 
by bolting mitered strips to them; these also 
give the box a finish. The lids are made in 
the same way.

COILS

Because of the tremendous impedance of 
the plate circuit of the 222 tube the ordinary 
radio frequency transformers will not work 
satisfactorily. I tried several trap (or 
tuned impedance) circuits and a set of 
hastily wound intermediates. The results 
were pathetic. I then wound 56 turns of 
No. 22 enameled wire on a split tube, tying 
a knot in each of four pieces of paraffin. 
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impregnated string between each turn. This 
gives a space-wound coil of excellent char
acteristics. I then wound thirty turns of 
No. 36 double-silk wire between the turns 
of the secondary and used this combination 
in the ordinary r.f. way. It is far superior 
to anything I have yet tried. The coils are 
secured to the shield (grid end up) by 
means of 2" brass angles, the coils being

This is an acceptor-rejector circuit consist
ing of impedance coils and condensers so 
arranged as to pass exactly 10 Kc. frequency 
when used with the Rusco transformers. 
It accomplishes this with remarkable fidel
ity and without suppressing the side bands 
requisite to purity of reproduction. It irons 
out all the tube noises and mush, and makes 
the use of the 222 a simple matter.

FIG. 6. THE TECHNICAL EDITOR’S SIMPLIFIED VERSION OF THE RECEIVER FOK C.W. WORK
This in in effect a modification of Westman’s receiver described in the December issue: a considerable 

modification because it was by no means so nice a job. The LE. amplifier was of assorted coils and con
densers and too bulky to shield. It is being replaced by the Rusco device. The battery connections differ 
from Westman’s in that the 222 is run from a separate A battery and plate battery, though the screen-grid 
is tied to the same 45-volt battery which supplied the detector and i.f. amplifier. Curiously enough this 
has made no trouble, and neither has running the audio amplifier from the same battery. This seems the 
more peculiar since a previous arrangement like that of Westman’s required independent B batteries or 
filtering of leads after Bourne’s style. The dotted boxes represent the limits of the individuai shields. 
Hull’s receiver simplifies this by using a 222 in the I.F. and dropping the T.R.F.

C —6,000 ppfd. < 006 pfds.)
ci—100 uufds. (.0001 pfds.)
C2—.1 pfds.
C3—-General Radio ’’midget” 50 ppfd. variable con

denser.
04—1 pfd.

RS—50.000 ohm

RFC1 Chokes after Lidhury's specifications.
RFC2 Secondary of Ford spark coil (Model T>
RI—10 ohm fixed resistor
R2—12 ohm rheostat
K3—6 ohm rheostat
R4—500.000 ohm rheostat (Frost) 

rheostat (Frost)

The I.F. control is by means of a potentiometer so that one may use the I.F. oscillating if desired—it 
compared badly with an oscillating 2nd detector.

The 2nd detector tickler T was coupled back to the last band-pass coil, probably xiot the best way of 
doing the thing.

R4 is adjusted to secure apparent proper filter (band-pass) action and R5 controls oscillations of the 
2nd detector, whose tickler may be shorted by switch Sw.

held by strips of bakelite %"x7" bolted to
gether as a clamp. The oscillator coil is a 
diamond-weave affair which gives excellent 
results and has little field. Three turns 
of No. 22 enameled wire are clamped in 
the grid end of the detector coil and con
nected to the grid coil of the oscillator (in 
series with the grid coil and the minus A 
battery side of rheostat). The setting of 
this rheostat is critical. Instead of putting 
the oscillator between the first detector and 
the i.f. amplifier as is usual, I have put it 
on top of the detector shield so that it is 
directly connected and none of its wires 
runs through any other compartment. This 
is done by using General Radio plugs and 
jacks.

The i.f. amplifier does not present any 
unusual features except the band-pass filter.

In the r.f. stages, the sockets are arranged 
to shield the tubes. This is done by cutting 
a square of bakelite the size of the socket 
base, cutting a copper disc to cover it. 
and bolting both together with the socket 
to the shield underneath. A tube shield put 
out by the Modern Laboratories (Owosso, 
Mich.) is revamped by putting a bakelite 
bushing in its top to fit the grid terminal 
of the 222, and this is slipped over the tube, 
its bottom resting on the grounded disc. 
This is not a foolish refinement! The tube 
will oscillate if it is not done.

The plate supply for the r.f. tubes is 
brought from the batteries through a copper 
trough screwed to the back of the shields; 
this also acts as a bond between the shields, 
the whole being soldered to A+ and 
grounded.
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Possibly, the most important thing in 
the whole arrangement is the bias of the 
r.f. tubes. Using the Kruse (?) transformer,

A variety of things have been tried since 
the original story was written and the pho
tographs made. It has been found that in

FIG. T. A SUGGESTED ADAPTION OF R. B. BOURNE’S SHIELDED C.W. RECEIVER BY 
THE ADDITION OF AN I.F. AMPLIFIER. BAND-PASS AND 2ND OSCILLATING DETECTOR

The heavy dashed line is the copper shielding. In this shielding the upper row of compartments 
contains the receiver proper while the lower row contains the filters in the different battery lines 
tn prevent interaction between tubes, also to cut down body capacity effects. An additionad filter is found 
in the upper right, compartment. It is connected into the output to the headset to prevent capacity 
effects from the phone cord. In the actual receiver the “tuner” row of compartments is at the front 
and the “filter” row is not under the receiver but behind it. Coil dimensions are given in the 
text of the original article in the December issue, except for L8. L9, XI and X2, which are given 
below. The performance of such a receiver will probably not differ greatly from the original except 
in being quieter in a noisy location and being a little less dependent on the adjustment of C3.

L4 and LI—Antenna coupler or input tuner.
L2 and C2—Tuned circuit acting as plate reactance for the r.f. tuhe and producing r.f. voltage 

drop which is fed through the condenser Cg to the detector grid. L2 and C2 thereafter also act as 
tuned grid circuit for the detector.

L3 and C3—tickler and regeneration control for first detector.
C4—Insulating condensers separating L2 and phone jack from shield to avoid ground on 130- 

and 45-voIt B battery.
AFT—Audio frequency transformer feeding audio amplifier.
X—R.F. chokes separating audio amplifier from detector phones.
XI«—R.F. choke separating 1st detector and i.f., ordinary choke suited to working wave.
X2—1000-turn honeycomb coil used as choke to keep i.f. from audio amplifier.
Cl—Tuning condenser suited to range and to beliefs of set builder.
C2—Any convenient V.C. <250 nufds snsgestedi which will Ko to 1000 uulds when shunted by 

mica condenser C6 as shown. System must tune to i.f., (95 Kc. assumed, therefore about 3150 
meters). Do not trust markings on small mica condensers hut test range to be sure it is right.

R2—Resistance to lower battery voltage to proper value for the odd filament of the UX-222.
CS—Paper filter condensers.
L5—R.f. filter chokes (Air core).
L7—A.f. filter chokes (Iron core).
L8—300-tur.n honeycomb or duolateral coil.
L9—150-turn honeycomb or duolateral coil as tickler. Strength of oscillations set permanently 

by adjusting position of L9 or resistance control may be provided below the filter in compartment K.
L10 in compartments I and K depends somewhat on the i.f. used. 1000-turn honey comb coils 

are O.K., also ordinary Ford Spark coil secondaries are suitable.

the biasing is a simple matter; a variable 
resistor in the grid return. Using _an im
pedance coil the usual leak bias is very 
inefficient; a single dry cell may be used, 
but a variable 2000-ohm resistor in the grid 
return is probably better. This is clarified 
by Fig. 5.

This is merely a preliminary investiga
tion. Many improvements are yet to be 
made.

the broadcast band there is some advantage 
in using two stages of r.f. amplification. 
Also, that the three lower controls (input 
circuits of the r.f. tubes and the first de
tector) should run amply close together to 
permit ganging.

PERFORMANCE
There is no intention here of pointing out 

the obvious mechanical methods by which 
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ganging and other commercial simplifica
tions can be accomplished. Before proceed
ing to the suggested variations of the re
ceiver it may be well to say something of 
the performance of the broadcast receiver 
just as it stands.

Two feet of lamp cord attached to the 
antenna post brought in all the more promi
nent stations east of the Mississippi River 

the relatively sharp tuning, at short waves 
and the necessary selectivity will still be 
obtained by means of the bandpass as before 
The extent to which the device helps the 
signal/noise ratio must be heard to be ap
preciated.

System c appears to be a perfectly prac
tical one and with standard tubes has done 
excellent work. (See QST, Jan. 1927, p. 40

FIG. 8. A SIMPLE WAY TO MAKE UP A TEM
PORARY SHORT-WAVE C.W. OR PHONE RE

CEIVER OF GOOD SENSITIVITY
The short-wave aatodyne detector feeds into a 

neutrodyne system (shielded if possible as in this 
case), whose output goes io a 2nd detector, possibly 
the one in the set. An oscillating 2nd detector or a 
heterodyne is necessary to make a beat note but most 
signals can be copied on the modulation and for 
phone it is as well to work purely non-regenerative. 
As a phone receiver this is a makeshift but for c.W» 
is not at atl bad.

with ample intensity. 20 feet of wire is 
enough for all ordinary reception and the 
usual out-door antenna cannot be used 
except for daylight reception.

SHORT-WAVE RADIOPHONE VARIATIONS

For short-wave radiophone reception it 
has been customary to use a regenerative 
detector and audio amplifier which is not 
at all satisfactory. This has been done 
largely because the 201-A is a very poor 
radio frequency amplifier at short waves 
(roughly, those below 60 meters). The al
ternatives are of course; (a), to do the radio 
frequency amplifying with a UX-222 ahead 
of a non-regenerative detector, followed by 
an audio amplifier; or (b), to secure more 
quiet operation by working the UX-222 into 
an intermediate frequency amplifier in the 
manner suggested for the broadcast receiver 
and, (c) to operate through a first detector 
and oscillator (without previous amplifica
tion) into an i.f. amplifier employing either 
201-A or UX-222 tube (or tubes).

System a is satisfactory excepting as to 
selectivity. There is no opportunity to im
prove the signal/noise ratio.

System b is the one which has been under 
discussion and which obviously can be ap
plied to short-wave telephony by changing 
the size of the tuning coils and condensers. 
One stage of UX-222 radio frequency am
plification can be dropped from the front 
of the system to decrease the difficulty of

FIG. 9. THE VARIOUS RECEIVER SYSTEMS 
DISCUSSED

and Feb. 1928, p. 41.) But no first hand in
formation on its operation with the UX-222 
is at hand.

C.w. variations of system b are shown 
in Figs. 6 & ", the labels of which explain 
them satisfactorily.

C. W. RECEPTION
For C.w. reception, several possible sim

plifications are possible. Since one does 
not want such a high output (headset in
stead of loudspeaker) one stage of UX-222 
r/f. amplifier may be spared in the inter
est of speed in tuning. Since there is no 
sideband reproduction to worry about, the 
heterodyne oscillator can be dropped in

(Continued on Page st)
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Directional Properties of Transmitting and 
Receiving Antennae"

By J. K. Clapp and Howard A. Chinn**

No short-wave transmitting or receiving amateur can afford to miss this article.—Technical Editor.

rection
earth’s

DIRECTIONAL transmitting sys
tem is usually thought of as an an
tenna arrangement which directs a 
beam of radiation in a given di
in a horizontal plane, or over the 
surface at the transmitter. The

more general definition, however, requires
the consideration of antennae hay
ing directional properties either in 
the horizontal plane, the vertical 
plane or in both and it is from this 
viewpoint that the various antenna 
mentioned in this paper are dis
cussed. It should also be kept in 
mind that the directional proper
ties are equally effective whether 
the antennae are used for trans
mission or reception.

A single wire vertical antenna, 
when placed over a perfectly con
ducting earth and away from all 
objects that might have an influ
ence upon its natural directional 
properties, will transmit equally 
well in all directions in the hori
zontal plane. That is, it will trans
mit to the north just as well as to 
the south, or west, or any other 
direction. In a practical ease it 
has been found that the energy dis
tribution in the horizontal plane 
is not always of this simple non- 
directional character as pictured in 
Fig. 34a, but may be distorted as

that the effective radiation in a direction 
along the line of the towers is decreased, 
while in a direction at right angles to the 
line of the towers it is increased. The 
angle which most of the radiated energy 
makes with the earth depends upon the 
height of the antenna above the earth, the
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Fig. I.—The usual amateur antenna for transmis
sion is a straight or bent Hertzian antenna, usually 
called an “antenna-counterpoise system”, with more 
or less of some low-voltage part of the system brought 
into the station for coupling to the set. Usually the 
system does not include much loaded.

For transmission to particular points or to over
come a bad location it is desirable to consider replac
ing such a simple system by one of the various types 
described later. The “approximate” lengths are given 
only to suggest which low-voltage point is in the 
station. The important thing is the overall length.

shown
in Fig. 34b. This shows the approximate 
distribution of energy of a single vertical 
wire antenna that was erected at 1XV 
Round Hills, Massachusetts, midway be
tween two steel towers that were 120 feet 
high and separated by a distance that cor
responds to very nearly one wavelength at 
38 meters. It is seen that transmission in 
the line of towers has been materially de
creased and therefore in the actual case the 
transmission was not equally good in all 
directions. The distortion of the energy 
distribution curve is caused bv radiation 
from the towers, which act as antennae. 
The currents in the towers are practically 
in phase with the current in the antenna 
wire midway between them. The result is 
^Contribution from Colonel E. H. R. Green Research. 
* Electrical Communication Laboratory, Massachu
setts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, A. Massachu
setts.

character of the earth and the length of 
the antenna wire.

In the study of horizontal antennae it 
is found that the energy distribution in a 
horizontal plane is not symmetrical with 
respect to a perpendicular at the center of 
the antenna system, but that most of the 
energy is radiated at right angles to the 
antenna and therefore transmission is 
usually found to be best in this direction.

The energy distribution in a vertical 
plane depends on the character of the 
earth, the height of the horizontal wire 
above earth, the length of the wire and the 
direction which the antenna makes with 
the plane considered. At certain heights, 
i.e., 0. X/2, \ etc., the vertical radiation is 
zero, while at other heights, >./4, 3X/4 etc., 
the vertical radiation is a maximum.

Multiple antenna systems which direct a 
beam of energy in a given direction over
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the earth’s surface are readily arranged, 
and at ti'a ncleiigt k* of fori a meters or less 
they do lint pri-sml uiiy great mechanical 
difficulties hi m>nsf.rnetion. They do not 
require an unreasonable amount of space 
unless it is desired to construct a system

FIG. 2. THE SIMPLEST METHOD OF REMOVING 
THE ANTENNA FROM THE STATION IS TO FEED 
IT THROUGH A 1-WIRE FEEDER OR TRANSMIS

SION LINE
The antenna may he hent as shown or straight, as 

is quite common. The feeder length is usually about 
1/10 wavelength unless series L or C be used. The 
defects of this method of voltage feed are discussed 
in the text.

producing an extremely well-defined beam.
Systems consisting of a number of ver

tical wires in the same plane, properly 
spaced and so excited that the currents

*■ mvEA.vnuiVNA
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FIG. 3. VOLTAGE FEED BY MEANS OF A NON

RADIATING 2-WIRE LINE
If vibration of the type shown in Fig. 5 is pre

vented as suggested in Fig. fi or by stiff conductors 
this method has advantages over the one of Fig. 2.

are in phase, have very marked directional 
properties providing the dimensions of the 
system are large compared with the 
wavelength. Even if the dimensions of the 
system are of the same order as the wave
length, the directional properties are quite 
noticeable and well worth the considera
tion of the progressive amateur.

THE WORK AT IXV AND IBYX
In order to contrast the theoretical with 

the actual directional properties of the 
various antenna arrangements that are 
discussed, many of the systems have been 
erected and tested during the past two 
years at Round Hills (IXV) and Auburn
dale (IBYX) both in Massachusetts.

The first type of antenna investigated 

was the usual “antenna-counterpoise” 
system, which is extensively used by ama
teurs. This type of antenna is also known 
as the “quarter-wave transmission line 
type” or bent. Hertzian antenna, and con
sists simply of two wires, about a quarter 
of a wavelength in length, one above the 
other and separated by six to twenty feet 
or more. This antenna is shown in Fig. 
IA and for simplicity the usual antenna 
and counterpoise condensers have been 
omitted from the sketch. The antenna is

FIG. 4. VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION AND CURRENT 
DISTRIBUTION FOR THE SYSTEMS OF FIG. 3

fairly effective but has two disadvantages. 
The first is that the wires connecting the 
two antenna wires must generally be 
brought within the station building thereby 
introducing undesirable losses into the an
tenna system because of the walls of the 
building. The second is that the structure 
cannot be elevated appreciably above sur
rounding objects because the dimensions 
would then become too great for satis
factory operation at the desired wavelength. 
This latter objection is overcome to a cer
tain extent by the single-wire-transmission- 
line type of feeder, (Fig. 2) which permits 
the placing of the antenna circuit proper at 
nearly any desired location, energy being

FIG. 5. INCORRECT STRUCTURE LEADING TO 
VIBRATIONS OF WIRES RELATIVE TO EACH 

OTHER

transferred from the transmitting oscillator 
via the single transmission line and the 
capaeiiaitce of the antenna system to 
ground.1 The method just outlined is not 

L Methods of laying out and adjusting snrh " 
system are given in detail on page 11, July 192G. 
<L. G, Windom.)—Tech. Ed.
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simple in adjustment and the antenna sys
tem is in itself practically a fixed wave
length arrangement, resulting in a marked 
lack of flexibility, when properly operated. 
Many stations using this system un
knowingly operate the feed-line as a lead-in, 
using the entire structure as an antenna, 
which is far from desirable. It should be 
realized that the antenna of Fig. 2 is exact-

FIG. 6, CORRECTION OF FIG. 5 BY USE OF 
LIGHT SPACERS

Wires, do not swing relative to each other, but to
gether. Stiff conductors will also effect a curve.

îy equivalent to that of Fig. 1 with the ex
ception that in one case the energy is 
brought to the antenna through a feed wire 
while in the other case it is coupled directly 
into the system. Inasmuch as the losses of 
a feeder system can usually be made less 
than those of a coupled-antenna arrange
ment it has been found advisable to em
ploy some form of feeder arrangement 
whenever feasible.2 3

The second type of antenna consists of a 
two-wire transmission line feeding a 
straight wire (Fig. 3) which acts as the 
antenna system (sometimes referred to as 
the “Zeppelin” antenna since it was first 
suggested, to be hung from dirigible 
balloons). The antenna wire is cut to one- 
half of the desired wavelength* in length and

FIG. 7. THE INPUT END OF THE 2-WIRE VOLT
AGE-FEED SYSTEM OF FIGS. 3-6

any odd number of quarter wavelengths 
with essentially the same results. It must 
be realized, however, that this two-wire 
feeder cannot be any length that is con
venient but must bear a definite relation 
to the designed operating wavelength of the 
antenna.* The reason for this is clearly 
evident upon consideration of the voltage 
and current distribution on the line as illus
trated in Fig. 4. The case of the quarter- 
wave feeder and half-wave antenna is 
shown in Fig. 4a. The antenna and feeder 
are shown in a horizontal position but it is 
realized that the antenna may be placed in 
any position at all and the feeder bent in 
whatever manner is necessary to reach the 
driving oscillator. The feeder wires may be 
brought around corners, placed in a hori
zontal or vertical plane or arranged in any 
other way desired. From the figure it is 
seen that the half-wave antenna is operated 
in the usual manner with a current loop 
at the center and voltage ¡oops at the ends. 
The system is so arranged that the cur
rents in the feeders are exactly out of 
phase and therefore the radiation from the 
feeder is practically zero. Tests on a care
fully adjusted system have verified these 
conclusions. The current and voltage dis-

PT]
FIG. 8. ONE FORM OF A TWO-WIRE VOLTAGE

FEED SYSTEM
The feeder wires in this case are each one-quarter 

wavelength long, or even multiple of that length.
Many variations are possible, especially as to the 

apparatus at the top of the feeder and the form of 
the antenna, which may be bent like that of Fig. 2 
or in any other manner desired. In place of the coil 
shown at the top of the feeder line a condenser or a 
more complex system may be used, or finally the line 
may be left open (nothing connected across) and 
simply connected to the two sides of the antennt. 
It is not discussed here because it has previously been 
covered in QST, also because the authors are not 
convinced of its desirability in view of the rather poor 
match between the antenna and line impedances. The 
same disadvantage does not apply to the system here 
shown or the other arrangements using such adapting 
devices as have just been suggested.

may be placed in any location or position, 
as desired, or as may be dictated by local 
conditions at the transmitter. The two- 
wire transmission line is preferably one- 
quarter wavelength long, but may be made 

2. The length to which antenna system is to be 
rut may be determined from p. 46, May, 1926, 
(J. M. C.-f-H. J . W.) or from p. 30, August, 1926. 
(Benjamin g. Melton).—Tech. Ed.

3. The wavelength in meters multiplied by 3.28 
give« the wavelength in feet. For instance; a 40- 
meter, half-wave antenna would be
65.6 feet long.—Authors.

tribution curves for the three-quarter wave 
feeder and half-wave antenna are shown 
in Fig. 4b and for the quarter-wave feeder, 
full-wave antenna in Fig. 4c. It is quite 
apparent from these figures that the feeder 
must be a quarter-wave long or an odd mul
tiple thereof.*

4. The same restriction does not apply to methods 
where the line terminates in special apparatus, as 
will he shown later. These methods usually relate to 
current feed of the antenna, rather than voltage feed. 
- Twh. Ed.
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At the oscillator end of the transmission 
line, adjustable coupling may be provided 
in the form of a coupling coil and a vari
able condenser either in series or parallel 
with the coil, so that the voltage loop ap
pearing near the far end of the transmission 
line may be shifted along the line in order 
that a maximum voltage may be impressed 
upon the antenna system. This arrange
ment has the advantage that the radiation 
of a. two-wire transmission Une (Fig. 3) is 
practically nil, as compared to the relatively 
large radiation that exists from a single

wire feeder which really acts as an ordi
nary antenna.

In the ease of the single-wire feeder which 
is short compared with the wavelength, 
the current distribution is practically uni

tion from one wire practically neutralizes 
that of the other and we have very little 
resultant radiation. It is found that 85 
percent of the energy is confined about the 
wires within a circle whose diameter is 
equal to four times the separation of the 
wires. Therefore, with this arrangement 
we _ are certain that practically all our 
radiation is coming from our antenna 
proper. The two-wire transmission line 
has the further advantages that there is 
no need of carefully determining the point 
at which the feeder is attached to the an
tenna, it being placed at a point correspond
ing to a voltage loopit is more flexible 
and is easier to adjust than the single-wire 
transmission line system; the antenna struc
ture is cut to exact dimensions determined 
by the wavelength desired—no empirical 
constants need to be used and the losses 
caused by the feeders going through the 
wall are a minimum since a voltage node

relative power. -------w

form along the entire length of the feeder 
and it radiates just as much as the portion 
which is usually thought of as the antenna 
proper. If the single-wire feeder is long 
compared to the wavelength standing 
waves are set up on the line, just as they 
are on the antenna itself, and the entire 
system acts as a radiator. When using 
the two-wire transmission line, the radia

(mentioned in more detail below) exists on 
the transmission line at this point. From 
Fig. 4 we see that a current loop occurs at 
the tuning condensers when the system is 
properly adjusted and therefore if we place 
an ammeter at this point we have a means 
of determining the proper adjustment.

Various antenna systems as described 
were constructed at the experimental sta
tion 1XV at Round Hills, and many ad
justments of the antenna wires and feed
ers made, the resulting antenna current 
being observed at the center of the antenna 
and at the transmitter end of the trans
mission line. Particular tests were made 
on feeder lines one-quarter and three- 
quarter wavelengths long in an effort to de
termine the possible effect of attenuation 
along the transmission line. No observable 
difference in antenna current was noted for 
the two lengths of the transmission line, 
indicating that if attenuation takes place 
on the line, it is of no practical importance

5« See Fig1. 4 for location of the voltage loops.— 
A uthnrs.
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insofar as building up a reasonable amount 
of current in the antenna wire is concerned. 
The effect of a change in spacing of the 
transmission line wires was also found to 
have little influence upon the antenna cur
rent. Spacings varying from 6 to 24 inches 
were used.

In the construction of two-wire trans
mission lines extreme care must be taken 
that the individual wires do not tend to 
swing, relative to one another. If glass

O .( .2 .3 4 .5 .6 .7 ,8 .9 10
RELATIVE POWER —

tooth-brush holders are used for separators 
it will be found that the wires will swing 
relative to each other and the heavy sepa
rators will remain stationary, see Fig. 5. 
This will cause detuning and resultant 
swinging of the transmitted signals. To 
overcome this, separation made of %- 
inch woden dowels, boiled in paraffin has 
been used and it has been found that 
the feeder swings as a unit, (Fig. 6) and as 
a result the spacing between wires does not 
change, and the signals are steady even in 
the high winds that have been encountered 
along the Atlantic coast.

In* these systems, it is very convenient 
from a practical viewpoint, to be able to 
cut the antenna and feeder wires to the cor
rect length with the assurance that good 
performance will be obtained at the desired 
wavelength. At first, it seemed that no 
definite relationship could be predicted be
tween the length to which the wire was cut 
and the wavelength of best operation of 
the antenna when installed. Later- devel
opments showed that most of the discrep
ancy was due to a shifting voltage nodal 
point at the transmitter end of the trans
mission line, with varying adjustments of 
the antenna and transmitting circuits. By 
arranging a variable condenser in each of 
the feed lines, the position of the node 
could be readily controlled, and if it were 
brought to the midpoint of the coupling 
inductance, the results obtained with the 
antenna system were closely predictable 
from the dimensions of the system. That

0 .1 .2 .3 4 ,5 .6 7 ,S s 1.0
RELATIVE POWER. —

is, if the antenna was cut one-half wave
length long, the feeder one-quarter wave
length or odd multiple thereof, then with 
a balanced nodal point, very good per
formance was obtained at the calculated 
wavelength. A considerable latitude is ex
perienced in the wavelength at which the 
system operates well, a variation of wave
length of 10%, above or below the designed 
wavelength having been found possible with 
practical antenna efficiency.

A test for the location of the voltage node

on the antenna tuning coil or along the 
transmission line is easily made by touch
ing a screw driver, or other insulated piece 
of metal, to the various turns of the coil 
or along the wire. At the node no spark 
will be obtained.

If the feed line is slightly less than a 
quarter-wavelength long, then the point of 
maximum voltage may be moved along the 
line by shunting a small condenser across 
the oscillator end of the transmission line. 
The addition of this small capacitance 
brings the maximum voltage point “in over 
the end of the line”. Proper adjustment 
of the condenser permits an increase of an
tenna current, with short feeder Une, of as 
much as 10 percent. If the line is slightly
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more than one-quarter wavelength long, 
the shunt capacitance is not used, the neces
sary adjustments being made by means of 
the two series condensers whose purpose is 
to balance the nodal point. The flexibility 
thus obtained is such that very good opera
tion may be obtained even though the 
transmission line is slightly different in 
length as compared with the desired quarter 
wavelength.

The arrangement that has been found 
most satisfactory for voltage feed is 
shown in Fig, 7. The values of the con
densers, and inductance should be such 
that if the system were shorted at XX' the 
closed circuit consisting of the tuning con
densers and the antenna inductance would 
tune to the operating wavelength. Tests 
for voltage nodes should be made at the 
points X, X', and Z and the condensers ad
justed until nodes appear at these points. 
When this adjustment is obtained it will be 
found possible to place the fingers between 
the points X and X' (there being no voltage 
to cause a burn) without affecting the 
operation or frequency of the transmitter in 
any way. The above remarks apply equal
ly well to the case of a three-quarter wave
length transmission line.

In the experiments carried out, the cur
rent-feed system was tried only to the 
extent necessary to establish the fact that 
it would operate the antenna in the same 
manner as the voltage-feed system de
scribed. There is no particular reason why 
one system should have any advantage over 
the. other, when both are used at their 
optimmum adjustments. The arrange
ment used is indicated in Fig. 8, half-wave 
feeder being used to obtain a maximum 
current at the antenna loading coil? The 
reactance drop in the coil is impressed at

6. By making special provisions for matching the 
line to the loads at both ends this limitation may be 
avoided. One method of doiner this is described on 
oaw-A 43, January, 1928. (Walter Van H. Roberts./— 
Tech. Ed.

the center of the antenna system and the 
antenna current being measured just ‘out-

3
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FIG. 16. DIAGRAM TO EXPLAIN APPLICATION 
OF CURVES OF FIGS. 9-15 TO HORIZONTAL 

ANTENNAS

side” of the loading coil. With proper ad
justment the antenna current was found to 
be exactly the same as that obtained with 
the voltage-feed system, but from an oper
ating standpoint, this system is not so de
sirable as the voltage-feed system because 
of the necessity c>f placing a coil or a 
condenser at the center of the antenna, so 
that the latter system was employed in all 
later experiments.

These systems of exciting the antenna

HORffONlAL ANftiNNA ilj A, Al#v£

lend themselves very well to the excitation 
of two or more antennae, with the main
tenance of definite phase relationships be
tween the currents in the various antennae, 
and are therefore of great value when con
structing a directional antenna system.

As transmission by short waves is be
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lieved to be largely dependent upon the 
bending of the waves in the upper regions 
of the atmosphere for transmission over 
great distances, it would appear to be very 
advantageous to utilize a directive system

HOftlZDNTAL ANTENNA X ApnVf FA«TH 

tenna in the vertical plane should be such 
as to give as intense radiation as pos
sible at the angles which are most suitable 
for such transmission; for short distances 
the antenna should radiate most intensely 
at relatively high angles, of the order of 45 
to 70 degrees. Recent experimental results 
due to Meissner in Germany indicate that 
very high angle radiation may play a very 
important role in long distance communica
tion. Transmission from Nauen to Ar
gentina has been maintained on 11 meters, 
using reflectors sending the main beam of 
radiation up at angles of from 30 to 
80 degrees from the horizontal at the trans
mitter. Horizontal antennae would play 
an important part in amateur radio if 
transmission by high-angle radiation is to 
he followed.

FIG 16
HOWZONMt ANTENNA % A ABM CARTS
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ÿsuch that the maximum intensity of radia
tion is obtained in a direction favorable for 
refraction in the upper atmosphere. Prac
tical operating results indicate that for a 
transmitter to be effective at great dis
tances on short wavelengths, the antenna 
system employed must be of such a type as 
to have a strong component of radiation 
in the horizontal direction, that is, tangent 
to the earth’s surface at the transmitter. 
For shorter distances the strong component 
must be at greater and greater angles with 
the horizontal as the distance of trans-

mission becomes less. However, for general 
communication purposes, it is desirable to 
have an antenna which will transmit equally 
well in all the directions in the horizontal 
plane. That is, if we were to move around 
the antenna, in a circle on the ground with 
field strength measuring apparatus we 
should find equal field strengths at all points 
on the circle. If it. were desired to communi
cate. primarily with stations at great dis
tances, then the characteristics of the an

Ji I
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Figures 9 to 15 inclusive show the theo
retical distribution of the radiated power 
at various angles with the horizontal of 
single vertical half-wave antennae, with
out loading and over a perfectly conduct
ing earth. In each case L is the antenna 
length and d is the distance from its lower 
end to the earth. The grounded antenna 
radiates most strongly along the horizontal 
and the power falls off rather rapidly as 
the angle above the ground is increased. 
Thus for an angle of approximately 26 de
grees above the horizontal, as shown in Fig. 
9, the power has fallen to one-half of its 
value at the horizontal. Such a characteris
tic would be useful for medium and 
long distance communication, but would 
be valueless for short distance work. 
The grounded antenna is one-quarter 
wavelength long, as contrasted with 
the one-half wavelength of wire for 
the ungrounded antennae. The grounded 
antenna would be relatively simple in con
struction, but difficulty is encountered in 
obtaining an adequate grounding con
nection. For short wavelength work, even 
if buried plates which are bonded together 
are, placed just below the transmitting 
equipment, it is practically impossible to 
attain a low resistance connection. The 
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curve shown was obtained assuming a per
fect conducting earth.

Inasmuch as the ungrounded antenna 
does not require a grounding structure, 
and since, when it is raised some little 
distance above the ground the earth losses 
become quite small, this type has become 
almost universal for short-wave work. 
When such an antenna is erected over a 
perfect earth, the radiation characteristic 
has the same distribution with respect to 
vertical angle as has the grounded an
tenna, when the lower end of the vertical 
wire is placed at a very small distance 
above ground, this small distance pre
venting the conductive flow of current

H0SIKWT4I. AHtENHA 5J X ABOVE EAPfH

leaf of the curve is narrower than before, 
though the absolute' maximum value still 
occurs at zero elevation. The curve now 
has two maxima and minima, the second 
maximum occurring at an agie of 61 de
grees from the horizontal, and the second

BROADSIDE" 
L -O’

FIG. 23. AN ANTENNA GROUP TRANSMITTING 
PRINCIPALLY -BROADSIDE", BUT IN BOTH 
DIRECTIONS AS SHOWN IN FIGS. FOLLOWING. 
A SUITABLE FEEDER SYSTEM AND ITS NECES
SARY LENGTHS APPEAR IN THE FOREGROUND

to earth. The characteristic is given in 
Figure 10, the small diagram at the right 
of the figure giving the geometry of the 
system. In both of the preceding cases 
there is but one leaf to the curve, that is, 
there is a single maximum and a single 
minimum; the former occurring for zero 
elevation, the. latter for 90 degrees eleva
tion.

When the lower end of the antenna wire

FIG. 22. DIRECTIVE ANTENNA GROUP OF TYPE 
USED AT IXV

In the IXV antenna but 4 vertical antennas were 
used. being excited as shown in the next two figures.

is raised a distance of U-wavelength from 
the ground, the characteristic takes the 
form shown in Figure 11. The main 

minimum at 4.2 degrees from the horizontal. 
The appearance of the small loop pointing 
high into the air is readily perceived in the 
figure.

Upon raising the antenna to a distance 
of %-wavelength, the small loop of Figure 
8 is increased in size and rotated slightly 
toward the horizontal, as shown in Figure 
12. This loop continues to increase in 
size and rotate toward the horizontal as the 
distance of the antenna above ground is 
increased, while at the same time the main 
leaf of the curve becomes correspondingly 
narrower and narrower as may be readily 
seen from Figure 13 and 14, until the a.pr 
tenna has been raised to a height equal to 
its own length, i.e., one-half wavelength.

Upon carrying the antenna still further 
above ground it is found that a third loop 
appears and gradually increases in size, 
meanwhile rotating to the right (as does 
the second loop). The small third loop is 
just discernable in Figure 15.

CHECK TESTS AT IXV
Since it was desirable to obtain experi

mental confirmation of the theoretical con
clusions, the calculations were not carried 
beyond the dimensions which could be 
realized for the normal wavelength (39 
meters) of the Round Hills experimental 
station, IXV. The arrangement pictured 
in Figure 14 was in regular use at that, 
station for some time, and is very in
teresting because of the double maximum. 
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The higher angle radiation undoubtedly 
accounts in part for the very strong sig
nals which the station has been able to 
produce at distances of from 100 to 300 
miles in daytime, while the narrow leaf of 
low angle radiation may account for the 
performance of the station in covering 
several thousand miles with very great con
sistency at night.

To obtain an operating check on the 
performance of the system, the antenna 
system was lowered from the position shown 
in Figure 14 to that shown in Figure 11, 
since for the latter position there is for 
all practical purposes but a single leaf to 
the radiation curve. This latter character
istic radiated more strongly at angles of 
10 to 20 degrees above the horizontal, which 
resulted in better transmission from the 
station over distances of the order of 
several hundred miles at night than could

’endwise" l=iw
FIG. 24. AN “ENDWISE” GROUP IN WHICH THE 
H PARTS ACT AS FEEDERS CONNECTING THE 

V PARTS
The V parts are the antennae proper. Voltage or 

current feed may be used.

be obtained with the original system. The 
high angle loop of the original antenna 
characteristic was practically eliminated, 
which resulted in much poorer transmission 
over short distances.

HORIZONTAL ANTENNAS
The horizontal antenna is probably more 

commonly employed by the amateur sta
tion than the vertical antenna and is there
fore of considerable practical importance. 
In the ease of the horizontal antenna the 
resulting characteristic is not symmetrical, 
as in the ease of the vertical antenna, so 
that in visualizing the results it is neces
sary to lake cuts through the surface of 
radiation along principal planes, as, for 
example, planes vertical to the earth and 
passing through the center of the antenna 
either in the direction of the wire or at 
right angles to it.

To avoid duplication of work and to sim
plify the drawing of curves only one half of 
the cross section of each eut through the 
surface is shown in the accompanying fig
ures. Referring to Figure 16, the point O 
is taken as the origin, this point being lo
cated on the surface of the earth, directly 
below the center point of the antenna. The 
antenna is shown lying in the XOZ plane, 

and therefore the plane YOZ is at right 
angles to the antenna wire.

The curves on the right half of Figures 17 
to 21 inclusive show the distribution of the 
radiated energy in the XOZ plane for va
rious antenna heights. The distance from 
the point O to any point on the curve, such 
as A, is proportional to the power radiated

FIG. 25. ENDWISE DOUBLE-ROW GROUP, FOR 
SHARPENING THE BEAM ABOVE THAT OF 

FIG. 24
Current feed is shown, although voltage feed is 

equally applicable, feeder then being connected at the 
bottom of any V wire.

in the direction OA. In the plane X’OZ the 
curve is of exactly of the same nature as 
the one shown and because of this sym
metry there is no need of drawing complete 
curves. The curves in the left half of the 
figures show the power distribution in the 
YOZ plane, or at right angles to the an
tenna wire. Duplication is again avoided 
by not showing the duplicate curve for the 
radiation in .the Y'OZ plane.

These curves were obtained by assuming 
a perfectly conducting earth, the antenna 
consisting of a single wire, one half-wave
length long and operated without any load
ing.

When the antenna is placed %-wave
length above the ground a relative power 
of 100 percent is obtained in the vertical 
direction, 60 percent at an angle of 29. de
grees above the horizontal and very little 
power for the lower angles, as shown by 
the curves Figure 17. For the. same angle 
above the horizontal the radiated power 
is not the same in the direction of the an
tenna,, as compared with that radiated at 
right angles to the antenna, it being greater 
in the direction at right angles to the wire.

In contrast to the large radiation along 
the horizontal, obtained with the vertical 
wire, it is noted that, no position of the 
horizontal antenna results in radiation in 
the horizontal direction. Considered from 
the viewpoint of a refraction theory of 
transmission for short waves, this would 
indicate that the horizontal antenna could 
not compare with the vertical for effective
ness for transmission over long distances 
by “low angle” radiation. In general, this 
conclusion is sustained by results obtained 
at Round Hills. 1XV and Auburndale, IBYX.
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The horizontal antenna radiating most 
effectively at high angles, would by the 
same theory be very effective over short 
distances, which was also experimentally 
substantiated by the stations above.

From Figure 18 and 19 it is seen that as 
the antenna is raised to heights between %

K

"broadside" 2-ROW
FIG. 2g—BROADSIDE GROUP FOR SECURING 
TRANSMISSION LIKE THAT OF FIG. 23 BUT 

EITHER UNILATERAL OR BILATERAL
A feed system like that of Fig. 23 is needed. The 

uni-lateral effect takes place if the rows are 54 wave
length apart, and properly excited. The bilateral effect 
takes place when the rows are H* wavelength apart.

and ’i wavelengths, the intensity in the 
vertical direction falls off slowly at first and 
then more rapidly, becoming zero for a 
height of ^-wavelength. The maximum 
radiation of 100 percent is obtained for all 
these positions, but the angle at which this 
radiation takes place progresses from the 
vertical toward the horizontal, taking the 
directions of 0, 48.2, and 60 degrees as 
shown, for transmission at right angles to 
the antenna. For transmission in. the line 
of the antenna the maximum radiation falls 
off and at the same time the angle in which 
the radiation is confined is reduced, result
ing in a small sheaf of radiation confined 
to an angle of about 50 degrees when the 
height reaches (4-wavelength. For this 
condition (curve 19) it is apparent that the 
system would operate to give much better 
transmission at right angles to the antenna, 
both as regards strength of signals and dis
tance as compared with transmission in the 
line of the antenna. This conclusion was 
sustantiated by results obtained at IBYX, 
Auburndale, Massachusetts, where a hori
zontal wire running North and South was 
employed. Remarkably reliable communi
cation was maintained with points in the 
vicinity of Chicago and Milwaukee (West 
of IBYX) but only intermittent communi
cation with points along the Atlantic sea
board (North-South line) was possible. 
Tests with other antenna systems seem 
to show that the discrimination in direc
tion in this particular case was due entire
ly to the directional properties of the hori
zontal wire.

The curves given cover most of the hori
zontal antenna systems employed by ama
teurs, and serve to explain in a large meas
ure many of the peculiarities of iransmis- 

sion which so puzzle amateur operators. 
If the existing conditions were such as to 
permit the erection of the most desirable 
antenna system the vertical type would 
probably be chosen for general communi
cation purposes.

Considerable effort has been devoted to 
theoretical studies of directional transmit
ting antenna systems to find one which is 
readily realizable in practice and yet one 
which will yield a sharply directional 
characteristic. The basic principle generai-

STG. 27. IN THIS AND THE FOLLOWING FIGURES 
THE DIAGRAMS AT THE TOP SHOW THE LOCA
TION OP ANTENNAS. THE VARIOUS SCHEMES 
ALL BEING VARIATIONS OF THE PLANS 

SHOWN IN FIGS. 23, 24, 25 AND 2«
The curves A, B, Ct D show relative power in 

different directions, the curve to be understood as 
lying in the correct position with respect to the an- 
ienna-scheme shown in the same figure and the mean
ing of the lettering being as follows; (A). 1 row of 
antennae worked in phase after the manner of Fig. 
23 and therefore transmitting broadside; <H), 2 
rows of antennas worked in phase within the row by 
the same feed system as for (A), but with each an
tenna of the row supplying the corresponding an
tenna in the other row, the two rows being out of 
phase with each other (broadside); <C>, I row of an
tennae worked out of phase after the manner of Fig. 
24 and therefore transmitting endwise; (D). 2 rows 
of antennae arranged after the manner nf Fig. 23, 
which is out nf phase in the row but with the two 
rows in phase with each other and therefore trans
mitting endwise.

ly employed in involving a directional trans
mitter is that of placing a number of an
tennae and operating them so as to ob
tain an addition of their separate effects in 
certain favored directions, while obtaining 
an annulment of their effects in other direc
tions. One of the simplest systems used con
sists merely of a number of vertical wires 
hung in a line and operated in a manner such 
that the currents in each wire are either 
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in phase or <mt of phase with the currents 
in the adjacent wires. The operation of 
the antenna with the currents either in or 
out of phase results in two distinct antenna 
systems, having entirely different charac
teristics.

ANTENNA GROUPS
If we operate an antenna consisting of a 

number of vertical wires hung in a line with 
all the currents in phase we obtain an an
tenna which is directional at right angles 
to the line of the antenna. This is termed 
a “broad-side” system since the main beam

FIG. 28

is broadside to the line of the array. If 
the currents in each wire are out of phase 
with those in the preceding wire the sys
tem is termed an “endwise” system, since 
the main beam is in the line of the antenna 
array.

Before considering the relative ad
vantages of the various possible arrange
ments it would be well to consider the 
means for exciting the antenna under the 
two conditions imposed above. In Figure 
22 is shown a possible method of hanging 
a number of vertical wires by utilizing two 
towers or masts. The system sketched con
sists of eight vertical wires, each a half 
wavelength long and separated by a half 
wavelength, the height above ground being 
determined by consideration of the vertical 
plane characteristics mentioned above 
(Figures 9 to 15). If we desire to operate 
this system with all the currents in phase 
for broadside transmission we may employ 

the arrangement shown in Figure 23, 
wherein the antenna is fed by two-wire 
transmission lines whose length, as

FIG 2®

measured from the transmitter to each ver
tical wire, must, be the same for all wires 
and equal to an odd quarter-multiple wave-

FIG.3O

length. In the figure this distance is 5/4 
wavelengths long. The dotted lines indi
cate the second wire which makes up the 
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two-wire transmission line described above. 
This system is adjusted in exactly the same 
manner as the simple single wire antennae 
previously mentioned. It is readily seen 
that this arrangement requires a rather

FIG 31

elaborate feeding system, if many antennae 
are to be excited. As used in British beam 
stations the feeders are mounted in the 
center of copper pipes, the pipes acting as 
the second wire of the feeder system and 
are mounted on grounded iron stakes.

For the endwise system the connections 
are much simpler as are indicated in Figure 
24. Eight wires are again hung one half 
wavelength apart and a single continuous 
piece of wire may be made to serve for a 
number of antennae and their associated 
feeders. The system may be fed from a 
coupling coil placed at a current loop of 
one of the feeders (at the center of any 
horizontal part) as indicated, or it may be 
excited by a voltage feed system consist
ing of a two wire odd-quarter wavelength 
transmission line applied to a voltage loop 
of the system as indicated by the dotted 
lines (at any corner of the system). This 
system offers highly desirable characteris
tics from the view point of installation and 
operation, but has the disadvantage of a 
relatively wide beam.

In either system, it is possible to obtain 
a much sharper beam if two or more rows 
of antennae are used. Assuming that in 
each row the antennae are operated in the 
same manner relative to each other, then 
various types of distribution may be ob
tained from the system depending on the 
manner of operation of the various rows. 
From a practical operating viewpoint, the 
addition of a second row does not entail 

much difficulty, provided that the spacing 
of the rows is one-half wavelength and that 
the antennae in one row are operated either 
in phase, or out of phase, with the an
tennae in the other row. In the broadside 
system, the addition of a second row pro
duces no change in the shape of the distribu
tion curve; in the endwise system, the ad
dition of the second row makes the beam 
about one half as wide. Arrangements for 
operating two rows of antennae are shown 
in Figures 25 and 26. The simplicity of 
the endwise system is apparent; the broad
side system, in the lower figure must be 
excited by means of the transmission line 
system indicated in Figure 23.

To obtain a sharp beam, it ean be shown 
theoretically to be of little use to place more 
than one antenna in one-half wave-length 
of space along the line of the antenna. That 
is, if a space one wavelength long is avail-

tHtWUtrCAi.

BROADSIDE SYSTEM

fantevai,

FIG. 32. THEORETICAL AND ACTUAL CURVES 
OBTAINED BY TESTING AT 1XV WITH A 4-WIRE 
VERSION OF THE SYSTEM OF FIGS. 22-23-2» 

A AB

able for the erection on the antenna, the 
resulting beam will be very little narrower 
if a dozen antenna wires are used than it 
would be if only two antennae were used. 
If a beam of a certain width, measured 
angularly around the transmitter in a hori
zontal plane, is desired, it is necessary to 
have a certain space in which to construct 
the antenna system; the space required will 
be greater, the sharper the beam, so that in 
a practical case, the available space deter
mines for the amateur the sharpness of the 
beam that may be obtained.

If desired, one of the rows of a two-row 
antenna system may be placed one-quarter 
wavelength behind the other, by properly 
exciting the antenna system "uni-lateral” 
transmission is obtained. That is, not only 
will a beam result, but the beam will extend 
only on one side of the transmitting point, 
the signals in the opposite direction being 
very weak. This condition is difficult to 
attain in practice, but may be sufficiently 
well established so as to provide antenna 
directional characteristics which are of 
material advantage in certain cases. For 
example, a transmitter located on the sea
coast desires to communicate with stations 
located inland; the characteristic shown in 
Figure 31 gives practically 100 percent. 
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transmission over one quadrant, while 
eliminating radiation over the remaining 
three quadrants.

The curves shown in Figures 27 to 31 
inclusive, represents the theoretical charac- 
tertistics, in a horizontal plane, of antennae 
employing 2 to 12 wires. In the upper left 
hand corner of the diagrams are shown the 
arrangements for 2, 4, 6 and 12 wires in a 
row; in the upper right hand corner are 
shown the arrangements when a second 
row is used, the dots representing the wires 
as they would be seen by looking down 
on them from above. Curve A in each 
group gives the directional effect when the 
antennae are operated in phase (as in Fig. 
23) ; Curve C when the antenna are oper
ated out of phase (as in Fig. 24); Curve B 
shows the effect of a two-row system, the an
tennae in each row being in phase, while the 
rows are out of phase (as in Fig. 25); 
Curve D is for the two row system, the 
antennae in each row being operated out 
of phase, while the rows are operated in 
phase (as in Fig. 26). It will be seen that 
the system in which the antennae are 
operated in phase gives the sharpest or nar
rowest beam, and that the addition of a 
second row in these cases does practically 
nothing toward making the beam sharper. 
While the single row system in which the 
antennae are not of phase is not anywhere 
nearly as good, considering the sharpness 
of the beam, the addition of a second row 
materially improves the beam. How
ever even after the addition of the second 

feet high. By making use of the towers at 
Round Hills, support was arranged for four 
antenna wires, one-half wavelength apart, 
for 40-meter transmission.

This four-wire directional antennae has 
been operated both as a broadside and as 
an endwise system for several months at 
1XV on 38 meters. The theoretical energy 
distribution of this antenna when used for 
broadside transmission is shown in Fig. 32a. 
Measurements made with field strength 
measuring apparatus upon the actual sys
tem as installed showed that the actual 
energy distribution was that shown in Fig. 
32b. This distortion of the field was 
caused by the steel towers which supported 
the antenna and were placed as shown in 
the figure. As has already been mentioned 
the distance of each tower from the an
tenna system is approximately one-half of 
the operating wave and since the currents

FIG. 34. RESULTS AT 1XV WITH VERTICAL AN
TENNA, SHOWING DISTORTION DUE TO STEEL 

TOWERS

FIG. 33, THEORETICAL AND ACTUAL CURVES 
FOR 4-W1RE 1XV SYSTEM OF TYPE OF FIGS. 

22-24-28 C & D

beam, is not anywhere nearly as sharp as is 
obtainable with the “broadside”, or in phase 
system.

TESTING 36-METER BEAM SYSTEMS AT 1XV
For Figure 30, in which 12 wires are 

placed in line at distances of a half wave
length, the resulting beam is quite narrow, 
the relative power dropping to 50 percent of 
the maximum for directions differing from 
the line of the array by only 4 degrees. As 
an estimate of the space required for such a 
system, for 40 meters, we find that the 
line of antennae will be about 720 feet long, 
which is rather difficult to construct, since 
each of the antenna wires must be 64 

in all the antenna wires are in phase the 
towers act, as a reflecting wire place one- 
half wavelength from the antenna proper. 
Thus the steel towers cast a decided 
“shadow” and cause a “splitting” of the 
beam.

In the case of four wires operated as an 
endwise system the theoretical and actual 
curves were as shown in Fig. 33. In this 
system the antennae are operated out of 
phase and the transmission is aided in the 
line of towers.

It is readily seen that if the total power 
fed to a given antenna system is kept con
stant that the directional system will send 
considerably more power in a given direc
tion than will the non-directional arrange
ment. At :1XV, signal strength reports 
received from stations that were in the 
beam were materially greater when using 
the four-wire directional system men
tioned, than the reports obtained when us
ing the usual single-wire vertical antenna, 
for the same tube input in the two cases.

Another type of directional system con
sists of a very long, low, horizontal wire, 
broken up into half-wave length sections. 
Between the half wave sections are placed 
tuned circuits, which actually amount to 
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non-radiating half-wavelength sections. In 
this way the currents in the active half 
wave sections may be brought practically 
into phase, so that the effects of the sepa
rate antenna sections add up in a direction 
at right angles to the line of the antenna. 
The arrangement of the system is indicated

HALE WAVELEN&M

Z, HMfGF
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FIG. 35, ANOTHER “BROADSIDE” SYSTEM UTI
LIZING A LONG HORIZONTAL WIRE TN WHICH 
THE SECTIONS FEED EACH OTHER THROUGH 
INTERMEDI ATE “PHASING COILS” OR THROUGH 
CLOSED CIRCUITS TUNED TO THE WORKING 

WAVE AND ACTING AS PHASE REVERSERS
, .The distribution is given in Fig. 36. Current feed 
may be used for each section in the manner shown in 

another figure.

in Figure 35. The system may be fed at 
the center of any one of the antenna sec
tions, bv “current” feed, as indicated, or 
may be fed at any of the junctions between 
a radiating and non-radiating half wave sec
tion as shown by the dotted lines. The non- 
radiating sections may be made up of a coil 
and condenser, very nearly tuned to the 
operating wavelength, or the condenser may 
be eliminated by making the coil practical
ly self-resonant. In the latter case the coil 
is generally called a “phasing eoil”.

The directive curve of the system is 
shown in Figure 36, when looking down 
upon the antenna. The angle “A”, measur-

FIG. 36. TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE SYSTEM OF FIGURE 35

ing the angle between the direction giving 
50 pei’ cent of the maximum radiation on 
one side of the maximum to 50 percent of 
the maximum on the other side of maxi
mum, depends upon the number of the ra
diating sections as follows (according to 
Meissner): 72 degrees for one antenna, 42 
degrees for two antennae, 32 degrees for 

four antennae and 14 degrees for eight an
tennae. Thus to produce a sharp beam we 
encounter the same difficulty, as in other 
systems, the dimensions of the systems must 
be large compared with the wavelength. 
For a 14-degree beam at. 40 meters, the 
length of the system would be 8 x 20 meters, 
or approximately 525 feet.

The characteristics of this antenna sys
tem in a vertical plane are similar to those 
previously given for a single half wave
length radiating section. If the height is 
made an odd multiple of quarter wave
lengths then the energy radiated vertically 
is a maximum, while if the height is an 
even number of quarter wavelengths the 
energy radiated vertically is zero, if the 
ground is highly conducting.

Resisto Props

IT is strange that although resistors are 
used so frequently in radio work, the 
manufacturers of them have been content 

with supplying them without any particular 
means for mounting in a secure and perma
nent fashion. Many have been the con
traptions that have been hastily contrived

with the view of holding such units and 
many more times have they been “mounted” 
by their leads or terminals.

It is good to know that there are now 
available some honest-to-goodness mounts 
for the commonly used tubular shaped units. 
Two metal angles act as the “feet” of the 
mounting and a rod, threaded at both ends, 
is passed through the center of the resistor 
and the holes in the mounting brackets. 
Fibre washers act as cushions between the 
ends of the unit and the metal pieces. Nuts 
allow the entire assembly to be tightened up 
to a desirabe condition and lock washers 
prevent them from working loose.

The resistor shown is also a product of 
the same manufacturer.

Resisto Props may be obtained in two 
sizes, so as to fit two-inch and four-inch 
resistance units. They are a product of 
the Daven Radio Company of Newark, N. J.

—H. P. W.
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Double-Detection Receivers With 
Band-Pass and Screen-Grid Amplifiers 

('Continwi from Page 16)

other hand if one wishes to have a beat 
note there must be a long-wave heterodyne 
to beat with the second detector or else 
one must make the second detector itself 
oscillate. A not particularly 
good alternative for this is to 
make the intermediate fre
quency tube oscillate as was 
done in the double-detection 
receivers (with standard 
tube, not with 222) described 
in QST for January, 1927 
(p. 40), June (p. 9) and 
February 1928, (p. 41) and 
also in the receiver of Fig. 
6; though in the last ease it 
was done for comparative 
purposes only. As expected 
the autodyne 2nd detector 
was materially the better 
device.

Mr. Ross Hull has sug
gested that the receivers just 
referred to may be both im
proved and simplified by re
placing the i.f. tubes with a 
single UX-222, so that the 
final system will consist of 
an autodyne first detector, a 
222 i.f. tube, an autodyn 2nd 
detector and possibly one a.f.
tube. This is again the system c pre
viously referred to, with the change 
that the 2nd detector is oscillating. 
As was said before, such systems 
with standard tubes (less band-pass) 
have been described but in these eases 
the i.f. was more or less regenerative (see 
Fig. 6) and in some eases oscillating, 
thereby causing some interference with the 
autodyne first detector, not only as to twit
terings but also in the way of a tendency 
to make the first detector howl when the 
i.f. regeneration was changed. The excep
tion was a 5-meter receiver shown in Fig. 
8 and in this case the intermediate fre
quency was not a favorable one, being about 
665 Ke. The combination seemed promis
ing however and was easy to handle as well 
as being quieter than the ordinary i.f. but 
not as quiet as the receivers equipped with 
band-passes.

. Washer

Lead,
Aiuaììnwì

B-SINGLE UNIT

The Rusco transformers may be ob
tained from the Columbia Metal Products 
Co., 57 E. Ohio St., Chicago, Ill.

More will be said in QST about this type 
of receiver.

An Amendment to the Cure

IN the article “A Simple Cure for an Old 
Ailment”, by A. J. Haynes (December, 
p. 44) there should have appeared a cir

cuit drawing and a photograph. The post- 
office together with the mysteries of 
putting the magazine helped to keep 
the two illustrations out. At the moment 

'‘'-paniffimdi
1 wooden 

¡support sirip —-s

Washers

J - _

Resistance strip'd
C-ARRANGEMENT ON 

SUPPORTSTRIP

when this is written the photo has ap
peared, and the diagram is on hand also.

HERE IS THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE 
RECTIFIER

They therefore appear herewith with our 
apologies that they could not have appeared 
in QST last month.
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Two Inexpensive Test Sets
By Frank Palmer*

PERHAPS I should qualify the title of 
this article somewhat, and call it a 
comparatively inexpensive test set, in 

that it may be built for a great deal less 
money than is asked for the commercial

FIG. I. THE “BENCH BOARD” TYPE OF TEST 
PANEL FOR TUBES UP TO AND 

INCLUDING 201-A.
When operating with the teat cord plugged into a 

set. meter reads plate voltage, with the switch down it 
reads filament voltage. Plate current can be read at 
any time on the milliammeter and grid bias can be read 
on the zero-center voltmeter by pushing the button at 
tho center of the panel. When testing a tube apart 
from a set the batteries are connected to the 4 binding 
posts, the tube is plugged into the socket and the 
readings made as before. Any C battery that is de
sired may he connected across the B minus and A 
minus posts, otherwise the grid is open until the volt
meter button is pushed and then drops to “zero grid,” 
in other words is returned to the negative filament. 

For other work the meters are independently avail
able by use of the pin jacks and the two left-hand 
binding posts. The only permanent inter-connection 
is between the negative terminals of the two volt
meters. A single-pole switch cut in at “X” would 
interrupt this if there seems to be any advantage in 
complete independence. The two-pole switch must 
of course be open.
Photos hy A nthor.

articles of this type, which according to my 
experience are in many ways less con- 

♦Atlantic, Mass.

venient, and do not offer such varied uses 
as mine.

It has long been the custom to make 
radio sets more impressive by “dolling” 
them up with filament voltmeters and am
meters. These pleased the hick from the 
high grass immensely, but as far as telling 
anything vital as to the operation of the set, 
the ammeter was entirely useless and the 
voltmeter very nearly so. This latter in
strument was anchored to the receiver panel 
so it could not be used for any of the count
less purposes it might otherwise be avail
able for.

After my graduation from the hick class, 
I frequently found myself chasing all over 
the place to find my filament voltmeter. 
Having satisfied that curiosity, I would most 
likely repeat the operation for a plate volt
meter; about that time I’d get a hunch my 
grid bias was not right, and a search for 
the milliammeter was started, which re
sulted in disconnecting everything in sight 
so I could ascertain said grid bias. After 
keeping this up for some time I suddenly 
saw a light, and in December, 1926, I nailed 
all the blamed meters to a board as shown 
in the accompanying photograph of Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1, I have used the less expensive 
Weston meters. The Model 489 double-range 
low-resistance voltmeter is used coupled up 
with a double-pole double-throw switch as 
indicated in Fig. IA and IB. The addition 
of pin .jacks as shown makes these meters 
available for other purposes though the test 
leads are of a substantial size and insulated 
with rubber hose as shown in Fig. 2A.

The flush type 301 meter lends itself 
nicely to the arrangement as shown. The 
push button throws the grid bias meter in 
or out of the circuit at will.

To make it convenient to test tubes in 
connection with the sets to which they be
long—especially to check the continuity of 
the circuits—there has been made up a test 
plug with a flexible cord as shown in Fig. 
IA. This cord can be plugged into the 
socket of the set, the tube then being trans
ferred to the socket of the test board. By 
using a UX socket on the board and a UV- 
199 plug on the cord it is possible with the 
ordinary adapters to handle all the usual 
varieties of tube bases and sockets. The 
test plug is made by cleaning out the base of 
a 199 peanut tube, unsoldering its leads and 
replacing them with eighteen-or twenty- 
inch lengths of ordinary No. 16 cotton cov
ered lamp cord. These cords are then placed 
parallel to the sides of the base and melted

(Concluded on Page 40)
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Another “Code-Learning” Set
By Harold P. Westman, Assistant Technical Editor

M
ANY sets have been described for 

those who are desirous of learning 
the code by listening to long-wave 
transmissions. Some of these have 

used the very minimum of equipment and 
left the problem of getting the set to work 
to the picking of a suitable tube, the char
acteristics of which would fit in with the 
other constants of the set. In many cases 
the inexperienced man has been unable to 
get satisfactory operation from them and in 
an effort to get reliable action has gone to 
the other extreme and put in everything 
that could be thought of.

The set to be described falls in neither of 
these classes. It gives an honest-to-good- 
ness control of regeneration as well as wave
length. At the same time, the amount of 
equipment is small and the circuit of the 
simplest form.

The circuit appears in Figure 1. As will 
be noted, two inductance coils are needed. 
One is shunted by the variable condenser 
and is connected between the grid and fila
ment of the detector tube and the other acts 
as a tickler coil being* in the plate circuit of 
the detector and coupled to the first coil. 
The antenna and ground are connected 

SHOWING THE SET WIRED

across the first coil, this arrangement being 
commonly referred to as a “single-circuit 
tuner”. It may be said in its favor, that it 
gives the loudest signals of all methods, of 
antenna coupling. As drawbacks, we find 
that it tunes broadly and when in the os
cillating condition radiates, acting as a 
miniature transmitter. However, for code 
practice one does not of necessity listen to 
any given station but may pick out. the 
loudest one and under these conditions the 
broad tuning will not be so damaging as it 
would be were it required that one listen to 

some pre-determined signal. As far as 
radiating is concerned, the average 100- or 
150-foot receiving antenna is not very effec-

tive in radiating at wavelengths above eight 
or nine thousand meters. One should also 
consider that there are very few receivers 

operating in any average location 
which might be interferred with.

Regeneration is controlled by 
means of a variable high resistance 
in the B-battery lead to the plate 
of the detector. The plate voltage 
is equal to the voltage drop across 
this resistor subtracted from the 
B-battery voltage. As the re
sistance is varied, so is the plate 
voltage varied which in turn affects 
the amount of regeneration occur
ring in the circuit. It will be found 
that this method offers a very 
smooth control which causes little 
detuning.

The inductances used are duo-lat
eral coils. This particular set was 
built to employ coils mounted on 

plugs although there is no reason in the 
world why one cannot use unmounted ones 
and a couple of pair of Fahnestock clips to 
take the leads.

Why folks should be more inclined to 
guess, rather than calculate, in which direc
tion the tickler coil should be connected, in 
order that the feedback will be in the 
proper phase for causing oscillations, is a 
profound mystery. Perhaps laziness is the 
answer, for it certainly can’t he ignorance! 
No, not with such a simple and fundamental 
example in front of one as the Hartley cir-
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i-uit. If the grid and tickler coils are wound 
in the same direction and are placed end to 
end, it is only necessary to remember that 
the grid and plate connections come from 
the extreme ends of the coils or from the 

THE PANEL VIEW OF THE SET

two inner ends. Don’t run the one to an 
inner end and the other to an outer end for 
that won’t function properly, at least not 
unless the coils are not wound in the same 
direction. In this particular ease with duo- 
laterai coils, one might become a bit hazy 
as to the direction of winding. A simple 
plan is to mount the two plugs parallel to 
each other with the jacks (holes) on the 
same side and then mentally slide one of the 
mounting plugs alongside of the cither so 
that all the plugs and jacks are in a straight 

as would parts purchased especially for the 
occasion.

The following table will give the wave
length ranges of various coil combinations. 
They assume a tuning condenser of 1,000 
lipids.

Wavelength Range Grid Coil Tickler Coil
2,550 — 4.250
1,200 — 0.300
•5,240 — 14,500

13,600 — 21,000

300
400
750

1250

150
150
400
400

It is to be noted that one inay cover the 
range of from 6,240 to 21,000 meters with 
but three coils, the same size tickler being 
suitable for both grid coils. This combin
ation will give one all the code instruction 
that could be desired. The two smallest 
coils will allow NAA, Arlington, Va., work
ing on 2,655 meters to be picked up directly 
for time signals, news and weather reports 
at noon and ten p.m., E.S.T. This, in the 
early days, was considered an excellent 
chance of doing some real DX but at the 
present is not considered as being so ‘‘hot’’. 
However, curiosity usually causes one to 
take a listen and so the proper sizes of 
coils are shown.

line. When doing this, don’t turn either 
plug around. When they are lined up, con
sider the two terminals of each plug as the 
terminals of the winding with the windings 
in the same direction. The diagram may 
help you to understand matters more easily 
so see Figure 2.

The mounts for the coils are an extra pair 
of the plugs which usually adorn them. Two 
pair of metal angles solve the problem of 
nailing them down to the baseboard. Any 
sort of a variable condenser that has a ca
pacity of between 500-pqfd. and 1000-u|j.fd. 
( 0005 to .001 pfd.) will do the trick UX- 
type sockets would allow either dry-cell or 
storage-battery tubes to be used although in 
this particular case a pair of 201-A’s is 
used and the sockets even though they are 
not mates were on hand and do all that is 
necessary as far as operation of the set is 
concerned An audio transformer out of an 
old B. C set will do nicely or else one of 
the many that can be purchased for less 
than a dollar. The same idea applies to the 
other equipment used. The requirements 
are not very exacting and parts from an 
old set will probably be quite as satisfactory

Midwest Division Convention
Ames, Iowa, April 13th-l4th

T HE Annual Radio .Short Course will 
again be given by Mr. D. C. Faber, 
Director, Engineering Extension De

partment, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa, 
on the dates mentioned above. This con
vention has become known as one of the 
best in the country where one may obtain 
the best there is in technical radio. This 
does not mean, however, that the brass- 
pounder is forgotten because the convention 
will be under the general supervision of Di
rector Quinby and A. W. Kruse, Section 
Communications Manager.

Harold P. Westman, Assistant Technical 
Editor, QST, will be with us and will rep
resent A.R.R.L. Headquarters. Fred 
Schnell, former A.R.R.L. Traffic Manager, 
is expected to be present and Professor J. 
M. McNeely, besides several other good 
speakers, who will make the meetings in
teresting.

All events are to take place at the col
lege.

Mr. D. C. Faber will be glad to hear from 
those who contemplate being present.
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All About the Tube-Base Receiver
By P. H. Quinby*

JUDGING from the number of requests I 
have been getting for additional infor
mation on the construction of the “tube 
base” receiver, I am beginning to think 

would be short lived; that I could 
evenually wade out and get square 
with the mailman again.

But just as I was hoping the thing 
had been forgotten about, Mr. Handy 
blossoms forth with a revised Hand
book telling the gentle reader just 
enough to pique his curiosity and give 
him an appetite for more. And if my 
mail is a criterion, the market for those. 
Handbooks is certainly brisk. Indi
vidual replies were impossible. I had 
to make up a drawing with everything 
on it I could think of except the color 
of the panel, and get a flock of prints 
made.

As previously stated, simplicity is 
paramount. The circuit is not new. 
There are a few minor changes worthy 
of note. After making numerous 
comparisons of “capacitance” and “re
sistance” control of regeneration, I 
find that, for ordinary detector plate 
voltages, the capacitance method gives 
the greater signal strength, but re
sistance method has the lesser effect- 
on tuning of grid circuit. It is easy 
to understand why the capacitance 
method effects grid tuning. In the 
resistance method, the conventional 
fixed condenser used to replace C3 in 
the diagram is much too large. Its 
reactance at high frequencies is so low 
that oscillation does not die out until 
the resistance R2 drops the plate voltage 
far below the point of maximum efficiency 
for detection. This accounts for the reduc
tion of signal strength when using this 
method.

In order to offset this evil the capacity of 
C3 must be reduced until its increased re
actance requires a plate voltage sufficiently 
high to give good detection before forcing 
the tube into oscillation. This value will 
vary with tube, circuit constants and gen
eral arrangement of parts. The simple way 
is to make R2 and C3 both variable, then 
adjust them in combination until maximum 
signal strength is attained. With this set
ting of C3, we can then control regenera
tion with R2 without a sacrifice of signal 
strength. This combination then gives us 
the benefits of both methods.

With a two-stage amplifier on a pair of

♦9DXY. Director Midwest Division, A.R.R.L., 317 
Lauderman Building. St. Louis, Mo. 

head phones we usually find a multitude of 
circuit noises. Grounding the audio trans
former frames will usually quiet down the 
amplifier itself (test by removing antenna,

REFERENCE TABLE
c( .aantufd. Msrti F-xdd Cnndcns^r
Cs. . annhtS id'd Mteaot. fcrtn.tesi'a-te /n/.da
Cs da "
Gt ■MMpfii. hten iZzod-’.n.&’r
Cf Fin
Rf /a Meaahm Grd ten A ¿.Vnis^tes.i /
R» a- snnnn Ohm Hmdleanhm

ffhoostaf, nrAmneriid „
tea Megohm Cnd'tdA

SHORT WAVE RECEIVER USING TUBE 
BASE COILS AND MIDGET CONDENSERS

P H qumby - 9DX Y-Si Louis, Mo.

TUBE BASE COIL
Note: Renwvc old tube steads 
from boss. Ori!! sma.it hates for 
leads. Wind both coils same di' 
rectten. Rua ends ofcoHs thru 
pranas S -solder

Advantages: 1:C Raf/d No
heavy end plates in canden serf, 
fhah amplfficailon with low noise, 
A’feZ Ccmoired capaatyand re
sistance control of regeneration 
Goad form factor in inductance 
ffconomscal efficient plug in 
system. Setter signalspreadaver 
cual Simplicity -Compactness.

ground and detector tube). If it is still 
noisy look at your batteries and terminals. 
To shut off the noises in the detector circuit 
is not so easy. You must have a good, quiet 
grid-leak. The tube itself must be good. 
Even then some noise comes thru. To re
duce it, C4 and R4 (see diagram) are placed 
cross the secondary of the first transformer. 

This cuts the signals down somewhat but 
seems to cut the noise more; makes the 
wearing of a headset quite comfortable, and 
still leaves enough signal to be heard all 
over the room.

For those wishing ultra-simplicity, the 
rheostat R3 can be replaced with an 
Amperite to fit your tubes, and the jack can 
be made filament control, taking two con
trols off the panel.

It is a big advantage to cut the tuning 
condenser C2 down until one amateur band 
covers nearly all the dial. This may be done 
bv removing plates from the midget con
denser used. It is also advisable to set C2 
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and C3 back from the panel to eliminate 
hand capacity effects on waves below 30 
.meters. Constructional data for the eoils is 
shown on the ehart for various amateur

THE SCOTTISH RECEIVER COILS

bands. These will vary slightly with the 
general arrangement of parts and wiring, 
but final adjustment may be made by add
ing or deducting a turn or so until the band 
is centrally located on the dial, and smooth 
regeneration is secured over the whole band. 
If dead- spots occur it may be necessary lo 
detune the antenna or loosen coupling to 
grid coil. If the eoils are wound on UX tube 
bases and the antenna coil is wound around 
the socket base, coupling may he loosened 
by pulling the tube-base coil up away from 
the socket. Nearly %" adjustment ean be 
had in this way.

A receiver of this type is well within the 
means of everyone, and if properly built is 
without a peer. Its smooth control of re
generation. makes it well adapted for short
wave phone and broadcast work, and the 
boon of the brass pounder.

BOOK REVIEWS
By R. S. Kruse. Technical Editor

EMILE BERLINER, Maker of the 
Microphone, by Frederick William 
Wile. Introduction by Herbert Hoover, 

published by Bobbs Merrill, Indianapolis, 
353 pages, 19 photo illustrations, price $4.

Mostly we radio folks are too absorbed in our ow-n 
affair», too little informed of other things, even those 
next door tn us in the electrical arts. It is well, 
then, to depart from the trail and let Mr, Wile lead 
us into the paths trodden by Emile Berliner who 
worked in the allied field of telephony, but who did not 
stop there but touched upon many things indeed. His 
story Is not yer done though it began long before radio 
ano was intimately knit with the beginnings of the 
telephone. However so much has been touched by 
him in these year« that there is much tn tell—and 
the author has told it well.

Wireless Direction Fhiding and Direc
tional Reception, by R. Keen; 2nd Edition, 
490 pages, "329 Figs., published by Iliff & 
Sons Ltd., Dorset House. Tudor St., London, 
E.C.4, England, Price 21 s.

The .American reader ia at once struck by the 
rather amall share of space assigned In this book to 
those methods of directional reception which employ 
special collectors of antenna form, such as the Bever
age antenna. Correspondingly a very large share of 
Lipace is given to reception with loops, or as the

English term has it ■■frames”, especially the large 
crossed coils of the Bellini-Tosi system. This js 
quite probably a survival from the first edition which 
was named “Direction & Position Finding by Wire- 
jet-s”—which still remains the main subject of the 
book. The limitation must not in any manner be 
thought of as a defect for even in pages one can
not cover all the phases of directive reception. in
cluding measurements of field -strength and direction. 
It was wise therefore to follow the plan of “’doing“ 
the radio compass thoroughly, ~,q Thoroughly that the 
average reader will be quite surprised at the multi
plicity of the things he had not considered at all.

Practiced Radio Teletfcaphy, by Anhur 
R. Nilson and J. L. Hornung. 380 pages, 
223 illustrations. Published by McGraw- 
Hill Brook (Jo, Inc., New York, Price 
$3.00.
vrThe author» of this book are both of the West Side 
Y.M.C.A. Radio Institute of New York. City and the 
hook is intended as a text for prospective radio op
erators, [n view of the utter lack of a modern text 
i'or such work the book is certain of a good reception.

There are surprisingly few of the usual accidents 
and oversights that one expects in a first edition. 
Even, the large portions quoted from operating 
manual» lor commercial apparatus have been freed 
from the horrible grammar that is ordinarily found 
in Huch works.

To the Technical Information Service the book will 
be a relief—there is now an answer to the standard 
question,, “Where can I find out something about 
commercial radio operating ‘¡“

ElimiiMtion of Inductive Interference in 
Radio Reception by J. O. Smith, Published 
by Radio Corporation of America, 22 pages, 
mimeographed.

It is most unfortunate that this booklet, has marred 
an excellent purpose by claiming ,=uch a large ux- 
cess of glory for its publishers; To deprecate the 
idiotic American tendency to cure everything by a 
hasty law, ignorantly conceived and stupidly passed, 
is a very good thing. But why base the argument 
on a suggestion that the writer's firm has been in 
.he fore-front of the weary (ietail search for the causes 
of “man-made” interference when it is possible to cite 
a lonely 5(H) cases

Except for this thing of getting the carl before 
the horse, the book is good, ft exposes the dreary 
myth of the ’’leaky transformer”, just as N.E.L.A. 
cud R.M.A. have been doing these past years, quote 
very extensively from Stephen B, Davis of the Dept, 
of Commerce concerning the advisability of local 
radio laws and then differs with him quite effectively 
(for which difference this reviewer complimentR the 
author! and winds up by giving some of the left-over 
credit to the N.E.L.A. Coordination Committee and 
R.M.A. After all it turns out to be a. matter of 
peculiar perspective—the facts are corrected.

New England Convention
April 2oth-2ist, Boston, Mass.

ALL aboard for Boston. Hear ye New 
England Hams: prepare yourselves 
for the annual New England Division 
convention to be held at the New Elks 

Hotel in Boston, Mass.. April 20th-21st un
der the auspices of the Eastern Mass. 
Amateur Radio Association.

The committee in charge will have one 
of the best programs ever given for the 
delectation of the delegates. All are cor
dially invited to attend. Write the secre
tary of the association Miss Gladys Han
nah, IKY, 3 Summer Road, Cambridge, 
Mass, for your reservation.
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nu4OC

WHEN a pair of five-watt tubes was 
first installed at 4OC, this was the 
only station in Durham, N. 0. 
There being no assistance avail

able .locally, recourse was had to the 
League’s Information Service for the solv
ing of the many difficulties that arose dur
ing the period of construction and adjust
ment. Many thanks are herewith tendered 
for the patience with which the myriad 

quency doubler. After several all-night 
attempts, current was finally put into the 
antenna. The circuit adjustments failed to 
hold properly and finally an additional am
plifier was put in. This was a worthwhile 
advance and made a world of difference in 
the adjustment of the set. A considerable 
amount of experience, was obtained from 
this experimenting and the idea that it re
quires a great deal of testing to get a

THE OPERATING TABLE AND TRANSMITTER AT 4OC
The wooden handle on the wall at the right is connected hy means <»f a wooden strip 
with the switch to control the motor-generator which is located across the room.

questions were answered by that Service. 
Later, a friend at the University of North 
Carolina was kind enough to give a few in
structions which helped things along won
derfully and made it possible to obtain a 
first class license.

The small tubes soon gave way to a single 
203-A and a 1500-volt, Esco motor-generator 
was acquired. In spite of its being 
thoroughly filtered and giving a smooth out
put, all,reports were choppy, unsteady and 
everything else that one would not desire. 
It was finally decided that crystal control 
was the answer to the question as its per
formance could not be any worse than that 
of the oscillator arrangement in use.

A 79-meter crystal and an excellent dust
proof holder were obtained from the Scien
tific Radio Service of Mt. Rainier, Mary
land. A UX-210 was used as the crystal 
tube and the 203-A was employed as a fre- 

erystal transmitter in action was brought 
home strongly.

TRANSMITTER

From the photo you can see that the 
frame is made of wood. Oak was used and 
dipped in paraffin. This made it look as 
if it had been varnished, as well as pro
tecting it from damp weather. From top 
down can be seen the antenna iead-in which 
is a pyrex bowl. One-quarter inch copper 
tubing is used for all connections from 
transmitter to antenna system. The antenna 
switch has mounted next to it a 500-ggfd. 
series condenser which at present is not in 
use.

On the top panel in the frame is the 
antenna meter and primary tuning con
denser. Next can be seen the antenna tun
ing condenser which shunts the antenna 
coil, and the amplifier plate coil, 
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The coils, which are mounted on glass 
rods, are spaced 4U inches and the current 
in a third harmonic antenna is somewhat 
over one ampere. (Of course, the highest 
antenna current is not necessarily the best, 
but .from the flattering reports received 
.here now, this is without question better 
than anything yet tried at this station.)

On the second panel can be seen the a.c. 
filament voltmeter. Directly beneath it 
there is a small knob which is a two-pole

THE POWER SUPPLY FOR THE TRANSMITTER 
The concrete base is built from the ground up and 
is not resting1 on the floor or touching any part of 
the room, The ¡switchhoard is hung from the ceil
ing and vibration from the rotating machine can 
only be transmitted through the wiring. The strip 
of wood running out of the switchboard just below 
the four knife switches connects to the switch con
trolling the motor-generator and is terminated at the 
wooden handle that appears in the other view.

switch making the reading of both filament 
voltages possible. Below this panel comes 
the intermediate stage. In the photo may 
be seen an oak box. This is used only for 
looks and covers the copper box which holds 
the intermediate stage. The controls for 
the tuning of this stage are at the side 
facing the operating table. The neutral
izing condenser C5 (see circuit diagram) 
is enclosed in the copper box with the in
termediate stage. Directly above this stage 
on fhe side are two condensers. The one 
nearest the reader is C6, neutralizing con
denser, and the other one is C7, feeder con
denser between intermediate stage and 
power amplifier.

Next comes the third panel from top 
which holds a 0-2000 d.c. voltmeter and 0- 

300 milliammeter. In between these two 
meters can be seen another small knob. 
This operates a double-pole switch making 
it possible to read both plate voltages. The 
milliammeter is used in the 203-A circuit. 
In the center just below this panel is the 
feeder condenser, C, between the crystal 
oscillator and the intermediate stage. On 
the bottom panel is a milliammeter, tuning 
condenser, and an r.f. ammeter, which are 
in the crystal oscillator circuit. This cir
cuit is contained in a copper box directly 
behind this panel. The C bias batteries for 
this circuit are also enclosed in the same 
box with the crystal circuit. Directly be
low this panel is the equipment for keying.

KEYING

On the floor and lowest shelf there are 
two units of Burgess “C” batteries. These 
are connected in series as shown in the cir
cuit diagram. When the key is open it ap
plies a very high bias to the grid of the 
power amplifier tube, high enough to com
pletely Mock the tube. When the key is 
c >sed, the normal bias is applied to the 
grid.’ In an article on this in the January, 
1927 issue of the Proceedings of the Insti
tute of Radio Engineers, it is recommended 
that one of the intermediate stages be 
keyed. In this particular ease, however, 
the power amplifier is keyed as it was found 
that, changing the bias on the amplifier 
next to the crystal tube would effect the 
operation of the crystal circuit. In the 
circuit diagram, a key is shown which in 
reality is a Leach relay operated from a 
six-volt storage battery.

Around this relay is a l-pid., 300-volt 
condenser and a 400-ohm potentiometer used

1 If the plate voltage fur the crystal tube is not 
obtained thru a resistance from the same source as 
the amplifier, it is possible to obtain the high block
ing vultage by means of a potentiometer or voltage 
divider across the plate supply. The circuit is shown

herewith and if R has one half the resistance of 
Rl, the voltage drop across it will be one third of 
the total across the two. When the key is open, 
one third of the “plate” voltage is applied to the 
grid and the rest co the plate. When the key 
is closed, all the voltage is applied to the plate and 
none to the grid because the resistor R has been 
short-circuited. The resistor Rl is then just shunt
ed across the plate supply system and must be cap
able of dissipating the amount of energy it takes 
from the supply. In this particular case, R may 
be 100,000 and Rl 200.000 ohms, Loth capable of dis- 
sipating 10 watts.—Assistant Technical Editor.
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to prevent key thump due to the relay cir
cuit. The relay is located directly behind 
the top unit of “C” batteries. It is enclosed . 
in a dust proof box and mounted on rub
tier to prevent vibration.

From the diagram it will he seen that 
when the key is open the whole “C” volt
age is impressed on the grid of the power 
amplifier. A complete blocking of the grid 
is necessary and the amount of 
bias will vary according to voltage 
supplied to the grid from the pre
ceding stage. When the key is 
closed it reduces this bias to the 
proper working voltage. Chang
ing this bias is a very convenient 
way to control the output of the 
power amplifier. The resistance, 
R3, is very high and as the cur
rent flow is practically nil there 
has been no noticeable difference in 
the life of the batteries and their 
expected shelf life. This system 
seems to be the best one tried here 
in regard to key thump." While 
trying the center tap method, the 
key thump was terrible. Now. 
however, the b.c.l. set next door, 
which is about thirty feet from 
the transmitter, fails to register 
the slightest trace of key thump. 
A short-wave set can be tuned one 
degree off wave and absolutely no 
key thump is present. Until this 
system was installed many com
plaints were made and it looked 
as if the ease were hopeless.

POWER SUPPLY
The power used on the plates of 

the tubes is obtained from an Esco 
motor-generator, which has ball, 
bearings and will deliver 1500 
volts. It delivers three different 
voltages, but only two are used. 
The black box at the left top of 
switch board is a voltage regulator 
and about 1100 volts are used on 
the 203-A. Another tap from the 
motor-generator is used which sup
plies 275 volts to the two UX-210s. 
The motor is of one-quarter horse
power and is directly coupled to the genera
tor. The machines are mounted on a solid 
concrete base which is built from the ground 
up, and does not touch the floor of the shack. 
This eliminates any vibration which might 
cause unsteady signals. On a shelf above 
the motor-generator is the filter, which con
sists of a 30-henry Acme choke and eight 1 
ufd. condensers. The choke is in the positive

2 It should not be thought that, this method 
will cure all key thump troubles. There are many 
eases where it has not proven so satisfactory and 
it is apparently in the same class with several 
other methods for doing the job. If the particular 
method happens to fit your conditions, it works. 
It it doesn’t, try again with some other scheme. 
—Assistant Technical Editor. 

high voltage lead and four of the condensers 
are shunted across the line on each side of 
the choke. The 275-vole supply that is ob
tained from the machine is filtered by means 
of a 3-henry choke in the positive lead and 
a 1 ,ufd. condensers across the line both 
sides of the choke.

Although not shown in the photo, there is 
a 200 turn r.f. choke in each line and also 

HOAC - M75V |f0AC fHOOV
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE TRANSMITTER

A—r.f. ammeter, 0-1.5 amperes.
Al— “ “ 0-2.5
M—milliammeter, 0-75 mils.
Ml—milliammeter, 0-100 mils.
M2—milliammeter. 0-300 mils.
RFC—85 turns No. 26 d.c.c. on inch form*
RFC1—250 turns on 2.5 inch form
C—250-ppfd. receiving condenser.
Cl—500-upfd. transmitting condenser.
C2—250-uud. receiving condenser,
C3—By-pass condenser 1-ufd.
C4—2,000-mifd., 3,000 volt condensers.
C5—200-gufd. receiving condenser.
C6—150-mifd transmitting condenser.
C7—230-jxufd. transmitting condenser.
R—400 ohms.
RI—10,000-ohm Ward Leonard resistor.
R2—Allen Bradley Radiostat.
R3—210 Bradleystat.
L—18 turns No. 6 copper wire on 3 inch form.
LI—11 turns No. 6 copper wire on 3 inch form.
1,2—7 turns of 5 inch REL inductance.
L3—4 turns of 5 inch REEL inductance.
The plate and filament voltmeters and their switches ate not 
shown.

one in each side of the 110-volt, 60-cycle a.c. 
supply line. These are back of the switch 
board. From left to right of the switch 
board are voltage control, of the motor
generator, Acme filament heating trans
former, G.E. ¡lament heating transformer, 
and a 100-watt lamp which is used in a 
charging circuit for some Willard “B” bat
teries. These are in the cabinet back of the 
head phones. (See other photo.) From left 
to right on bottom of board are four switches 
which enable a change of the voltage on the 
motor-generator. Under these may be seen 
four fuses which are in all leads from the 
motor-generator to protect it from a burn 

(Covduded on Pagr 70)
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Two Inexpensive Test Sets
(Continued from Page 3-2)

sealing wax poured into the base, thus fill
ing it and holding the wires firmly in place.

Fl<i. 2p
FIG 2. THE NEW SET. ADAPTED TO THE 
HIGHER VOLTAGE TUBES ORDINARY RECEIV

ING TUBES AND TO THE UX-222 
SCREEN-GRID TUBE.

The range of the zero-center grid bias instrument 
reamins the same as in the small set but for some 
work could with advantage be extended by a multi
plier or else replaced by an instrument capable «f 
going up to 25 or 30 volts.

The switching system is such that all instruments 
are completely independent when the left hand switch 
is closed to the left and the others are open.

When working with a tube in the socket the left 
hand switch connects either the 10-0-1.0 volt or the 
0-200 voltmeter between grid and minus A so that 
ordinary tubes, power tubes and the shield grid of 
the UX-222 may be handled. The right-hand switch 
permits the set to be adapted to receivers with re
turn of B supply to either minus or plus A. The two- 
poie switch as before changes the two-range voltmeter 
from a filament voltmeter to a plate-circuit meter.

When using the meters independently the rubber-in
sulated prods are used, the terminals on the. other 
end of the wires fitting either pin jacks or binding 
posts.

A voltmeter multiplier is shown above the sei. This 
is not attached to the set normally but may be used 
to increase the range up to 500 volts so that the set 
will handle UX-210 tube# and everything below that.

After putting on identifying tags, the 
cords are braided together and placed on 
their proper terminals on the board. In use 
the suspected tube, or the tube in the sus
pected circuit is first placed in the test 
socket and the plug inserted in its place in 
the set. In this way it is possible to check 
readings for all the tubes or tube circuits 
under actual running conditions and if any 
of them doesn’t show the necessary reaction 
it, is a simple matter to run down the trouble. 
By placing the switch in the upper position 
we read the plate voltage, while the lower 
position gives the filament voltage. By dis
connecting the first or grid lead at the top 
of the board we get the filament emission 
of the tube under examination on the 
milliammeter.

Recently I have added a second test board 
to my collection to take care of the neces
sary readings of the new 222 tube, together 
with other changes such as greater accuracy 
and polarity switches.

This set, illustrated in Fig, 2A is some
what more complicated and constructed of 
more expensive instruments giving very 
accurate readings. It also differs from that 
shown in Fig. 1A by the addition of two 
single-pole double-throw switches; one of 
which is to change the grid meter from the 
regular one to the higher range meter in 
order to read the voltage of the shield grid 
of the 222 tube; the other switch changes 
the minus B line from plus to minus so that 
plate voltage ■will not be applied through 
the tube filament in sets which connect plus 
to minus and minus to minus.

The instruments in this latter set are as 
follows: E,., plate voltmeter, Weston Model 
489 high resistance 0-8-200, which may also 
be used for B Eliminator readings. Eg, 
grid voltmeter, Weston Model 280. 10-0-10. 
I,., plate milliammeter, Weston Model 280, 
0-50 mils. Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the cir
cuits of the two test sets.

Some of my friends who have built boards 
like mine have repeatedly told me that they 
were the best investment they have ever’ 
made, and do not know how they “ever kept 
house without them”. So, in the hope that 
this meager contribution may be of some 
help to BCL members of the League I pass 
it on.

From 1BFX we get the following:
“The wx changes for the better. Won

derful DX reception. The whole world com
ing in R7 to R9. Everything rosy.

“Antenna comes down, 203-A burns all 
to blazes, new Jewell milliammeter likewise 
annihilated and in the same breath my dog 
dies of nothing in particular. All in the 
space of forty minutes.

“Can you think of anything to add?”
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“If You Only Try
By A. L. Budlong*

M
ANY amateur transmitters today 
appeal- to be troubled—or rather 
the neighbors are—with key
thumps. For the owners of such 

stations, the solution of a bad key-thump 
case here in Hartford may prove interest
ing.

The other day the secretary of the live- 
wire listeners' organization in this city 
called us to say that an amateur in a cer
tain section of the city was causing a lot 
of interference. Would we, please, see if 
it could be remedied?

We would. A scouting visit by the 
writer showed that a five-watt transmitter 
was raising hob with BCL receivers over a 
radius of about a quarter of a mile. The 
broadcast receivers were all good ones,

FIG 1
which let them out. In spite of this, a key 
click emanated from the amateur station 
that was almost unbelievable in viciousness. 
At the house across the street—the worst 
place, naturally—a good broadcast re
ceiver got tremendously loud clicks all up 
and down the dial, interfering even with the 
local broadcast station.

Several wavetraps gave zero improve
ment. Accordingly, armed with a suitcase 
full of miscellaneous apparatus, Handy and 
I went down a few evenings later to see 
what could be done to the transmitter. This 
proved to be a conventional Hartley affair,' 
using a single 210 on 40 and 80 meters, 
with" d.c. or r.a.c. on the plate. Key clicks 
were equally loud on either wave and with 
either type of plate supply.

We started in. Handy did most of the 
hard work, while the writer gained much 
exercise dashing across the street at fre
quent intervals to listen on the broadcast 
set there.

The key was in the negative supply lead.
♦Asst, to the Sec’y, A.R.R.L.

The click, of course, is due to the sudden 
shocking of the tube caused by an in
stantaneous rush of high voltage to the 
plate. If we can slow that down a little, 
say to a thousandth of a second, we ean

X = Ie Henry choke
C = Gjuf paper condenser
R = 1000 Ohms
C(= 2gfpaper condenser

FIG. 2

probably eliminate the click. A choke in 
the supply lead will have the desired slow
ing-down effect when the key is closed, but 
cannot be used alone, because when the key 
is opened the inductive kick from the choke 
will cause a stronger click to be radiated. 
We must incorporate an “absorber” for this 
click. A condenser across the key will do 
this and by leaving a small supply of 
energy to be fed to the plate after the key 
is opened a resistance (500 to 1000 ohms 
worked best) in series with the condenser 
will let the condenser discharge slowly, and 
thus avoid trouble there. We put up such 
a system, as shown in Fig. 1.

A trip across the street showed less QRM, 
hut it was not eliminated. This wouldn’t 
do at all, as we were after total elimination. 
Accordingly, we did what should have been 
done in the first place; that is, shifted the 
key to the center tap connection.

The same fiiter was duplicated here, as 
shown at Fig. 2, with the addition of a 
2-iifd. by-pass condenser across the choke, 
since the filter was now in the r.f. circuit 
also. This was fine. Listening all up and 
down the scale on the broadcast set failed 
to reveal a trace of thumn. click or note. 
This was on 40 meters. We went to 80. 
and shoved the coupling as tight as possible. 
R.a.c went on the plate. Still no trace of 
interference. The click was wiped out.
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This was all very well, but the filter con
sisted of Handy’s parts, and he wanted 
them. We could have specified a duplicate 
installation and let the owner buy the parts 
but that would take time. It was decided

X ~3O Henry *8“eliminator choke 
C“ 1. ftf paper condenser

FIG. 3

to see if there was any material around 
I he station that, would provide a satis
factory substitute.

There wasn't much in the way of spare 
apparatus. Sorting through the junk-box 
produced one 30-henry “B” eliminator

X ~ 3o Henry "8' eliminator choke 
C- paper condenser 
C(- ’bum" ipf paper condenser

FIG. 4

choke, a good 2-pfd. paper condenser, and a 
doubtful one-mike condenser. This was a 
far cry from the original filter system, 
comprising a 1%-henry choke, a 2-pfd. con
denser, a 6-fifd. condenser and a 1000-ohm 
resistance, but we had hopes.

As a starter, the choke was put in the 
lead, but with no condenser around it. It 
was hoped that the distributed capacity 
would be sufficient to by-pass the r.f. The 
one good condenser went across the key. 
Fig. 3 shows it at this stage. When the set 
was operated, we could hear no thumps, but 
checking on the short-wave receiver showed 
that the tube was blocking at intervals of 
about a 50th of a second. Clearly, the 
choke was not satisfactorily by-passing 
the r.f., as we had hoped it would.

The good condenser was therefore put 
across the choke, and the leaky 1-jifd. con
denser across the key, getting the combina
tion shown at Fig, 4.

This proved to be absolutely as satis
factory as the more complicated filter in 
Fig. 2. Forty or eighty, loose or tight 
coupling, and r.a.c. on the plate—-it made 
no difference. The click was gone, and as 
far as we know the installation is still 
operating satisfactorily.

The amateur now knows he ean operate 
at any time without incurring the wrath of 
the whole neighborhood, and the neighbors 
have softened in their attitude toward ama
teur radio—and are not sending complaints 
to the Federal Radio Commission.

Not the least valuable feature of the case, 
however, is the demonstration of the fact 
that a thump filter ean be made of parts 
with a wide variation from the “ideal” 
constants, and still do the work for whieh 
it is intended.

Official Wavelength Stations

THE Official Wavelength System fur
nishes a service cooperative with, but 
differing from, that of the Standard 

Frequency Stations 9XL and IXM, which 
are also operated in accordance with plans 
made with the O.W.L.S. Committee. Contact 
with the O.W.L.S. is through Mr. D. C. 
Wallace, 6AM, who is also chairman of the 
committee. Mr. Wallace is continuing the 
practice of checking up all O.W.L.S. to 
make sure that they are really indicating 
their wavelength (or frequency) at the end 
of each transmission—and are doing so with 
proper accuracy; which is to say 2%. They 
do this in the course of regular operation 
and do not send calibration schedules as do 
the S.F.' stations.

The list is as follows:
1AAC. 1AVW, 1AWW, IBHW. 1BZQ. 

1CCW, 1CK. 1KP, IZL, 1ZO. 2CLA, 2DS. 
2MU. 2SZ, 2X1, 3APV, 3BE, 3XW, 4LIC 
5XBH, 5ZAV, GAKW, GAM. GBB, GBCP. 
6BGM. 6BMW, 6BQB, 6CAE, 6CMQ, 6CVO. 
GLJ, 6QL, 6SX. 6TI, GTS, 6XAG, GXAO, 
6ZE, GZZH, 6ZV, 7AGI. 7BE. 7BU. 7GQ, 
7NX, 7QK, 7XF, 7ZX, 8AA, 8APZ, 8BAU. 
8BZT, 8EQ. 8GU, 8GZ. 8XC. 8ZG, 9AXQ, 
9BCH. 9BGK. 9BMR, 9CPM, 9CXU, 9DXN. 
9EFO, 9EGU, 9ELB, 9FF, 9IG, nclAE. 
nc2BE, ne3CO, nc3NI, ncSFC, nc4BT, 
nc9AL, eg2OD, eg2SE, Ireland 5NJ, oa2CM, 
and oz2AC. Crystal Controlled O.W.L.S.; 
NKF, 1AXA, 2BO, 2BRB. 2EF. 2WC. 4BY. 
4XE, 6AOI, 6DLL, 8CMM. 8DAJ, 9AUG, 
9BVH, 9UZ-NRRL, 9ZA, eg2NM, eg5LF 
and oa5BG. Standard Frequency Stations: 
IXM and 9XL.
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Radio Applied to Petroleum Prospecting
By Gerald R. Chinski*

AS the subject about to be discussed is 
probably more or less unfamiliar to 
most of the radio fraternity it will 
be well to begin with an explana

tion of petroleum prospecting by the 
seismic method.

The so-called “Seismic Method” is a term 
applied by Seismogolists and Geologists to 
the use of the seismograph1 as a means of 
locating underearth deposits such as 
minerals, sulphur, and petroleum. It has 
been only since the World War that this 
method has been used to any extent in the 
petroleum field. As a matter of fact, war 
time developments on the seismograph as a 
means of locating big guns greatly facili
tated its later use in more peaceful pursuits. 
Let us say here that it is not to be under
stood that this is a “sure fire” means of 
locating petroleum deposits anywhere. It 
is not. Very much depends upon the accu
racy of observations and correct inter
pretations of records obtained as well as 
the geological conditions of the locality 
being sounded. And now with the aid of a 
few figures we will endeavor to explain the 
operation of this method.

In Figure 1, we have the essential appa
ratus for making a seismograph record. 
“C” is a camera carrying a strip of sensi
tized paper (similar to a moving picture 
camera) which moves past an apperture, 
accurately, at a known rate of speed. “C” 
also contains a source of light “L” which 
is projected through a narrow slit in order 
to make it produce a sharp light line on 
the sensitized paper, to which it is subse
quently reflected. “S” is the seismograph 
itself which is equipped with a mirror 
system on its moving elements. The func
tion of the mirror, of course, is to repro
duce its movement on the sensitized paper 
by means of varying the angles of in
cidence and reflection of light from “L”. 
The idea in placing “S” at. a distance from 
“C” is. naturally, to obtain an amplified 
reproduction of the movements of “S”.

The seismograph “S”, being a mechanical 
instrument, receives its actuating energy 
from vibrations transmitted through the 
earth. It might be well to sav here that 
most seismogranhs used in this kind of 
work are of slow vibration period. “0” is 
a simple electric oscillograph connected to 
the output of a radio receiver “R”. This in
strument in usual practice is nothing more 
than a telephone or loudspeaker unit 
equipped with a mirror system similar to

♦Foley Hrns. Radio bept. Formerly with Roxana 
Petroleum Co. Radio 5CA, 191ft Harold Ave.. Houston, 
Texas.

that of the seismograph, and made as sensi
tive as possible to actuating energy con
sistent with good results. It is usually 
mounted next to the seismograph and re-

RECORDING STATION SETUP
FIG.1

fleets an image on the sensitized paper in 
“C” next to the image east by the seismo
graph mirror. To complete the setup ar
rangement necessary to take a record one 
more thing must be mentioned, and that 
is the “timing device”. This is installed in 
the camera “C”, and usually is operated 
from the spring motor which is used to 
move the sensitized paper past the ap
perture. A pendulum swinging at a very 
uniform, predetermined rate, opens and 
closes a narrow slit between the light 
source “L” and the sensitized paper.

As time in this work is figured to one- 
fifth of a second, usually it is necessary 

L The seismograph (pronounced sais mo graft 
or sis mo graft is a device originally used for re
cording earthquakes of a mild or distant sort. The 
general scheme is that a large weight is flexibly 
supported in a frame which is secured to a heavy 
pedestal resting on the earth. If an earth tremor 
comes along the frame is shaken but the weight is 
held still by inertia. The relative motion between 
the moving frame and the stationary weight is used 
to operate a recording pen which marks on a moving 
film or smoked paper a line that later tells the ob
server what happened.

Many seismographs are operated year in and year 
out at government and school stations and the 
records obtained are such that it is usually possible 
to tell from the record of a single seismograph what 
the approximate distance and direction of a quake 
was. even though it is almost on the opposite side 
of the earth. Study of the records has taught us 
something about the Inside structure of the earth 
-™of which we know little enough.

Roughly the classes of seismographs are those 
which record vertical vibrations and those which 
record horizontal ones. The latter-are almost in
variably operated in pairs, an east-west one and 
a north-south one. To prevent recording local dis
turbances the machine is usually located away from 
traffic and tho supporting pillar is carried through a 
sort of well to deep-lying rock or shale.—Tech Ed.
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to have five exposures per second in the 
timing iine on the record. A record taken 
of the timing line with the seismograph and 
oscillograph mirrors idle would appear as 
in Figure 2.

To prevent any exposure on the record 
except that which is wanted, the entire en
semble of apparatus and the operator are 
placed in a tent lined with red bunting to

|----------------.------------- j Cm
(-------------------------- -- —----------- -----------------------------Cm

( SeaM/zed Paperr/fo i -• •

TIMING LINE RECORD
FIG-2

make it light proof. Some use has been 
made of a dark tunnel between camera and 
seismic and oscillograph mirrors, but the 
tent has been found much more practical.

Thus we have outlined the recording sta
tion. In actual practice, several of these 
stations are used simultaneously. We will 
now outline the “shooting station”.

The “shooting station” consists of a 
planted charge of dynamite and a radio 
transmitter. The quantity of dynamite 
used is dependent upon the distance be
tween the shooting station and the farthest 
recording station as well as the geological 
condition of the earth intervening. In the 
Gulf Coast section of Louisiana and Texas, 
fi charge of about 250 pounds of 60% gelatin 
is probably the average. In some eases, 
however, as much as 500 or 600 pounds is 
necessary. The distance between shooting 
and seismograph stations varies between 
two and eight miles.

The radio station is located some ”50 feet 
from the charge, or “shot point”. The 
charge is planted from ten to fifteen feet 
in the ground. This is done primarily to ob
tain maximum energy dissipation into the 
earth and secondarily for safety. In spite 
of precautions, some very large clods are 
thrown high into the air to curve down
ward and land with a vicious thud entirely 
too near the radio car, for one to feel abso
lutely safe. Once in a while a direct hit is 
made, which generally results in more or 
less damage. If the radio man and the 
dynamite crew are not good at dodging, 
they hide out under the cars. When no 
cars or other shelter are at hand, dodging 
is quite the thing. One soon becomes 
rather adept at the art of dodging. Very 
often, locations are made where it is im
possible to take automobiles, such as up 
canals and bayous into swamps and marsh 
land. In such cases only that which is ab
solutely necessary for the station to func
tion is taken along. One would gather from 
this that the very lightest equipment con- 
,sistent with good results is highly desirable. 

which Is certainly the case. Much more 
could be said along this line, but we will 
leave that for some other time and return 
to the subject under discussion.

A system is provided which will detonate 
the dynamite charge and break the radio 
signal at practically the same instant, A 
lag of more than one-fifth of a second in 
t" e system would render the records worth
less unless it were known and constant, in 
that ease of course it could be taken into 
consideration in the later record calcula
tions. The most simple and best system 
with which the author is familiar will be 
explained.

The dynamite is always exploded elec
trically and the best grade of standard 
electric blasting caps is used. It has been 
found that if the caps are fresh and in 
good condition they will explode very uni
formly at the same current flow. Thus one 
extra cap is included in series with the 
detonating system, as in Figure 3, the func
tion of which is to break the negative lead 
of the “B" potential supply to the radio 
transmitter when it explodes. The regular 
magneto type of detonator is used because

RADIO 
TRAN*
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SHOOTING STATION SETUP
FIG. 3

it is the most dependable and because it is 
much safer than a battery. It will be no
ticed in Figure 3 that a third electric blast
ing cap is connected in the detonating cir
cuit. This is used to explode an addition
al 50 pounds of gelatin located at the “shot 
point”, but not buried. It is called the 
“top” or “sound” charge, and its purpose 
will be explained later.

We will now take up the method of opera
tion. In Figure 4 we have only included 
one recording station, as this is all that 
is necessary to explain the operation. A 
constant and modulated radio signal is 
being received at the recording station from 
the radio transmitter “T”, at the shot point. 
This signal actuates the oscillograph at “R”, 
producing a widening of the band of light 
appearing on the sensitized paper. A record 
of this addition on the paper would appear 
as in Figure 5a. This signal continues 
for a few minutes before the dynamite is 
exploded at the shot point.

About fifteen seconds before the scheduled 
time for the shot, the operator starts his 
camera and releases his seismograph 
mechanism so it will be free to vibrate when 
the earth wave arrives. He then remains 
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absolutely silent until the record has been 
made. First the radio signal stops, signify
ing that the charge has been exploded. A 
sharp break occurs on the record as in Fig
ure 5b, when the oscillograph mirror re
turns to rest. The paper moves on through 
the camera and in a few seconds there is 
a wavering of the light beam making the 
seismic line on the record. This indicates 
that the earth wave set up by the dynamite 
explosion has arrived. The record is then 
complete provided that the exact distance 
between the shot point and the recording 
station is known. This can either be de
termined by surveying or by use of a 
pressure detector. The latter is used more 
extensively now as it does away with the 
expense of the former, which was a large 
item in this work. When the cone type 
seismograph is used it makes a very satis
factory pressure detector in itself. This 
simplifies things in that the same mirror 
system which registered the arrival of the 
earth wave also registers the arrival of the 
pressure wave through the air. The pres
sure wave arrives after the seismic “kick” 
has been recorded. Tn this way there is 
no confliction. The “top charge” formerly 
referred to, creates this pressure wave when 
it is detonated simultaneously with the 
ground charge. The result on the record 
would appear as in Figure 5c. Now we 
come to the point of explaining what all of 
the foregoing discourse really means.

In the first place, the whole thing hinges 
on the fact that a wave travelling through 
the earth will increase in velocity when 
encountering some harder substance such

$ J,
V ----------Z" l^xordiny'^

•—{ti •. Station
r—LU Ramo

-L Transmitter
~ COMPLETE SETUP, ONE RECORDING STATION

FIG. 4-

as rock or salt formations. Now the 
presence of a “salt dome” is usually indica
tive of a petroleum supply in the Gulf Coast 
section of the United States. As there are 
no rock or other particularly hard forma
tions here, seismograph results are con
sidered quite accurate. The velocity of the 
wave through ordinary earth, that is, un
aided by harder formations, is known and 
taken as a standard. If it is found, from 
inspection of the records, that the velocity 
of the wave has increased, the results are 
interesting. Repeat records are then made, 
and if no error is found, the presence of a 
“salt dome” is assumed. Its extent and 
form are then attacked by use of the seis

mograph, but we will not go into an out
lining of the dome.

In Figure 6 we represent a complete 
record. It will be noticed that at “a” we 
have the “radio break”, indicating the exact 
time the dynamite charge at the shot point 
went off. At “c” we have the arrival of 
the pressure wave indicated. The “tim
ing line” furnishes an accurate check of 
the time elapsing between “a” and “c”. Cor
recting for temperature and atmospheric 
pressure, the exact distance between the

shooting station and the recording station 
ean readily be computed. The space “a” 
to “b” on the “timing line” indicates the 
lapse of time between the “shot” and the ar
rival of the seismic wave. Knowing the 
distance and the length of time taken for 
the wave to arrive, it can then be determined 
whether or not there has been an increase 
in the velocity.

Next in importance to the seismograph, 
in this work, is the radio system. Without 
an absolutely accurate check on the time 
of explosion, the records would be worth
less. As radio provides this cheek in a 
more practical and economical manner than 
any other method yet employed, its use is 
almost exclusive. While some exploration 
parties use only one-way communication, 
that is, a transmitter at. the shooting sta
tion and a radio receiver at each of the 
recording stations, many now employ a two 
way system. The latter is obviously better 
despite the fact that it. increases, somewhat, 
the over all weight of the apparatus to be 
transported, as it greatly facilitates the 
work of the party. In the former system 
all work, naturally, must be conducted on 
schedule. This is a great disadvantage, be
cause in some eases it may be impossible 
for one or more of the recording stations to 
make location on time, due to some unfor- 
seen difficulty. Again, all the recording 
stations may make location ahead of sched
ule and have to wait until the specified 
time to function. All of this means a big 
loss of time, as well as the frequent loss 
of records. Where two-way communica
tion is used, the additional investment in 
radio equipment is amply repaid in a de
crease in the number of records lost, as well 
as the added convenience.
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Much can be said of the design of radio 
equipment for this purpose, and if there 
appears to be sufficient interest in this line, 
we may take the matter up in another 
article. The conventional regenerative de
tector and two-stage audio ampliner sums 
up most of the receivers used, although late 
developments have actually brought about 
the production of a better set for the pur
pose. W ith the coming of the new 
screen-grid tube into general use, in this 
country, greater developments may be 
looked for in radio sets designed for this, 
as well as general broadcast work. Fre
quencies around 3,000 kilocycles are used 
extensively, and the development of a real
ly efficient tuned radio frequency amplifier, 
at this wavelength, will mean much. Up 
to date, the author has found a simple 
superheterodyne receiver, employing one 
intermediate frequency stage with sharply 
tuned filter, using grid detection in both 
detectors plus regeneration in the first, to 
be much better for the purpose than any 
system he has yet seen. It does not seem 
at first thought that, for transmitting a 
signal over a distance of not more than 

er also serves as an audio oscillator in
ductance when switch S is on tap No. 2, 
converting the modulator circuit into an 
audio oscillator. The primary of trans
former T being the constant current 
choke as well as the plate inductance of 
the modulator tube, acting as an audio os
cillator, the process of modulation is un
changed. Transformer T is designed to 
have an oscillating period of about 250 
cycles with a minimum of distributed ca
pacity. A greater bias voltage, as indi
cated at B2, is necessary when the modu-

COMPLËTE RECORD 
FIG, 6

lator tube is acting as an audio oscillator 
to keep the input normal. An audio com
ponent of very steady frequency is secured 
and the radio output can be modulated 
100%. Voice is used merely for con
venience.

eight miles, either a powerful transmitter 
or a sensitive receiver would be necessary. 
As a matter of fact, this is neither right, nor 
wrong. In the first place, the antenna in
put at the transmitter rarely exceeds 15 
watts, and it is continually sought to re
duce this by increasing receiver sensitivity. 
When working in the open, a fifteen watt 
antenna power 80% modulated and an or
dinary regenerative detector and two stage 
audio receiver is satisfactory, but often 
when in wooded sections it is almost impos
sible to obtain a readable response on the 
record. Incidentally, it is highly desirable 
to be able to modulate the antenna input 
100%. “Wobbulation” is caused, which 
tends to broaden the wave. This is desir
able, however, as it makes for easy and 
quick tuning at the receiver, eliminating 
necessity for crystal control. Distortion 
amounts to nothing in results as long as 
the voice is intelligible. Figure 7 shows 
a schematic diagram of a field transmitter 
which the author has designed and found 
meets all requirements quite successfully.

The oscillatory circuit is tuned plate, and 
grid which is familiar to all. Heising 
modulation is used. The constant current 
choke is the primary of the transformer 
T. Now, as it can be seen, this transform-

A.R.R.L. Technical Information 
Service Rules

Please help us by observing the following 
rules:

1. Keep a copy of your questions and 
diagrams and mention that you did so.

2. Number the questions and make a 
paragraph of each one.

3 Make diagrams on separate sheets 
and fasten them to the letter.

4. Print your name and address (not 
merely your radio call) on your letter. 
Don’t depend on the return address on the 
envelope as this is destroyed when the 
letter is opened.

5. Don’t ask for a comparison of the 
various manufacturers’ products.

6. Before writing, search your files of 
QST—the answer probably is there.

7. Address all questions to Informa
tion Service, American Radio Relay 
League, Inc., 1711 Park Street, Hartford, 
Conn.

8. It is not essential to enclose an en
velope as long as you supply postage and 
PRINT CLEARLY your name and address 
on your letter.
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The DX Tape Measure
By Allen H. Babcock*

HOW FAR IS IT? This is the first 
thought when a really DX contact 
is made. Any one who has a work
ing knowledge of Spherical Trigo

nometry will find the answer without my 
help; but so grave are my doubts that the 

average Ham ever ean find an answer even 
approximately correct by the help of any 
one of the articles on this subject which have 
come under my notice, that I am now moved 
to break into print with what seems to me 
to be a complete answer in the form that 
will yield results in evei’y case.

The only requirements are: the geographi
cal positions of the two places; the ability 
to substitute these angles in the formulas 
that will be given; sufficient knowledge of 
Logarithmic and Trigonometric Tables to 
find the values of the functions given in the 
formulas; and finally, the comparatively 
rare ability to follow directions accurately, 
and to work without errors.

Geographical position is given as the lati
tude and longitude of the place expressed 
in degrees, minutes and seconds of arc. The 
seconds may be neglected in this kind of a 
problem. The latitudes, and the difference 
of the longitudes give two sides and the in
cluded angle of a spherical triangle, from 
which the side opposite the known angle 
can be computed; which is the distance be
tween the places expressed in degrees and 
minutes. Since one minute of arc equals 
one nautical mile, (often wrongly called a 
knot), if the degrees are multiplied.by 60 
and the minutes added, we have the distance 
in sea miles; and since one sea mile equals 
1.15 statute miles we have only to multiply 
again by this figure to get the answer we 
require.

There will be four possible cases:
1. Latitudes of the same name, that is, 

both north or both south, and the longitude 
difference less than 90°.

2. Latitudes of opposite names, one 
north and one south, and the longitude dif
ference less than 90°.

3. Latitudes of the same name, and the 
longitude difference greater than 90°.

4. Latitudes of opposite names, and the 
longitude difference greater than 90°.

The first step is to find the longitude dif
ference by subtracting the less from the 
greater if both are east or both west. If 
one is east and the other west, add them. 
If the sum is less than 180°, use it; if the

*"6ZD : A.R.R.L. Director, Pacific Division, 66 
Market St., San Francisco. 

sum is greater than 180°, subtract it from 
360“ and use the remainder.
Let a = the latitude of the place nearer the 

pole.
(You may work from either pole.)
b = the latitude of the other place.

= the longitude difference.
e = the distance required.

case 1
It is required to find the distance between 

San Francisco, 37° 48' North, 122“ 23' West, 
and an island in the Pacific at 14° 02' North, 
171“ 20' West. Here a = 37“ 48', b - 
14° 02'. and C = 48“ 57'.

cos c = sin a sin b -j- cos a cos b cos C 
log sin 37“ 48' = 9.78739

” 14“ 02' — 9.38469

antilog of 9.17208 = 0.14862

log cos 37“ 48' — 9.89771 
” 14“ 02' = 9,98684 
” 48“ 57' .... 9.81738

antilog of 9.70193 — 0.50342
The angle whose Nat cos is 0.65204 is 
49° 18'. ~
Then (49 x 60) 18 = 2958 nautical miles
or 3406 statute miles.

CASE 2

Required: the distance between a point in 
37° 48' N, 139° 43' W, and another place 
in 14“ 02' S, 171“ 20' E. The sum of the 
longitudes is 311° 03', which subtracted 
from 360“ leaves 48° 57'. Here the values 
of a, b, and C are the same as in Case 1, 
but because the latitudes are of opposite 
name the formula now becomes,

cos c = cos a cos b cos C - sin a sin b 
log cos 37° 48' = 9.89771

” 14° 02' = 9.98684

” 48° 57' = 9.81738
antilog of 9.70193 = 0.50342

log sin 37“ 48' = 9.78739 
” 14° 02'= 9.38469

antilog of 9.17208 = -0.14862
The angle whose Nat cos is 0.35487) is 69° 13' 
Then (69 x 60) + 13 = 4153 nautical miles 
or 4782 statute miles.
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If b and C become large enough, the sec
ond term will become larger than the first so 
that the difference will become negative. In 
this event the angle taken from the tables 
must be subtracted from 180“ and this re
mainder will be the distance required. For 
example: if the two latitudes were 37“ 48' N 
and 37’ 40' S, and the longitude difference 
85°, cos c would be -0.29.808, the angle cor
responding to whieh is 72“ 39' and this sub
tracted from 180“ leaves 107° 21', which is 
the distance required.

CASE 8

Required; the distance between a point in 
52“ 30' N, 34° 59' E, and another place in 
18“ 30' N, 149° 20' E. The longitude differ
ence is 134“ 30'. Our tables of functions of 
angles do not cover angles more than 90°, 
so that we must subtract 90“ from this, 
which leaves 44“ 30' as the value of C in the 
formula. Also we must take out the sine 
of C instead of the eosine, and put the minus 
sign before this term in the formula. We 
have then, a = 52° 30', b .= 18“ 30'. C = 
44° 30'.

cos c = sin a sin b — cos a cos b sin C 
log sin 52° 30' = 9.89947

' ” 18° 30' = 9.50148

antilog of 9.40095 = 0.25174

log cos 52° 30' = 9.78445
” 18° 30'= 9.97696 

log sin 44° 30' =9.84566
antilog of 9.60707 = -0.40464

The angle whose Nat cos is -0.15290is81° 12', 
■which must be subtracted from 180“ be
cause of the minus sign, leaving 98° 48'. 
Then (98 x 60) -¡- 48 = 5928 nautical, or 
(5826 statute miles, is the distance required.

CASE 4

Required: the distance between a point in 
52° 30' N. 14" 50' E. and another place in 
18° 30' S, 149° 20' W. The longitude dif
ference is 164° 10’, from which 90° must be 
subtracted as in Case 3, so that C = 74° 10' 
while a = 52° 30' and b = 18° 30'. Since 
the latitudes have opposite names the sine 
term of the formula becomes negative, as in 
Case 2; and since the longitude difference 
is more than 90° the eosine term becomes 
negative, as in Case 3, and the formula 
now Is,

cos c = -sin a sin b - cos a cos b sin C 
log sin 52° 30' = 9.89947

” 18° 30' = 9.50148

antilog of 9.40095 -0.25174 

log cos 52° 30' = 9,78445
” 18“ 30' = 9.97696 

log sin 74“ 10' = 9.98320

antilog of 9.74461 -- -0.55540
The angle whose Nat cos is -0.80714 is 36" 
11’, which must be subtracted from 
180° as in Case 3, leaving 143° 49'. Then 
(143 x 60) 49 = 8629 nautical, or 9936
statute miles, is the distance required.

All these formulas have been derived from 
the one fundamental sine-cosine expression 
of spherical trigonometry, transformed to 
suit the individual eases, as follows:

cos c = cos a cos b 4- sin a sin b cos C.
C is the angle at the pole between the two 
meridians that pass through the two places, 
a and b being the lengths along the 
meridians from the pole to the places; in 
other words, their polar distances. The 
latitudes, being .measured from the Equator 
must be subtracted from 90“ to get the 
polar distances, or, what is the same thing, 
we may use them, as given if we take the 
complimentary function values from the 
tables, provided ail the angles are less than 
90“. Our formula for Case 1 therefore be
comes:

cos c = sin a sin h 4- cos a cos b cos C.

In Case 2, we have one side greater than 
90° by just the amount of latitude given. 
In this Case the angle C was at the north 
pole, and the south latitude was 14° 02', 
which is distant from the north pole 90° to 
the Equator plus 14“ 02', or 104* 02', and the 
cosine of 90“ 4- 14° 02’ equals -sin 14’ 02'; 
also sin (90° 4 14° 02') equals cos 14° 02'; 
¿and the formula becomes:

cos c = - sin a sin. b + cos a cos b cos C.

In Case 3, the angle at the pole is greater 
than 90“. As stated in the preceding para
graph, cos (90° 4- x) = -sin x; hence 90° 
was subtracted from the longitude differ
ence, sin (C - 90°) was taken from the 
tables, and the second term was given the 
minus sign, whieh made the formula:

cos c = sin a sin b - cos a cos b sin (0-90°).
In Case 4. the first term is the same as 

that term in Case 2, and the second term is 
the same as that term in Case 3, for the 
same reasons. The formula then is:

cos c = -sin a sin b - cos a cos b sin (C-90°).

By using these four formulas as directed, 
fhe distance between any two points on the 
Earth’s surface can be computed.
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The Design of Variable Condensers for High 
Voltage Operation

By Bert E. Smith*

THE extended adoption_ of increased 
power- by radio stations utilizing 
vacuum tube transmitters, whether 
commercial, broadcast, or amateur, 
has caused a corresponding demand for ap

paratus of all kinds designed to operate with 
maximum efficiency at the increased poten
tials thus made necessary.

The most difficult instruments to co
ordinate properly with the high power re
quired are those which operate in such por
tions of the circuit as carry radio frequency 
currents. The potentials which these must 
withstand are frequently extremely high, 
and the currents also reach, comparatively 
speaking, immense values. Even small 
losses accordingly become of extreme im
portance and must be avoided or minimized 
with great care.

These circuits consist almost entirely of 
inductances and capacity, resistances in a 
properly built set being of a very low order, 
and this fact makes the reduction of con
denser losses an important problem.

The general qualifications of variable con
densers for such use are the same as the 
essentials of a good condenser of any variety 
..-the requirements are very similar to those 
for ordinary receiver tuning controls. That 
is, they must be mechanically good, having 
ample strength to withstand mechanical 
stress, the bearings must be easy running 
and capable of unlimited use without per
ceptible wear, and the electrical character
istics must be as nearly perfect as possible. 
In order to carry high potentials success
fully some dimensions must be compara
tively large and the increased weight result
ing from this size necessitates a correspond
ingly increased strength of frame construc
tion.

Let us look first to the end plates. _ The 
usual stamped end plates used in receiving 
condensers and low power transmitting con
densers become impracticable, as their 
strength is insufficient to keep them ab
solutely rigid under all circumstances and 
the least bit of end play which might de
velop under continued use might prove fatal 
to the alignment of the plates. It becomes 
necessary therefore to cast them, and a great 
deal of care must be taken and experiment
ing accomplished before they ean be made 
dependable. Lightness demands that the 
material be not too thick, and strength re
quires thickness in some places, so a ribbed

«Alien D. Cardwell Mfg. Co., 81 Prospect St, 
Brooklyn, N. V. 

design has been adopted by some manufac
turers as giving the maximum resistance to 
mechanical stresses combined with the mini
mum amount of metal.

The same conditions dictate that there 
must be at least three substantial supports 
between the front and rear end plates.

The plates must be of sufficient thickness 
to prevent perceptible vibration and the 
rotor shaft must be large in diameter in

A NEUTRALIZING CONDENSER
Note the unusual thickness of plates» and the shields 

around the stator support screws, Several of these 
are used in the trans-Atlantic Telephone Station at 
Rocky Point, L, I., for neutralizing the R. F. 
amplifiers.

order to give the proper support to the 
heavy plates. Following the same line, un
usually large and carefully constructed bear
ings become essential. At one end of the 
shaft a shoulder bearing can well be worked 
in to control alignment against a ball thrust 
bearing at the opposite end. This bearing 
should have only one job—that of supporting 
the rotor plates, and should be entirely in
dependent of the electrical connection be
tween the rotor and frame.

The introduction of the current into the 
rotor can be by various means. We have 
just eliminated the route through the bear
ings—-the necessity for proper lubrication 
introduces an element of uncertainty in re
sistance which makes this method abso
lutely impracticable. The next thought is a 
pigtail, but due both to its tendency to wear 
and the possible variation in inductance, 
this also is ruled out. The third and most 
practical means is to attach to the rotor a 
heavy brush which operates against a special 
contact ring on the end plate, and as size is 
comparatively no object, sufficiently heavy 
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material can be used here to insure the re
tention of pressure indefinitely.

The question of supporting the stator is 
so closely linked up with the electrical char
acteristics that we shall go into it later 
when dealing with them. The one important 
requirement is the method of mounting 
securely the huge mass of metal we have

obtained. This is among the least of our 
difficulties—-brackets of substantial size can 
be made integral with the supporting posts, 
and arranged for attachment to a panel, or 
by means of mounting feet built into the end 
plates, the condenser can be attached to a 
baseboard.

From the electrical view point the prob
lem of design is tremendously more com
plex. Electrostatic fields which are of 
negligible strength in condensers for low 
voltages, become of great significance, and

A STANDARD MODEL WITH A VOLTAGE BREAK
DOWN APPROXIMATING 7500

This is the type usually used by ordinary 500 watt 
broadcasting stations, and in most amateur installa
tions exceeding a quarter kilowatt. A similar model 
with a split stator is employed by the R. C. A. and 
its aflHtated companies for experimental short wave 
transmission, both telephone and c.w. By placing 
the two stators in series a voltage breakdown almost 
double the original is obtained.

many weaknesses which would be imper
ceptible under any ordinary circumstances 
manifest themselves immediately.

Insulators and conductors obtain their 
characteristics purely through the proper
ties of their molecular structure. Where 

some electrons in the atoms composing the 
material are free, the material is a con
ductor. In non-conductive material, so 
called, we have electrons which are not free. 
They are so tightly bound that only extreme 
electric pressure can dislodge them, al
though the structures themselves may be 
forced out of shape. .

Such materials as hard rubber, air, bake
lite, pyrex, et cetera, are of this type. 
There are practically no free electrons in 
insulators, although electric pressure can be 
applied, and the resulting field noted at a 
distance in the insulator, much in the same 
manner as a group of billiard balls may 
transmit the power of the impact from the 
cue ball without moving themselves. It is 
by distorting the normal component of these 
atoms in the dielectric that we ean make a 
condenser store electrical energy.

The rapid reversal of the pressure in a 
dielectric will cause more or less heating 
effect according to the resistance which the

WO/l

FIGURE 2

electrons of the dielectric oppose to having 
their normal positions shifted. If the im
pressed voltage is too great it may force a 
discharge through the dielectric. This may 
manifest itself as a spark discharge which 
will actually puncture the dielectric, or may 
show up merely as leakage. Air is of such 
a nature that this leakage is almost impos
sible and any breakdown will be by means 
of a flashover, whereas in a solid dielectric 
the leakage loss is always present.

The next effect to be observed is that 
some current may be dissipated through the 
resistance of the plates. As previously ob
served, this is not likely to amount to much.

A third loss, hysteresis, is caused by the 
delay of some poor dielectrics in returning 
the atomic structures to their normal posi
tions, causing a similar delay in delivery of 
the stored charge. When we are working 
with frequencies of ten million alternations 
or thereabouts per second the elimination 
of this delay becomes of great importance.

It becomes obvious that if air, which is 
practically perfect and has no appreciable 
losses, can be utilized as the dielectric, we 
will have a condenser with no important 
losses. Unfortunately, however, we cannot 
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use air to support each stator section and we 
must utilize a solid insulator for this pur
pose. It is also quite apparent that if we 
can keep this supporting material entirely 
outside of the electrostatic field it will not 
cause any additional losses.

Another property of dielectrics is the 
dielectric constant. .This is entirely in
dependent of the loss factor and varies from 
unity with air to as high as sixteen with 
celluloid. In other words it takes one six
teenth as thick a body of air to cause a con
denser to have the same capacity as would 
be the case if celluloid, having a dielectric 
constant of sixteen were used. Hard rub
ber has a dielectric constant of two or three. 
Pyrex has a value of approximately six. 
Bakelite varies from four to eight.

In order, therefore, to transfer the dielec
tric strain as much as possible from the 
solid to the air it is necessary for the path 
through the insulation to be at least as great 
as the average air distance multiplied by 
the dielectric constant of the insulation. 
That is, if hard rubber is used the distance 
through the hard rubber must be more than 
twice that of the air separation, and if pyrex 
is used it must be more than six times the 
air distance.

Let us now refer to Figure 1, which shows 
the method of stator support. The main 
block B which supports the stator is held 
away from the strip of insulation A except 
at the points of actual support 0. This 
serves the double purpose of interposing 
an air path between the conductor and. di
electric and of removing the dielectric just 
a trifle further from the field. This con
struction is sufficient where comparatively 
low potentials are encountered, but where 
the electro-motive force is of a higher order 
even further precautions become necessary.

It is a well known fact that the density 
of electric charge on a conductor is greatest 
when the exposed curvature is sharpest. , If 
we apply this principle to the metal of a 
condenser we will find that there is a higher 
density of charge at all corners and projec
tions than at points where the surfaces are 
flat or slightly rounded. For this reason it 
becomes advisable to reduce these areas, of 
excessive pressure by removing them, which 
may be done by carefully rounding off all 
corners, keeping the radius of the surface 
at half the thickness of the conductor. For 
the same purpose all parts subject to strain 
should receive a high polish, in order that 
there may be no points or irregularities 
from which a brush or spark discharge can 
take place.

We have already mentioned the necessity 
for a complete removal (or as complete as 
possible) of the solid dielectric from the 
electric field. Referring again to Figure 1, 
it will be noted that the stator supporting 
block B is covered by a curved shield C, and 

once again between this shield and the di
electric support A there is interposed an 
air space. The only points of contact be
tween the electrode and the solid insulation 
are at the points where the supporting 
screws pass through the insulation, and even 
here that part of the screw which passe! 
through the insulation is highly polished, 
and a minute air space surrounds it except 
where the spacing washer “D” and the nut 
are attached.

On the shield block C the only sharply 
curved portion is at H, and since this points 
back toward the structure B and is at the

A SLIGHTLY LARGER MODEL BUILT FOR A 1- 
Kw. BROADCASTING STATION TANK CIRCUIT

The capacity of this is about 200 picofarads at a 
breakdown around 10,000 volts.

same potential as B, the tendency to form a 
brush discharge is greatly reduced. The 
part that comes nearest to the end plate K 
is so slightly curved that, here, when the 
exposed electric field is greatest, the danger 
of discharge with the air is minimized.

As long as the maximum dielectric strain 
is across K G, if we maintain a much longer 
path through the solid dielectric we may 
eventually reach a point in which we could 
use any of the so-called insulators regard
less of the poorness of their quality. Never
theless, the better the dielectric, the less 
will be the loss from heat generated by 
hysteresis, and the safer we will be from 
mechanical trouble in our insulators.

If we drive two rods into a box full of 
moist earth and connect a source of current 
to them we shall find that we have a definite 
amount of current flowing between them. 
If we now remove say three quarters of the 
earth in the box we shall find that our cur
rent is smallei’ than it was before. A some
what similar condition is found in the in
sulation used on the condenser. It may 
seem a poor analogy at first glance because 
the moist earth is quite obviously a con
ductor and the insulation material on the

(Continued on Page 66)
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Experimenters’ Section Report

THE following is the third of the Ex
perimenters’ Section progress—re
ports announced in the last issue. 

More are to follow in early issues.

A Portable Transceiver
By Herman Radiol,

I TRIED to write a complete resume 
■* of my 5 years of dabbling with the 
problems and pleasures of portable sta
tions but on reviewing the result of 
my efforts I was positive that a few gen
eral statements and a description of my 
present outfit would be of more practical 
value.

There are many situations in which one 
sees an opportunity to use a portable sta
tion to advantage and although the general 
problem remains the same the actual set 

ductances and that space is allowed in the 
outer cabinet. The inductances plug in; pup 
jacks are used. It is convenient to be able

THE SET READY FOR THE ROAD
The outer case carried the set with coils and tube 

in place. The receiver B battery is the white object 
at the upper right.

At the left is the “Megger“ which is used as t. 
power supply.

FRONT VIEW OF THE “TRANSCEIVER” IN ONE 
OF ITS MANY DIFFERENT FORMS.

Some of the preliminary coils are shown. The 
transmitting circuit is at the left, the receiving cir
cuit at the right. The handle at. the top center 
operates the send-receiver switch. The 0-25 milliam- 
grid meter is used in tuning the transmitter. The 
hinged tickler sets the regeneration exactly enough 
for the band on which one is working.

must be considerably modified in each case 
to fit the limits of weight and size which 
are set by the method of transport. The 
nature of the power supply must of course 
also vary.

My set is very nearly always taken along 
on auto trips among Minnesota’s ,10,000 
lakes. Here we are limited mostly as to 
space. I accordingly constructed a “trans
ceiver” in, and on, a hard maple case 15% 
inches long by 5% inches wide and deep. 
This needs an additional 6 inches “head 
room” to accommodate the tube and in-

»Member “X" Section, 9AIR, Rente No. 2, Sleepy 
Eye, Minnesota. 

to QSY any time you feel like it, and the 
set is also readily available as an emergency 
transmitter.

Another problem will always rear its 
ugly head. That is vibration and rough 
handling with its accompanying breakage 
of connections, nuts unscrewed and, pos
sibly, the complete destruction of your 
brain-child. My solution is to use only the 
minimum number of parts and make all 
connections of fairly heavy strip copper as 
far as possible and to attach these rigidly 
to the frame by heavy brass bolts.

I chose to make the set a “transceiver” 
with a 4-pole double-throw cam switch to 
change over and decided on the Colpitts 
series feed circuit for the transmitter be
cause it adapted itself so readily to my 
scheme of connections.

The receiving circuit is the old reliable 
“2 circuit” autodyne. Since one does not 
need radio frequency chokes in my partic
ular version of the circuit and regeneration 
is not a critical adjustment—I find this to 
fit in nicely with my purpose to use the 
minimum of parts and space.

The tubes used are 201-A, VT-14 and 
UV-202. The filament supply is easily ob
tained from the electrical system of the 
car. All of these tubes work well in the 
set with the preference for the 201-A as it 
gives a greater output with least filament 
current. Unfortunately it does not last as 
long as the tubes with tungsten filaments.

As you will see in the photos, the con
densers and switch are enclosed. This is 
to protect them from dust. Dust accumula
tion is the greatest annoyance I had to con
tend with until I tore out enough plates to 
give a clearance of at least 3/16 inches be-
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tween rotor and stator plates. Naturally 
this gives one a very restricted tuning 
range; in fact, it just covers our bands, but 
what more does one want? The receiving 
tuning condenser consists of 4 plates—2 
rotor and 2 stator, while the trans, con
denser has 3 plates per section, 2 stator and 
1 rotor. A Cardwell dual condenser is used 
here. The internal capacity of tubes differs

THE ••POWER PLANT” REMOVED FROM ITS 
CASE AND WITH THE SMOOTHING CONDENSER 
DISCONNECTED TO PERMIT SHOWING THE 

BRUSHING AND ARMATURE.
The generator is a 1500 volt magneto affair but the 

more common American “Meggers” use 500 or 1000 
volt generators which are quite as useful.

COLPITTS CIRCUIT WITH SWITCH TO LEFT

PLATE TICKLER CIRCUIT WITH SWITCH TO RIGHT

FIG. 1. COMPLETE DIAGRAM
Lp—Lg Split transmitting inductance (plugin) 

La Antenna coupling coil
S Receiving tuner coil (plugin)
T Receiving tuner tickler ( hinged)

Cl Cl Double Cardwell variable condenser
C2 Federal variable condenser
C3 Antenna tuning condenser (not built into set 

shown by photos.)
C4 Adjustable antenna coupling condenser for re

ceiver.
The fixed condensers have their capacities marked.

V Filament voltmeter. (Present set omits this and 
rheostat)

Ma Grid milliammeter
G Hand driven generator
A.L. A supply line equipped with plug to fit socket 

connected with car battery.
A1 Receiving antenna,
A2 Transmitting antenna. The same antenna may 

be used for both purposes by adding another 
switchblade, provided it is so done as not to 
upset things. 

enough to be of importance when they are 
used in parallel with tuning condensers of 
such small capacity as these. The 201-A 
and 202 are very nearly identical but the 
VT14 tube has a capacity lower than these. 
When using a VT14 with inductances de
signed for 202 the resulting frequency was 
always higher than our legal assignment 
and contributed not a little to my vexation 
—-before I located the reason.1

The right values of inductance were found 
only after a period of cut and try. It took 
an awful bunch of wire before I had every
thing right for 80-, 40- and 20-meter oper
ation. I then took the measurements of 
these coils and substituted Hammerlund 
space wound rigid coils.

The power supply for the transmitter is 
the generator of a Marconi “Megger” that 
I was fortunate enough to buy once. It 
delivers 1500 volts and 120 mils—180 watts 
with a strenuous manipulation of the crank. 
To generate 30 watts, or what we generally 
put into the portable, is not such a task. 
This baby generator has a d.c. output and

(Concluded on Page 68)

I, The use ok* a larger tuning capacity will tend 
io decrease the tuning effect of different tubes and 
also to avoid the 20-meter “yooping” which is men
tioned later. The ideal from both standpoints is to 
approach such C/L proportions as are discussed else
where in the last issue by Beverly Dudley while at the 
same lime maintaining the condenser spacings which 
have been found necessary. Tech. Ed.
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BELGIUM

“During the last few months of 1927 
many Belgium amateurs have been in regu
lar contact with the Norwegian ships. Ten- 
»esse (AWT,) and ThMatta, (AWV). 
Communication has been on 32 meters. The 
Thallatta is on her way to Japan.

“The general conditions for wave propa
gation are very bad for transmission in a 
westerly direction, putting us at a disad
vantage in working U.S.A, stations. It is 
much better and sometimes quite good for 
easterly work, the Aussies coming in strong
ly each day at about 1330 G.C.T. 4AU who 
is excellently situated in plain country and 
has ample power, reports that oz, oa and ax 
stations are heard regularly from 0700 to 
2100 and he keeps constant contact with 
them all day long, passing from the 20- to 
the 32-meter band when that becomes neces
sary.

“We recently heard xoa5AM when she 
was being towed from the Virgin Islands to 
Europe, announcing that she had been dis
mantled by an awful storm which disabled

fMWW IS LOCATED AT 17 BOULEVARD FRERE. 
ORBAN, LIEGE. AND IS OWNED AND OPERATED 

BY G. REGNIER
The transmitter employs two French type EG tubes 
in a Meany symmetrical tuned grid, tuned plate ar
rangement. The input to the plates is 150 watts ob
tained from a 2000 volt transformer and a bridge 
type chemical rectifier. A Zeppelin antenna operated 
at a harmonic is the radiator, eb4WW has worked 
54 countries and is a member of the W AC Club.

her to an extent where she could not pro
ceed of own accord. (See page 52 of Janu
ary, 1928 issue, for complete details of her 
trip to the Virgin Islands.—-Assist. Tech. 
Editor.) Her “boy at the key” wanted to 
be reported to his friend oaSAG. eb4FT 

who was listening at the time, took a chance 
of getting the information across by calling 
Australia. Imagine his astonishment when 
he heard the proper man. oaoAG, replying 
to his call! The contact was a good one 
and the entire news passed over to its des
tination in short order. Very nice work!

“4WW has recently been reported as 
being heard by aj4ZZ, thus being the first 
Belgium to be heard in Japan. 4ÜU worked 
xeplAM when the Adaniaetor was at 
Shanghai. The Adaiuaslor, a Portugese 
warship, is using a Marconi 200-watt valve 
transmitter employing a single MT-4 tube.

“The Reseau Beige is growing fast and 
sends to its many friends in the I.A.R.U. 
its best wishes for a successful radio year 
during 1928.”

—Paid de Neck, President, Reseau Beige.
CHILE

The following report on conditions in 
Chile has been supplied to us by sc2AS, 
being relayed thru nu6AM.

“Hot weather and QRN make receiving 
conditions rather bad in Chile at present, 
although in spite of this, nu stations still 
pound through in fine style on the 40-meter 
band. Few nu and no European signals 
have been heard on the 20-meter band for 
about a month now.

“We understand that sc3AG has taken his 
station to bits with the intention of going 
to Argentina and settling there. We would 
surely feel it very much if we lost him, 
since he is one of our best amateurs. Any
how, if he does go, we ean be certain of 
having a good friend among the. SA«.

“Most of our stations are in a calm now 
on account of the summer heat and QRN 
but all will be going strongly during the 
coming February International Tests.

“Two of our stations, 2AS and 2AH have 
received titles of ‘Member of Honor of the 
EAR Association,- the Spanish I.A.R.U. 
Section, for having worked Spain during 
a contest organized by that organization, 
sc2AS was the first Chilean to work Spain.” 

—seSAS.
ENGLAND

“Conditions have been very strange 
towards the end of December and even the

(ContiKUcd on Page 7-')
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Calls Heald ?
0______ __ —___________ __ _____ -Mi

KDEI, Yacht Lark, Shortey, Operator. Off Gibraltar 
lavb tact Ikx lum Itp 2ary 2avw 2amt 2pl 2avk 

3axt Seva 4td 4cx 4ac 5md 8c x 9re.

S.S. Margaret Dollar, KDUV. E. O. Schwerdfeger, 
Opr.. Docked at Cristobal. C. Z.

(Heard January ", 1928)
ladd lcmf 2ahi 2bf 2rs Sag 3aim Saps Sec 3ht 4bl 

4c f 4ge 4rp 4tk 5acl Baqq 5ayd 5gr 5pr Brg owe Bad 
Bard 6ary 6bil 7adb 7ckc Sulu Sank Savp Sbti Scbf 
8hx 8uy 9aca Harn 9au 9aue 9avv 9baf 9bca 9bht 9cv 
9dr 9dko 9sk nc-lar ne-3mp agj glk glq famj irl pep 
pkx xcf xom.

Mr. Sherman, Chief Operator, S. S. W. W. Mills, 
Enroute Boston from Texas

(40 meters)
Off Florida Coast—Dec. 23rd, 1927

ladl Ibjc Ibux Icdi Ickc Irp Izza lah Imx 2ahg 
2ama 2amv 2bqh 2di 2hr 2jc 2wi 2xs 2bc 3acm Sag Jab 
4aev 4cu 4cv 41k 4oc 4qe 4tb 4tu 4sv Bayl 5rg 8brc 
Sgi 9dfj 9dku 9mz Vsk glk fu uk uc.

(Off Georgia Coast—Dec. 24th)
lawa Iga 2ab 2agn 2bir 2rs 2md 4nl 5ama Bkg Bam 

Sapm 8bto 8bth 8cfr Kezy 8dod 8dqb 8dpo 8drs Sfb 
8te 9dlm 9dqx 9dyd 9cxe 9hh vci pjd sou hjg glk 
wtt 2xs.

(Off Carolinas—Dec. 25th)
lang 2afr 2ann 2atd 2ber 2bvh 2aqd 2aon 2fs 

2kr 21h 2cc 2cty 2fs 2nic 2ps 2qu 2sm 2tp 2tt 3aeb 
3a)d 3bno 3bsj 3hg 3hk 3jn 3kn 3vg 4aq Jacn 4hm 
4qz 4rn 4rq 4sx 5ag 5amg Base Bge Bjc 6bfp 6cww 
Gdmd 6xi Sadg Katt Saxx Saud 8bev 8bjs «byt Sdbs 
8dbc Kbjs Sbyt Sdcm Spvs Scfm Seq 8zg 9a vp 9axq 
9bkk 9bx 9bxfc 9dny 9eqc 9hi nc-2bg oo-7rm nat.

= (Virginia—Dec. 26th)
labz laod laqt laun Ibr Ictp lemz 1ia 2amh 2aoh 

2aoi 2bcc 2bgt 2bh 2bck 2ctn 2fd 2cg 2baa 2sq Bajd 
3avm 3apx Saso Sag 3bkw 3ee See 3rd 3ht 3qe 3tf 3sz 
4acz 4abl 4uk 4ei 4uu 4*i Bkc 5gr 7rc 8brh 8pk 
8czu 8ok 8bhz 8acr Sbto Sexi 8avp Kcem 9dyf 9aio 9cn 
9qc 9cos 9mn 9ejo 9crj 9ave 9bcf 9cea 9elb ne-fpl 
nc-2ai ew-h4 nc-4cg ef-8ha der.

(North of Boston—Dec. 27th)
laeq Ibca Irf Iwl 2apu 2are 2awu 2ayb 2bgo 2bhr 2bsc 

2eub 2eq 2kx 2rd Sadi 3afx 3aib 3apn Sani See 3uk 
3rg 3pr Sagk Sahk 8asp Sbni 8cau Scfv 8axz 8dhy 
Sdon 8dhy 9dvt nc-2bb rjc,

9aun 9axh 9bad 9bca 9bjn 9bls 9bsh 9bxi 9ebc Sede 
Scej 9cfn 9cg 9eiv 9cjw 9cmu 9cmv 9cph 9cpq 
9cpr Scrd 9czh Sczt Sdga Sdmb Sdnd 9dps 9dwa 
9dwq 9dxp 9eaj 9efy Seht 9ir 9kd 9mz 9pg 9ra 9so 
oz-2ay oz-2bp oz-3aw o%-4am nc-lak nc-2be nc-2br 
nc-3ca nc-4k nc-8ac nq-2ac nq-2jt nq-7cx ng-uf ab-lah 
sb-sng ef-Sxo fm-Smc auf agj gbi gbj ohk puf.

Hla Aung, 434 Lower Main Road, Moulmein, Burma 
(Heard between Nov. 16, 1927 and Nov. 22, 1927) 

ai-3kt ai-2at ’ae-pae oa-5hg op-3bw op-lhr op-ldr 
op-4aa op-4ak op-lgz up-lmr xom agj agj dwa agp 
vompk kzet kzed kbp agw hva ksw.

OZ-2BJ. Allan Evans, 269 Taranaki St., 
Wellington, N. Z.

Ibbo Icmp Ixv 2abe 2awf 2ay 2bi 2cei 2cvj 3buv 
3ec 4jm 5kg 5ry 5uk 6aij Balz 6am 6apd 6arr 6ave 
6awy 6bgb 6bhs 6biu 6bjl 6bkd 6boy 6bsn Bclx 6cwl 
6cww 6cqo 6czz Bdfq 6dfw 6dgt Bdkt 6dor 6hm 6jn 
Gmm 6mu Brn 6ss 6zbw 7agr 7alk 7ok Sbwr Ssx 8xe 
Sen 9cjh 9dfz Sdk Sdr Sell Sxi nc-4rc nc-4cu nr-cto 
oh-6aed oh-6avl oh-6boe oh-6ch oh-6dey oh-6dju 
oh-6dki oh-6dqq oh-6hii uu-bam sb-2aj anf arex bgs 
hox hza xom.

W. H. Hamden, S. S. Hoxbar, Cartagena, Colombia, 
S. A.

Icaa lakx Ipa ladb lie Ibkp llx 2aqg 2hq 2bdc 
2hvh 2cuq 2cuf 3us 3ag 3aeb 3alq 3kp 3afl 4vh 4gw 
5yb 5cx 5ayl 5aga 5ot 5acl 5lv 5adp 6awt 7aat Savb 
Scoj Sac She 8dpa Sakk Sam Herd Sbmu Seaj 9bcf 
Sdsz Serh 9epg 9cev 9ekn 9cuv Said 9bnf.

np-4RX. A. Percy, Box 241, Ponce, Porto Rica
(20-meters)

laao tsz Ibyv 2bsc Sags 2ajn 2alm 2md 3nv 3jm 
Bjr Sadg Scip Kckc Scgs Scpg Sdmx Sebi 9as 9cmz 
9dod 9ef 9cu 9pm Sdwe 9efh nc-lar ne-2al nc-3bt 
nr-2fg eb-4rs eb-4zz ozz wgt.

1 AGE, 42 Kernwood Ave., Beverly, Mass.
Bags 7bg ef-8fd ef-8ct fe-8cp ef-8dmu ef-8ba ef-8az 

ef-8jc vf-8ix ef-8eo ef-8t’m ef-8imr ef-8dmf ef-8ud 
ef-8bir ef-8ec ef-8fxf sb-law sb-lic sb-iao sb~2ay 
sb-2ad sb-2al sb-lbr sb-2an sb-lah ek-4eoa ek-4oa 
ek-4dba ek-aeq ek-4aap nq-2ot nq-2cf nq-2jt nq-7cx 
eg-5by eg-6ml eg-5ls ep-lag ep-8am nb-be8 eh-9aq 
nr-2fg ee-ear 65 fm-8psrv nn-lnic nm-9a oz-lfq su-2ak 
es-lfp eb-pl rii jj.

A. F. Barnette, S. S. St. Heliers, Aruba, D.W.I.
lag lair laqp laqt lawm Ibax 1bdq Ibgb Ibgq Ibhm 

Ibr ibux Ibxh ichg ickp Icnp iff ird lut txv 
2abe 2adl 2ag 2agb 2abg 2aib 2ale 2alu 2amj 2apd 
2apg 2aq 2aqo 2a»s 2avw 2awa 2bco 2blm 2cc 2ctm 
Sear 2dh 2dr 2gp 2jc 2qu 2rs 2rz 2sz 2tp 2tt 2ty 2uq 2uy 2xaf 2xg 3aiy Saks 3au 3bqj 3cgt ‘¿ckj 3gi 
3kt 3qp 3qt 3am 3wm 4aha 4acn 4cq 4ha 4jd 4H 4mau 
4oo 4oc 4pk 4qf 4qy 4tk 4vh 4wsa 4warn 4wsz 
5agl 5aky 5aq 5aqe Baqx Barf 5aa Bats Sauz Saxs 
5ayf 5ayi 5bg 5kz 5pt Buk ouw Byb 5ybd Gagg Bahn 
Balz 6am 6ajm Bapb 6asd 6axq Bbam 6bgb Bbkd 
Ghvv 6bxu 6bo.i 6cih 6cin 6emq Bcww 6czz Bdap 
6dgy Bdkx €>d!j 6dpu Bgg 6ju 6pn 6qo 6nw 7ail 
7bm 7ek 7vh 8agk Sakv 8a lu 8amo Sapt Saul Bawu 
8ax2 8bek 8bf 8bfg Sbk 8bts 8bwn 8bwr Sees 8cfl 
bchz Scjb Sent 8cqi Scxh Sdac 8dbh 8dbj Sdlv Sdsa 
Sdss Sdsy Key 8fb 8tw ?vd Swer 8xe Dabu 9rU*

tASR. St. Pauls School Radio Club, Concord, N. H.
5aac 5adv 5afg 5afi 5akp 5aqe 5aqf base 6atf 5atm 

Bats Bayi 5gc Bge Bgr 5hz 5kd 5kg 5px Ssh 5ts But 
5yb 6aae 6agr 6ahs Ban* Bapd 6asm 6a tu 6avj 6baj 
6bdl Bbhc Bbjq 6bjv 6bkn 6bpc 6hqo 6bts 6buf 6bwk 
6bzn 6cdw 6cgr 6che «ep 6ctc Bury 6cwl Bczt 6dev 
6dfv 6dgm Bdgs 6dgy 6dh 6dhg 6dje Gdkt 6dma 6dml 
Gdod 6eu 6ff 6ih 6ju 6kg 6nx 6uo Bwk 6xo 7aac 7ach 
7afu 7ail 7al 7dd 7fe 7if 7io 7ok 7sj na-rxr nb-be8 
nc-4ar nc-4eh nc-41v nc-5go ne-8ae ne-8af nh-ca 
nm-9a np-4sa nq-2cf nq-5ev ea-em eb-4au eb-4ax 
eb-4cb eb-4rs ee-arlO ef-8fd eg-2ch eg-5by eg-5ma 
eg-5ml eg-5sw eg-5yk eg-5yx eg-6ia eg-6rw eg-6vr 
egc-6kd egi-2it ek-4aap ek-4abv ep-laa fm-8psrv fo-a3z 
fo-a7n fo-a8p on-dku wnp wvw waj waq wuck ngm 
arn agb caca oers viy irl.

(Continued tm Page S2)
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Correspondence
The Publisher* of QST assume no responsibility 
for statements made herein by correspondents,

72 Gardner Street, 
Allston, Mass. 

Editor, QST :
Since last sending you information re

garding amateur activities during the re
cent New England flood, reports have come 
in from straggling stations, some of which 
were located in the flooded area, most im
portant of which is that of IBDX and I 
am enclosing herewith a copy of a letter 
which accompanied his report. This letter 
was read before the Boston Post of the 
American Signal, Association on their last 
monthly meeting.

About fifty members of the Post were 
present and IBDX was recommended for 
honorary membership in the Boston Signal 
Post and the Post further agreed to re
habilitate his 50-watt transmitter.

—T>. S. Boyden, 1st Lieut., 
Signal Corp Reserve

P. O. Box 209 
Barre. Vermont. 

“1st. Lieutenant D. S. Boyden, Sig Kes. 
Dear Sir:

“Following is the requested report on 
activities at IBDX during the flood emer
gency.

“On the first day of the flood at about 
3.00 pan., the excitement began when I 
had a narrow escape from a store basement 
as a wall collapsed filling up the basement 
with water in a few seconds and killing the 
two men I was working with. I had an
other close call later in the evening. While 
working in about a foot of water on the 
first floor, a trap door cover floated off leav
ing quite an opening in the floor. I fell 
thru this opening down into the basement, 
but luckily came back up thru the same 
hole and climbed out.

“I was ordered home at about 1.00 a.m. 
and told to change clothing, eat, etc. When 
I had done this, I began a series of QSTs 
giving information on the flood. I don’t 
know just how this dope got thru as I have 
had no reports on it.

“No QSOs were made until later that 
morning. When I first offered my services, 
the people must have thought it was the 
“Bologna” or something. However, when I 
began returning prompt answers to per
sonal messages, everyone made a rush to 
get their dope through.

“Then I didn't get: a chance to eat, sleep 
or anything else. The first relief I "ot was 
when Birnie of 1AVZ (not operating) and 
Hunt, a former operator from Lancaster, 
New Hampshire, came up to the shack. I 
don’t know what day that was. It was 
hard to try to keep track of everything. I 
got something to eat and slept that night, 
anyway.

“Almost all operation was on forty meters 
with one UV-203-A. After a few days of 
steady operation, two ‘S’ tubes went out 
due to continuous use and old age with a 
highly fluctuating line voltage at the time. 
It was then that the City of Barre sent a 
message to the Army Base in Boston ask
ing to have the necessary tubes sent up by 
the next plane. That wits the last heard 
about them. About November 10, the other 
‘S’ tubes went, out taking the 203-A and 
half of the secondary of the plate supply 
transformer with it. That put the trans
mitter off the air altogether. It still is.

“About a week later, storm warnings 
came out, the water began to rise again and 
the city officials got real nervous. They 
wanted to know if I could handle emergency 
messages for them in case of another flood. 
I would hate to repeat what, I told them! 
But I started on a 201-A transmitter with 
•B’ batteries and got QSO other stations 
but the water did not come very high and 
the lines were not out so did not have to 
use it.

“My own car was ruined in the flood but 
we borrowed two others and managed to 
beg, borrow or steal enough gasoline to keep 
them going. They were on the run most 
all of the time delivering messages local
ly, there being no local phone service.

“I have no idea of the number of mes
sages handled. I have part of those 
originated and relayed but we did not have 
time to make copies of those delivered. I 
wrote them out on any kind of paper handy 
and gave them to the two fellows driving 
the cars to deliver and that’s the last I 
would see of them.

“There were approximately 3500 words 
of press and 396 messages originated and 
relayed. None of the press was sent on my 
account, all messages were signed by city 
officials or press reporters. The traffic 
total would probably run close to 600 or 700 
messages if we had had time to copy them



100,000
MERSHON CONDENSERS

WERE shipped from our plant 
in the. last season. Just ONE 
was returned on account of elec
trical defects. One—out of a 
hundred thousand!
Made in a leak proof copper re
ceptacle, rugged, strongly built, 
very simple to handle and adjust 
to any circuit—the Amrad Mer
shon Condenser is virtually inde- 
spensible in the field of modern 
radio.
MERSHON CONDENSERS 
are found particularly well suited 
to power supply devices employ
ing the 210 tube. THEY COST 
LESS than a paper-condenser 
block designed for 210 operation 
and are MUCH MORE EF
FICIENT !

Seif-healing in case of punc
ture due to high voltage, large 
capacity in a small space and an 
average life of 30 years under 
normal operating conditions are 
factors that you cannot afford to 
overlook.

Let us send you a new and construc
tive booklet, just off the Press, on the 
Amrad Mershon Condenser, showing 
hook-ups and giving a wealth of infor
mation. Address Department 28. We 
will also send a special 'Engineering 
Bulletin, if you desire, it.

MERSHON
THE AMRAD 

CORPORATION 
Medford Hillside, 

Mass. AMRAD

ComseR
Makers of the

Amrad Mershon
Condenser
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Finer Reception
with these complete

AmerTran Units f

The AmerTran ABC Hi-Power Box. List Price $102.60 
cast of the Roekies, complete with rectifying tube.

These are instruments that will appeal to the 
engineer or experimentor as the highest stand
ards for comparative purposes, Quality re
production—limited only by the perfection of 
the speaker—noiseless reliable power without 
the nuisance of batteries or chargers—are 
available with these companion units.
The A B ('• Hi-Power Box deliveries uniform, de
pendable power from the house-current—supply
ing sufficient voltage and current for Push-Pull 
210 tubes and all other A C tubes required in 
a modern receiver. The complete unit con
tains AmerTran designed equipment with a 
power transformer having windings to pro
vide current for all tubes.
With AC power supply or batteries, the lone 
fidelity brought by the AmerTran Push-Pull 
Power Amplifier is actually limited only by 
the perfection of the speaker. The energy 
outp'Ut is increased especially at the lower mu
sical frequencies bringing greater clarity at 
high or low volume. Furnished with cable and 
plug the amplifier connects directly with the 
ABC Hi-Power Box.
See these new AmerTran products on demon
stration al any store displaying the sign 
“Authorized AmerTran Dealer” or, write direct 
to this Company. Both wired units are licensed 
under patents owned or controlled by R C A 
and must be sold complete with tubes.

The AmerTran Push-Pull Power Amplifier. List price 
Jrfo, east of rhe Rockies. Price Of Amplifier complete 

with tubes depends on tubes specified.

American Transformer Co.
174 Emmet St., Newark, N. J.

“Transformer Builders for Over 27 Years9- 

for the files. The 396 messages and press 
first mentioned would be found here on file 
any time needed.

“There was quite a variety of traffic. The 
majority was purely personal stuff but at 
the same time we ordered materials for 
the various eity departments, ordered tank 
trucks and gasoline, gave dope on the roads 
to route trucks over, gave names and lo
cations of communities where food and 
medical supplies were most needed, handled 
official messages for the governor, gave 
all the data on the flying fields in the vi
cinity, asked for and delivered instructions 
for show troupes, salesmen, etc.

“By the way, the dope on the airports 
was sent by the City of Barre to the Bos
ton Army Base to be forwarded to all fields 
sending planes here, I met most of the 
pilots personally later and they said that 
they had received none of this information. 
That was rather too bad, seeing that a 
plane smashed in Montpelier, the passenger 
being killed and the pilot seriously injured, 

“Have been pretty sick with the grippe 
lately so haven’t, had a chance to report 
sooner. The doctor says I will have to 
have my appendix out before long so don’t 
know when I will be back on the air again. 
Hope this report gives you all the dope you 
wanted, OM.

G. E. Cruickshank, 1BDX.”

Changing Wavelength
Gatun, Panama, C, Z. 

Editor, QST:
I’ve been wanting to write for a long 

time concerning the reception of signals 
down here, and since reading an article 
about the unsteadiness of waves from 
broadcasting stations and that they were 
not keeping on their assigned frequencies, 
I have this to say.

I’ve been observing the signals from two 
stations in the twenty-meter nand for quite 
some time. These stations, 2XAD of 
Schenectady and HJG of Bogota, Colombia, 
at 6.30 p.m. are right on top of each other 
but as evening draws along they become 
separated to the extent that HJG does not 
interfere with 2XAD. Some nights they 
are as much as 30 kilocycles apart at 9.00 
p.m.

As I understand it, both stations are in
land so that the rise and fall of the tide, 
presumably, could have nothin- to do with 
it. I have tried to figure the meaning of 
this but am no closer to the answer than 
when I first noticed it. These stations, I be- 
lievo, are both crystal controlled, so it 
doesn’t seetn possible that their waves are 
creeping.

I would like to have someone enlighten 
me on the subject as it has an effect on some 
work I am doing.

—He u rn Karr.
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ALUMINUM
TÄe mark of Quality in Radio

The Q. S. T. (December) Short Wave Set 
Improved reception is obtained in this excellent hook-tip by the use 

of three standard Hluminum Box Shields

Now You Can Get
Greater Distance ^Better Selectivity

BOTH advanced amateur set build
ers and professional designers rec

ognize the advantages that result from 
Aluminum S fielding.

Aluminum Shielding gives greater dis
tance, belter selectivity—closer tuning. 
Its use eliminates or greatly reduces 
interference, it is ideal for shielding cir
cuits using the new shielded grid tubes.

Aluminum Company of America’s 
standard box shields,designed especially 
for amateur sets, are made of heavy 
Alcoa Aluminum with satin-dip finish, 
size 5 in. x 9 in. x 6 in. high. They are 

easily adapted to smaller sizes. They 
require no soldering.

The Q. S. 1'. Short Wave Set (de
scribed in the December issue of this 
magazine) employs three standard 
Aluminum Box Shields.

I f your dealer cannot supply you with 
standard Aluminum Box Shields send 
us your order and we will have an au
thorized dealer ship promptly at $3.50 
each. You simply pay the postman.

Write for free copy of the book, “Alu
minum for Radio.” It contains many 
helpful hints for amateurs.

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA
2460 Oliver Building Pittsburgh, Pa.
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CONTROL ! CONTROL !
CONTROL!

XZOU fellows who work on short-wave 
transmission and reception know the 

value of precise control. No use telling 
you the value of micrometrie resistance— 
adjusted to a hair, noiseless, reliable, 
stable, fool-proof—as found in the Claro- 
stat.

If you want line-volt
age compensation, use 
the Low RanKe 25-500 
Power Clarostat, 
Other Power Claro- 
•>t«L ranges, to 10 
ohms; 200 to 100,000 
ohms; with 40-watt 
capacity.

If you want, mi
crometric resist
ance control for 
the receiver, par
ticularly razor- 
sharp regenera
tion, use the Vol
ume Control Clar
ostat (practically 
zero to 500,000 
ohm range, with 
7-watt rating.)

If ’zou want a vari
able grid leak for 
the transmitter, uae 
the Universal Claro- 
stat» or, for the smal
ler job, the Standard 
Clarostat (.practically 
zero-5,000,000 o h m 
range, with 20-watt 
capacity.)

If you want power unit voltage control, 
use the Power Clarostat or the Standard 
Clarostat.

Write us for dope regarding Clarostats and how 
to use them. And when you buy Clarostats, 

be sure you get the genuine job in familiar 
green box and plainly stamped Clarostat 

on metal shell. Don’t be fooled, O. M.

American Mechanical Laboratories, 
Inc.

itpecluJfats in Variable Resistors

285 North 6th St. Brooklyn, N. Y,

An Interesting Letter
Oakmont, Pa, 

Editor, QST:
Enclosed is a letter from a high school 

boy. It appears that it pays to'help the 
youngsters, doesn’t it? This fellow is a fine 
operator now and handles stuff like a com
mercial operator. He surely has made re
markable progress.

—A. JK McAuly, SC HO.
■ill Pa Im wood Ave.

Delta. Ohio.
Mr. A. W. McAuly, 8CEO 
309 Third Street 
Oakmont, Pa.
Dear OM,

Turn your mind back to a day along in 
January of this year and you will doubt
less remember receiving a card from a 
fellow operating a station 8BNW, request
ing a schedule with you. At that time 
I had been actually operating about four 
months and I was, to say the. least, rather 
green. I picked your station because of the 
fine note, loud signals and especially on 
account of the fine steady operating and 
consistency of the station. I soon found 
that my faith was justified and no one was 
more pleased than I when you accepted my 
schedule.

Under your care and guidance, and 
with the comradeship which we have gained, 
I flatter myself that I have become more 
than just, a lid operator. I hold a com
mercial license, am an ORS and have made 
a fair showing in traffic, and to you, OM, 
I owe a great part of my success. You 
were my first schedule and I. have tried 
to live up to it, and I believe that we have 
been as nearly consistent as was humanly 
possible, under the circumstances, and right 
now I want to take this opportunity of 
thanking you for your help and consistency 
and to compliment you on the fine spirit 
of cooperation which you have shown in 
every way. Words cannot adequately ex
press my kindly feelings toward you.

I have beside me a small yellow card 
stating that the credits of one F. C. Everett 
are satisfactory and that he will be per
mitted to register at the University of 
Michigan. I also have a letter stating that 
it will be necessary for all freshmen to be 
at Ann Arbor shortly. Need any more 
be said? I fear that our schedule will soon 
end and that I will light out for the tall 
buildings where men are students and girls 
are co-eds. I expect to take a receiver 
with me but no transmitter, for too much 
radio will bring too little study. I certain
ly have enjoyed our association and hope 
that we may continue to be the best of 
friends, with the hope of meeting you per
sonally some day.

Our schedule will continue as usual until 
the time that I will leave. This will give 
you plenty of opportunity to obtain some 
station to take my place, possibly you and 
9APY could make direct contact now that 
fall and winter is approaching. This is
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Four New Kit Panels!
Bremer Tully Power Six Electric; Karas A-C 
Equamatic: Karas Knickerbocker Four and 
Tyrman “70” front and sub panels are recent 
additions to the Formica line. There are 
also available panels for battery sets of the 
same makes and the World’s Record Ten; 
H. F. L. Nine-In-Line; Magnaformer front 
and sub panels; Madison-Moore; Melo-Heald; 
Camfield Nine and many others. :: ::

Special panels cut to any size 
and tubing, rods, etc. is also 
available for amateur use.

The Formica Insulation Company
4618 Spring Grove Avenue Cincinnati, Ohio

Any jobber or dealer 
can get Formica pan

els for you. toRMICS Formica has a Com
plete Insulating Service 

for Manufacturers.
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fl 
s ACME

Flexible 
Celatsite Wire
A_cable of fine, twined 
with non-inflammable

copper wires
Celatsite in-

sulation. Ideal for sub-panel or 
point-to-point wiring. Strips easily, 
solders readily. Nine beautiful colors; 
sold only in 2$ ft. coils, in cartons 
colored lo match contents. aUi

Acme IIU
Celatsite Wire HH

Tinned copper bus bar hook-up wire (RR 
with non-inflammable Celatiste in- T
sulation, in 9 beautiful colors. Strips ~ 
easily, solders readily, won’t crack at aW 
bends. Sizes 14,16,18,19;30*Jength8. fe’Ti

Spaghetti Tubing rT~
Oil, moisture, acid proof; highly dielectric 

-used by leading engineers. Nine colors, for 
wire sizes 12 to 18; 30* lengths. (We also 
make tinned bus bar, round and square, in 
2 and 2)2 ft. lengths.)

Stranded Enameled Antenna
Best outdoor antenna you can 
buy. 7 strands of enameled 
copper wire. Presents maxi
mum surface for reception, 
resists corrosion; this greatly 

„ . improves the signal. Outside
diameters equal to sizes 14 and 16. 
(We also offer solid and stranded 

bare, and stranded tinned antenna.)
Loop Antenna Wire

«0 strands of No. 38 bare copper wire for 
flexibility, 5 strands of No. 36 Phosphor 
bronze to prevent stretching. Green or 
brown silk covering; best loop wire possible 
to make.

Battery Cable
A rayon-covered cable of 5,6,7, 8 
or 9 van-colored Flexible Celatsite 
wires for connecting batteries or 
eliminator to set. Plainly tabbed; 
easy to connect. Gives 
set an orderly appear
ance.

Send for folder
THE ACME WIRE CO., Dept. S 

New Haven, Conn.

just a suggestion of course, as it is not 
my intention to intrude upon your ideas. I 
will let you know the date of my departure 
as soon as possible.

I hope to meet some amateurs in Ann 
Arbor and possibly to be second operator 
at one or more of their stations. Since 
I am only sixty miles away perhaps I will 
be able to operate 8BNW once in a while. 
If you ever hear an Ann Arbor station 
signing “FE” for a personal sign or if 
you hear 8BNW, give me a call if just for 
old time's sake. OM.

The latchstring is always out. to you and 
your family and if you can ever possibly 
come this way please drop in and see me. 
If I get a chance to come to Pittsburgh, I 
probably will take the liberty of coming to 
Oakmont and looking you up. If at any 
time I can be of any assistance to you, do 
not hesitate to call on me and I will be de
lighted to accomodate you.

With best wishes and the hope that this 
will be merely farewell and not goodbye. 
Drop me a line and let me know how you're 
getting along, and I’ll be giad to hear from 
you even if I’m too busv to answer. Verv 
very 73, OM.

Sincerely, 
—Frederick C. Everett, 8RNW.

Can’t Afford QST
Canton, Mass.

Editor, QST:
I have your follow-up letter to me as a 

former subscriber. It is not my custom to 
consider any such communications as any
thing but. fuel, but this one in point is so 
unusually well done that I do not treat it 
in the usual way. Instead, I will explain.

QST gave me data which I found to be 
of great assistance to me in some rather 
unscientific experimenting I did during a 
year of disability due to sickness. For this 
reason 1 shall always feel grateful to it 
and to you. Conditions have now quite 
changed and I can no longer afford to have 
QST about, tempting me to spend much 
needed time and energy as you know I 
should be tempted to spend it. So please 
don’t send any copies.

—James McKeen Lewis

QSLL and Keying
Red Lodge. Montana. 

Editor, QST:
Say Gang, what is the matter with our 

QSL business? If we don’t send more 
cards than we have in the past wo will 
cause some of the printers to go out of busi
ness! We are falling down on. the job 
when it comes to QSLing. I’ll admit that I 
do not send a card first to every station 
worked and here’s the reason why I don’t. 
Last winter, I QSLed to every station 
worked and in nine times out. of ten, I sent 
my card first. One day I sent thirty-foiir 
all at one shot. Well I didn’t get thirty-
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w faithfully promise you that, all other 
conditions being equal, you will work 
more DX with Cardwell Condensers”

1 EARS of experience have taught us how to 
make the bestofcondensersandspecializedpro
duction methods keep the prices right. To pay 
more than a Cardwell price is to waste money.

Amateur sizes, seven and 
ten dollars. A postal 
will bring full details»

Sllen 38. Orötoell ¿Hiq. Corp.
81 PROSPECT ST. BROOKLYN. N. V.

THE STANDARD OF COMPARISON”
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Loudspeaker!
make it more responsive 
to weak signals — IM
PROVE TONE QUALITY 
— eliminate tube noises-

THE STEELING POWER OUTPUT TRANS- 
FORMER connected between the radio set and 
the loud speaker absolutely prevents the high 
voltages now delivered by "B” Power Units 
from ruining the speaker and large “B” Bat
teries make it necessary to protect the loud
speaker from damage.
’Chis transformer is more than a protective 
device—it permits closer adustment of speak
er diaphragm increasing its sensibility to 
weak signals—prevents shocks when using 
headphones—eliminates tube noises and IM
PROVES TONE QUALITY OF THE SPEAK
ER. Attach in two minutes, leave perma
nently connected. Price $5.00.

POWER OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMER

four in return for those I sent. No, 1’11 ad
mit I didn’t. I received only four cards in 
return.

I didn’t think of it so much at the time 
but after I began keeping close tab on the 
affair, I decided never to QSL first again, 
unless someone asked me to first and then 
they would send theirs after. Well, I tried 
this and still they would not send pards so 
I decided to try another one. Now, 1 do 
not QSL first under any condition, but the 
fellow who QSLs to me will certainly get 
one of my cards in return for his.

Of course, if all the gang were to try 
this same idea, we might just as well throw 
our cards away because there would never 
be any exchanging. But what I do want 
to see more of is that if a fellow asks you 
to QSL first by all means do so and to the 
fellow who asks the other chap to QSL first, 
be sure to send him one of your cards in 
return. If you do not want to send one of 
your cards, for Heavens sake, don’t ask 
anyone to send you one of theirs! So much 
for that and now a few words about keying.

I have always been fond of a good steady 
note that seems to float in, that is, minus 
all sputters, gurgles and thuds usually 
caused by keying. My transmitters had 
steady waves but their notes were not the 
best on the air. I tried various ideas to 
kill those thuds but very few helped even a 
little bit.

The following diagram shows the ar
rangement I last rigged up, which to my 
surprise was the thing I had tried so long 
to get. My transmitter then sounded much 
like a MO-PA set and the signals started 
and stopped without the slightest sputter, 
gurgle or thud. This arrangement has 
proven very satisfactory here.

With it, a steady back wave will be 
emitted right on the main wave but much 
weaker than the main wave. It will not 
cause any QRM for. the receiving operator. 
With the grid leak as shown, there is a 
small current passing all the time. In this 
case, there is not immediate starting and 
stopping of the signals or oscillations of the 
set when keyed and the effect will be “feath
ery”, Your signals will “float” in now.

' —0, w. Viers, 7AAT-7QT.

STERLING “B” POWER VOLTMETER
A high resistance volt

meter specially designed 
for accurate testing of 
high voltage outputs of 
”B” Power Units, heavy 
duty “B” batteries and 
ail I). C. Circuits up to 
300 volts. Indispensable 
for every amateur—a low 
priced, accurate meter.

IM15 
$8.50

THE STERLING MFG. COMPANY
2831 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

Jim Lamb, nuSCEI, ex-nuSCEI, who has 
been on an extended visit to Hq. tells us 
that wood for transmitting frames and for 
spreaders on two-wire feed lines may be 
obtained in most job printing plants and 
printer’s supply houses. Strips of straight- 
grained cherry that have been seasoned, im
pregnated with vegetable oil and pressed 
may be obtained in various widths of from 
% to 1% inches. All are % inches thick, 
They are called printers “furniture”, come 
in three foot lengths costing from eight 
cents per length, up.
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RADIO

Confidence 
in a Name

Thirteen years of 
concentrated effort on 
a single product has 
brought such uniform 
perfection that confi
dence in these tubes 
and the name they 
bear is almost univer
sal among radio en
thusiasts.

E. T Cunningham, Inc.
New York

Chicago ' San Francisco
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How to be a commercial Radio Operator
A practical "book’That should en

able anyone of average intelligence 
to pass the Government's theo
retical examination given to ap
plicants for a Commercial Radio 
Operator’s License.

JUST OUT
Nilson and Hornung’s

PRACTICAL 
RADIO 

TELEGRAPHY
380 8x8, 223 illustration» il
The book covers in detail the 

theory and practical operation of 
every type of modern, 1928, com
mercial arc, spark, and vacuum 
tube transmitter. It furnishes 
complete data on commercial 
vacuum tube receivers. It covers 
everything from elementary elec
tricity to the practical operation 
of radio compasses.
Some outstanding points 
1. Very little mathematics;
2. Assumes no prior knowledge of

electricity;
Covers everything in commer

cial radio in detail:
Complete list of self-examina

tion questions;
Simple, yet rigidly accurate;
Complete wiring diagrams 

given.

4.

5.

See the book before you pur
chase. Fill in and mail just this 
coupon.

McGRAW-HILL FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
F"" ." " ..................... . ....

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 
370 Seventh Avenue, 
New York. N. Y.

You may send me Nilson and Hornung’s PRAC
TICAL RADIO TELEGRAPHY, $3.00 net, postpaid. 
1 will either return the book, postage prepaid, in 10 
days, or remit for it at that time.

J Name
I St. &
I City
J State
8 Name

No.

of Employer
I Official Position ................................................ ..
I (Books sent on approval in the U.S. and Canada only)
* QST. 2-1-28

DODGE RADIO SHORTKUT
With Appendix and Hints for Better Key Work, Fixes 

Signals in mind to stick—Kills Hesitation, Cultivates Speed 
and Good Fist—Produces Results, Slow Hams raise speed 
io 25 per in few ewninga. Previous Failures qualify and 
pass exam quickly. Beginners master code and pass in 
ten days.

DODGE HIGH SPEED METHOD
(Intensive Speed Practice)

Quickly puts 25 per Hams in 35-40 per class. Five 
Hams report made this gain in few evenings. One of 
them by 75 minutes total practice only.

DODGE MORSE SHORTKUT
Easily mastered hy Radio Ops—Kills tendency to mixup 

or confusion. Either code used as desired.
REPORTS FROM USERS

Tell the complete story—Mailed on request. Radio 
$3,50. High Speed $8.50. Morse $2.50. Money order. 
None C. O. D« Foreign add 50 cents.

C. K. DODGE, MAMARONECK, NEW YORK.

The Design of Variable Condensers for 
High-Voltage Operation

(Continual from. Page St)

condenser is supposedly not a conductor, but 
it must always be remembered there are al
ways a few free electrons in any class of 
material, and that there is no such thing as 
a perfect insulator. We naturally select the 
best possible insulator, but it remains quite 
important to keep its mass and its contact 
with the high potential electrode of the con
denser at a minimum.

Another important requirement for the 
insulation is that it be totally non-hydro- 
scopic—that is, that neither its surface nor 
its interiors shall be in any way porous or 
subject to the collection of moisture. The 
surface should be very hard and smooth so 
that the least possible amount of dust will 
collect, because even dry dust will allow a 
large amount of leakage, and if it becomes 
at all moist the creeping of the electric 
current along the surface will cause a 
serious loss in efficiency. Protracted con
tinuance of this creeping will eventually 
roughen the surface of the insulation, due to 
its heating action, after which it will be 
even more conductive than before, even 
when dry.

As we increase the voltage across the 
terminals of the condenser wo must increase 
the thickness of the plates, not because of 
our need for a greater area of conducting 
material but because we have greater 
pressure at whatever corners remain and 
the radii of the curves composing these 
corners must be correspondingly increased 
in order to keep the density of charge suffi
ciently low. This will eventually result in 
a construction similar to Figure 2, and if we 
go even further we will find ourselves with 
a row of opposed spheres as in Fig. 3. This

FIGURE S

last construction, of course, is impracticable, 
because the capacity for any given amount 
of metal becomes extremely small, but it is 
interesting as an example of the construc
tion that might be required if our voltage 
were to run, for example, over a hundred 
thousand. Such potentials in so-called air 
dielectric variable condensers are as yet not 
encountered, but when at any time con
densers for such purposes become necessary, 
engineers will undoubtedly find a method of 
producing them more economically than at 
present.
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Your Sigs QSA

THORDARSON
TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT

FILAMENT 
SUPPLY 

TRANSFORMERS

[
Completely | 

Shielded j

PLATE 
SUPPLY 

TRANSFORMERS

[
Steel Case, Cracklel 
Finished, Compoundl 

Filled J

T-2180—Secondary: 5 volts, center-tapped. Capa
city: 15 V.A. . Dimensions: 3%"x2%"x3%" high. 
Weight, 2% lbs. Price $5.00
T-2230—Secondary: 7.5 volts, center-tapped. 
Capacity: 35 V.A. Dimensions: 3%"x3"x3%" 
high. Weight, 3% lbs. Price $7.50
T-2382—Secondary: 12 volts, center-tapped. Capa
city: 80 V.A. Dimensions: 3t&''x4%"x4" high. 
Weight, 5 lbs. Price $10.00
T-2383—Secondary: 12 volts, eenter-tapped. Capa
city: 175 V.A. Dimensions: 4%"x5"x6" high. 
Weight, 12 lbs. Price $15.00
T-2370—Secondary: 1.25 volts, no center tap. 
Capacity: 20 V.A. Dimensions: 3%"x2:Mi"x3%'' 
high. Weight, 211 lbs. Price $5.00
T-2504—Secondary: 3 volts, center-tapped. Capa
city: 35 V.A. Dimensions: 3%"x3"x3%" high. 
Weight, 3% lbs. Price $7.50
T-2445—Secondary No. 1: 1.5 volts, no center tap, 
12 V.A. Secondary No. 2: 2.65 volts, center
tapped, 10 V.A. Secondary No. 3: 5 volts, center
tapped, 5 V.A. Dimensions: 2%"x5%"x4%" 
high. Weight, 5% lbs. Price $10.00

T-2385—Secondary: 550 V. -2nd 750 V. 
each side of center tap. vapacity: 100 
V.A. Dimensions: 5"x5%"x6" high. 
Weight, 8% lbs. Price $16.00

T-2387—Secondary: 1000 V. and 1500 V. 
each side of center tap. Capacity: 300 
V.A. Dimensions: 7%"x5%"x7%" high. 
Weight, 20 lbs. Price $22.00

T-2388—Secondary: 1500 V. and 2000
IL each side of center tap. Capacity: 
500 V.A. Dimensions: 7%"xG%"x8%" 
high. Weight, 27 lbs. Price 530.00

T-2389—Secondary: 1500 V. and 2000 V. 
each side of center tap. Capacity: 1000
V.A. Dimensions: 7%"x7"x9%" high.
Weight, 40 lbs. Price $40.00

FILTER AND PLATE REACTORS

K-l»e—30 Henry, 80 M. A. 1000 V. insula-

300u V. in-T-2353—6 Henry, 150 M.A.

Price $5.00
tion, shielded. Dimensions 
high. Weight, 2 lbs.

T-2099—Double Filter Reactor, each re
actor 30 Henry. 120 M. A. 1000 V. insula
tion, compound filled steel case. Dimen
sions: 8yi"x4%"x5%" high. Weight, 8 lbs.

Price $14.00

T-2073—30 Henry, 500 M.A. 3000 V. in
sulation, open frame. Dimensions: 4V/'x 

high. Weight, 24 lbs. Price $30.00

T-2027—30 Henry. 300 M.A. 3000 V, in
sulation. open frame. Dimensions: 5*’x 
SR/'xS" high. Weight, 14 lbs. Price $22.00

T-2071—30 Henry. 150 M.A. 3000 V. in
sulation. open frame, Dimensions: 2%"x 
8U"x6" high. Weight. 5 lbs. Price §16.00

sulation. open frame. Dimensions : 3”x 
high. Weight, 3 lbs. Price $7.50

Chicago, U.S.A.



SSiw Vibroplex
Eteat, ï»d« Marks; VibropiexJ^-Urhtningbu?

Here's the Bug 
you want! Up
to- the - minute 
and rarin’to go.
sends smooth
ly, accurately

..  and with atqaz-
—c-jk jpg ea.se, , ¿V

Japanned Base $17 A»oJr«.'New
Nickel-Plated 19 beautiful. More

efficient. A great bug! Hundred already sold.

Famous 
Improved 
Vibroplex
Uaea the world over 
because of its e<jgr 
and perfection m 
eend.ng

The illustrations show a number of in
teresting examples of variable condensers 
built for high powered installations such as 
are now being used in broadcasting and high 
powered commercial stations or trans
oceanic telephony. One of the largest vari
able condensers ever built has a voltage 
breakdown of over 15,000 r.m.s. and a ca
pacity of 800 picofarads. It is nearly 30“ 
long and weighs over a hundred pounds, al
though built chiefly of aluminum. Each 
condenser is usually built for its own special 
job and no attempt has been made to 
standardize at the present time on models 
for breakdowns very much above ten thou
sand volts r.m.s., although they have been 
manufactured for r.m.s. voltages above 
fifty thousand.

Over idu 000 users.
Sp«(o. M, Japanned Base Si ?
equipped with extra NickeuPlated 39
mtge, apecmii? eon 
etructed contact points to break high current without use 
of relay $25

Remit by Money Order or Registered mail.
THE VIB R O F L t X CO nc 

82S Broadway NEW YORK
Cable Address; “VIBROPLEX” New York

FROST-RADIO fROST-RAtHO fROST-RADIO fROST-RADlO

Experimenters Section
(Continued from Huge .7*) 

with a large condenser across the terminals 
gives an almost, pure d.c. note. A second 
person to work the key (or crank) is a 
convenience but not necessary. Incident
ally. the weight, of this power supply is 25 
lbs.

The set as shown has done good work at 
80 and 40 meters but not at 20 meters. On 
using a “growler” tone teste.r I found that 
variations in speed on the generator “prime 
mover” caused variations in voltage of such 
proportions as to cause “yoop yooping” in 
the wavelength. Using the set in the sta
tion but with B batteries on the plate, this 
was absent and one ean do very nicely on 
20 meters.

B batteries undoubtedly would be the ideal 
plate supply on any wave but take up too 
much room and in my particular ease are 
not as economical as the “Megger" which 
cost only $8.50.

Just one thing more. The “flashlight- 
bulb-in-the-antenna” has been thoroughly 
unsatisfactory and has been replaced by a 
0-25 milliammeter in the grid-leak circuit. 
This indicates resonance very definitely.

fROST-

ohms. List: Metal

fROST'RADlO
WONDERFULLY BETTER
FOR EVERY SET

Frost Radio Metal Frame and 
Bakelite Rheostats are not only 
tne smallest and most compact 
rheostats made, but they have 
velvety-smooth action and wind
ings of finest Nichrome or Chromel 
A wire. Hue to number of turns 
used these rheostats will keep cool 
under the heaviest load for which
they i 
knob. 
Fr«me

are designed, 
Resistances

Complete with Bakelite pointer
from 2 to

?5c; Bakelite $1.00.
Write jot Them

OFFER leaders ol <•) »>1, two valuable new 
T Frost-Radio publications free on request "What 

Set Shall I Build?" the answer to a question which 
puzzles many set builders, and the new Frost booklet 
"For Better Reception." a complete and helpful manual 
of Frost Parts Every set builder should have both ot 
these booklets. They will he found chock-full nf useful 
information that is right up to the minute. Fill on' 
and mail counon helnw for your copies.

HERBERT H. FROST, Inc.
Main Office and Factory. Elkhart. Indiana

BARCLAY CHARTS

We have a few Barclay charts at present. 
Anyone desirous of one of these handy 
charts may have one by writing the Ex
perimenters’ Section.

—R. S. K.

Chicago New York
HERBERT H. FROST, Inc. 
160 North La Salle Street, Chicago
Please 
Q.S.T
Name

send me tree your two booklets, as advertised in 
for March. »

Street 

City .

Address

State s
3 

FROST-RADIO fROST-RAM) fROSTRADtó fROST-RADIO f «OST*

flECHTHEim
SUPERIOR CONDENSERS

FLECHTHEIM superior condensers are best for amateur and 
experimental use. List less 35%. Send for folder.
UNITED STATES RADIO SALES COMPANY
84 FRONT STREET NEW YORK CITY
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Kits

REL transmitting kits are known the 
world over. Amateurs everywhere 

are enjoying REL power and efficiency. 
REL has become the symbol for mechanical 

perfection wherever Short Wave enthusi
asts gather.

7.5 watt kit .
65 watt kit .

M. O. P. A.

Prices of larger kits given upon application.

Short wave

$71.00
•80.00

$56.00
63.00

. .$86.00
. . 96.00

rpHE Tuned Plate Tuned Grid (pictured) 
equipped with the new REL Super Con

densers _ as well as the universally known 
Transmitting Inductances, is one of the 
best buys in Radio today! This kit has 
proven to be one of the most popular known.

LOOSE COUPLED HARTLEY
7.5 watt kit ........................................................... ..
65 watt kit........... ..................................

TUNED PLATE TUNED GRID
7.5 watt kit ........................ .................................. ..
65 watt kit...............................................................

SEND 25c (no stamps) for REL’s 
Handbook. It’s one of the most comprehensive

collections of S. W. data that can be found. It will i 
earn a prominent place, next to the “heap”. Kept 
up to date by the timely issuance of data sheets, 
mailed to you free, of course.

REL owns and operates experimental Station NV2XV on 15.I. 30.2, and 60.4 meters

Radio Engineering Laboratories
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The truest and clearest AC Electric 
Radio is a standard set equipped with 
Balkite Electric ”AB” $64.50 and 
$74.50. Ask your dealer.

Ballate
RgdioPowerUnits

(Continued from Page 39)

out in case of a short circuit. Next in line 
are the two carbon pile rheostats which are 
in the primary circuits of the filament 
transformers, and last is a switch in the 
110-volt line. In addition to the r.f. chokes 
being behind the board, the battery charger 
and starting switch are also there. The 
starting switch is controlled by a long lever 
which can be seen to the left of the board. 
The whole power apparatus is on the oppo
site side of the room from the transmitter 
and receiver. This was done to prevent 
any a.c. hum in the receiver.

The antenna system is suspended be
tween two fifty-foot poles which are sup
ported by guy wires that are broken every 
eight feet with insulators. The antenna 
and counterpoise are made of number 
twelve enameled copper wire and are in
sulated with Pyrex. The antenna portion 
of the system is an inverted “L” affair, 
eighty-six feet long and fifty feet high. 
The counterpoise portion is eighty-four feet 
long and eight feet high. It is operated 
at its third harmonic for 39.5 meter trans
mission.

The wavemeter and Grebe CR-18 receiver 
can be seen in the large photo. To the 
right on the wall ean be seen the starting 
lever which operates the switch which is 
behind the switchboard on the opposite side 
of the room. The little switchboard be
hind the receiver controls all batteries and 
above it can be seen the loud speaker.

AC BANDBOX
The leading radio 

of today

$90
Without
Tubes

The Crosley Bandbox is now supplied in two 
models—the 602 in which the power department 
is separate from the receiver and the 704 in which it 
is housed in the same case for $95. The two models 
are identical—there being bo difference in the 
amazing performance which so definitely marks 
the Bandbox 1928 greatest radio.
A genuine Neutrodyne 1 A high degree of sensi- 
tivity 1 Amazing selectivity I Compare the Band- 
box with any set. Convince yourself of its super
iority, visit your nearest dealer and hear Ite 
wonderful performance. Write Dept. 18 for de
scriptive literature.
The Crosley Radio Corporation 

I*owel Crosley, Jr., Pres. Cincinnati, Ohio
Montana, Wyoming. Colorado. New Mexico and West, prices 

slightly higher.

The Southeastern Division 
Convention
(Florida Division)

MIAMI was certainly the Mecca for the 
“hams” on January 13th and 14th. 
The Hotel Alcazar saw the registra

tion of A.R.R.L. members and ama
teurs from every section of Florida besides 
representatives from the first, third and 
sixth districts. President R. B. Ladd of 
the Miami Amateur Radio Club, under 
whose auspices the convention was held, 
received the delegates with his bright smile 
and was ably assisted by E. Young, 
Secretary, who seemed to be the “jack of all 
trades” of the club. Quite out of the or
dinary, there were no set technical meet
ings but plenty of “talks” by everybody. 
One of the interesting trips was to WAX, 
the Tropical Radio Co’s commercial station 
where the delegates received a cordial re
ception and were given an opportunity to 
inspect, the big tube transmitters. The 
one of most interest was the 20-Kw. water- 
cooled tube outfit working near our 20-meter 
band. Another good trip to show the other 
angle of radio was to radio broadcast sta
tion WIOD where we found an old-timer in
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EVERY TRANSMITTING AMATEUR 
USES THESE FORMS

—a reminder that
your supply may be low—

A. R. R. L. Log Sheets
Designed by hams for hams. 8% x 
11 bond paper, punched for standard 
three-ring loose-leaf binder. 125 
sheets postpaid for $1.00 or 500 for 
$3.50.

Members’ Correspondence 
Stationery

Write your radio letters on League 
letter-heads—it identifies you with the 
biggest radio organization in the 
world. Lithographed on 8% x 11 
heavy bond paper. 100 sheets post
paid for 75c or 250 sheets for $1.70. 
Sold to members only.

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 
MCAPOUARTimS HARTFORB COHH. U * * 

RADIOGRAM
•HfrarsBsr ”filter
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Message Delivery Cards
Neatest, simplest way to deliver a 
message to a near-by town. On U. S. 
stamped postals 2c each. On plain 
cards (for Canada, etc.) lc each post
paid.

Official A. R. R. L. Message Blanks
Most convenient form. Designed by 
the Communications Department of 
the A.R.R.L. Well printed on good 
bond paper. Size 8% x 7%. Put up in 
pads of 100 sheets. One pad postpaid 
for 35c or three pads for $1.00.

American Radio Relay League
1711 Park Street Hartford, Conn.
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“Red”

matches 
tubes.

above except impedance 
UX-171 and CX-371

PRECISION!
Sangamo engineering of Audio 
Apparatus is followed up by 
precision production methods 
gained in nearly 3d years' pre
cision instrument manufactur
ing. in Sangamo Transformers 
and Impedances tne set builder 
and manufacturer is thus as
sured of that precise matching 
of each unit to the designated 
tube so necessary for superior 
tone quality.

The “Yellow Spot” 
Designates the Sangamo Type 
“A“ Audio Transformer used 
for cascade amplification. This 
transformer has the flattest 
curve (most uniform amplifi
cation at all audible frequen
cies) available in any trans
former at the present time. 
Look for the transformer ivith 
the yellow spot 

“Dark Blue”
The Dark Blue Spot identifies the 
Sangamo In-put Transformer 
for push-pull amplification. Has 
high inductance primary to se
cure hich amplification on inw 
frequencies. Accurately divided 
secondary gives almost identi
cal frequency characteristic curve 
uu each half. "Type B”— 
known by the dark-blue spot.

“Light Blue”
Output Transformer tor push- 
pull amplifier having an im
pedance tn match UX-210, CX- 
310 and UX-112. CX-112 tubes. 
Maximum transference of energy 
on low end of the musical 
scale.

Also makers of. Sangamo Mica Condensers, moulded in 
Bakelite—made accurate and stay accurate.

SANGAMO ELECTRIC CO.
SPRINGFIELD. MASS.

The Bed Spot designates the 
Sangamo Type “E” Output Im
pedance, keeps heavy I), c, 
"B” current from loudspeaker 
windings. Tap provided for 
matching impedance to TTX-171 
(CX-371) or UX-210 (CX-310) 
tubes, also UX-112 (CX-112).

“Orange”
Used for impedance coupled 
amplification. auto-transformer 
coupled amplification, or as im
pedance in plate circuit of de- 
tector tube to prevent feed
back, oscillation or “motor- 
bOHttng" in transformer coupled

Jessè Jay, chief engineer, formerly of the 
ninth district. Needless to say, Ave were 
well received. The Chamber of Commerce, 
through the courtesy of its secretary, al
lowed the use of the reception hall where 
we had a chance to see the moving pic
ture film of A.R.R.L. headquarters and a 
two-reel affair, “Awakening of Rip Van 
Winkle”, the latter kindly furnished by the 
Radio Corporation of America. Director 
Dobbs being unable to come sent Henry L. 
Reid, SCM for Georgia, to represent him 
and Henry certainly did a good job with 
his talk at the traffic meeting. He proved 
himself a most entertaining toastmaster 
at the Banquet. Treasurer Hebert of the 
A.R.R.L. got his inning during the banquet 
and enlightened the gathering with details 
of the International Radiotélégraphie Con
ference and ended his speech with one of 
his inspirational talks.

The distribution of prizes as the last 
event of the program has proved a very 
good custom. It results in the fellows’ 
staying over until the very last, and with 
the generosity of the League’s advertising 
friends makes it worthwhile. The fel
lows who are fortunate enough to win a 
prize should never forget to write the donor 
and express their appreciation.

With a visit to the prominent ham sta
tions till the wee hours, this, the first 
Florida convention, closed with everybody 
expressing their thanks to 4CK, 4NM, 4NZ 
and 4OP,

—A. A. H.

--at Slight Cost
--in a Few Moments
Your Set Can be AC Operated
There is a Dongan A C Transformer designed 
specxfiically for each of the approved A C Tubes.

for instance here is No. 6312
A remarkably well- 

designed and sturdy 
A C Transformer, 
mounted in a crystal- 
¡.zed laquered case, 
equipped with lamp 
cord and plug outlet 
for B-Bliminator, 
also tap for control 
switch. Operated 
with 4 UX226. 1 UY 
22? and .1. UX 171 
BC A Tubes $5,75 list.

Then you can have exactly the same transformer 
without plug outlet and control switch tap—No. 
6515 for $4.75 list.
Ranging in price from $3.50 to $5,25, there are 
10 other A. C Transformers, operating with the ap
proved A C Tubes.

Send check, or money order if 
your dealer cannot supply you.

aiustom Set Bulldsrs-Write for our special propo- 
tion to Custom Set Manufacturers.
Dongan Electric Manufacturing Co.

2999-3001 Franklin St.. Detroit, Mich.

I. A. R. U. News
(Continued from Parte S4)

20-meter band has not been very good. Our 
famous ten-watt DX getter, eg5YX, has been 
getting over pretty well but there has been 
no one to work! 2CS worked several nu 
stations on 23 meters with an input of only 
two watts.

“Christmas day was wonderful for 40- 
meter DX and the sixes came rolling in in 
a bunch with fives and nines up to 1000 
G.C.T. Since then, things have been as 
dead as possible but woke up a bit after 
about a week. Does anyone besides nulSZ 
and nulAWE operate on week days?”

—K. E. Brian Jay. egSHJ.

IRISH FREE STATE

“There are now 20 stations licensed in the 
Free State for a maximum power of ten 
watts and transmission on the 45-meter 
band. About five of these stations also use 
the 23-meter band. A number of these 
have been rather inactive of late.

“The most active stations and those ob
taining the greatest success at the end of 
1927 are 12B, the station of the Wireless 
Society of Ireland, 18B and 17C who are in
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32 Pages Bigger!
*TVHE new edition of the RADIO AMATEUR’S 

HANDBOOK has 32 pages more than the last 
edition. That’s because additional information has 
been inserted in all parts of the book and everything 
has been brought right up to date. Two hundred and 
sixty-six pages of dope, data and details—all for one 
dollar, postpaid anywhere.

OF course you can struggle along 
with the old edition—or it’s 

even possible that you can do with
out the Handbook entirely—but why 
handicap yourself when it costs only 
a dollar to have the new Handbook 
in reach whenever you need some 
radio information ?

letter

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, 
Hartford, Conn.

Here’s my dollar—you know what I 
want.

Name..................................................... ...............

Address....................................................................
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NEW!
Transmitting Apparatus 

at New Low Prices
REL 29 & 40 meter nr 40-80 meter transmitting $0 oe 

inductance (two coils. rods and clips) , 0*00
NEW THORDARSON TRANSFORMERS
'»% volt filament transformer tor OX 210s . . ^C.14>
.12 volt filament transPm’r for UV 203A and UX sSaS't.«# 
1.00 watt plate transformer, 550 and 750 volts, S| J OE 

either side of center tap , I't.D»/
500 watt plate transformer, 1500 and 2000 volts, ^OE ^£* 

e.ther side of center tap, special for UX 852 tube l □
JEWELL o in, flush mounting AC and DC volt- St QE 

meters, scale readings up t »80 volts , *>.•»«>
D. C. milliammeters, any scale reading . . SLa».l>.!»
Antenna thermo-ammeters, any scale reading . SO.T5
CARDWELL NEW TYPE-TRANSMIT’G CONDENSERS

Type T 188, 6000 volt .00015 MFD I 
TvpeT m, W volt .00035 MFD f 
Type 147 B. 3000 volt .00045 MFD > 
Type 164 B, 30W volt JXKi2o MFD Ö.45

ilRTT) Large Genera) Electric 15000ohm , S1.4S
1 -m a vo " Ward-Leonard Cent, tap 5000 ohm 3.43 

»» Ward-Leonard Cent, tap 15(100 ohm 3.43
Ward-Leonard 6000 ohm cent. tap LSO

Crescent Levite special 5000 ohm leak ®. S3
Allen Bradley variable transmitting leak 3.33

FIXED CONDENSERS
SANGAMO Large .002 mfd. 600 wit . ■ & .50
Condensers .002 mfd., 6000 volt .... 'L.TH
DUBILIER .002; 6000 volt .... l.»3
FLECHTHEIM 2mfd 1000 volt, teat 800» working 18.Ti»
Guaranteed imfd 1000 volt “ “ “ 4-Y3
Filter 1mfd 2000 volt, test 1500, working SB.'8'3
Condensers 2mfd 2000 volt 11 41 " 4.33

4mfd 2000 volt “ “ «.»*»
(Flechtheim filter condensers are guaranteed against 

breakdown. Blown condensers will be promptly replaced 
without charge.)
PYREX STANDARD SOCKETS *For 202». 210s, etc. «5c

RADIO 2MA CO.
168 Washington St., New York

Dublin and a newcomer, 11D located in 
Naas, County Kildare.

“During the past few months, 12B has 
been engaged in making observations on the 
‘skip effect’ on the 45-meter band. Some 
test work on 23 meters has also been done 
and it is hoped that regular transmission 
on that wave will be made in the early part 
of the new year.

“17C has been doing some fine telephone 
work on 45 meters and has been able to work 
Canada recently. He continues to keep up 
his good work on the 23-meter band and 
in addition to raising many nu stations was 
the first to work a Brazilian station. He

— QST nu9 FO —
JUST OUT !

THE ABOVE IS A VIEW OF egSML
The panel to the left of the one holding the tubes, 
is the crystal oscillator which couples into the main 
transmitter for 45-meter work. The antenna sys
tem is of the current feed Hertz variety and keying 
is done in the feed line. A 100-ohm resistor is placed 
across the key to eliminate clicks. Underneath the 
table are accumulators for filaments and grid bias 
for the crystal transmitter. 'Main supply of high 
voltage comes from a motor-generator sei.

March 
Number

U. S. aod Canada

$1.00 Each

(Foreign $1.10)

ONE YEAR
(3 linea) 

For $2.50 
(Foreign $2.75)

Amateur and Commercial Stations 
From 80 Countries

Citizens Radio Service Bureau
Room 751, 508 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, U. S. A.

uses the 220-volt d.c. house mains for plate 
supply. A fairly long inverted “L” an
tenna makes up the radiating system.

“Reports on signals from any gw stations 
will be welcomed and with QSL cards should 
be addressed to Wireless Society of Ireland, 
12 Trinity Street, Dublin, C.I., Irish Free 
State.”
—H. Hudgens, Hon. See., Wireless Society 
of Ireland.

NORTHERN IRELAND

The last few months seem to have been a 
period of comparative inactivity among 
transmitters in Northern Ireland. There 
has been little startling DX achieved if. 
indeed, any DX is now considered startling, 
and many stations report conditions ex
ceptionally poor. It has been suggested 
that this may have some connection with 
the fact that the sun spots are at present at 
their maximum. It is understood that 
these sun spots perform a complete cycle in 
11 years, i.e., they would have been at a 
minimum seven and a half years ago. The 
writer and several others are inclined to
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THE AMATEUR’S BOOKSHELF
Readers of QST appreciate the need for good radio books. What we 
consider to be the best standard text books are handled by A. R. R. L. 
Headquarters for the convenience of members of the League and readers 
of QST. Those listed below pretty well cover the requirements of the 
average amateur or experimenter.

Radio Telephony For Amateurs, by Stuart Ballantine. The most valu
able single book that we know of for the amateur. Theory, 
construction, practice. Not particularly about telephony. Heartily 
recommended for every amateur. 296 pp., 5% x 8% .......................... ..
Manual of Radio Telegraphy and Telephony, by Commander (now 
Admiral) S. S. Robison, U. S. N., published by the Naval Institute. 
“Ranks with the very best of all published radio matter . . . Not only 
worth its cost but is perhaps the best radio book that ever came to this 
desk.”—QST Book Review. 895 pp., 6% x 10 ...........................................
Experimental Radio, by Prof. R. R. Ramsey. Revised Edition. The 
book for the experimenter. A laboratory manual, describing 85 ex
cellent experiments that help in understanding radio work.................
Principles of Radio Communication, by Prof. J. H. Morecroft. An 
elaborate general textbook. 935 pp., 5% x 9 ............... ...........................
Radio Engineering Principles, by Lauer & Brown. An excellent gen
eral textbook ...........................................................................................................

$2.00

5.50
2.75
7.50
3.50

Thermionic Vacuum Tube, by H. J. Van der Bijl.........................................

Radio Frequency Measurements, by Moulin ...............................................

Practical Radio Telegraphy, by Nilson & Hornung ............................ ..

Prepared Radio Measurements, by R. R. Batcher .......................................

Elements of Radio Communication, by Ellery W. Stone ........................

Wireless Pictures and Television, by T. Thorne Baker............................

5.00
10.00
3.00
2.00
3.00
2.50

Radio Questions and Answers, on Government Examination for Op
erators, by A. R. Nilson.................................................................... ............ ....
How to Pass The U. S. Government Wireless Examination, by E. E.
Bucher ................................................. ....................................................................

1.00 
.60

Radio Simplified, by Kendall & Koehler, revised by J. M. Clayton .... 

Ideas For The Radio Experimenter’s Laboratory, by M. B. Sleeper ... 

Henley’s 222 Radio Circuit Designs, by Anderson, Lewis and Mills ... 

Henley’s Workable Receivers, by Anderson and Lewis............................  
Prices include postage

1.00
25

1.00
1.00

Read ’em and learn!
AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC.

1711 Park Street - Hartford, Conn.
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For automatically switching on and 
off your B Eliminator and Charger, 
or either, and in addition, auto
matically switching off your Charger 
when the battery is fully charged. 
With the Full Automatic Voltage Re
lay it is now practical to utilize the 
advantages of a high rate charger 
and at the same time control the 
switching of the charger as well as 
the B eliminator with the switch or 
filament control on the set.

NO. 440__ _____ ________ $7.SO

YAXLEY MFG. COMPANY
Dept. S, 9 So. Clinton St.

Chicago - - - - Illinois

Five Times More 
Accurate than the 
Average Resistor 

think that there has been a steady falling 
off in. DX conditions during the past few 
years (making due allowance for the 
greatly improved apparatus, new wave
bands exploited, et cetera). There seems 
to be an opportunity for some cooperative 
observation by amateurs throughout the 
world during the next few years and a 
possibility of reaching some interesting 
conclusions.

“A report from 6YW is to the effect that 
nu signals are often good on the 80-meter 
band on nights when they are poor on the 
40-meter band. Why not try some more 
transatlantic work on 80 meters?’’
—E'. Megaw. Area Manager for Northern 
Ireland, R. S. G. B.

ITALY

Mr. Franco Pugliese, secretary to the 
Italian I, A. K. U. Section, returned to 
Italy in November after traveling to Cape
town with a scientific expedition which left 
Italy in April, 1927. He is the owner and

TN SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA MAY BE FOUND 
nr2FG, THE STATION VIEWED ABOVE

A pair of 203-A tubes ate used in a T.P.T.G. circuit 
for 34-meter work. For 20 meters, either a 203-A or 
852 is used. Plate »»apply is obtained from a 1,000- 
volt motor-generator set and filaments are heated 
from two 120-ampere hour storage batteries. Two 
masts that are 74 feet high and 110 feet apart sup- 
port the ninety foot single wire inverted *‘V* an
tenna used against a ninety foot counterpoise for 
transmission. A separate antenna is used for re
ceiving. The present receiver is a Grebe CR-18.

When extreme accuracy is vital get 
Harfield Resistors. They ean be sup
plied to you as accurate as plus or minus 
1%—five times more accurate than the 
average resistor. And they are guar
anteed to maintain that accuracy under 
average load conditions.

Harfield Resistors are available in vari
ous capacities up to 50,000 ohms at 10 or 
20 watts. Tell us about the resistor you 
want, and let us make a sample for 
you with prices. Write to

HARDWICK, FIELD, INC.

SUES OFICE 
100 Fifth Are. 
Ntw Fork Clt,

FACTORY
215 Emmett St: 

Kewark, N. J:

operator of the short-wave equipment which 
worked many amateurs under the eall of 
xeilFP.

The object of carrying radio equipment 
was to study, in connection with military 
and amateur stations, the propagation of 
waves between fifty and fifteen meters at 
both short and great distances.

The main transmitter was a two-hundred 
watt affair which was supplied from the 
600-cycle ship’s generator. In addition to 
this, a portable transmitter using a single 
UX-210 fed with 200 volts from batteries 
was carried along. A “Bourne” two-valve 
receiver and a short-wave superheterodyne 
comprised the receiving equipment. The 
antenna was a single wire 22.5 meters long, 
which though entirely screened by the 
metallic surroundings of the ship, gave ex
cellent results both in reception and trans
mission.,
_ Regular contacts were established on S3 
meters with African and American sta
tions at distances greater than 11,000 kilo-
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MORE SPECIAL OFFERS
UNI-RECTRON POWER AMPLIFIERS

MODEL AP-93S
A S the Uni-Rectron stands it is a super power amplifier, which can be used in connec- 

2 '*■ tion with any radio set and loud speaker. Binding posts are provided for input to 
the Uni-Rectron and output to the speaker. Requires no batteries for its operation. It 

obtains its power from the 110 Volt, 60 Cycle alter
nating current lighting circuit of your house/

The UX-210 super power amplifying tube and the 
UX-216B or 281 rectifying tube are used with this am
plifier, which cannot overload. From the faintest 
whisper to the loudest crash of sound—R.C.A. Uni- 
Rectron amplifies each note at its true value. High and 
low notes are all treated alike.

The volume and quality delivered will be a revelation.
Also by removing the input and output transformers it can be used as a source of 

power for an oscillating or transmitting tube, furnishing power for all circuits, grid, 
plate and filament and is the cheapest form of Power Supply for Amateur Transmitting 
purposes ever offered.

LIST PRICE $88.50 
< Without Tube») SPECIAL at *19»

KENOTRON RECTIFYING TUBES
(TYPE T. B. 1) MFD. BY GENERAL ELEC. CO. ^23'

These rectifying tubes operate on a filament voltage from 8 to 10 Volts and 
draw 1% amps. They will safely stand an A.C. input voltage up to 750 Volts 
and pass plenty of current and voltage for the plate of the Transmitting Tubes.

They are also very efficient rectifiers for use in “B” Battery Eliminators.
STANDARD BASE

NEW IN ORIGINAL CARTONS PRICE ONLY $1 *s
TYPE E-210 BRADLEYSTATS ALLEhUBRADLEY CO.

LIST $4.00

Bradleystat E 210 is a compact graphite dise 
rheostat well suited for filament and plate control 
applications.

By using it in the primary circuit of the Trans
former the center tap is not displaced and the Trans
mitter efficiency is greatly improved.

One knob provides noiseless, stepless control.
Can also he used to control output of Eliminators 

or Power Packs. NEW.

SPECIAL at *1 £°
AMERICAN SALES CO., 21 Warren St., New York City

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
Prepared for Maximum Piezoelectric Effect 

(>n® inch section»ground to within 1$ of your specified frequency: 
75-100 meters ...........    .....$17.50

100-200 meters ........ . .........................  10.00
200-500 meters .............. ........................................- <5.00
Blanks, 2 to 3 m.m. thickness .................  7.50All »ectlons guaranteed free from flaws or twinning and tested for oscillation without regeneration, Quotations on request for crystals of any practicable specifications.

J. I. ROONEY, B. Sc., 31 CALUMET BUILDIN8, BUFFALO, N. Y.
‘•Ten years of crystallographic experience

JACOBS ANTENNA SPREADER

DoseriptiFe circular upon request.
CHARLES F. JACOBS, <2EM> 
279 Park Place, Brooklyn, N. ¥.

Patented Sept. 8, Í92Ü; Sept. 7, 1926

Get the ADVANCE
GET this improved “Sync” Rectifier. Su

periority proven by its prevailing use in 
international transmitting. Lower in puce in 

spite ot higher quality.
The Advance Sync Rectifier meets all re

quirements for heaviest duty. Improves all 
transmission—giving clearer tone and better 
volume. Can be easily and quickly filtered.

“Sync” RECTIFIER
Speedy starting. Requires no attention—always 
readv, With U H,P, Westinghouse motor,

. $55.00 complete, %
Get the bent, Write now for free descriptive 

folder
ADVANCE ELECTRIC- COMPANY

1260-1262 West Second St., Los Angeles, Calif..
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Model “N” 
Vario Denser

Tune Quickly—adjust accurately — eliminate distracting noises 
get correct tube oscillation—with X-L. VARIO DENSERS in

your circuit.! *
Designers of all latest and best circuits specify and endorse.
MODEL “N”-™Micromeier adjustment easily made, assures exact 
oscillation control in all tuned radio frequency circuits, Neutrodyne 
Roberts ¿¿-tube. Browning-Drake, Silvers Knockout. Capacity 
range 1,8 to 20 Mid. Price $(.00.

Pep Up
Your Set 

With 
X-L Products

MODEL “G”—Obtains the propergrid capacity on Cockaday circuit«, 
filter and intermediate frequency tuning in auper-heterodyne and 
positive grid bias in all sets. Capacity range. 
Model G-l .00002 to .0001 Mid. Model G-5 
.0001 in .0005 Mfd. Model G-10 .0003 to .001 
Mfd. Price each with grid clips $1.50.
X*L PUSH POST—NEW! Bakelite Insulated. 
Push it down with your thumb, insect wire» 
remove pressure, wire is firmly held. Vibra
tions will not loosen, releases instantly. Price 
each 15c.
Also in strips of 7 on black panel marked in 
white. Price $(.50.
FREE New up-to-date book of wiring dia
grams showing use of X-L units in the new 
LOFTIN-WHITE constant coupled radio fre
quency circuit, and in other popular hook-upa, 
»iso the Goodwin Aperiodic Detector Circuit, 
applicable to any set; adds a stage without 
added tuning controls. Write today.

X-L PUSH 
POST

X-L RADIO LABORATORIES, 2428 No. Uacaln At.- Ouw. Ill

RADIO SCHOOL 
Send for Catalogue 

MASSACHUSETTS RADIO and 
TELEGRAPH SCHOOL

NEW TERM JAN. 3
18 BoyUton St. Boston, Mass.
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meters (6,875 miles), although difficulty 
was experienced in working Europeans at 
great distances. It was found that, the 
44-meter wave used by most of the Eu
ropeans didn’t cover distances greater than 
4,000 kilometers (2,500 miles) when trans
mission was in a north-south direction.

No noticeable change in signal strength 
was observed on WIZ (43.02 meters) and 
U.S.A, amateur stations. In general, all 
signals between 30 and 40 meters coming 
from the west were received with approxi
mately the same signal strength when we 
were on either the eastern or western coast 
of Africa.

It was noticed that the signals from WIZ 
and IDO and others working on waves be
tween 30 and 40 meters faded away com
pletely when daylight appeared while 
PCRR, FY and others around 20 meters 
were readable at nearly all hours though 
considerable fading occurred during day
light. The position of the station did not 
seem to effect the signal strength on 20 
meters, European stations being received 
as well as WIK and ANF (Java).

A splendid time was had in visiting the 
South African amateurs, among which are 
to be found many excellent stations, a good 
amateur organization and plenty of real 
“ham” spirit. It was quite surprising to 
hear 6th district U.S.A, stations in the 
early afternoon as. it is very difficult to 
hear them even at night in Italy. On the 
other hand, it was considered quite a record 
to receive the Zedders which may be worked 
rather easily from Italy.

A large number of stations in South and 
North America, Alfrica and Europe were 
worked with both transmitters. The small
er set proved to be nearly as effective for 
.DX as was the 200-watt set.

Short-wave radio once more proved its 
great advantages and when used on ships 
sailing for distant countries, offers a pos
sibility of obtaining news from the home 
port each day and, what is more important, 
an opportunity of comparing the. ship’s 
clock with the standard time. This is a 
very important point particularly in places 
where the long-wave stations cannot be 
heard. There are, no doubt, many prob
lems still to be solved. Chief among these 
is the avoiding of interference caused, by 
ventilators and other motor driven devices 
commonly found on ships and which often 
render reception of short-wave signals im
possible.

WAC
We would like to point out once more that 

»ven if you have worked all continents, 
you are not a member of the WAC Club 
until you have a certificate of membership. 
We have recently seen some QSL cards in
dicating a certain station to be a member 
but have failed to find that particular call 
on the list. We are assuming this to have 
been done through ignorance and trust that 
this mention will be all that is necessary to 
clear up the matter.
Identiftes You and Helps QST



VITROHM Transmitting Grid Leaks and Rheostats now cover the 
entire line of transmitting tube circuits. IIThe prices on these 

amateur products are reduced materially. UYour dealer should stock 
Vitrohm Transmitting Products. Ulf you have difficulty in obtaining 
them, write us direct.
CATALOGUE 
NUMBER PRODUCT RESISTANCE DISSIPATION CURRENT

MAX. TUBE 
RATING PRICE

507-2 Grid Leak* 5000 ohms 44 watts 90 m.a. 100 watts $2.00
507-3 Grid Leak* 5000 ohms 200 watts 200 m.a. 1000 watts 2.80
507-4 Grid Leak! 50,000 ohms 200 watts 60 m.a. ï 000 watts 6.50
507-5 Grid Leakf 20,000 ohms 200 watts 100 m.a. 1000 watts 4.25
507-51 Grid Leak* 10,000 ohms 200 watts 135 m.a. 1000 watts 4.00
507-66 Grid Leak** 15,000 ohms 200 watts 120 m.a. 1000 watts 6.00
507-63 Rheostat!* 50 ohms 50 watts 1 amp. 5.50
507-59 Rheostat*! 20 ohms 80 watts 2 amp. 5.50
507-83 Rheostat*! 12.5 ohms 60 watts 2.2 amp. 5.50
* Center-tapped ** Steps at 5M—10M—ISM
f DeForest P or R. C. A. 852 Tube for R. C. A. 852 or DeForest P Tube

De Forest H Tube t*For Primary Control
*t Filament and Primary Control

Ward Leonard/Fectnc Company
37-41 South Street Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Are You Properly 
Keeping Your 
1927 Copies of 

QST As Issued? GRIDLEAKS
15,000 ohm, tapped at 5,000 and 10,000 ohms

with 85 watt capacity............. -...Price, $1.50
20,000 ohms, 85 watt for UX852.........----- 1.50
5,000 ohms, 85 watts ------- - —---------- 1.00
5,000 ohms, 20 watt for one UX210- .75

Postpaid Send for Catalogue

A binder will keep your Q S Ts always 
together and protect them for future use. 
And it’s a good-looking binder, too.

QST
1711 Park St., Hartford, Conn.

UTILITY RADIO CO. 
80 LESLIE STREET EAST ORANGE» N. J.

Our new 1928 catalog is jammed full of 
the newest offerings of nationally known radio parts, 
kits, sets, accessories, table and console cabinets, etc. 
Whatever your radio need may be it’s in our 192& 
catalog, Also contains Short WaveSection show
ing the finest receiving and transmitting appar
atus. Write for this big catalog~w<i for our 
confidential discount sheet—but write immediately. 
SHURE RADIO CO., 347H West Madison St, Chicago, III.

REMOTE CONTROL
Perfected for your mercury are. Absolutely no 

comparison with any other rectifier. Operates 
any tube at any power. New handbook says 
'“The Arc Filters Beautifully.’* The plate power 
for your set you have always wanted—you can 
have it now. Your rectifier problems solved.

RECTIFIER ENGINEERING SERVICE
4837 Rockwood Road Cleveland, Ohio
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NEW CHI-RAD
Short Wave Coils

20—40—"80 Meter Band
Designed by Chi-Rad engineers to meet the de
mands for an extremely efficient short wave coil. 
Complete with mounting, hardware and three 
interchangable plug-in coils to cover 20, 40 and 
80 meter wave bands. These coils are noteworthy 
for their convenience in design, neatness in ap
pearance and sturdiness in construction. AH 
plugs give positive contact.

Chi-Rad Short Wave Coils Complete for 20, 40
and 80 meter band .............  $10.00

Extra coil for broadcast band .......................    $ 4.00
Dealers and Set-builders—write for further 
details and discounts.

Chicago Radio Apparatus Co.
415 South Dearborn St. Chicago, HL

POWER TRANSFORMERS
GUARANTEED—MOUNTED—COMPLETE

At Least 10% Cash Must Accompany Order
1 Kw. 2000-2500v each side................................  
100 watt 350-550 each side .................................
200 ” hl. trans 8 or 12 v ...............................
700 ” 1000-1500 v each side ......................
700 “ 2000-2500 v each side   
250 ” 550-750 v each side .............................
250 ” 25 cycle 600-800 v .....................     .
700 ” 25 cycle 1000-1500 v ........................
700 ” 25 cycle 2000-2500 v ................
200 ” 25 cycle 8 or 11 v fit............. ..
30 Henry 150 mil choke ........................................
50 Henry 150 mil choke .......................... ............

$35.00 
10.00
7.50

15.75
26.00 
12.00
16.00
22.00
28.00
11.00
10.00 
12.00

9CES, F. GREBEN
1927 S. Peoria Street, Chicago, III.

QST Oscillating Crystals
NEW LOW PRICES

Prices for grinding POWER CRYSTALS for use in the 
various Amateur bands as follows:

IS0-2M Meter band $13.00
75- 85.6 Meter band $22.00

37.5- 42.8 Meter band $38.00
We state the frequency accurate tn a tenth of one per-cent. 

Immediate deliveries, and all crystals guaranteed.
BROADCAST BAND

Prices for grinding rrysrals to ?our assigned frequency, 
accurate tu PLUS OR MINUS 500 CYCLES are reduced to 
$45.00 UNMOUNTED. or ?S5 «0 MOUNTED. Three day 
shipment, and all crystals guaranteed. In ordering please 
specify tyne ut tube with which the crystal will be associated,

Crvstais ground to any frequency between 4u and 10,000 
Kilo-cycles, Let us quote prices for your particular requirement.

SCIENTIFIC RADIO SERVICE
“THE CRYSTAL SPECIALISTS“

P. O. Box 86 Dept. V t Mount Rainier, Maryland.

There are now 121 members and a repe
tition of all these calls will take up a lot 
of space and inclines one to just skip over 
them instead of really noting who they are. 
We are, therefore, listing the calls of the 
four additions since the appearance of the 
last roster. They are sblAO, nulCMF, 
foA4V and eg5YX.

The intermediate AG is assigned to 
Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan which 
are states of the U.S.S.R. They are in Eu
rope and not in Asia as the intermediate 
indicates and it should be noted that contact 
with stations in these states cannot be 
accepted as Asian contacts in applications 
for WAC membership. They will be 
accepted only as European QSOs.

NEW ZEALAND
On page 72 of the November, 1927, QST, 

the mailing address of the New Zealand 
Association of Radio Transmitters was 
given as Box 733 whereas the correct ad
dress is P. O. Box 779, Auckland, New Zea
land.

NEW ONES
aeAEP—P. Pah, Post Office No. 1, Bang

kok, Siam. 36 meters, d.c. (7BB) 
af8FOK—Rene Lebon, Section des Télé

graphistes Coloniaux, Saigon, 
French Indo China. (8CFL) 

ai2KT—Lieut. F. Rodman, The Worcester
shire Regiment, c/o Lloyds 
Bank. Hornby Road, Bombay, 
India: (8CFL)

aqlMDZ—Sgt. J. H. Williams, R. A. F.s Mo- 
su, Iraq, (8CFL)

arOCOBK—Rev. G. H. J. Horan, Observa
toire de Ksara, Saad-Nail pa 
Beyrout, Grand Liban, Syria.
(8CFL)

ed?NI—Niels Jacobsen, Bredgade 29, 
Copenhagen, Denmark. (1CRA) 

eg6AM—W. N. Doble, 1 Pickwick Rd., Dul
wich, London S.E. 21, England. 
(8CFL)

eg6YL—(Miss) Barbara Dunn, Lilystone 
Hall, Stock, Essex, England.

eh9XC—Max Wuest, Bavanue des Tillevls, 
Lausanne, Switzerland. _ (2GX) 

eilBB—Francesco G. Leskovic, Udine, via 
C. Percoto, 6-2, Italy.

fe2VO—Cairo, Egypt. (1LX)
feEGEZ—A. Nahmias, 5 Rue Emad-el-Dine, 

Cairo, Egypt. (8CFL)
fk5CR—Sidney À. Pegrume, P. O. Box 23, 

Kenya Colony, British East 
Africa.

niTFHV—Dr. Hans J. Vogler, Akureyri, 
Iceland. 32 meters. (8CFL)

nmlNG—Apartado 511, Mexico City, Mexi
co.

nq2CF—Camp Columbia, Havana, Cuba. 
nq5RY—Box 228, Matanzas, Cuba.
shlMS—M. Solomon, Mackenzie City, 

Demerara River, British Gui
ana. (Will be used instead of 
sh6BR as given on page 46, 
August, 1927.)

sb2AL—Joao Levy Silva, 44 Rua. Arthur 
Prado, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
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California Man Has a Talk 
With MacMillan in the Arctic

j LONG BEACH, Cal., Oct. 5 
—Radio communication with the 
Donald B. MacMillan expedition in 
the Arctic was established here 
last night by Don C. Wallace, an 
amateur. Wallace picked up 
WMP, the MacMillan station, and 

! exchanged numerous messages 
with G. E. Himoe, the expedition 
operator.

The expedition is preparing to 
dig in for the Winter, Himoe said. 
Snow began falling yesterday just 
as members of the party finished 

‘“Singling the roof of their quar-

JERSEYAGAINPICKS UP 
MACMILLAN WIRELESS

Expedition How in Its Winter 
Quarters, Radio Operator Tells 

Absecon Amateur.

Special to The NewTork Times. 
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J., Nov. 26. 

A ten-minute conversation with the 
MacMillan Arctic expedition was re
ported by Emerson T. Showeli, 201 
year-old amateur radio operator, 
from Absecon today.

Showeli was transmitting over a. 
i set of seven and one-half watts out
put, a twenty-meter wave length and 
and an inside aerial. He spoke wiur 

.Circle .operator shory

The MacMillan Expedition is equipped with “ESCO” Motor Generators.

ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY
Tr.d. “ESCO”

522 South Street Stamford, Conn., U. S. A.

Make» of Motor Generator» and Dynamotor» with the iea»t ripple and the most mile, per watt.

Build Satisfaction Into 
Your Set

Building satisfaction into their transmitter 
is the goai of all amateurs. In this connection 
the selection of instruments which are sure to 
give satisfaction is not hard. Jewell trans
mitting instruments for amateurs, Patterns 
No’s 54, 64 and 74, known as the Jewell Trio, 
have and are still making transmitting history.

Most amateurs use Jewell instruments and 
they give unlimited satisfaction. They are 
properly designed and ruggedly constructed 
of best available materials, insuring high over
load capacity with sustained accuracy.

Write for a copy of our Radio Instrument 
Catalog No. 15-C, which describes our instru
ments in detail.

Pattern No. 64 Radio Frequency Am
meter is a thermo couple type instrument 
with well known qualities of accuracy and 
high overload capacity. The loss in the 
instrument is less than one-half of the 
minimum required by the Navy, and the 
instrument is guaranteed to stand a 30% 
overload.

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co.
1650 WALNUT ST., - - CHICAGO, ILL.

**28 Years Making Good Instruments”
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Centralab 
MODULATOR 
and Standard 

RADIOHM
With Exclusive Features

The exclusive Onrralab construction of making can- 
tact on a resistance element by a pressure shoe and 
tilting disc, assures long life and permanently noise
less adjustment, providing gradual, silent control of 
ugcillation or volume.
Centralab Modulator has 3 terminals and a special 
taper of resistance to provide smooth, noiseless volume 
control from a whisper to maximum, it sure cure for 
.»verioaded tuhes ;uid harsh amplifiers. Resistance 
250.000 or 5(io nii<j ohms. $2.00. 500.000 ohms with
"A,“ battery switch combined in one unit. $2<30.
Centralab Radiohm is made with h resistance taper 
correct for every circuit. Cap he smoothly varied 
throughout their entire range from zero to 500,000 
ohms, and give full resistance variation with a single 
turn of the knob N>?n inductive; no sliding contacts 
carrying current Exact resistance values are main
tained as adjusted. Resistances 2.000. £5.000. 50,000. 
.100.000, 200.000 or 500,000 ohms, $2.00. 200.000 and 
5(10000 ohms, with "A“' battery switch combined in 
the one unit, $2.30.

At your dealer's or C, O- I). 
.Send for circuit literature.

Central Radio Laboratories
20 Keefe Avenue Milwaukee, Wis.

III Centralab' II
Ölt*fv*2this famous
Cabinet

has no / 
equal /

THE BLUE RIDGE 
7x18x10" Mahegany or Walnut Fhmh

■Send us your order or Write for 
eataiog »mî fuit information. 12 
heuw eerwe. factory to you.

PACENT
DUO-LATERAL

COILS
TODAY—as 

eight years ago—
PACENT coils are the popular choice 
of experimenters, engineers and labora
tories.

A complete line slwavs on hand 
together with mountings

Write for data and prices
PACENT ELECTRIC CO., INC.

©1 Seventh Ave,, New York

Calls Heard
(Continued from Page ¡'S)

F. H. Black, 71 No. Central Ave. 
Wollaston. Mass.

(Calls Heard from Nov, 19-Dec. 19.)
ea-cm «a-kl eb-4ai eb-4au eb-4cb eb-4cx eb-4rs 

eb-4tm eb-4yz ee-earft ee-earl0 ee»ear44 ee-ear82 ef-Kba 
ef-8bf ef-beda ef-8cp ef-8ct ef-8dmf ef-8fr ef-8kg 
ef-8orm eg-2bm eg'-2ec eg-2od eg-2qm eg-2sw 
eg-5ad eg-5bd eg-Sby eg-5hs eg-5ls eg-5ma eg-5mi eg-6qi 

eg-öfz eæ-Gnt vr'-öoq eg-6rb eg-6vp eg-dyu 
eg-6yv eg-iiza ego2sr egi-2it egi-Gwg d-lay ei-lcr 
ei-ldc ci-lxw ek-4uah ep-laa ep-iagr ep-lbe cp-lbl
ep-3am es-ico ew-h4 fe-2vo fm-8mb fo-a3e fo-a8z
:fo-a4x fo-aïn fq-pm nc-lbr ne-3fu nc-3ia ne-3kp nc-4ar 
ne-4ct ne-4ed nc-4fv nc-4ha nc-4rv nc*9ai nc-9aq
ne-9bz nd-hik ne-8ae ne-$wg ng-uf ni-gren nm-Sa
nm-cyy nm-xc51 nm-xeS2 nn-lnie np-4jg nq-2cf nq-2jt 
nq-5nin nq-5ry nq-7cx nr-2ags nr-2ea nr-2fg nx-Lxl 
oa-2bv oa-2dy oa-2.iy oa-2rb oa-2vc oa-2rx oa-2ui oa-2yi 
oa-2xi oa-Shr oa-3jk oa-3we oa-4cg oa-4Ij oa-4nw
oa-Shg oa-5lh oa-ftmb oa-5wh oa-Smu oa-6sa oa-7bq
ua-Thl oo-b&m oz-2bp oz-2go »a-dw4 sa-fh4 sb-1aa
sb-lah sb-lAk sb-lao sb-Iaq sb-law ab-lbe sb-Ibg
sb-lbl sb-lbr sb-lea sb-lcg sb-lib »b-lie »b-2ag sb-2aj 
sb-2ao sb-2ax sb-2ay sb-2ig sb-3ac sb-7ab se-llb sc-2ar 
su-lao su-loa su-2ak sv-ixe eb3 gbh gbi gbk gbm hjg 
irl j2 kfzq ngq npm ocdj ogd oic oik ozc perr pop 
ptag sfv anni spw suc2 m vej wnp xnu-4fq xwab 
6xo.

2CMX» 240 Washington Avenue, Rutherford, 
New Jersey

(20-meter band)
4bl 4bn 4dm 4ei 4bz 4kw 4nd 4nl 4nn 4ob 4pq 4sb 

4$i 4st 4tk 4vz 4we 5.fs 5hn 5gt 5pm 5ql öyb bafx bakk 
5aqe Sara Savs 5zav Gam 6ih 6uf Gvz Gags Ganx Gary 
Gavj Gehe Gcqo Gcsw 6cyh Geyx 7bm 7fe ne-lar nc-3gg 
nc-4ct nc-4fo nc-4t*s ne-4fv nc-4gg nc-4hh eb-4au 
wnp.

et-TPAR. J, Ziembicki, Lwow. Bielowskiego 6,
Poland

lakm Imv iawm Ifl 1xv latw lacu Ibxl Ibgq Isi 
lazd 1oa lyb Liv Ivz leek Ixi lejc icmf Ibr lekp 
Laj lavl 2awt’ 2md 2aev 2amh 2abf 2ang 2avw Sami 
Serb 2tp 2bfm 2vp 2c:cl Sard 2dh 2bs 2bav 
2bdu '¿ezr 2vm 2ety 2ow 3aiv Sep 3sj 3alq 3aik 
3etr 3bv Saed 3rn Gam Gaul Salu Saut 8brd kvd 8dad 
Srv iimx 9crj Seld 9cjw ag-rann ai-2b£ ai-2kt ai-2kw 
ai-2kx aii-1 Im aqlmdz aq-lhf as-ilra as-35ra as-42ra 
fb-8fd ff-8et fm-Gst fm-8jo fm-8vx fm-al fm-8rit 
fo-o5t ea-aa ea-fk ea-Kp ea-mm ea-py ea-al ea-spo
ea-tp ea-ty ca-tx ea-wg ea-wn eb-4ae eb-4ar eb-4a» 
eb-4au eb-4bc eb-4bl eb-4bt eb-4bu eb-4cb eb-4cd
eb-4co eb-4em eb-4db eb-4dj eb-4el eb-4em eb-4ft
eb-4ht eb-4td eb-4uu eb-4zx eb-n88 ec-lrv co-lkx
ec-2un ee-2yd ed-7bl ed-7hi ed-7bb ed-7nd ed-7zjr ee-earl 
ee-ear35 ee-ear40 ee-ear7 ef-8acj ef-baro ef-Sahc 
ef-8blr ef-$bw ef-8btr ef-8cp ef-Scq ef-kek eMcn 
ef-8ctn ef-8ee ef-8ct ef-8dot ef-8dmf t-Meo ef-8est 
ef-8fas ef-8fk ef-8fd ef-8flm ef-8fzx eMfbm ef-»dgb 

eMgi ef-8gyd ef-8hco ef-8he eMhip ef-8ix 
ef-Sjmm ef-8jak ef-8kz «f-8ku ef-8kp ef-8kl ef-8kol 
ef-811 ef-81a ef-8Ib ef-8U ef-81av ef-tomp ef-8ma 
ef-Emop cf-Snno ef-Snox ef-8orm ef-8oqp ef-8olu 
ef-8pme ef-8prd ef-Spi ef-8pam ef-8pns ef-8rpu ef-Sssy 
ef-8sq ef-8ren eMtdo ef-8toy ef-8tra ef-Svx ef-8xf 
ef-8xu ef-8xo ef-8zed ef-8zb ef-8fnd eg-2eb ex-2ax 
egr-2dl er-Znm eg-2#f eg-2so e<-2sc e»-2yu eg-2od
eg-Sml eg-5qv e»-5ph eg«5yu eR-Byn ejg-G'bt
££-6rb eg-6yv eg-6pp eg-6ll eg-6by eg-6td eg-6hp
^i-6mu eh-Sxf m-lay ei-lau ei-Iam ei-lbs ei-lbm
ei-lce ci-les ei-lcl ei-ler ei-ldm et-lde ei-ldsr ei-1 dr 
Eii-idb ei-led ei-leh el-lea ei-lfo ei-lgd
eMmg eil-no d-lnm ei-lxw ej-1aa ek-4aar ek-4af 
ek-4au ek-4cb ek-4ek ek-4db ek-4dba ek-4fn ek-4hf 
ek-4hy ek-4oa ek-4uah ek-4ud ek-4uak ek«4uf ek-4vb 
ek-4vj ek-4vl ek-4yae ek-4yo ek-4xy ek-4zdf ek-afk 
el—lalx el-lals el-lgn el-lalr d-lall em-smuf em-smuk 
em-smuv em-smua em-smtm em-smte em-smto 
em-smtn em-smvg em-amzy em-smzf en-obe en-oml 
en-2pz ep-lag xep-lma ep-3am er-5as e«-lco es-2naa 
e»-2nx es-2nm es-Snk es-5dma es-fnd es-fnb etp-ach 
etp-bb etp-bn etp-om etp-tz etp-zo eu-6ra eu-o9ra 
eu-15ra en-20ra ew-xx nc-lae nc-2be nc-2do ne-sae
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Mesco Buzzer OC 
set key and I 
buzzer, *

No. 12 Enameled copper wire, 
any length, ft............. .».$.01

No. 10 Enameled copper wire, 
any length, ft.................. 01’/a

Genuine Bakelite Panel 
10xl4x% ..................  1.50

Teco—50 Watt Socket .......... 1.45
Myers $5 4^ volt Det. or

Arap tube, complete with 
mounting clips .....................95

Belden braid % inch wide, ft. .06

45 VESEY STREET 
NEW YORK 

New York’s Headquarters for 
Transmitting Apparatus

Full Line of Acme -- Thordarson — Jewell — Flech- 
theim -- General Radio Signal -* Bradley

SPECIALS

Neon tube, type B. ultra 
sensitive. Has sealed in 

electrodes, positive contacts. 
Best indicator for wave-
meter ................   1.50

Bradley Leak,n OC 
absolutelynoise- /• 
less and stepless, 
2000 to 30,000 ohm re
sistance. List $5, 
special.

Faradon D.C. 18U3 Condenser cap. ,000025-10,000 volts $ .45 
(nihilier Mica Condenser .003 cap. 6,000 working volt i.95 
Dubilier 4 tnfd. HIter c«,>nd. tested at 1500V. DC.

working voltage 5UU 1.75
General Radio 247 D .001 cond. plain or with vernier 1.75
General Radio 247N variable <ond. .00035 (.95
Dubilier cond. 1.7 mfd l.OuOv D.C. working voltage 1.35 
Dubilier txmd..5 rat'd. l.OOOy D.c. working voltage .85 
R.C.A.—U.V. 1716 Super Het, transformer 1.45
H.C.A.— U.V. 1714 R-F {.45
Dongan IB type B trans., for McCullough A C tubes, 

tanned for l%-2^-3-3^ volts 2.95
Deforest audio transformer, built for 400 v. ?10 list 3.45
Dubilier Duration R. F, transformer 2.95
Bristol 30 Henry Choke 15m at 500-1O00-J5OOV. 2.45
Lavite Resistance 1,000 tn 150(i)0i) ohms, all sizes .69
Ward Leonard Resistances; tits standard base receptacles;

sizes 300—«00—poo—1200 and 2Oou ohms .95
,?I5, Imported German head sets; very sensitive 3.45
Honeycomb Coils, nnmnunted. all sizes in stock at % price. 
$8 DeVeau adjustable arm micro-transmitter for panel 

mounting 2.4S
Heath condenser doubte spaced for transmitting .00025 cap 2.45 
Dubilier buffer condenser .1 or .5 mfd. 400 v. D.C. each .50

MAIL ORDERS FILLED SAME DAY 
10% Aiust Accompany All Orders

Cardwell c o n - o , 
densers, double 4* 
spaced fortrans-v 
mitting, .00025 cap.
Electrad Wire Fixed Re
sistance. type B, 25 watts, 2” long 
5.000 ohm. centre tapped $ .95

10,600 ohm. centre tapped (.10
Type C. 50 watts, 4*’ long

5.D00 ohm, centre tapped 1.45
10,000 ohm. centre tapped 1.75
Type D. 75 watts
20 000 ohm. centre tapped 2.25

Flechthelm Condensers 
all types 35% off list

CRYSTAL VALVE
a unilateral rectifier of 
definite value and un
changeable characteris
tics, recommended as a

GRID CONTROL
Write for circular.
POSTPAID $1.50

CRYSTAL
VALVE 
COMPANY

533 So. Wabash Ave. 
Chicago, Ï11.

RADIO THEORY AND OPERATING
3rd Edition, Revised-886 Pages-700 Illustrations-Prico $3.50 

By Mary Texanna Loomis
President Loomis Radio College; Member Institute of 

Radio Engineers.
America’s standard radio book. Used by Dept, of Commerce, 
fl. 8. Radio Schools, practically all Radio Schools throughout 
Ù. 8. and Canada, Universities. Colleges and High Schools. 
Buv of your bookstore or order direct. Postage paid.

LOOMIS PUBLISHING CO.,
Dept. T-405 9th St., Washinflton, D. C.

Four Kellogg Broadcast Microphones, 
all Guaranteed First Class Condition.

$50.00 each. Terms: $5.00 with order 
balance C. O. D. unless rated.

Howell Broadcasting Go.,
Buffalo, N.Y. WEBR

AMATEURS
The Most Interesting Field 

for Experimenters.

Light Sensitive Cells
...AND...

Their Applications
PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS
have been used in Television, Telepho
tography, Talking Movies and innumer
able uses with:—

RADIO RELAYS
Our special polarized relay, a result of 

long research for a practical relay to be 
used with—Light Sensitive Cells—also 
used in connection with telegraph-print
ers, receiving time-signals and many ap
plications in radio.

Write for further information:—

Photo Electric Devices, Inc.,
594 Fifth Avenue Brooklyn, N. Y.
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NOW— 
A Single 

Drum Dial 
by 

National Co.
New in design but with the familiar 

NATIONAL Qualities; famous Velvet- 
Vernier Tuning, and made to Use and to 
last. 360 degree motion allows attach
ment to ail types of variable condensers.

Smaller Drum, with automatic take-up 
permits high position of sub-panel with
out cutting. Visible portion of dial in
clined upward for easier reading.

Easily attached. Ask for type F.— 
list price, $4.00. Type 28 Illuminator, 50c.

NATIONAL
TYPE F DIAL

NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc, Malden. Matt.
W. A, Ready, President

“A” ELIMINATOR-SILENT
No interference in use, Amperes, for all 

sets up to ten tubes. Rugged long lived rectifier, 
ECA 100.000 Mfd. condensers two taps, 6V and 
SV. Economical to use, not a battery in any form, 
uses current only while in use. Shielded-steel case, 
brown crystalline finish Guaranteed for one year, 
list price $22.00, les« 30% to all readers of QST.

B Eliminators
Model K, bulb type, 40 mills, 4* taps list $15,00 with 
bulb less 80%.
Rectifiers, chargers, parts, eliminators short wave 
sets. Catalog,

ELECTRO-CHEMICAL COMPANY(OF AMERICA 
Indianapoiia - - Indiana

RADIO OPERATORS WANTED
THE EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE can train yon 
quickly and thoroughly because:

MODERN AND EFFICIENT METHODS 
THOROUGH INSTRUCTION under staff of 

LICENSED COMMERCIAL OPERATORS 
MODERN APPARATUS including SHORT WAVE 

TRANSMITTER
FIFTEEN years a RADIO SCHOOL 

THE OLDEST. LARGEST and MOST SUCCESSFUL 
school in New England. RECOMMENDED BY THE 

A. R. R. L.
Day or Evening Classes Start Every Monday.

SPECIAL CODE CLASSES
Write for Illustrated Prospectus

EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE
899 BOYLSTOM STREET BOSTON, MASS. 

ni-gren nt-c5eck oa-2yj pa-2ms oa-3xo oa-few op-lhr 
oz-lan ox-lib oz-2ab ox2bp oz-2ax »>z-2at oz-2ay
oz-2gg oz-2go oz-2ga oz-2gg oz-3au o%-3ap oz-4am
sa-ipl sa-de8 sb-law sb-lah sb-lao sb-lak sb-laq
sb-lbr sb-lea sb-lcl sb-lbr sb-lic sb-2al sb-2ag
sb-2ay su-lja su-lbu.

eg-2BQH, G, G, E. Bennett, 26 Blenheim Park Road, 
Croydon, Surrey, England

laba labd labs lagc Jaja lajx lakx lakm lain 
lamd lanx laom lapo laq laqp last' laur lava lavj 
laxa lazd Ibat Ibbc Ihbo Ibdx ibed Ibgq Ibik Ibke 
Ibkp Ibl Ibms ibux Icaa Ichg lejc lejk lcmf icmp 
Icmx kmz lenz letp lex ifl Igj Ika ikr imp 
imv lip llv Imo isi l«k Isz iuo Ivp Ivs Ivz 
Ixv lyb Iza. 2aad Sach 2acz 2aed 2afr 2afv 2ag 
2agp 2agw 2ahi Saib 2alu 2ang 2ani 2apd 2aqb 
2aqu Sass 2atq 2awk 2&yj 2az 2bao 2bbn 2bbf 2bbj
2bbx 2bdc 2bdh 2bed 2bfj 2bfv 2bfw 2bgo 2bi 2bot
2bow 2bs 2bsc 2bum 2bxu 2edm 2cmu 2ep 2es 2etf
2ctm 2etn 2cuq 2cvj 2dh 2do 2dp 2fx 2gp Shu 2ie
2uo 2vm 2xam 2xbc 2xg 2xb 2sa 3adp 3afw Sag 
Sih Sts 2kg 2lh 2or 2ov 2pn 2ps Str 2tm Suh 2ui 
Saib Saks 3amm Sank 3apn 3aqx 3bh 3bjh 3bnu 
3bph 3bp’ 3bqj 3bqp 3bqz Sbsd Scab 3cbt See 3chg 
3ek 3ekj 3cki 8gp Sht 31d 31w Snr Spf Spr 3pg 3qe 3sz 
Sua Swm 4abc. 4aev 4adb 4be 4gy 4hx 4jw 41k 4Ip 
4mk ±nu 4on 4oo 4qe 4rn Arp 4rq Awn 4xe Sank 
Baot Sapi 5asm -5atf Baur Bauz Bav Bfb 5kc Bkd Bnw 
t.»rd 5xm baak Kagr item fiamn 6ann Sapp 6aws 6awt 
Gbfl 6bgx 6bjl Obkd Obrnp 6bpe 6bwr dbxi fibyz 
6bzn 6cqi Set Octo 6cwj 6cww Man bdev Bdgy Odhj 
Gdjw Odlj 6dor Odpj 6dxu gee Gfh 6hc dix Oja Bjn 
Bmu 6pw 6rn 6xi 8abx 8adg Sagk 8agy Saks 8akz 
Salo Rane 8aro Basf Sang 8avp 8«wu 8axa Sbau 
8baz 8bdt 8bja 8bjb 8bjx Hbok 8bou 8bqo 8hsr 8bwr 
8bwv Sbww Sbyn 8bzc Seem Seer Sees 8c.jb 8ckc 8'elp 
Scnj Sent 8cnx Scpf 8epc Scvj 8dan 8dbe Sdbm Sdcg 
Sdcm bded 8dfw Seike Sdkk 8dqk Sdtp 8cq sex Kit 
bjg Skj 81i 8nn 8pl 8rh Kru 8vd 8wo 8xe 8zzc 9aal 
£abk Dahc 3ahz 9aof Saon Saop ftapv $ars Saue 
Saxz SazQ Dbaf Sbaz 9bbm Sbbr Sbbw ybcj 9beq ^bif 
9bjw 9bl 9hmm Sbpw 9cdi 9ceb 9cfd 9cjh 9cjw 9cm
9cmj Scmv 9cn 9cph 9cpq 9epr 9crd 9cty 9ev 9cvu
9cyp 9dbi Ddbj 9des 9dfj Sdfz 9dga 9dkk 9dpj 9dpn
Vdws 9ebw 9ecz 9ef 9efc 9efz 9eld 9emu 9enp 9eox
9fo 9fs 9iz Orp 9rv Suu Suy 9wr Oxi naa 
wnp ncl-ak nc-lbr ne-3cs nc-8mf nc-8z8 nc-9bj 
ng-uf nn-lnic sb-law »b-pty »a-lpl ac-8na ac-xom 
naa wnp nc-lak nc-lbr nc-3cs nc-3mf nc-3z8 nc-9bj 
as-35ra au-rabs an-lmdz fo-a3z fo-aqa im-8rit oa-2dy 
oa-2rc oa-2ro oa-2yi oa-3gr oa-7cw oa-7hl oa-7lj uh-6xo 
oz-laj oz-lfb oz-lfe oz-2av oz-2bp oz-2go oz-3ap 
oz-3ar oz-3aw oz-4ac c<z-4ae Qz-4bc.

eg-2HJ, K. E, Brian .Jay, 19 Elm Close, Amersham, 
Bucks, England 

(20-meters)
lasr lawe Icaw lcmf Lemx Ifl Is?, Iwx Ixf 2ag 

2agn 2anm 2aol 2bad 2euq 2dr 2gq 2jn 2md 3adm 
Sahr 3vg 5zav 8ahe Saht 8arb 8ayu shag Sbde shuo 
Sejm 8dbc Bdol 8djv Sdkx Sdmz 9afa fo-a3z nc-lad 
ne-lbt nc-3ca ne-8wg np-4sa wnp
* (40-meters)

labd laeg läge lais laqj laxm ibft led lety 
1hn Imo Imx Iro lut Ivs 2abf Sadi 2aed 2afr 2abg 
2air 2amh 2aoj 2awk 2bdj 2bgb 2buz 2bvh 2ern 2dp 
2ev 2gp 2jc 2kp 2vp 2wz 3afw 3ahp Saib Sapn 3auw 
3bqz Sbsd 3cdg 3ckj 3dq 3ec 3jr 3ke 3pe Spr 3qe 
3qt 3sz 4aby 4ao 4bl 4.df 4gq 4nq 4oo 4qw 4qz 4rm 
4rn 4vr Bapi Baqf Batf Batv 5auz Bjd Bkn Bia 5qq 
Byf 5we Byb Bzav 6ary 6bfp 6dkx 6eb 6rn 8abx 
Säet Sage Sajy 8bat Sbaz Sbdw Sbek 8bm Kode 8ceh 
Seer Seym sdbc Sdce Bdfw 8dmm 8dne 8dqb 8dsa 
9abz 9acl 9adk 9aok 9bmm ybnb 9bpl 9brn 9ceh 
Scej 9cia 9cmv Sen 9cpq 9cpu 9crd 9cvn 9cyp 9ezw 
9dbi 9db.) 9dbw 9dce 9dck 9dej 9dge Sdkc 9dku ödmj 
9drd 9dwa Sdws 9dxp 9ecz 9ef 9efz 9egn 9emr 9pd 
9rd 9uz 9xi fm-oveit fo-a9a nc-2an nc-2be nc-3kp 
nc-4em nc-4du ne-Sae nq-5by xnh-2vq oa-3ks oa-3ot 
oa-5by oa-7ch oa-7pf ah-dbuc op-lew op-lhr oz-lfe 
oz-2ae oz-2at oz-3ai oz-4ae oz-4am sb-lac sb-iad 
sb-lib aqe nu-abl gmd Ign wnp wpo.

eg-6BB, 31, Court Lane, Dulwish, London,
S. E. 21, England

lawe laq ladu Ixv Ibux Ibkp lajv iasf lahv 
Ibms Ibke laae lakx Ickp laqt letp lakz lajz ibqt ine 
Irf lah lwl led task Ihob lacm Icio Iasu ibak lho
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$^.00 EACH POSTPAID 
T1 LIST $8.00.

LIMITED SUPPLY
Orders Shipped Same Day 

Cash With Order

REFERENCE: Industrial Bank 
and Trust Co-

A BARGAIN AT USUAL PRICE

GENUINE AMRAD MERSHON
ELECTRIC CONDENSERS
MANUFACTURED UNDER PATENTS OF RALPH D. MERSHON 

BY AMRAD RADIO CORPORATION

------—TYPE S-60, GLASS JAR—60 MFD—200 VOLTS'
The Amrad Mershon Electric Condenser is a thoroughly tested product. It 

has been used extensively during the past six years by expert radio amateurs 
for filtering plate supply in their transmitting equipment which is a very 
severe requirement.

USES:
Connection to any "B” eliminator for improving tone quality, prevents 

"thumping” or "mctorboating.” Basic unit of capacity in building a super 
"B” eliminator. For constructing an "A” and "B” power unit. For "smooth
ing” plate supply current for amateur transmitters. Greatly prolongs useful 
life of ordinary dry cell “B” battery. Protects receiving sets from punctured 
parts or insulation breakdowns when using "B” eliminators. May be con
nected in series, to withstand higher voltages at lower capacity, or in parallel, 
for larger capacity. Eliminates A.C. "hum”. Acts as a reservoir to store 
energy. Takes the "ripple” out of a D.C. motor-generator.

Booklet giving diagrams and full in. 
structions packed with each condenser

GORDON R. BADGER, INC.
40 COURT STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

A. R. R. L. Members -- What about your friends?
You must have a friend or two who ought to be members of our 

A.R.R.L., but aren’t. Will you give us their names, so that we may write 
to them and tell them about the League and bring them in with the rest 
of us ? The A.R.R.L. needs every eligible radio enthusiast within its ranks, 
and you will be doing your part to help bring this about by recommending 
some friends to us. Many thanks.

............................................ ........ 1928 
American Radio Relay League, 
Hartford, Conn.

I wish to propose

Mr.......................................    of .. ............ . .......... . ...................................

Mr...................................... .of ........... .
Street & No. Place State

for membership in the A.R.R.L. I believe they would make good members. Please 
tell them the story.
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/PUTTING
RESISTANCE-COUPLED 

AUDIO ON THE MAP
Resistance-audio kas long been known for its 
fine quality and laitkiulness of reproduction.

Held back in the past by poor resistors, it 
now can come into its own by the use of the 
TOBE VERITA5 RESISTORS. No 
other resistors are quite like VERITAS. 
They don’t change in values, and stand up 
day in, day out.

TOBE VERITAS RESISTORS 
are used in resistance audio in 

Marti Electric Radio Sets 
Browning-Drake Radio Sets 
National Power Amplifiers

Volney D. Hurd, Radio Editor, Christian 
Science Alonitor says of V eritas Resistors: 

’’Resistance Coupling has been retarded due to 
rhe inability to stand up under high voltages over 
any useful period.—The development of a new- 
type of Resistor by Stratford Allen, brings this 
type of Audio into a fixed place in Radio.’*

VERITAS
RESISTORS

Send for the new book "tobe 
B-POWER SUPPLY and AMP
LIFIER design ; Price 25?

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CO.
u Cambridge. Mass.

BECOME A RADIO OPERATOR
See the World. Earn a Good Income 

Duties Light and Fascinating.
LEARN IN THE SECOND PORI U.S.A.

Radio Inspector located here. New Orleans supplies oper- 
itnrs fnr the various Gulf ports. Most logical location in 
tne U.S.A, to come to for training.

Practically 100& of radio operators graduating on the 
Gulf during the past five years trained by MR. CLEM. 
MONS. Supervisor of Instruction. Start training now for 
spring and summer run*-
Member of the A.R.R.L.—Call "5 G R”
Day and Night Classes—Enroll anytime—Write for cir
cular.

GULF RADIO SCHOOL
844 Howard Ave. New Orleans. Lar

New Products
You have seen the New Ford, the New Chevy 

and What Nots. Now we present the only New 
Receiver Design in recent years for Amateur use 
E-R-L Is Original Designer of the only Receiver 
designed to Operate vgjthout Antenna or Loop on 
any Wavelength Range, Amateur or Broadcast 
Bulletin, 66-E details this New Receiver as well 
as other Quality Products, including. Transmit
ters. Inductances, Choke Coils, Plate Reactors, 
Transformers, etc.. Kit and Blue Print Service. 
A copy is yours for the asking.
Ensall Radio Laboratory

1208 Grandview Ave., Warren, Ohio.
Canadian Office: Sandy Falls, Ontario, Canada, 
"pioneer Designers of Short Wave Apparatus”

2tp 2vc 2ov 2aqb 2rs Sow Serb 2agn 2mk 2bfq 
2qu 2md 2bv 2axt 2az 2bhc 2sm Zany 2tru 2gp 2j.p 2avq 
2ct 2cvj 2czr 2bck 2bav 2bdh 2a$k 2cub 2anv 2bnu 
2ws 2adb Baed Bairn Suk Saib 3bjy 3hg Bbkw Bag 
3bnu 3ckj 3buv Ssz 8pf 8amx 3hu 3tm 8amw Svi 
4tk 4cv 4rr 4qb 4oc 4q« 4bl 4pac 4bn 4cu 4dv 4rn 
4ec Bek Bwe 6xi 8dmz 8jf)b 8bto 8dp 8gz Sa« 8im 
8ckc Scip Scti 8dne Bbal 8bpa Spi 9cpq 9emj 9eag 
9crd 9baz 9crj nb-be3 nc-lar nc-3ay nc-8gg 
sb-lbr sb-1ca sb-lbg sb-lam sb-2aj op-lya oa-5hg 
oa-7cw oz-2me oz-3aj oz-3au oz-3bq oz-4aa wuo.

BRS-90, W. F. B. Shaw, 198 Abington Ave., 
Northampton, England

laae labd labs laep lajm lakz lale laof laow 
lawe lary Ibae Ibms lbw led lebr Icmp lews 
Icpb Ifs iga Ija Ino Ini Ipa Iqb Ivc Ixv lyb 2aad 
2abe 2afr 2agn 2agp 2agw 2ahi 2alu 2amf 2amj 
2aqb 2awf 2bfj 2bfq 2bg 2bgt 2bm 2bo Serb 2exl 
2czr 2ov 2hr 2jn 2md 2ov Sow 2pn 2rs 2tp 2vm Sabo 
3adm 3aed 3ag 3aim 3alq Sbqz 8dh 3ee 3fw Sid Slw 
Sqe Ssj 3ud 3uk 3wm 4ei Byb 8adg 8adm 2ahk Sbsu 
8cau 8ccw 8den 8oq 9deq nc-lak nc-lbh nc-lbr nc-2bg.

eb-4CB, Ostend, Belgium
(20-meters)

lajm ibux Ide lbw lasr lasf laje 1ch lacm led 
iaxa laep lev Ibms Iwz lebt lajo Ifl Ibyv lemx 
lemf lrd Iga Ixv 2agn 2aol 2bgc 2bum 2awf 2va 
2blm 2cuq 2nr 2arm 2afx 2fv 3aib 3vg Scv 3adm 
3gv 3ckr 3bqz Sckj 3cfg 3qe 0am 8com 8jm 8jq 8acu 
Seine 8axa 8ahc 8bcm Sail 8azo 8bbm Hdhp 8ady 8cuq 
8adz Saly Sdjv 9pm 9auu 9civ 9efz 9ek nc-lao nc-lar 
nc-lbr nc-3bt ne-8af fo-a8p fo-a4f fo-a8z fi-lb wnp.

eb-4KD, A. Blancquaert, Rome St., Lokeren, Belgium
Ibqt led Idi Izd lasf 11c lang ladb leax Ibkl lafl 

task lads lok 2bfg 2aar ,2bew 2aoo 2dd 2ba 2md 2vt 
2agn 2aqo 2ejb 2ps 2tp 2acd 2xad 2ws 2ahg Bev 

Saib Sair 3kv 8gi 3rfg 3amx 3aim 3afx 4ei 4vx 4ek 
4ec 4tk 4rb Byb Sayu 8anh 8dne 8cvs 8ba£ Sake.

ef-RO91, C. Conte, 24, Allee Du Rocher, Clichy-sous- 
Bois, France

labz ladb lafl lajg, lajx lamu laod laqm laqp 
laqt lasf lavj lawe Ibc Ibdq Ibke Ibr ibux ick 
Ickp lemf Idk Ifs ihd lid 11c Ino iqa Irf Isx isz 
lyc 2abp 2afa 2agw 2alu 2amf 2ami 2ang 2apd 2apx 
2as Sasa 2atq 2axk 2bbc 2bck 2beo 2bcq 2bcw 2bdh 
2bew 2bgt 2bir 2bt 2cub 2cuf 2cuq 2csr 2di 2ff 2kr 
2md 2qv 2tp 2uo 2vq. 2wh 2xad 3afx 3aih 3ajd 3akv 
3amx 3apx Sani 8big 3bnu 3bqz 3cdq 3ec 3fw 3gp 3kt 
3pf 3qw 3rb 3s» 3vf 8vx 4aby 4acz 4jm 41k 4nu 4ob 4oo 
4qz 4rn 4rq 4sq 4ux 6aao Bau« Bayl 6gr 5jc Buv 
5we 8alf 8bek 8bhz 8bni 8brh 8bni 8ccw Sckc Sdcm 
Sdhx Sdnf 8dod 8qp 8uy Svv 9aid 9aok 9ayr 9apv 9baz 
9edw 9epr 9crd 9cue 9cya 9dli 9dpw 9dsz 9eag 9ekw 
9ell 9mz 9etd nc-2ax ne-3dz nn-lnic nr-2fg wnp vpw.

Curtis Steed, U. S. S. Smith Thompson* 212 Casa- 
bianca, Africa & Ville-franche, France

lemf Ibdm lis 1>xx laba ick lemx Iasi letn Iga 
Ibr lavh Ibkp lej Ibqs lei lak 2cxl 2ki 2crb 2kr 2dh 
2tp 2evx 2beo 2ag 2ev 2aqb 2ea 2etm 2ase 2uo Sgp 
3qw 3fw 3eb 3dk 3ckl Saic $wm 3jl 4auk 4rn 5yb 
Bni 8ajt 8xet 8ckc 8gn Sdne Samu 8adg 8wt 8gk 9cn 
9crd kfzg.

5PM, J. Allen Swanson, Jr., 7103 Freret St.«
New Orleans, La.

(Heard between Dec. 27 and Jan. 14)
laao laap laed laoo lavw Ibbz letp lif Iqa Irp 

Irr Isi lyb 1yd 2afw 2alu 2aqu 2asi 2aub 2axy 
2bda 2bex 2ff 2bk 2cx 2di 2hc 2kk 2kx 2xaf Saib 
3arb 3bnu Sbph 3bsd 3dq 3hg 3pp 3qe 3qt 8ra 
4abj 4acv 4adb 4bn 4bu 4dv 4ei 4fd 4ff ioe 4uo 
Baa 5acu Badp ñama Baqc Baqw Base Batp 5ava 
5avw 5awi 5gr 5ih Blu Bív Bmq Brq 5si 5sy Btb 5tc 5te 
Buk 5ut 5uw Byw fibdl Bbq 6dz 6eis Bdbc Gvu Brb 
7ok 7hu 7ti 7wv 7wx Safu Balu Hamu Basn 8atv 
8avg 8axh Bbfa 8bhp Sded 8dqm 8H 81x 8vf 8vx 
9ama 9avr 9bwv 9bdw 9bcd 9blu 9bqa 9dfk 9crp 
9cua 9dkk 9dod 9dzp 9eao 9ep 9hb 9hf 9su 9ww 
9xi abl oa-Bwa oa-Bhg oa-Bdx oa-lam sb-lab sb-lao 
sb-2ar sc-las nc-3bk nc-4cp nc-3cb nr-2fg nq-2ht 
nq-2ro nq-5by nd-hik eq-2kk «g-BIy nm-lg nm-la 
nn-lnic fw-9bk glk.
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DEPENDABLEI EVERLASTING !
“B” BATTERY POWER

100 VOLT EDISON ELEMENT, NON-DESTRUCTIVE 
RECHARGEABLE "B” BATTERÏ WITH CHARGER

Shipped dry with solution ...........................   .$12.00
HO VOLT WITH CHARGER .........................$17.00
100 Volt POWER UNIT with TUBE .,....$16.00
Free Sample Cell. See how it operates. A Sample 
of Perfection. Complete knockdown batteries 

all sixes at REDUCED PRICES.
180 Volt UNITS built to your specifications. 
SEND NO MONEY—PAY EXPRESSMAN 

Write for Free Hluetratetl 24 Page Booklet.

SEE JAY BATTERY COMPANY
915 BROOKS AVE. Dept. A, NEW YORK CITY

Master the Code
Wlrelmor Norw quickly al 

hma with Iha

Silent 
Phonograph Motor
words as any other instrument. Tapes cannot be memorized. 
Last indefinitely. Avail yourself of the TELEPLEX for a quick 
mastery of the code. Write for booklet Rl/.
TELEPIÆX CO., 76 Cortlandt St., New York

Code Instructor
No better meth

od for self-instruc
tion exists. Quick- 
Easy - Thorough. 

Endorsed by U. 
S, Navy and lead
ing Technical and 
Telegraph Schools. 
The only instru
ment that RE
PRODUCES ac

tual sending of 
expert op era- 
tors. Sends 
messages, ra

diograms, etc. Any speed. 
Complete course (6 tapes) 
FREE. 30 times as many

To Our Readers Who Are Mot A. R. R. L. Members
Wouldn’t you like to become a member of the American Radio Relay 

League? We need you in this big organization of radio amateurs, the only 
amateur association that does things. From your reading of QST you have 
gained a knowledge of the nature of the League and what it does, and you 
have read its purposes as set forth on page 6 of every issue. We would like 
to have you become a full-fledged member and add your strength to ours in 
the things we are undertaking for Amateur Radio, and incidentally you will 
have the membership edition of QST delivered at your door each month. A 
convenient, application form is printed below—clip it out and mail it today.

A ............................................. 1928
American Radio Relay League, 

Hartford, Conn.,U. S. A.
Being genuinely interested in Amateur Radio, I hereby apply for membership in 

the American Radio Relay League, and enclose $2.50 ($3 in foreign countries) in pay
ment of one year’s dues. This entitles me to receive QST for the same period. Please 
begin my subscription with the .......................... . ................... issue. Mail
my Certificate of Membership and send QST to the following name and address.

Station call, if any .......................... . .................................. . ................. ...........................
Grade Operator’s license, if any .. .......... . .......... . ....................... . ................................
Radio Clubs of which a member ........................................ ......................... . .....................
Do you know a friend who is also interested in Amateur Radio, whose name you 
might give us so we may send him a sample copy of QST?..........................
......... . . ......................        Thanks I
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KARAS METRIC
the ONLY PRACTICAL

DIALS
for Short Wave Receivers

ATTACH a pair today and note the 
** difference; instantly applied—requires 
no drilling, only one set screw! Smooth, 
even tuning — free from backlash — is 
what you must have for successful opera
tion of your short wave receiver! And 
that is what you get from the handsome, 
Genuine Bakelite precision built KARAS 
MICROMETRIC vernier dials! Makes it 
easy to determine exact spot oi^the dial 
at which a station comes in.
l/IOOOthof an inch; 63 to 1 
vernier ratio; large knobs 
which never tire your hands.

Tune to
$Q.S0
O each
List Price

0

KARAS
CONDENSERS
KARAS 
Orthometric
VariableCon- 
denser» ideal 
forlow-power 
short-wave transmitters. Built of the finest
under the strictest precision standards— 
and unequalled in their amazing perform
ance. Greater separation — 
broader tuning range. LIST

.0001 .00014 .00025

If you are not located within shopping 
distance of a dealer stocking Karas 
radio parts, remember that we will 
deliver, postpaid, anywhere in the U. S. 
—any of our radio parts.

KARAS ELECTRIC COMPANY
4030C—N. Rockwell St. CHICAGO

5ZAV, L« Roy Moffett, Jr„ 223 East Fourth St., 
Oklahoma City, Okla.

e£-8cp ef-8fd ef-8ix ef-8jf ef-8wd en-0ia ep-lae 
fc-2xr fq-pm fm-8ma fm-8st nc-Iaa ne-lap nc-lco 
nc-2be nd-hik nm-9a nm-9b nn-inic nn-2nic nq-2ae 
nq->2cf nq-2jt nq»5ev nq-finin nq-5ry nq-7ex nr-cto 
nr-2ea nr-2fg oa-lrx c^“2dy oa-2U oa-2rb oa-2rx 
oa~2xi oa-2yi oa-2yj oa-3es oa-Sls oa-3pm oa-8vp 
oa-3xk oa-4cg oa-4nw oa-bax oa-obg oa-5dx oa-5hg 
oa-7bq oa-7cw oa-7hl oi-btta oo-cnlf oo-bam uh-6dpp 
oh*6dlr oz-lao oz-lfe oz-lfs os-Sae oz-2ay o«-2bg 
m-2ga oz-3aj ox-3ar oz-8au <ra-4am aa-ch8 sa-daH
sa>Iaa sb-lac ab-iah sb-lak sb-lar sb-law sb-lbr
sb-Leg sb-lib sb-lic sb-2ag sb-2aj ab-£aks ^b-2ar
sb-2ax sb-2ay sb-2ig sb-2xi sc-2ar sc-2bl ac-3ag
ae-lfg su-lcd su-2ak sv-lxc aye a rex ardi de-dra 
doj cfzq famp oie oik wnp xen-Oqq wye Osq xnu-ixl 
x-sk xem-sfv.

8AXA, C. B. Hoag, 123 E. Matson Ave.. 
Syracuse, N. Y.

eb-4au eb-4cb eb-4tm ed-7c« ee-ear10 ef-8ba ef-Rbtr 
cf-8cp ef-Sef ef-8fd ef-8px ef-8toy «g-2ao eg-2bm 
eg-dn eg~2nh eg-2od eg-2am eg-2vq eg-5by eg-5hs eg-6ku 
eg-5ls eg-6ma eg-5ml eg-5ms eg-5yk eg-5yx eg-6fz 
eg-6rb eg-6za eg-6wl ei-tbs ek-4aap eo-lgw ^olld 
eo-17c ep-laa ep-lai nb~be3 ni-lag nn-lnic nn-2nic 
nq-2jt nq-5ry nq-7cx nr-2ea nr-2fg nx-lxl sb-lad 
sb-lah Bb-lal isb-lcg sh-lct ab-2aj sb-ôax sb-2id 
sb-2ig sb-5aa sc-2bo oa-2sh oa-Sjk ua-5bg oa-5cm 
oa-5mb oz-3ai pot.

8CDB, Bob Wood, 860 Maryland Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.
6aat 6ann ßabk 6am 6aqw 6akw 6app 6atu 6adm 

6bq 6bec 6haj 6b.il 6bjq ßbsn ßbjh* 6bxr 6czm 
6cmq 6dib 6ahm 6dog 6dhb 6dfq 6dg 6fh 6rn 6zbe 7aat 
“aka 7am 7agb Takq îach îaer 7afm Tab 7fe 7fi 
7H 7iv Tif 7hb 7If Tti 7tw 7mo Tub Tvf 7v» eg-2bm 
eg-5by eg-5hs eg-5ma eg-5ml eg-5wq eg-5yk eg-5yx 
eg-ßrb eg-6rb eg-ßvp gi-2it gi-Ctnu gc-5yg gc-5gz 
eh-4au eb-4cb eb-pl ef-8aqm ^f-8btr ef-8btx ef-8eo 
cf-8est ef-8fiz ef-8orm ef-8toy cp-lai ep-lap xep-lma 
i;d-lgl ek-4aap eu-lanf oa-Ses oa-5dx oa-6mb oa«5wh 
oa-5wg oz-4am aj-4za aq-imdz a<i-Hm fo-a3m fo-a3v 
fo-a3z fo-a4b fo-a4x fo-a9a fq-pm fm-8mb sb-lab 
sb-lah sb-law sb-lca sb-2aj sb-2ib sb-2ig su-2ak 
nb-be3 ni-gren nn-lnic nm-Sa mn-9a nc-5ef nx-Ixl 
rjc J2 nr-2fg nq-2ef nq-7cx.

8CRG, L. Solak, 1072 Milan Ave., Amherst, Ohio
<20 meters)

Icmf lafl Ibbm Ibyv lasf lafl Ibge 5akp Sauw 
ñdev nc-4fv ne-4gg<

í 30-50 meters)
6xi 6bvm 6cdw 6aat 6bau 6wr 6ac Satu 6biu 6c«k 

6ns 6bzf 6bih Gbuv 6abp 6brq 6bgl 6dgu 6ec 6dom 
Carw Obco 6dog 6bq Bbhv Tbb 7fe Tafv Tgf Tvj 7acj 
7mx nc-4ha nc-4hh nc-4fh nc-4op nc-4ek nc-ßcj 
p-b-lak sb-lah sb-lax sb-lbg sb-law sb-lao sb-lcg 
sb-1 cm sb-laq sb-2ar sb-2al ab-2ig sb-Taa sc-2as sh-81b 
nr-2fg nn-lnic ny-lxc nm-ln nm-xcSl nm-xc55 nq-2it 
nq-2la nq-5ry nq-5by nq-2ua nq-vg nv-adg ne-Hae 
ne-8fd ep-laa ef-8orm ef-8et ef-8oqp ef-8dmf ef-8fd 
ef-8wd ef-8bc eb-4oi eb-4au ei-lfp ee-ear48 eg-2nh 
pa-2dy oa-4nw oa-3cp.

MQ, 2711. Espy Avenue, Dormont. Pittsburgh, Penn.
BM-aal &a-da8 sa-da9 aa-en8 sa-fc6 sa-fh4 oa-2dy 

oa-2hm oa-2jw oa-2rb oa-2ro oa-2rt oa-2rx oa-2sh 
r>a-2tm oa-2xi oa-2yi oa-3al oa-8bq oa-Ses oa-Sks 
oa-8jo na-3ot oa-8wm oa-8xo ua-4ae oa-4bd oa-5bg 
oa-5bw oa-5da oa-5hg oa-5wh oa-7ch oa-7cw oa-71j 
x’is. ea-cm ea-cr «a-gp ea-spo eb-4ac eb-4au eh-4bc 
ub>4cb eb-4ck «b-4co eb-4ww eb-4zz eb-pl sb-laa 
sb-lac sb-lad sb-tah sb-laj sh-lak sb-lal sb-lao sb-lap 
•d>-lHq sb-lar sb-lau sb-law sb-lax sb-lbg sb-lbl sb-lbr 
sb-lca sh-lcd sb-lcg sb-lcl sb-too sb-2ab sb-2ag
ab~2aj sb-2ak wb-2al sb-2ar sb-2au sb-2ax sb-2az
sb-2bf sb-2ie sb-2ig sb-lia sb-lib sb-5aa sb-6aa sb-nqa 
sb-7aa sb-7ab fq-pm sc-2ar sc-2as sc-3ag T-Sea nr-2fg 
nr-2gph nr-cto nq-2ac nq-2ef nq-2jt aq-2bo nq-21a
nq-5nin nq-5ry nq-7cx uq-8en nq-8xp ed-7fr nd-hik
se-lfg fe-2vo cf-8ha ef-8cp ef-8ct ef-8ef ef-8eo
ef-8er ef-efd ef-8fr ef-8ix ef-8jz ef-8xo
e-f-8btr ef-8dmf ef-8est ef-8dgb ef-8oqp ef-8orm 
ef-8vvd ef-8ycc ek-4aap ek-4dha ek-4uf ek-4yo ek-aeq 
eg-2bm eg-2dn eg-2it eg-2sk eg-5by eg-5jw eg-5h 
eg-5ma eg-5ml eg-5mq eg-Kms eg-5oe eg-5wq eg-5yk 
eg»6yx eg-6f« eg-6ia eg-6oh eg-6rb e$t-6uh e^-6yq
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PYREX Radio Insulators
T. M. Reg. U, S. Pat. Off.

Prevent Leakage and Eddy Losses
RADIO energy in all its original 

volume is delivered by antennae 
equipped with *PYREX Insulators.

Signais from even the most distant 
stations reach the detector unweakened 
by leakage or eddy losses.

The special glass from which PYREX 
Radio Insulators are made has the low
est power loss of any known substance 
suitable for antenna insulation, with 
the exception of fused quartz. The 
smooth hard surface prevents accumu
lation of dirt and soot.

Specified wherever perfect insulation 
is of vital importance—in the U. S.

Navy, Coast Guard, Lighthouse and 
Air Mail—and in the country’s largest 
broadcasting stations.

Write for “PYREX Industrial Glass 
Products”—a complete treatise on the 
properties, characteristics and unique 
applications of special glass products 
made by Corning Glass Works.

Electrical Properties;
Phase AngleDifference-0.16" (30,000 

cycles); Volume Resistivity-greater 
than 10uohm-c.c.; Dielectric Con
stant-4.48 (30,000 cycles); Surface 
Resistivity-10uohms (34% humidity)

CORNING GLASS WORKS 
Industrial and Equipment Division 

CORNING, NEW YORK
.Trade-mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

NEW RELAYS for your Transmitter
PR-5

Operates on 6 volts D.C. ad
justable to all positions.
pure silver contacts. Lac
quered brass finish. 3 x 5%'' 
x 14" Bakelite base. Maple 
sub-base. Recommended for 
250 watts or less.

PRICE $9.00

PR-9
Operates on 6 volts D.C. 
Adjustable to all positions. 
3/8" pure silver contacts. 
Highly polished nickel finish. 
Engraved Bakelite base. Ma
ple sub-base. Recommended 
for 250 watts or over.

PRICE $12.00
THESE RELAYS ARE EXTREMELY FAST. THEY DO NOT LAG NOR DRAG. 

MADE BY MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS “LEACH BREAK-IN RELAY“

LEACH RELAY COMPANY
S93 MISSION STREET SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA
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TRANSMITTING 
TUBES

B-T rebuild them and guarantee them. 
IVe also guarantee that they will arrive 
to you from our Factory without dam
age. Special crates arc the solution 
of the Problem.

We Build a 50-Watt Tube
Type 203, using a Tungsten filament 
at 10 Volts and normal plate current 
of 150 Mils at 1500 Volts on the plate. 
It is low priced at $20.00.

We Make Rectobulbs
a hi-voltage Rectifier Tube—handles 
power up to 250-watt tubes—a small 
investment gives you a carefree plate 
supply—the note from the Rectobulb 
Rectifier is distinctive and pleasing and 
gets results—they handle 250 Mils at 
3000 volts and have a UX base with 
plate Terminal on top end.
Also low priced at $15.00 each (in
cludes fuses)

We Produce Inductrons
a short wave coil—sealed in a Vacuum 
and with a UX base for plug in—■ 
simple, durable and efficient for your 
receiver: coil for each band at $2,50 
each,

WE REPAIR UV-203 at $15 
UV-204 at $50

UV-2O3A (Tungsten Fil) $19 
UV-204A (Tungsten Fil) $50 

Water cooled Tubes and Rectifiers: ask for prices. 
AU work Guaranteed against defects.
No charge for Crates, when cash accompanies 
order.

NATIONAL RADIO TUBE CO.
(6EX) 3420 18th St, San Francisco, Cal.

(A ham institution)

eti-dyv ng-uf gw-17c ci-lay ei-ldm ei-Ier nl-gren 
fl-lab ep-lag ep-Iai ep-3am cp-3gb nm-Jg
nm-lj nm-Öa nm-9b nm-xcU fm-8ev fm-^est fm-Hpsrv 
en-oga en-oja oa-Iko oz-lap oz-lfb oz-lfe oz-2a<? oz-2ae 
osc-2ay oz-2bp oz-2bu o«-2ga oz-2go oz-2rb oz-2xa 
oz-3ai oz-3aj oz-3ap oz-3ar oz-3au oz-4am 
oz-4ar nn-lnic ns-3jg fo-a3c fo-«3v fo-aSz fo-a4x 
fo-a8p ee-ear65 oo-bam su-2ak sv-lxc.

SBCA, 30» 7th St., Fort Madison, Ta.
nq-2jt nq-2ro nq-5ev nq-5nin nq-ßry nq-7cx nn-lnic 

nm-lg nm-lj nm-lr nm-9a nm-9b nr-2fg nr-2ea 
nr-cto oo-bam oo-geo fq-pm oa-2re oa-3ew oa-8jk 
ua-3kw oa-5mb oa-5hg oz-lao oz-2ab uz-2ay 
oz-2ga oz-2me oz-3am oz-3ai oz-3aj oz-3au oz-8ap 
oh-6dqq sb-lah «b-lcg sb-lao sb-lbr sb-lca sb-.lbv 
sb-law sb-lao «b-lak sb-lac sb-lbg sb-2ak sb-2aj 
sb-2ay sb-2ag sb-2ig sb-2ih sb-2ax sa-hg»9 sa-dw4 
sc-2bl tow.

9ECZ. H. E. Niece, Niota, Illinoi«
ef-8xo ep-8cp nq-2ac nq-2cf nq-5by nq-5ry nr-2fg 

oa-2dy oa-2hm oa-2ms oa-2nj ua-2rb oa-2re
oa-2rx oa-2sh oa-2sa aa-2ui oa-2xi oa-2yi oa-Sar 

oa-3es oa-3jk oa-3jo 0R-3kw oa-8ro oa-3vr oa-Swg 
oa-3wm oa-4aa oa-4bd oa-4cg oa-4cm oa-4go oa-4nm 
oa-5bg oa-5cm oa-5da oa-5hg oa-ßmb oa-5mx oa-5wh 
oa-ßws oa-5xg oa-6mu oa-7bq oa-7ch oa-7cw oo-bam
oz-taa oz-laj uz-lao oz-lap oz-lfe oz-lfq oz-2ae
oz-2at oz-2bp oz-2go oz-2me oz-2xa oz-8ai oz-3ap
oz-8au oz-4ac oz-4ae oz-4am oz-4xe sa-cb8 sb-lea
sb-lib sb-dqa arey a rex.

Arnold King, Jr., 7300 Champlain Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
( 40 meters )

nl-5aa nm-9a nm-eyy nn-lnic nd-hik nq-5ry nq-5ev
nq-7cx nq-2cf nq-2ro nq-2jt nq-2ja nr-lur nr-2fg
nr-2ea nq-2ac nx-lxl ef-Bix ei-lno ei-lcr ep-3ag
ep-3fz ek-aeq es-lco fq-pm fl-lab sa-cb8 sa-da9 sb-lao 
sb-lak sb-law sb-lah sb-2al sb-7ab eb-.lcg sb-lie
sb-lca sb-lib sb-2ay sb-lbg sb-2aj sb-2ag sb-2ig sb-lcl 
ab-lal «b-lax ab-lar ab-2ax sb-sqax sc-2bl sc-2as 
xoa-5ma oa-dmu oa-2rx oa-2dy oa-4cg oa-2rb oa-5h^ 
oa-6wh oa-7ch oz-2go.

9BCF, Elmer A. Gunther, 514 11th Ave.
Ft. Dodge, Iowa

sb-lag sb-lah sb-lak sb-lar sb-law sb-lbe sb-lca 
ab-lcg sb-lib ab-2af ab-2ak sb-2aj sb-2ig sb-snm
ae-2ab &c-2ar sc-2as sc-2aa sc-2bi se-lfg su-2ak
xen-Osq nm-la nm-la nm-le nm-lg nm-lia nm-ln
nm-lj nm-2rz nm-2cc nm-9a nz-ez& nq-2ac nq-2cf
nq-2jt nq-2rm nq-5ev nq-Sry nq-lcx nq-8kp nq-3yp
nq-isa nj-2pz nj-2yp nj-lfq nl-4x nl-5aa 
nn-lnic nn-m3y nr-2fg nt-2rg nr-eto rtr-oik ff-jp 
oh-6ajl oz-2ae oz-2ae oz-loa oo-mba oa-2ec oa-2hm 
oa-2mc m-2mh oz-2no oa-2sd oa-2sb oa-^g oa-2rx 
oa-2yi oa-Sai oa-8bc oa-8vp oa-3my oa-5ax oa-5be 
oa-Sch oa-7hv xe51 xsa-bvs wge wvx ww wnp wnbt 
wuby know nite kivf vde ardi ug ks voq.

500 Cycle Motor-Generators 
Crocker & WheelerHSO volt d c drive, new motor- 
Generators, output K. W., 500 cycles at 250 
volts with Vj voltage tap. H K. W. self-excited 
2500 speed generators, gas engine drive. 2 K. W. 
with steam turbine drive. 1 K. W. up to 5 K. W. 
output, 500 cycle, d. c. drive.
B. WOO», 102 St., Corona, IS. V.
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HAM-ADS
NOTICE

The "Ham Ad” Department is conducted strictly as a 
service io the members m' the American Radio Relay 
League, and advertisements will be accepted under 
the following conditions.

(1) “Ham Ad’’ advertising will i>e accepted only 
from members of the American Radio Relay League.

(2) The signature of the advertisement must be the 
name of the individual member or his officially assigned 
call.

<8> Only one advertisement from an individual can 
be accepted for any issue of QST, and the advertise
ment must not exceed 100 words,

♦ 4) Advertising shall be of a nature of interest, to 
radio amateurs or experimenters in their pursuance nf 
the art.

(5) No display of any character will be accepted, 
nor can any typographical arrangement, such as all or 
part capital letters, be used which would tend to make 
one advertisement stand out from the others.

(6) The “Ham Ad” rate is 7c per word. Remit
tance for full amount must accompany copy.

(7) Closing date: the 25th of second month preced
ing publication date.

THE life blood of your set—plate power. Powerful per
manent, infinitely superior to dry cells, lead-acid, Bs, B 
eliminators, Trouble-free, rugged, abuse proof, that’s an 
Edison Steel-Alkaline Storage, B-battery. Upset elec
trically welded pure nickel connectors insure absolute 
quiet. Lithium-Potassium solution (that’s no lye). Com
plete, knock-down kits, parts, chargers. Glass tubes, 
shock-proof jars, peppy elements, pure nickel, anything 
you need. No. 12 solid copper enameled permanently 
perfect aerial’wire $1.00, 100 ft. Silicon steel laminations 
for that transformer 15c lb. Details, full price list. Frank 
Murphy, Radio 8ML. 4837 Rockwood Rd., Cleveland, Ohio. 
HAWLEY Edison element battery and parts standard 
for over five years. Look at our patent pending connec
tor—no thin wire to drop off—contains 20 times more 
metal than regularly used. Heavy shock proof cells, 
fibre holders, etc. Everything for a rapid-fire “B” sup
ply. Complete assembled 100 volt “B” $10,00, Knock
down kits at still lower prices. Chargers that will 
charge in series up to 160 volts $2.75 to $4.00. Trickle 
B Charger for 90 to 150 volt “B” $3.75. Special trans
mitter “B” batteries up to 6,000 milli-amp capacity, any 
voltage. Write for interesting literature, testimonials, 
etc. B. Hawley Smith, 360 Washington Ave., Danbury, 
Conn. ______ __ __ _________ _________ ,
JEFFRIES plate transformer, 1000 watts, 550-825-1100- 
1500-2200 each side, $19.00. 1000 watts 2500-3000 each 
side $22.50. Folder on request. 125 watt filament trans
former 9-12 volts, $6.25. Carl Schwenden, 7427 Alameda 
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. ____________________ (
LOUDSPEAKER units rewound and magnets recharged, 
$8,00. 24 hr. service. Henry Wagner. East Chicago, 
Indiana. _____ ______________  ____________ _____ ____ _ __
OMNIGRAPHS, Teleplexes, transmitters, receivers, 
chokes, meters, transformers, 50 watters, S tubes, motor 
generators, portable loop receivers, Vibroplexes bought, 
sold and exchanged. L. J, Ryan. Hannibal. Mo. 9CNS. 
FIVE by twenty-six panels. Excellent for transmitter 
panels, etc. Seventy-five cents, postpaid. Money orders 
only. Maynard J. Columbe, 8UY, Plattsburg, N. Y.

NAVY standard transmitters and parts. Half kilowatt 
motor generators, forty dollars, two kilowatt hundred 
dollars. Dubilier .004 condensers, eighteen dollars. 
SE1012 receivers thirty dollars. What do you want? 
Paul Trautwein, 17 Albany St.. New York City.

SALE—Thordarson B and power amplifier. 2—100-voit 
Edison Bs. Trf. kit. Short-wave kit Gr. audio trans
formers. Speaker unit, complete speaker, miscellaneous 
transformers, coils, condensers, rheostats, resistors. All 
less than half price. Write for list. R. R. Milligan, 
Eldorado, Ill. _

■SAIB—New CR18-^et of eoils, $50.00. Check or money 
order. 8CWT, Quentin D. Bellas, 4th & Armstrong, 
Apollo, Penn.

THE New Kennedy 15 watt tube oscillates at 5, meters. 
Ideal for crystal stage. Postpaid, $6.50, Satisfaction 
guaranteed or refund. Also sell UV204A used 800 hours 
but guaranteed O.K. $45.00. Sink motor only $15.00. 6 
UX-210.S, each $5.00. W. K. McCulla, Waukegan, Ill.
500 QSL cards, per your copy, one color, plain stock. 
$2.70; two colors, $4.20, postpaid. If you need cards 
write for other prices and samples. 8CUX, Millington, 
Mich.___________
FOR SALE—Brand new Teleplex with six tapes. Also 
short wave receiver with one step, built of standard 
parts, such as Hammarlund, Aero, AmerTran, Carter, 
etc. What am I offered? S. Landes, 676 Riverside Drive, 
New York City,
SELL CHEAP—Transmitter and receiver. Complete or 
parts. Send for dope. M. Cox, 46 Mass. Ave., Cam
bridge. Mass._______
FOR SALE — Ten-watt transmitter, panel mounting, 
complete with tubes, meters, and transformer $50.00. 
Ham receiver, 20-40-80 meters, complete with tubes 
$25.00. Wavemeter, 20-40-80 meters $5.00. Wavemeter 
130-230 meters $4.00. Lot of spare parts. What do vou 
need OM? 8JW. 6923 McPherson Blvd.. Pittsburgh, Pa. 
WAVEMETER—General Radio Company 174^ 0-3000 
meters, in walnut ease, complete with batterv, buzzer, 
hairline condenser, galvanometer and detector. First 
$20.00 to get it prepaid. Write for Lists of other mate- 
nals. M. Leitch. South Park Drive, West Orange, N. J. 
MERCURY arc rectifier tube General Electric”fuif"wave^ 
$15. Fone transmitter with arm, $1.50. Weston Elec
tric .1000 v. cond.. $1.00. Automatic
Elec. Co. Cond, tested at 800v. D. C. 2 M. F„ 40c. 1 
M. F. 35c. V-i M. F. 30c. Western Elec, fone cords 85c 
ea. 4 for $1. 1000 ohm resistance spools, 15c. 12000 
ohm Lavite resistance, 85c: 48000 ohms. $1. Real test 
cords 12 ft. long 3 wire, with clips. $1. Orders $2.50 up 
prepaid. B. B, Sodt, 3114 Euclid Ave.. Berwyn, III. _ 
HELLO HAMS—Here is Ben with some real Ben’s buvs. 
Hoyt panel peep hole 0-5 ; 0-8; 0-3; volt 0-8 amp: these 
work on AC and DC and they are wonderful values at 
$1.50. Also a few Hoyt 2'* panel 0-8 volt at $1.00 with 
push button, Neon bulbs and sockets $1.75. R.C.A. OTs 
at a special $7.75. Skinderviken transmitter buttons at 
95c small but of a thousand uses. Lightning aerial 
switches, SPDT. 50c. Ward Leonard transmitting tapped 
5000 ohm grid leaks 50 watt size $2.75. 20 watt $1.95. 
Telegraph keys Navy type 75c, special now. Cootie keys. 
They are here now at Ben’s, $6,75 and worth it. An
tenna rings 50c. 600 volt 2mfd, $4.00, 600 volt % mfd 
50c. Thousands of bargains always at Hen’s, so don’t 
hesitate to write even if for a small order, as Ben is 
always glad to hear from all his friends. Ben Wolf, 
228 Tremont St., Boston. Mass.______
SELL—REL 7^j watt transmitter parts, complete $20 • 
REL 12%-200 meter receiver $25; Teleplex with Fed
eral buzzer, key and tapes, $22.50. All like new. Wm. 
Uzzell. 85-12 165th Street, Jamaica, N. Y.
CUNNINGHAM CXSlbs^ob”^^
chargers with bulbs $16.00. GE 500 volt, 100 watt gen
erators, list price $«28.50, special at $12.75, Above items 
all new. 8DN. Sylvania, Ohio. ... ...........
SWAP—250 volt motor-generator, (ilO volt AC motor) 
for slightly used UX210. Romney Wheeler, 34 Crescent 
Ave., Huntington. N. Y.______ _______ _______
8ARZ Niedermeyer reports: “For two years had tried 
diligently to quality for license but could copy only 8 
per. Using Radio Shortkut mastered code your way in 
two evenings, and in spare time of one week qualified. 
Further practice, odd times, few weeks, raised receiving 
speed to present standing of 25 per.” See display ad 
this magazine. C. K. Dodge. Mamaroneck, N. Y.
DYNAMOTOR 24-1500 wanted—will trade Corona port
able typewriter even, or 15 plate Omnigraph and $20.00 
for same. Dr. E. H. Cunningham, 5LN, 1U1 Baylor St., 
San Antonio, Texas.
204As—New and used, guaranteed! Reasonable! 2US, 
Phone Montclair 2271R.
QSL cards, two colors. $1.00 per 100. Govt. $1.90. Sam
ples, F. L. Young, Corwith, Iowa. ____________________
YOUR ARRL Emblem will look twice as snappy if you 
wear your call with it on a Radio Call Pin attached 
with a gold guard chain (fraternity chapter style). Radio 
Call Pin with gold chain for attaching, only three bucks! 
9FZ, R. C. Ballard, 306 E. Green St., Champaign. Illinois.

No. 64 Jewell meters, 0-3 antenna meters, $7.80, 0-25 
milliammeters, $5.00. No. 427-h General Radio 500 mmf 
Vernier condensers, $1.50. American Beauty Soldering 
Irons, 35.50. All new. Write for list. 9AQJ, W. 
Miller, 1810—9th St., Rockford, Ill.
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SELL or trade. 450 volts Edison batteries. Want Tobe 
5 mfd. condenser. Cardwell transmitting condenser. 
Meters or Vibroplex» 8CSS.................. ...................
SELL fifteen G, £. transformers. 11ÔÔ-2200 each side 
tap, carry 1000W continuously. Guaranteed absolutely. 
$12.00. F. O. B. Detroit. F. G. Dawson, 5740 Woodrow 
Ave,, Detroit, Mich._____________________________________ .
FOR »aïe—-Mueïïer 150 watt input tube. New $12. 
Acme thirty Henry 300 mil choke $10, Used battery 
chargers. Wanted : Weston or Jewell elminiator, volt- 
meter. Oliver Kirchner, 9BRL, Carthage, Ill._______

W. R.E.L. 40-80 m. Trans. Panel Set, wired D.C. 
Hartley with TVs v, fil. Trans, built in. 2’7 Vs w tubes, 
R.E.L. Type A wave meter : Everything new, used 4 
hours. $»75 takes it. Write P. O. Box 925-Columbus, Ga^ 
WANTED: Acme 250 watt plate transformer; RCÂ 150 
Milliampere. 30 henry choke: Two GE ET3619 transmit
ters ; Jewell or Weston Thermocouple Ammeter 0-.5 or 
0-1.0 ; Jewell 0-300 milliameter : sell or trade—RCA 75 
watt filament transformer, RCA Dower rheostat for 50 
watter, Send for list. James Boyer, Park Building, 
Pittsburgh, Penna.
BARGAINS: tubes’,“' ÏÏV203Â’ excellent. $20.00;"~UX210 
new $5.00: UX216B new $3.75; DeForest. HR $12.00 
new: UV216 new $1.00 : condensers: General Radio 
.00025 double spaced special $5.00 ; 1 mf 1000 volt 
Faradons, $1.00; late type Mershons $2.50; Jewell me
ters ; 3 amp. thermo $5.00: 1.5 amp thermo $7.00 ; 500 
milliamp $4.50 : Westons, 200, 100, 50 milliamps $4.50 ; 
Radiocorp hot wire 1.5 amp. 5 amp., $1.00; Rheostats; 
Bradley E2111, new $4,00; Bradley 50,000 heavy re
sistor, new $3.00 ; 5000 heavy grid leak. General Radio 
crystal 157.9 meter new, with holder, $10.00 Pyrex 
insulator 12% inch new, high power $1.75, Frank 
Dixon. Knoxville, Iowa.
WHY not get that pure penetrating d.c. note? Here is 
what will help you get it. 50 Henry chokes rated to 
pas» 200 milliamperes, $2.95 each. Dubilier i mfd. 
1500 flash test condensers, $2.50. Western Electric 2 
mfd. 600 volt $1.00. Navy 5 watters, filament 7% volts, 
plate 500, new and in original boxes, $1.30. Following 
range milliameters 0-10, 0-25, 0-50, (>-100, 0-300, 0-400 
accurately calibrated, flush mount only $1.80. Large 
Neon tube $1.50. Small, 75c. Hi-resistance 0-50. 0-300 ; 
D.C. voltmeters $4.50. Money back guarantee. Sent 
C.O.D. on requeest. Send for free ham bargain cata
log to E P. Hufnagel, 879 So. 18 th St., Newark, N. J. 
HAMS: Get our samples and price« on printed call 
cards made to order as you want them. 9APY Hinds, 
19 S. Wells St.. Chicago, Til,______
SELL—Acme 500 watt and 200 watt transformers, Jew
ell 0-1 ; 5 t.e. amps., Weston 0-7%-150 D. C. voltmeter. 
9 AD, Plymouth, Til. ________________
QSL cards, two color?., government post carde $1.90 
per hundred, white cards $1.00. Real ham stationery 
at $1.40 per hundred sheets and envelopes, pad form. 
Postage 10c. Free samples. 8DTY, 257 Parker Ave., 
Buffalo. N. Y. 
EDISON Element B. Batteries Prices Reduced 100 volts 
Complete $9.50 Knocked down kits $7.50, welded ele
ments .03% Pair. Potash Solution Battery $.40. Trickle 
Battery Chargers $1.65, Rectifier Salts $.25, 201A Tubes 
$1.00. 6 volt 100 amperes Batteries $6.85. Motors Vi 
Horsepower $6.95. Hoffman, 824 North Fifth, Phila
delphia. Pen nsylvania.
CURTTS-Griffith 250-watt power-filament transformers 
:}5(i-550 each side $10.50. New Thordarson mounted 
transformers: 550-volts each side, 7%-volt windings for 
filament and rectifying tubes, each $20.00: Thordarson 
350-550 power transfoi’mers mounted $16.00; 1000-1500 
power transformers mounted $22.00. Aluminum square 
foot 85c: Lead square foot 85c. Potter 2-mfd 1000-volt 
condensers $2.75. New edition of the “Ham-List” 4e. 
James Radio Curtis, 5-A-Q-C, 1109 Eighth Avenue, 
Fort Worth, Texas. ______________
HEADQUARTERS for Hams:—Mueller 150-watt input 
tubes $15.00. ÜV202 5-watters $3.15. Complete 5-watt 
transmitters—tube, transformer, rectifier, key. etc. 20-40 
meters, each $35.00. 20-40 meter receiver and one step 
$17.50. Aerovox ICJOO-volt tested 1-mfd condensers $1.75. 
Potter 2000-volt tested 1-mfd Condensers $2.50; 2500- 
vnlt 1-mfd Condensers $3.25. New “Ham-List” 4c. 
Robert Curtis, 1109 Eighth Avenue, Fort Worth, Texas.

POSTPAID. Dubilier 1% mfd. Filter Condensers, 1000 
volt D.C. working voltage, $1,95. Stromberg-Carlson 
3% mid. Filter Condensers, 600 volt D.C. working volt
age, $2.35. General Electric 5000 ohm Heavy Duty Grid

leaks, $1.25. Sangamo .002 mfd. By-Pass Condensers, 
5000 volt test, $1.75. General Radio Wavemeters, Type 
358, $19.25. Write for complete list. G. F. Hall, 585 
West Hortter St., Philadelphia, Pa. _________ __ .
QSL cards: 100 plain cards, 95c; 150, $1.20; 150 Govt, 
cards, $2.50, Radiogram blanks, one and two color sta
tionary. H. M. Selden, Cranesville, Penn.
SELL: two tube amateur receivers, 14 to 220 meters, 
guaranteed, twelve dollars, postpaid in U.S.A. Swap 
miscellaneous for omnigraphs, crystals, meters, etc. 
2ANE, 11 Courter Avenue, Maplewood, New Jersey.
WE are sole distributors for the National Radio Tube 
Co. Consult their ad in last QST and buy from us. 
Flechtheim filter condensers are unconditionally guar
anteed. We offer them at 35% discount. R.C.A. UX-222 
6.Ù0, Westinghouse mercury arc 11.90, Westman R.F. 
amp, as in Dec, QST 13.75. Write us for any ham 
stuff and for our free literature. 9ARA, Butler, Mo. 
SELLING'..OUT—DeForest... H~“t^™'s^
UP1016 transformer, $11. Short wave receiver $15. Write 
for other bargains. Gulian Ellis, 2341 Andrews Ave., 
New York City.
SELL-—Primary filament rheostat, sync motor, filament 
voltmeter, eighty meter crystal, crystal mounting. Gen
eral Radio geared variables. Thordarson oil conden
ser, miniature oscillator, old QST issues. 8BTA.
SELL or trade—Tresco 175 to 20000 meter receiver. Want 
Corona typewriter. 8DSF, Harold Pike, Fairgrove, 
Michigan.____________
TRANSFORMERS—25, 40. 50, 60 and 500 Cycle Trans
formers for Plate and Filament supply or other pur
pose. Any size from 50 Watt to 5 Kilowatt built to 
order. Burnt out Transformers and filter chokes re
wound at one half the list price of a new one. Filter 
Chokes, any sue from 10 Henry, 50 Milliamperes to 
100 Henry. 1000 Milliamperes to order. Specials—10 
feet % inch Copper Strip 50c, 1000 turn Honeycomb 
Coils $1.00 Postpaid anywhere in U. S. Nat G. Scott, 
New Albany, Mississippi.
WAVEMETERrGVnerarRa“^
$15. Genuine G.R. Quartz Crystal 166.7 Meters $10, 
Both for $22. Never Used. E, Alden, 133 Broadway, 
Toledo; 0, _____________
SELL or trade—Robbins Meyers 500 volt 100 watt MG 
perfect $30. 2-203A good $20. Sink rectifier, motor 
perfect, disk fair, $10. 8CED, Lansing, Michigan.
ARRL sweater emblems should be worn by all League 
members. They are yellow and black 5" x 8" diamond 
shape, felt letters and embroidered symbol, only $1.00. 
Send money order or currency only. Eric Robinson, 
135 Jefferson Road, Webster Groves, Missouri,

WANTED—Wireless Specialty receiver IP501 with or 
without loading coils. Allen J. Higson, River Edge. 
N. J. .

BARGAINS:—Almost new Westinghouse M.G. set 1000 
volt 250 watt 110 volt A.C. drive will sacrifice for 
$85.00. Acme power transformer 550-750 slightly used 
$16. Two UX281 half wave rectifiers almost new $12.00. 
W.E. 284W microphone mounted in broadcast bronze 
case $10.00. Two Hammerlund transmitting condensers 
,0001 $16.00. One modulation transformer with split 
primary for double button mik. $4.00. Two UX210’s 
almost new $10.00. J. C. Gill, 125 Gill Ave., Galion, 
Ohio.

PANEL meters—0-1.00 milliamperemeters $1.00. 0-300 
milliamperemetera $1.25. Adjustable circle cutters to 8 
inches 65c. Ed. Keers, 9CJR, 2300 E. Washington St., 
Joliet, Ill,

FOR sale—One Acme % k.w. plate transformer, $15.00. 
One Allen-Bradley radioleak. $3.00. 50 watt socket, $1.00, 
Aecuratune dial and few RCA 5 watt gridleaks. 9COS, 
Rochester, Minn.

WANTED Marconi type .106 tuner—-must be in good 
condition. C. M. Renfroe.. 738 E. Hill Ave., Valdosta. 
Ga. 4WB.

SELL—Aeme 150 watt filament transformer, $10.00. 
RCA UP1656 transformer. $4,50, two Acme 1.5 Henry 
chokes, $2.00 each, four UV216 Kenotrons, $1.00 each. 
50 watt socket, $1.00. Shortwave receiver, $25.00. Harold 
Campbell, 66 Vine St., Bridgeport, Conn.

FOR sale—shortwave receiver, 8 tube, $27,00. Back 
issues QST. C. H. Henkel, Martinsburg, West Vir
ginia.
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QSB? $8.00 list Dudlo wound chokes. 50 henry, 150 
milliampere, only $2.95; Flechthelm filter condensers. 
lOOOv 2mf. $2.60; lOOOv. 4mf. $4.60; 2O00v. 2mf. $4.25; 
2000v 4mf. $6.85; Corwico enameled antenna wire, No. 
12 $.90 100*. Myers tubes. Grid and plate leads at 
opposite ends, $<.95 ; Genuine RCA UX200 detectors, new' 
in original boxes, $.65; Pyrex sockets, $.50; Mesco key 
and buzzer, learner’s outfit $1.95; UX-201A type tubes 
$.95; CP aluminum, $1.00; Genuine bakelite panels, 
10" x 14" thick $1.50; Please include some for
postage. Orders sent COD or PP. Send card for our 
list of ham specials. D. L. Moon, 3344 Boulevard, Jersey 
City, N. J.
DO you know that there is no other piece of apparatus, 
that has as many uses around a ham shack, as a neon 
tube? They are also the best wavemeter indicator ob
tainable, within reach of a ham’s pocketbook. Type 
“A” $.85; Ultra sensitive type “B”, cannot be burned 
out, $1.50; Write for list of uses. Mastertone tubes, 
UX210 $5.00; UX281 $4,00; Dubilier 4mf. 1500v. test 
condensers, $2.60; Cardwell .00025 double spaced, $8.45 ,* 
Mahogany Radiola 20 cabinets, $3.50; 15% discount on 
General Radio catalogue. Send card for our ham list. 
Orders sent COD if desired. Please add postage. G. L. 
Lang, 2WW, 2xAWH, 1128 Springfield Ave., Irvington, 
N. j. _________ ~ _ _______ ________ _____
SEND for list of transmitting and receiving parts. I 
will sell or trade. What have you? Lowell Ecker, 
Sedan, Kansas.
MOTOR generator, 1500 volt Holtzer-Cabot, three hun
dred watt. Separately excited. Motors one hundred ten 
volts each. Priced sixty-five dollars complete with field 
rheostat. For immediate sale. Just been overhauled. 
R. B. Cooper, 326 Nicholas St., Vincennes, Indiana. 
9DCG.
163.3 meter xtal, G.R. and oscillator, frequency doubler, 
assembled, twenty dollars. Zero to one and one half 
radio frequency ammeter, new, seven dollars. Grebe 
CR8 and BORK, twenty dollars. DeForest H tube, new, 
ten dollars. G. E. mercury arc tube, new, seven dol
lars. Will trade. Faber, Earlville, Ill. ~ __
FEW new W. E. fifties at $24.00. Three used W. E. 
superhet transformers, $17.00 Levy, 2050—69th St> 
Brooklyn, N. Y,
BARGAINS. Navy receiver IP501, 250-7500 meters ex
ternal 2 stage amplifier $65. Grebe CR9 150-3000 me
ters, $20. Old style S tube, $4. Arthur Wester, 50 
Princeton St., Maplewood, N. J.
SALE—Complete phone CW transmitter with three 
Jewell meters. Also four 202 tubes. Very low price 
for immediate sale. Write for description and price. 
J. W. Moore. Radio 1HB, Ellsworth. Maine.
TRADE or sell eighty meter crystal. Herb Hollister, 
930 Baltimore, Kansas City. Mo. ______  
PROCRASTINATION—the thief of time; Buy now. 
Everything new and guaranteed. UX852’s—$32.00, SllD’s 
$25.00, Very efficient transmitting tubes: seven wait
ers—$4.00, ten watters—$4.90. 38 Watters—$8.00, 50 
Watters—$9.00, 125 Watters—$80.00. Precisely calibrated 
Wavemeters, 17-160 Meters,—$5.00, Power Chokes—30 
Henry, 300 milliampere—$4,00. Accurate Milliameters:

NOTICE—Owing to increased cost of production, the 
price of our special wavemeter (see February QST) will 
be increased. The present price of $7.25 is effective 
until March 25. Specials: Bradleystats, type 210, $2.30. 
DeForest 201As Isolantite base, $1.00. Special trans
former for “B” eliminators or low power transmitters. 
Filament 7.5 volts. Plate 215 volts. Unmounted $4.95. 
For a steady note use our Li" extrgheavy copper tubing 
inductance. 4" diameter, 12c per turn. 3", 9c. Your 
wavemeter accurately calibrated from General Radio 
standard. $4.5(1. Quality merchandise and quick service. 
Send for free catalog. William Harrison, 35 Ft. Wash- 
ington Ave., N. Y. C.
LICENSED amateurs only — Aero Short Wave Kit - 
$8.18. $60.18 Aero 7 Kit—$36.39. §146.84 Tyrman Ten 
Kit—$87.81. $25.00 Browning-Drake Kit—$16.25. $40.00 
Ensco 36" Cone Kit—$6.18. $31.00 Modern B. Eliminator, 
with Raytheon—$19.23. Discounts on Cardwell (trans
mitter items—1.5% j, AmerTran, Jewell (transmitting 
meters—25<7d, Benjamin, Samson—35%. On Sangamo, 
Daven, Karas, Deutschmann, Aero. Hammarlund. Kodel. 
Silver-Marshall, Abox, Yaxley. Bodine, Ceco, Raytheon, 
Baldwin—40%. Postpaid. Our weekly data sheets give 
more “dope” than all radio magazines combined. Twenty 
weeks—$1.00. 52 weeks—$2.50. Over two pounds, cata
log, data, circuits, prepaid—25c. Fred Luther Kline, 
Kent, Ohio. (Established 1920.)
BRAND new Sangamo 2 mfd. 750 volt tested filter con
densers. While they last, 85c, James Marine!!, 725 
Oak Street, Youngstown, Ohio.
TUBES—RCA, Cunningham, all types including 222s. 
210s and smaller, 20^ off. Supertron & Loraco 40% 
off. Monthly list of ham parts on request. F. A, Kehoe, 
68 Golf Ave,, New Hartford. N. Y,
PURE aluminum and lead rectifier elements holes drilled 
brass screws and nuts, pair 1" s 4" 13c, 15c
l^wx6*' 17c. 19c. Sheet aluminum i/16" $4.00.
lead $1.00 square foot prepaid, $1.00 or more. Silicon 
transformer steel cut to order .014" 10 lb. 25c, 5 1b. 30c 
less than 5 lbs. 35c lb. .022" 5c less per lb. Not cut 
2-7" wide 15c lb., minimum 10 lb. postage extra. Edge
wise wound copper ribbon 7 sizes, see January QST. Air 
pocket and stand off insulators 25c each. 4 for $1.00. 
Glazed porcelain 6 and 61A" long prepaid on 4. Electro
lytic condenser parts, $1.50 prepaid. Geo. Schultz, Calu
met, Michigan.
1000 VOLT 200 Watt Esco motor 110 Volt single phase 
$<75.00. 400 Volt 100 Watt Esco coupled to 220 Volt 3 
phase Alternating motor $25.00. New General Electric 
500 Volt 100 Watt generators $12.00. 750 Volt 300 
Watt double commutator with 110 Volt single phase 
motor $65.00. 2000 Volt to 5000 Volt Broadcast motor 
generators. Filament motor generators 50 to 200 am
peres capacity. Also many others. % H.P. 110 Volt 3500 
speed alternating current motors $8.50 prices f.o.b. 
Chicago. James Smat, 1784 Grand Ave,, Chicago, Ill.

QRA SECTION
50c straight with copy in following address form only:

3AOP—E. Brandt Boylan. 2303 Franklin St., Wilming
ton, Del.

0-25, 50, 100, 300, 400—$2.00. Voltmeters: 0-8, 10, 
50, 100—$2.00, Rectifier elements, lead, aluminum, pair: 
1" x 4"—7c, 1" x 6"—10c. Two color QSLL cards— 
$1.00 per 100. Free samples. Free Radio catalogue. 
William Green, 207 Cathedral Parkway, N. Y. C.
RCA 5 watters $2.15, ReadRite 0-10 A. C. voltmeters» 
$1.50, .00035 mfd. LoLoss $3.50 condensers, 60c. Post
age 15c. 8c for “HamsheetL’ saves you 40%, Kenneth 
Hanifan. Waterville. Ohio.
FOR SALE—500 watt 500 cycle motor-generator, D. C. 
drive, including special transformer, also TO 0-5 am
meter. Sacrifice. 2APV, 1057 Grant Ave., New York- 
City.
WE have a special bargain lot of amateur and other 
radio equipment. Send for list. Here’s a sample: gen
uine RCA Uni-Rectrons, originally power amplifiers, but 
capable of supplying all power to 7H watt transmitter 
without changes. List price $»108.00, our price only 
$39.50, complete with UX-210 and UX-216-B rectifier. 
Have you a “Ham Phone” ? Here’s the “mike” you’ve 
been waiting for—a genuine two-burton broadcast micro
phone for only $40.00, no need now to pay $100 or more. 
Have you asked for a copy of the next “Hamalog”, the 
original “Ham Catalog”? E, F. Johnson, 9ALD, Wa
seca, Minn.
WILL sell or trade, model E.T.3620, R. C. A. twenty watt, 
transmitter. Also other parts. Edmund Unger, Oxford. 
Michigan.

SQL—Samuel M. Hughes. 311 Barclay St. Burlington, 
N. J.
5DP—Raymond G. Moody, 204 Second St., Lumberton. 
Mississippi,
5SC—San Antonio Radio Club. 215 Glenwood. CL, San 
Antonio. Texas^............... ... ..................................................................
6DTL—Harry J. Baboian, 363 G St, Fresno, Calif.
6MU—San Francisco Radio Club, 454 Bright St., San 
Francisco, Calif............... ........................................... ........ .........
9CPH—H. L. Durflinger, 502 Caroline St., Peoria, Ill. 
naTTO—H, H. Howell. Box 1411, Ketchikan. Alaska.
ncSAY—Albert B. G. Davey, Niagara-on-the-Lake, On
tario, Canada.
sb2lA‘—Ruben Simas, Rua Riachuelo 19, Cuhityba. Brazil.

The following stations belong to members of the 
A.R.R.L. Headquarters gang. Mail for them should be 
addressed rare A.R.R.L., Hartford, Conn. When operat
ing IMK they use personal sines as indicated.
IMK Headquarters 1BUD A. L. Budlong “bud”
1AL H. P. Westman "m" IES A. A. Herbert “ah” 
1BAO R. S. Kruse “Iq” IGO L. A. Jones “Ij” 
1BDI F. E. Handv “fh” 1KP F. C. Beekley “beek" 
1BHW K. B. Warner "kb” 10A R. S. Kruse “Iq" 
1BIZ C. C. Rodimon “rod” 1SZ C, C, Rodimon "rod”
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Achieve /
SUCCESS /

in Radio*
Npt by half-knowledge

—but by complete 
thorough training 

New course gives finest 
instruction obtainable

Ton Can Learn at Home!

R. L. DUNCAN, 
Director, 

Radio Institute 
of America and 
author of several 
volumes or. Radio.

Good pay from the start, rapid ad
vancement, and phenomenal suc
cess—a life profession of fascinating 
brainwork—that is what Radio holds 
for the man who knows his subject 
thoroughly. Since 1909 Radio Insti
tute of America has trained thou
sands to become successful in the 
many branches of Radio. Why don’t 
you seize this opportunity to get into 
the commercial radio field where 
REAL MONEY is waiting for you?

New Course Finest Ever
Prominent radio men have enthusiastically greeted RIA’« 
new coarse as the most complete and up-to-date offered 
today. A complete kit of first quality equipment is furnished 
FREE WITH THE COURSE—parts for making many prac
tical radio circuits — the Peerless Signagraph and key and 
buzzer for code instruction.

RIA backed by RCA, G-E 
and Westinghouse

You get all the benefits of instruction conducted by RCA 
and sponsored by RCA’s associates. G-E and Westinghouse. 
Our employment department is at the service of graduates.

Study at Home!
Moreover you can STUDY AT HOME— 
when you please and as long as you please.
This new booklet describing the course is 
just off the press. If you want to learn 
more about the well paying positions in 
this fascinating profession send the coupon 
now for your copy.

RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
Dept. D-3 326 Broadway, New York City

RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA Dept. D-3
326 Broadway New York City

Dear Mr. Duncan:
Please send me your new catalog. I want to know 

more about your new radio course.

Name,,............................................................................. .

Address .................. ..........................................................................

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
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No. 634 A.C. Stromberg-Carlson as

The
GREAT BELL OF MOSCOW 
WEIGHING 435,000 LBS. 
which fell from its tower in 
1737. Its Tone was unspeak* 
ably beautiful.

shown above. Price, with Audio Power 
Unit and 9 R. C. A. Tubes but not in-
eluding Cone Speaker:
East of Rockies . . . 
Rockies and West . . 
Eastern Canada . . . 
Western Canada . . ,

$505.00 
545.00 
670.00 
710.00

The Stromberg-Carlson Hour, 
Tuesday Evenings at 8 oxlock. 
Eastern Standard Time, through 
the NBC and Associated Stations: 
WJZ, WBZ-WBZA. KDKA, 
KYW, WJR, WBAU KWK, 

WREN and WHAM.

I 4

WEIGHT
impor&urf/a^ TONE

TO know the resonant depths of Chaliapin’s voice; 
the mellow beauty of Casal’s violincello;—your Receiver 

must be able to bring out all the lower range of the 
musical scale.

Proper reproduction of low notes and heavy passages of music requires 
strong electrical current and a Receiver must have units of great capacity 
to handle such current. Material of this kind naturally has greater 
weight—and it is the massiveness of these heavy capacity units in a 
Stromberg-Carlson which makes the Receiver so heavy.

The Stromberg-Carlson shown in the illustration weighs nearly 300 
lbs. No wonder that its tone quality is so superbly beautiful.

Your nearest Stromberg-Carlson dealer’s address 
may be learned from his advertisements in your 

newspapers or in your telephone directory.

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co., Rochester, N.Y.

Stromberg-Carson
MAKERS OF VOICE TRANSMISSION AND VOICE RECEPTION APPARATUS FOR MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS
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MATCHED INSTRUMENTS

RANGES 
and 
PRICES

D.C.- 31 iModel 301 Qi)
Voltmeters, Ammeters, and
Milliammeters. Lo
Voltmeters in ranges from .
^•5 togoVolts. Ammetersin ^12 00ranges from 1 toso Amps. v****vv 
Milliammeters in ranges from 1 to 800 M. A.

2* instruments—Model 506—furnished at $1*00 under 
above prices.

A. C. -314«- Model 476
and 2 11 -Model 517

Voltmeters, Ammeters and Milliam
meters.

$8.00 
to 

$12.00Voltmeters in ranges from. r.S to 300
Volts. Ammeters in ranges from 1 to
50 Amps. Milliammeters in ranges from 15 to 500 M. A.

Thermo-Couple 
Instruments
Galvanometers, Ammeters and Mil
liammeters.

$12.50 
to

$15.00Model 42S-3M h Dia. - Model 507-2” 
Dia. Ammeters in ranges from t to 
20 Amps. Milliammeters in ranges from 125 to 500 M. A. 
Galvanometers - M. A. - 5.2 ohms.

2” and 3^4” Panel Types 
in Two Complete Lines 

for the Transmitter
Also Portable Models 

for the 
Experimenter

WHERE AND HOW 
TO 

PURCHASE
T3ROMPT instrument deliv-> 
■*" eries can be made from 
many sections of the country. 

To avail yourself of this service just write or 
’phone our nearest representative for your 
local source of supply. Weston representatives 
are located in the following cities:—Albany, 
Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, 
Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Houston, 
Jacksonville, Knoxville, Los Angeles, Minneap
olis, New Orleans, New York, Philadelphia, 
Pittsburgh, Rochester, San Antonio, San Fran
cisco, Seattle, Tacoma, Portland, Spokane, St. 
Louis, Syracuse, Tampa.

Weston Electrical Instrument 
Corporation

158 Frelinghuysen Ave. Newark, N. J.

A. C. and D. C. Panel Instruments
The illustration below is representative oV the 
complete line of 34 " A. C., D. C. and Thermo- 
Couple types. They are all uniform in size and 
appearance. Their unusual characteristics are 
fully explained in Circular J mailed upon re
quest. See ranges and prices above.

Model 280
This very complete line of D, C. portable 
instruments is tn wide demand because 
ot their compact, sturdy construction 
and reliability. Made in a comprehen
sive list of ranges for all D. C. measure
ments. Most reasonably priced.

Models 528 Â. C. and 489 D. C.
Made In high resistance and low resist
ance models for D. C. service and. in 
double range combinations for A.C.serv
ice. This Une also includes a triple range 
—150/8/4 volts for A.C receiver testing
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INDUCTANCE UNITS
The Perfect inductances for Ail Low Wave Work

AERO LOW WAVE TUNER KIT Price $12.50
FOR

RECEIVING

Compietely interchangeable. Adopted by experts and amateurs 
everywhere. Range 15 to 
130 meters. Includes 3 coils 
and base mounting, covering 
U.S. bands, 20, 40 and 80 
meters. You can increase or

short wave tuner by __ ____„ .
changeable Coils described below.

decrease the range of this 
securing the AERO Inter-

same base and use the same condensers. 
No. INT-125 in ordering.

All coils fit the
Use Code PRICE

INTERCHANGEABLE 
Coil No. 0

Range 13 to 29.4 meters. 
This is the most efficient 
inductance for this low 
band. Code number
INT-0.

Price .... $4.00

INTERCHANGEABLE 
Coil No. 4

Range 125 to 250 meters. 
Fits same base supplied 
with low tuner kit. Code 
number INT-No. 4.

Price .... $4.00
THE NEW AERO INTERCHANGEABLE COIL No. 5

Normal range 235 to 550 meters. However, by using .0001 
Sangamo fixed condenser across the rotor and stator of the .00014 
variable condenser, the maximum wave band of this coil is increased 
to 725 meters. This gives you coverage of the following bands: 
Airplane to Airplane, Land to Airplane, Ship to Shore (Great 
Lakes) Ship to Shore (Atlantic and Pacific Oceans). Code num
ber INT-No. 5. Price ...........  $4.00

$12.50

NOTE This new Aero Short Wave Kit is wound with No. 16 wire on secondary, 
making it even stronger, and cutting down the resistance appreciably,

KEY 2040 KIT Price $12.00

FOR
Kit contains 2 AERO Coils, 17 to 50 
meters each, 1 AERO Antenna Coil

TRANSMIT
TING

Mounting Base, 1
Mounting Base, 2 
Choke Coils.

AERO Grid Coil
AERO Essential

KEY 4080 KIT Price $12.00
Kit contains 2 AERO Coils, 36 to 90 meters 

each, 1 AERO Antenna Coil Mounting Base, 
1 /KERO Grid Coil Mounting Base, 2 AERO 

H Essential Choke Coils. AERO PARTS
Transmitter coils 117KEY 9018 KIT Price $12.00

Completely interchangeable with either of 
above kits. Range 90 to 180 meters. Con
tains 2 coils and mounting base.

COMPLETE AERO TRANSMITTER KITS
Complete Aero Transmitting Coils for the 20-40 
and 40-80 bands. §20.00. Complete for 20-40. 
40-80, and 90-180 bands, §28.00.

PLAN FOR D. X. RECORDS NOIL!
Order these coils direct from us if your dealer hasn’t them and start now for 
wonderful records. Specify code or key numbers when ordering. Or write 
al once for complete descriptive literature.

Dept. 16
AERO PRODUCTS, Inc.

1772 WILSON AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

to 50 
2040C, 
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and 90 to .180 meters, 
Key 9018O $4.00 ea. 
Antenna Base, Key 
PRI-300, $3.00 eu.
Grid Coil Base, Kev 
GRID-100, $1.00 ea.
Choke Coils, $1.50 ea.o
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BURGESS BATTERIES
Have proven their worth under every 
possible condition where batteries are 
used, since the beginnings of radio.
They are outstanding in the Amateur 
radio field, in the broadcast field, in the 
field of science and investigation. 
Wherever dependability is an essential, 
the black and white stripes are recog
nized as “the standard of quality.”
You are playing a sure thing when you 
use

BURGESS RADIO BATTERIES
any Radio Engineer ’



Communication 
Department

F. E. Handy, Communications Manager
1711 Park St., Hartford, Conn.

Communication With VOQ
By Charles J. Heiser, 8DME

DR. DONALD CADZOW, who in 1908 helped me 
rig up my first aerial, was appointed Ethnologist 
with the Putnam Expedition. While in Auburn, 

on a visit, he dropped in to see me. He had heard 
the ship they were going north with would have a 
transmitter and asked if he would be able to send 
messages to his folks at Auburn. Remembering the 
work of 1ANA with the MacMillan expedition (WNP) 
on its first trip with radio, and the big improvements 
in short waves since then, I told him there was no 
reason why it could not be done and contact held 
throughout the trip.

On June 11, I started listening but without suc
cess until the fifteenth, when VOQ, the Schooner 
Morrissey, was heard working 2UO and others. Call
ing my head off for three days, I failed to raise him 
with the 42.15 meter crystal control set. On the 
next night I had an inspiration and made a quick 
change with another crystal to 38.45 meters, and 
hookpd up on the first try. This wave was used 
during the season’s work, after making definite sched
ules for daily contact. Operator Ed Manley reported 
that the crystal note cut through interference fairly 
well.

I did* not realize at first what a job I had taken on. 
After a few weeks of contacts and the thrilling 
stories that came thru. I became so interested I’d 
even listen to Ed working others and so missed 
little of the news, several times contacting off sched
ule when he had difficulty in getting thru to the 
other fellow. I was determined to prove that my 
statement to Dr. Cadzow was correct and that con
tact could be held consistently by amateurs. Letters 
began coming in from relatives of the expedition 
members, with answers to messages, requests for 
news of the men, which had to be put thru and 
answered.

The biggest thrill was the taking of the news 
story of the disabling of the Morrissey in the ice 
pack, after VOQ’s silence of ten days. That was 
some night, fighting static and fading, taking the 
story and passing it on to the New York Times— 
an all night’s job. w

While the Morrissey was in Fox Channel* near 
Fury and Hecla Strait, atmospheric conditions were 
bad. When nothing but silence rewarded my calls, 
remembering past dangers, I passed many worried 
days, fearing that the Expedition might have had 
another mishap or wreck. The hook was heavy 
with messages. Folks were asking constantly for 
news. What a relief, when contact was again re
stored and reassuring messages came back home.

Friends of the Expedition would drop in while I 
was QSO, and have a chat, using Ed and myself 
as interpreters. How tickled Don’s dad was when 
he found he could talk directly with his son, nearly 
1500 miles away 1 Some of the finest souvenirs are 
the scores of letters of thanks for persona! messages 
relayed to the home folks. I wish X could include 
some of them in this story. AI! were high in praise 
of the radio amateur, and if I hadn’t realized that 
hundreds of others could do the same thing, they 
might have given me a swelled head.

Many things can bob up to make it hard to keep 
schedule, especially for a married man who has a 
couple of Junior Ops, a garden and a brand new 
car. Several times my employer wanted me to 
work overtime to finish some rush jobs. When out 
of town, I always had to plan to get back in time. 

If the wife wanted me to take a trip in the new bus, 
the trip had to be arranged so as to be home at 6 
pm, many times supper had to wait a few hours 
until the traffic was all through. When working 
VOQ someone would often walk in and want a set 
repaired, or want me to go fishing or to see a movie. 
Twice, storms interrupted power service. Once the 
crystal refused to perk. Forgot to test the "A” 
battery and it went dead at a critical time. A 
UX200-A detector became noisy and no 201-A tube 
I had would drag in the weak signals. On two 
nights, the UX210 frequency doublers decided their 
job was too hard and blew up. Sickness in the fam-

8DME

ily disrupted a lot of other schedules, but only made 
me miss a few VOQ skeds. One week I was sup
posed to be sick myself and had to sneak out to 
the shack. Friends would ask me what X would get 
out of all this work. Why not take the car and 
get some cool breezes instead of living in the hot 
radio shack all night? All real Hams know the 
answer to that question.

On the trip North, static, weak signals and bad 
weather were the rule. 20 meters was used as often 
as possible, the engines making interference so it 
was only useful when at anchor or using the sails. 
Several times we worked on twenty until the sigs 
faded, then shifting to a higher band and continuing 
with our work. On the return trip the 40-meter 
band was used almost exclusively as conditions were 
better with darkness coming on much earlier. Local 
storms had little effect on signals. Static, of course, 
made them harder to read. We worked right thru 
one bad thunderstorm here, on 20 meters, with the 
static discharging across the antenna series con
densers, and the building shaking from crashing 
thunder, losing only a few words while the con
densers were spilling over.

A few remarks by Dr. Cadzow, regarding the Mor
rissey, give a better understanding of conditions at 
VOQ.

“The transmitter is built against the side of 
the ship in the cabin where 17 of the party bunked. 
Every time the ship rolled badly, loose articles would 
slip against the apparatus so that when Ed came 
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to work he usually had to dig his way clear or per
haps take a few shoes out of the set. When the 
batteries were low, the crowd would ask him to QRT 
as he would nearly put the lights out when working. 
The counterpoise ran thru the cabin about head high. 
Anyone touching it when the key was down would 
get a nice burn. Ed, busy receiving objections, would 
then report ‘Local QRM, QTA.’ A rubber covered 
wire was put up to eliminate this form of QRM. At 
other times, he would start up and find poor output 
and investigating came across a bunch of wet clothes 
hung on the counterpoise to dry. On the way down, 
during the bad storms, Ed would joke to 8DME about 
how nearly everyone was seasick. All the while he 
was sitting at the key, his head on one arm and a 
pail convenient at his feet, so sick he hardly knew 
whether he would be able to finish the traffic or not. 
His shipmates all think very highly of Ed. No mat
ter how tough the going or how much traffic piled 
on his hook, he would be on the job doing his bit 
without murmur or complaint.”

The log at 8DME shows that In our stand by 
periods, VOQ was unheard 106 times, heard 121 
times and worked 82 times. 169% hours were spent 
listening for and working Ed Manley. The traffic 
total was 181 messages, including much press re
ceived direct from the Morrissey. 93 originated 
messages were addressed to men aboard the Schooner. 
The longest continuous contact on 33 meters was 
5% hour«. On 20 meters it was 8 hours. The 
weather was clear at Auburn on 61 standby periods, 
cloudy on 16, very hot on 16, raining on 22, and 
storming 9 times. The transmitter was crystal con
trol fed by a General Radio crystal oscillating at 
153.8 meters, with a five watter. Two 7% watt 
frequency doublers had 600 volts on the plates. A 
203A was used in the neutralized power stage on 
38.45 meters taking 150 mils at 1500 volts on the 
plate. Heavy duty Eveready “B” batteries were used 
for the negative bias on the grids, 67% volts on the 
xtal tube, 225 on the 7% watters and 135 on the 
50 watter. The antenna was a horizontal Hertz 
using a one wire feeder. The receiver was an ordi
nary regenerative detector and one step audio.

In delivering messages it is well to inform the 
addressee that regular contact is held and a reply 
can be forwarded, without cost to him. This policy 
gave me a chance to have something on the hook 
for every schedule. Many messages were forwarded 
by Western Union, and toward the end of the voyage, 
the night op would call me up to see if I had any
thing for him. A practice was made of typing the 
messages on regular forms and mailing them the 
next morning to avoid delays. With speedy relaying 
and delivery, these became merely confirmation copies.

A curious idea most of the uninitiated have was 
revealed in letters received. Many believed their 
message sent broadcast by VOQ and that an ama
teur just happened to listen in and copy it, not 
realizing two-way communication possible.

Accuracy is most important of all in message 
handling work. Technical reports and messages or
dering supplies require great care in handling to 
avoid mistakes. It would be easy to get the wrong 
size or number of tons in an order for a winter’s 
supply of coal but not at all good to have your call 
on that message. Much of the ordinary work an 
amateur does is good practice for the real test that 
comes, in doing this sort of work, which cannot 
be done in any other way. The thrill of the first 
contact with a fellow amateur, getting the first DX 
and the first foreign contact, are as nothing com
pared with doing this sort of work with an expedi
tion and living their adventures with them. It is 
no doubt the next best thing to actually being with 
the expedition. I am grateful to those amateurs 
who regularly helped me to relay traffic, especially 
8CVJ, 8AHC, and 8BUM in Manley’s home town.

The Morrissey with Capt. Bartlett in command 
and Ed Manley operator of VOQ is going on an
other expedition. The start will be made from 
Seattle, Washington, about April 1. The party will 
take the inside passage to Alaska, follow the Alaskan 
Peninsula to the Aleutian Islands and across to 
Kamchata and back to Nome, then to East Cape, 
Siberia, touching the new Siberian Islands, the Delta 
of the Koxima River and possibly Nicholas II land 
before returning to Seattle. The west coast fellows 
will have a chance to do some good work with VOQ 
next summer. I, personally, will donate an H tube 
to the ham who comes nearest to 8DME’s perform
ance in working VOQ, or who beats it

VDE and the Hudson Straits 
Expedition
By C. H. Starr*

WITH much tooting* of whistles and a salute 
from the coast defence guns, a Canadian 
Government Expedition sailed from Halifax

July 17, 1927 to establish three aeroplane
survey basis in the vicinity of Hudson Straits in the 
sub Arctic. There were two ships in the expedition, 
the C. G. S. Stanley, carrying a small seaplane 
and the expedition personnel, and the S. S. Larch, 
carrying construction crews, six- Fokker universal 
planes, and some thousands of tons of supplies, 
building materials, and scientific apparatus.

Radio played a most important part in the work 
of the expedition throughout the time the Stanley 
and the Larch were in the north and is still doing 
so at the base stations in the north. Due to almost 
continuous fog both vessels, were navigated almost 
entirely on radio bearings from the time Halifax 
was left until out of range of the last D. F. station 
at Belle Isle. The Larch, VFW, was equipped with 
the usual long-wave tube installation, while the 
Stanley, VDE, carried both long and short-wave 
gear. The long wave equipment on both ships con
sisted of 500-watt (output) 600 to 2100-meter c.w. 
—i.c.w. transmitters and detector-two-step receivers. 
The Stanley*» short-wave installation consisted of a 
seven-tube superhetrodyne receiver and a beautiful 
master oscillator power amplifier continuous wave 
transmitter built along the lines of the Marconi 
beam sets and having a rated output of 500 watts.

Although the Stanley was fitted with a gas engine 
driven generator for use as a reserve power supply, 
it was necessary to install one of the old ten-inch 
spark coil plain aerial emergency sets for the Old 
Man’s special benefit. He had no faith in the 
tube equipment because there were no sparks flying 
when it was in operation.

For a period of nearly two weeks, after entering 
the Straits, contact with the outside was maintained 
almost entirely through amateur stations. Canadians 
1AR, 2BE, 4FV, 9AM, 9AL, 9AI, and 9AQ, and 
nu9DR all helped us out at one time or an other. 
Traffic was also handled through VYG and WNP, 
1AR in particular deserves credit for the #ay he 
stuck with us hour after hour. The best DX worked 
was oa2RX. There was little opportunity for work
ing the gang at random, chiefly due to having nearly 
every minute taken up with other work, and it 
was not long before contact was established with 
VBN at Port Nelson on long waves and with the 
signal corps station XWAB at Ottawa on short 
waves, which gave us two official outlets for traffic, 
though communication with the latter station was 
at no time very satisfactory.

There was a perfect flood of traffic throughout the 
trip. Many a day there were twelve to thirteen 
hundred words of message traffic to be cleared, reams 
and reams of press to be copied, the “Daily Gleaner” 
to publish, various tests to carry out and frequently 
an almost continuous watch had to be kept on 600 
meters. In fact we sometimes had to stand watch 
as best we could similtaneously on 600 meters 
while working on short waves, and frequently had 
to break off in the middle of a short-wave QSO to 
go on long waves.

All this hard work was done under difficulties. 
Loose sockets and switches all over the ship caused 
considerable inductive interference. Until late in 
the trip, we had a seaplane and a regular forest of 
wire rope for an antenna dielectric. We frequently 
dropped anchor in landlocked harbors where high 
cliffs shielded out the signals which were already 
weak due to the long distances over which we were 
working. Not a little of the traffic was in difficult 
code and many of the messages had checked up tn 
the hundreds. Even elbow room was often at a 
premium. During the first part of the trip there 
were three radio engineers, five operators, two radio
tricians, two electricians and several signal corps 
men on board all of whom insisted on camping in 
the radio shack! Then when signals got bad, im
portant traffic began to pile up, schedules overlapped, 
the chair began to slide around on the floor, and 
things in general all began to happen at once it 
was no picnic.

♦Acadia University, Wolfville, Nova Scotia, nclAE, 
ex-VDE.
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I am not able to say much about reception con
ditions in the Straits due to lack of time for making 
observations and because there were many uncertain 
factors entering into what few observations we were 
able to make. Conditions seemed uncertain, chang
ing frequently and rapidly. Periods were experienced 
when no signals at all came through on short waves.

Although it was often a two hours job to properly 
retune the short-wave transmitter it was tried on 
several different wavelengths. Daylight working on 
23.8 meters was found far more satisfactory than 
night work in the vicinity of forty meters.

All our short-wave work had to be done under 
trying conditions. On long waves we had a fairer 
chance and they showed up particularly well by con
trast. CKD with only a 100-watt set and small 
antenna experienced little difficulty in working 600 
or 800 miles across Hudson Bay on 600 meters 
C.W. WNU at New Orleans on 3331 meters and 
VAS at Glace Bay 2200 and 2800 meters could be 
copied nearly every night throughout the trip. Great 
Lakes coast stations and European broadcasting sta
tions were often heard on 1600 meters. On good 
nights 600-meter signals from as far south as Central 
America were logged. Broadcast reception was 
practically a failure throughout the summer, though 
it appears that during the winter months excellent 
programmes are often received in the north.

The periods when we had no signals on short 
waves correspond with the periods of poor reception 
reported by Manley of VOQ. The Morrissey, by the 
way, was not far from us all summer but we never 
chanced to meet her and seldom heard her signals.

While in the north I learned that Bishop Tur- 
quetil at the Roman Catholic Mission at Chester
field Inlet, on the northwest corner of Hudson Bay, 
had recently gotten a short-wave transmitter on 
the air under the call nc5CI. Listen for him, gang.

The 1600-watt long-wave set at VCH, Port Bur
well, on the eastern end of the Straits; the 500- 
watt long-wave sets at VCJ, Wakeham Bay, situated 
about half way through the Straits, and at VCB, 
Nottingham Island, on the western end, as well as 
the 500-watt short-wave set at VCJ are all on the 
atr at the time of writing. Home made short-wave 
sets should be going before long at VCB and VCH. 
The Stanley's short-wave transmitter is now in
stalled at Ottawa, with the call VFL, where it is 
taking care of the Headquarters end of the Ottawa- 
Wakeham Bay circuit formerly maintained through 
the army station XWAB,

20 METERS
IBYV (Framingham Center, Mass.), “There are 

quite a bunch of South Africans on ‘20’ now, foASZ, 
foA3C, foA4X, foA5T and foA8P. foA3Z is QSA 
here from 9 a.m. until 7 p.m. 1AXA hooked ai2KX, 
and foASZ tells me that ai2KW and ai2KT are also 
on ‘20’. I am on the air for 20-meter Aussies regu
larly at midnight EST.”

6EA. (Los Angeles, Calif.), “Have heard the fol
lowing on 20 meters: eb4WW, ndHIK, nj2PZ, oa2MH, 
oa2UK, oa4BD, oa4RB, ozlAX, saFC6, sc2AR, sc2AS, 
sc8AG and xCRIO. Have been heard by egSHS. 
eg6MU, sc2AQ and by Mr. Frank Pemberton of 
London, Eng.”

nc3CS (London, Ont.), “20-meters holding up well 
in the daytime but ND nights. Have worked na7MN, 
WNP, gi2IT, egGTD, eg5BY, eg2OQ and eg2KF.”

7FE (Portland, Ore.), “Have heard only three 
South. American stations and been QSO all of them. 
eg5ML has the most consistent DX signal. Have 
worked WNP, su2AK, sb2AR, eg2OD, sulBU and 
xlHV (on a ship, 795 miles south of San Pedro when 
worked). European signals can be heard best from 
1730 to 1800 Greenwich.”

8AXA (Syracuse, N. Y.), ‘"Worked XA1 giving his 
QRA as Umba. Gaumbu, South Africa. Have worked 
33 ‘eg* hams and one in the Irish Free State on 20 
meters.*’

8DTN (Washingtonville, Ohio.), “Just worked 
sgA8 located on the South Georgia Island 1000 miles 
East of Cape Horn. George Moreau is the op and 
wants the gang to watch for him on 19.8 meters. 
Find ‘20’ rather queer. Some days hear all kinds of 
DX—others N.G. eg5SW on 24. meters is R5 to R9 
regularly between 3 and 4 p.m., EST.”

9ANZ (Lincoln, Neb.), “Last week 1 planned on 
writing you that more fellows should use phone on 
20 meters—but after Sunday p.m. I will say no such 
thing: there were plenty. What I do say is, ‘Let’s 
have fewer POOR phones or no phone at all unless 
it's a good one.* Ever since my first attempt at 20- 
meter work three years ago I have been using this 
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band. While things have been dead recently, con
ditions were FB all last summer and spring. Have 
been trying phone on ‘20’ only since the new regu
lations went into effect and have had some very rare 
sport. Reports on my modulation are now excellent 
and while my layout is far from perfect it has 
already been greatly improved as indicated by the 
reports. Some of my QSOs have lasted more than 
one hour and the reports state that every word was 
clearly received. In fact 1 have had so many com
plimentary reports on my phone that I have begun 
to believe it good myself I”

eg5ML (Coventry, England.), “20-meter work still 
continues in fine shape. QRP tests have begun us
ing an input of 8.75 watte (350 volts at 25 mills 
RAC). , With this input results appear to be the 
same, hi! The first day resulted in a total of 7 nus 
worked. 8CJM, Ohio, reported R8, and 7FE reported 
R4. It would be interesting to know if there are any 
other European stations who have worked the 7th 
nu district on 8.75 watts input. Nu7FE has been 
worked five times recently, and seems to be the only 
nu7 coming through. Where are all the others? 
At week ends, from 1430 to 1800 GCT, the 6s are 
being logged quite well. Nu6AM is heard here at R7 
and so far is the best 6th heard. In conclusion, I 
would be pleased to receive any reports on my 20- 
meter signals from districts 5-6 and 7.”

8DLD (Tawas City, Mich.), “On ‘20’ entirely now 
so if my old friends want to QSO—come on down! 
Must compliment 9ANZ on a fine 20-meter phone, 
the best amateur phone heard. foASZ swears by 
TP-TG circuit for 20 meters and 1 second it. foA8P 
also comes through fine and is a cheerful OT. eb4AU 
wants a sked with west coast or with someone who 
can QSO him and 6’s, 7's, and ‘oh’ on ‘20’, time 
should be 8 p.m. EST or later. eb4AU is fine outlet 
for European traffic. On my deliveries from WNP 
I let the folks know how the message got to them— 
and get much return traffic. Suggest the gang use 
A.R.R.L. message blanks and fill ’em in for this so 
folks will understand and not be afraid or doubtful 
about sending a reply.”

ARMY-AMATEUR NOTES
FIRST CORPS AREA—The Bulletin on Radio Pro

cedure which was recently issued in this area, con
tains such valuable things as the Army “Z” signals, 
the exact Army procedure in message handling, op
erating regulations, all procedure signs, and some 
examination questions. The Bulletin takes the form 
of a 27-page mimeographed booklet, and should be 
very useful.

SECOND CORPS AREA—The contest which was 
announced in January, QST, revived a great deal of 
interest in A-A work. The winners are not as yet 
known here. It is planned to reorganize the various 
nets into State and County Nets, similar to the 1st. 
Corps Area plan. 2AND has resumed his skeds tn 
the Brooklyn-Staten Island Net. 2CP is busy or
ganizing a Coast Guard Net of stations located along 
the Jersey coast, and would like to hear from ama
teurs in that section. 2EV, 2AFV, and 8HJ continue 
to keep their Net schedules regularly. 2SC, the 
C.A.N.C.S. can be heard every night on 77.8 meters. 
All A-A work Is done between 76-78 meters, and it 
is desired to have an active A-A station in every city. 
AU interested communicate with 2PF.

THIRD CORPS AREA—3BN and 8BVO are new 
stations in this area. Successful and consistent 
schedules have been carried on by SGI, 8BPD, and 
8DNU. 3SN, the Signal Corps station, has been 
keeping satisfactory schedules with the Pacific Coast 
and with WNP.

SEVENTH CORPS AREA—9DVL assigned as 
control station. Governors Net, Iowa. 9BCT assigned 
as 2nd alternate control station. Governors Net. 
Minnesota. 9DPB designated as the principal radio 
station of Company I, 205th Infantry, National 
Guard of Minn., St. Cloud. Minn.

EIGHTH CORPS AREA—5ASQ is a new station 
in this area. A great deal of traffic has been handled 
by 5AIN. Fort Sam Houston, Tex., and reliable com
munication was maintained with 2CXL.

OFFICIAL BROADCAST STATIONS

(Additions)
6BBJ
7EL
7FL
SAC
h6DB

in



BRASS POUNDER’S LEAGUE
Call Orig. Del. Rei. Total8EU 49 73 460 5829 AIN 62 22 428 512IFL 72 142 285 4991CRA 125 80 276 4818DBM 46 62 366 4746AMM 81 276 52 409
8CYK 93 29 284 406
8BAU 27 21 342 390
8AHC 18 24 302 344
8AYU 263 1 21 3363SM 41 86 205 332
9DAE 24 28 272 324
9DLD 25 39 255 319
8BEV 67 14 229 310
8DED 64 48 196 308
3AKB 44 52 207 303
9CZC 2 9 282 2937MG 184 25 78 2871LM 36 21 230 287
8GI 7 14 264 285
3CFG 23 16 255 284
1AKS 38 19 226 283
9DTK 96 45 136 277
9EJQ 32 35 209 276
8DAQ 30 19 216 265
2AFV 37 21 207 265
2SC 95 39 128 262
1BBC 16 21 216 253
9DZW 15 17 220 252
«BSN 22 71 118 248
8CGZ 7 16 224 247
3QP 98 48 96 242
9BKV 48 6 182 236
9 EAM 7 49 170 226
1CTI 23 21 174 218
8DIH 68 18 129 215
9 AMO 4 7 204 215
9EBO 159 6 46 211
2HV 64 135 12 211
1VB 1 4 204 209
8BYN 52 12 141 2053KU 24 7 173 204
«CFL 43 21 139 203
9EHN 6 16 180 202
9DOE 46 21 133 200
3ZF 58 53 72 183
1APL 9 ’ 54 106 169
9ABM 11 88 56 155
9EK-XH 76 54 2 132
ncSAL 60 61 4 125
6DKX 13 60 34 107
IMK 36 63 15 104

TRAFFIC BRIEFS

The San Francisco Examiner, in telling of the DX 
accomplishments of 6ZAT mentions the fact that 
Eitel has been QSO with South Africa 105 times in 
the past four months.

Didja ever stop to think that when you send “V” 
for a half hour at a stretch you may be bursting 
up someone’s QSO’s? It shouldn’t take over a min
ute at a time of testing to get the ole junk pile perk
ing OK. And besides, no one thinks you’re a com
mercial just because of those “Vs”.

Nc8VS and ncSHE have gone way up north in the 
wilds of the Red Lake Gold Fields to op for the 
Ontario Forestry Branch. They’re situated about 
150 miles apart. 3VS sez the mercury where he is 
gets down to 52 below some nights 1 Whew I

One of the United Press bunch in New York in
forms us that there are many amateur fones on the 
40 band. Bad stuff, gang,—better watch your step! 
You know it's against the law.

The Wilkins’ expedition this year will use a “Lock
heed Vega” all wood plane, aqd will go via Fairbanks 
and Barrow. Radio equipment will be a Heintz and 
Kaufman 50-watt xmitter with wind-driven genera
tor and a portable receiver. Probable QRH of xmit
ter will be 82.75. No chance to work him, fellows, 
but Wilkins will send QSTs from the air, and wants 

us to copy as many of these as possible. The plane 
will also carry a gas-engine drive for the generator 
if forced down, and will then use the portable re
ceiver. Starting date unknown as yet.

A charming “YL”, 6BXA, acted as chairman at 
the recent Pasadena Shortwave Club’s hamfest. Di
rector Babcock, 6ZD, oaSAO, and 6BUR, former 
Section Communications Manager were the principal 
speakers of the evening. Order was kept even though 
every ham was given a whistle and told to blow it 
until the “noise was enough to blind you”.

Following message just mailed down from 1FL: 
“During January, WNP took a vacation. To you 

in the States, whose hobby is brasspounding and 
whose greatest pleasure comes from QSO with a far 
distant ham or with handling messages with a brother 
operator, a vacation from radio operating may seem 
a foolish and useless thing. Operating a station like 
the Bowdoin is nearly a perpetual vacation ; but given 
eight hours a day for six months with the cans on 
and several hours thrown in stringing antennae, 
building transmitters, and wondering why in the 
name of all creation some days should go dead and 
nothing be audible between the wavel«yigths of 10 
and 1000, one feels like forgetting dots and dashes 
for a while.

“Thus on January seventeenth at midnight WNP 
cleared the hook with 1FL and closed down indef
initely. HM left next morning on a trip over the 
harbor ice to the nearby village of Nain. From Nain 
the trip was extended to Ford Harbor, twenty miles 
further out, where we were caught in an Arctic gale 
and marooned in a little trading station, although 
with plenty of food and fire, for four days. Back in 
Nain, which we made during a lull, the gale held us 
again for two days before we could return to our 
station in Anatalok Bay.

“WNP was on the air again the evening of Jan
uary 27, to find the air dead on 40 and 80 except for 
a few commercials. January 28 we managed to raise 
a few stations on twenty and forty, but eighty was 
still dead. On Jan. 30 eighty meters became fair, 
and we handled quite a number of messages on all 
bands.

‘‘For January the message total was 349 in spite 
of only half a month on the air. Of this total 1FL 
handled 196, 9AFA handled 50. neRAE 32, 1XV 13. 
1SZ 10. and miscellaneous stations 47. Messages 
were divided between the three wave bands as fol
lows: 20 meters 284. 40 meters 1, 80 meters 114. It 
is a great relief when able to work nu stations on 
80 meters after continual QSS on 20. Feels great to 
work BK-IN with IFL on 85 meters.

“Following stations were in communication with 
WNP during January:

Twenty meters
laba lacm latj lawe laxa laxq Ibat Ibyv Ickp 

lez Ifl Iki Isz Ixam Ixv 2afx 2auz 2bg 2jn 2vi Sakw 
3nz 3ik 5zav 6am Sahe Sail 8avb 8avu 8bde 8che 
8clp 8cmb 8cug 8czr 8dah 8dhp 8djv 8dld 8dmx 8dsi 
8oq 8wb 9afa 9alz 9anz 9cej 9cki 9efh nc3cs eg5yx 
eg6fz eg6rb gi2it es2nx rjc.

Forty meters
Ifl 41x 8ail 8oq 9eio 9nk, 

Eighty meters 
lait latj lawq Ibub Ifl Ihb Ixv 2ag 2bsc 2dn Sade 

Saem Safw Sku 8qp Ssl 3sn 3zf 5aqd 7aju 8acz 8ahc 
8bas 8bsm 8bfn 8bnr 8bti 8cj 8daq 8bdm 8doq Sgi 
9aat 9afa 9ahq 9bsn 9cnp 9c.rm 9dgw 9drh 9ebo 
9ejq 9ejt 9elx 9oy 9rr ncSei ne8ae.

“Best regards, OM—(sig) Cliff Himoe, WNP.”

This one hasn’t much to do with radio, but it’s 
too good to keep to ourselves. 9BKV found it in the 
Chicago Herald and Examiner, and passed it on to us:

“R. M. sends us this story of a young bride who 
asked her husband to copy off a radio recipe she 
wanted. He did his best, but got two stations at 
once, one of which was broadcasting the morning 
exercises, and the other the recipe. This is what he 
took down: Hands at hips, place one cup of flour 
on the shoulders, raise knees and depress toes and 
mix thoroughly in one-half cup of milk. Repeat 
six times. Inhale quickly one half teaspoon of baking 
powder, lower the legs, and mash two hard-boiled 
eggs in a sieve, exhale, breathe naturally, and sift 
into a bowl. Attention 1 Lie flat on the floor and roll 
the white of an egg backward and forward until it 
comes to a boil. In ten minutes remove from the 
fire and rub smartly with a rough towel. Breathe 
naturally, dress in warm flannels, and serve with 
fish soup.**
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Our Section Managers
L. ELDEN SMITH 

Former SCM of Los An
geles Section, comes origin
ally from Ohio, but first be
came interested in radio 
when he moved to Califor
nia in 1919. He is 21 years 
old, and has made his call, 
6BUR, very well-known. At 
the present time Mr Smith 
is operating KFLF on the 
yacht Ripple.

C. E. FFOULKES
SCM Florida, entered 

amateur radio in 1920, and 
is now licensed under the 
call of 4LK. He is a clerk 
in the Barnett National 
Bank.

ARTHUR G. WESTER, JR.
SCM North, N. J., has 

been a ham since 1913. His 
present call, 2WR, is the 
only one he has had. He is 
twenty-four years old, and 
was married in 1926. Art 
is a Jobbers* Salesman for 
the Radio Dist. Corp., of 
Newark. He*s been ADM 
since 1924.

WM. LEONARD CLIP- 
PARD, JR.

SCM Arkansas, got him
self bitten by the bug in 
1920, but did not have his 
own station until 1925, at 
which time the call 5A1P 
was issued to him, and has 
been his ever since. He is 
17 years old. and is attend
ing school with a view to
ward being a radio engineer. 
He says his height of 6 feet 
2 was attained by putting 
up antennas, hi!

V. W. HODGE
SCM New Hampshire, has 

been in the game since 1915, 
previously used the calls 
ITAJ & VH, and now has 
1ATJ. Mr Hodge is asso
ciated with his father in 
distributing Gulf Refining 
Co. products. He was mar
ried last April. 1ATJ is a 
prominent traffic station.

W. E. SCHWEITZER

ED. S. BROOKS
SCM British Columbia, is a 
real old-timer, having en
tered the game in 1911, and 
now has nc5BJ as his call. 
During the war Ed was a 
Signaller with the Canadian 
Infantry in France. Later 
he transferred from the In
fantry to the Wireless Sec
tion (1916), and was 
wounded at Paschendale in 
1917, losing his right leg. 
He is now a radio tele
graphist, being the Chief 
Operator of the B. C. For
est Service Chain of Sta
tions.

SCM Illinois, is a grad
uate with BS in ME from 
the Armour Institute. He 
has been in radio since 1913, 
and has held various League 
appointments previous to 
his present one. His sta
tion, 9 A AW, is well known 
to most hams. Experimental 
9XBD and 9ZW have also 
been held by Mr. Schweit
zer. Bill was Chairman of 
the 2nd and 3rd National 
Conventions. He is 26 years 
old, single, and is engaged 
in the building industry.

J. W. PATTERSON
SCM San Francisco, en

tered radio in 1924 with the 
call 6VR, which he has kept 
ever since. He is 24 years 
old, and is the Asst. Genl. 
Mgr. of a Buick Authorized 
Repair Shop. 6VR has done 
excellent work, and Mr Pat
terson is working hard to 
make it a call he can be 
proud of.

CY L. BARKER
SCM North Minn., has 

the call 9EGU, and has been 
in the game since 1921. He 
is 25 years old, and anoth
er of these 6 foot 2 men. 
Yes, he’s unmarried. Cy is 
engaged in the Insurance 
business.

HENRY H. FLETCHER
SCM of Idaho, and own

er of station 7ST-ALD. 
7ALD is the portable call, 
and 7ST is one of the active 
traffic stations of Idaho. 
Fletcher has been SCM for 
over a year.
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DIVISIONAL REPORTS

ATLANTIC DIVISION

Eastern Pennsylvania—Acting scm, e. l. 
Maneval, 8EU—8EU was fired, but gained a 
commercial first, also lost part of mast. 3SM 

handled war traffic from Nicaragua and has a brand 
new YL op. Congrats, OB. 3AKB likes the new RM’s 
ideas. Her total shows it. 8CGZ is remote control 
from the kitchen. 3QP has Phila. on skeds like a RR 
timetable. 3ZF has 9AON for asst. op. 3NF lives 
in hopes of better totals. 8AVK sleeps alongside 
his pet crystal. 3ADE discovered his ORS QSKd 
on Thanksgiving Day and never knew it. 8RQ wants 
skeds with Scranton to save stamps. 8WJ, 8RQ and 
8BQ visited the Williamsport gang. 3BIT had MG 
trouble but is going on 20 and 80 again. 3AWT 
dropped way down due to school. Tough, OM. 3AFJ 
keeps 3 skeds on 42.5. SQM has varieties of QRM. 
3VF is out for club members. 8CCQ alias “poz” is 
& sheik with YLs at 8XE. 3CDS wants us to be 
on at 1:30 to 3:00 am. Wow. 8BIR tries 80 meter 
for DX after his nightly visits at 8CCQ. 8AVL is 
out for Feb. tests and prizes. 3ZM, don’t even say 
beans. 3LC is QRW but what with? SHH is going 
in for the Tests.

Traffic: 8EU 582, 3SM 332, 8AKB 303, 8CGZ 247, 
3QP 242, 3ZF 183, 3NF 177, 8AVK 169, 3ADE 164, 
8RQ 92, 8WJ 66, 3BIT 64, SAWT 43, SAFJ 30, 
3QM 27, 8VF 15. 8CCQ 15, 3CDS 13, 8BIR 9, 8AVL 
7, 3ZM 7, 3LC 5, SHH 2.

MD-DEL-D. of C.—SCM, H. H. Layton, SAIS— 
Here I am, fellows, once more writing up your re
ports as SCM and very glad to be at it again. The 
number of reports received for last month does not 
look encouraging but I know from the past what 
can be done and will look forward to you fellows 
cooperating with your SCM by sending in your re
ports cards each month. Thanks.

Delaware: 3AED is having rectifier trouble due 
to its freezing up tight. SALQ is heard occasionally 
on 38.5 meters. 3SL prefers 80 meters and reports 
working WNP. 3BSS is off the air now. 3WJ is 
giving the BCLs a rest while rebuilding a new trans
mitter. SAJH signed up with the Naval reserves— 
his AC sigs can be heard on 40 meters. 3AIS has 
a 250 watter RAC perking on 88.5 and 78 meters.

Maryland: 3BBW reports no traffic but plenty of 
tube trouble but will be on the air again shortly, 
3BCX has moved to Hagerstown and will be QRV 
for traffic soon.

D. of C.: 3BWT is still going strong on 39 meters 
with Harvey and Duncan also Sutherland and oc
casionally Darne at the key. No regular skeds.. 3ALF 
reports traffic plentiful on both 40 and 80 meters 
and gathers it in when not QRW at school.

Traffic: 3AIS 7, 3BWT 13, 3ALF 11.
'SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY—Acting SCM, E. G. 

Raser, 3ZI—Activities in fhis Section mainly center 
around the northern part as apparently few of our 
southern ORS are on the job. 3ZI, the new acting 
SCM, is on the air working schedules daily and is 
keeping a sharp lookout for all active stations. 3BSD 
has been made ORS and has well earned it as an 
active station in this section. He has two complete 
transmitters working now, both on 40 and 80 meters. 
3CFG is our high man again this month, having 
made an excellent total with only 9 actual operating 
days. 3AIY, formerly of Phila., has moved over to 
Jersey and is now located at Merchantsville. He 
wishes re-appointment as ORS. (You shall get it 
OM—SCM). 8EP is on the job working 40 meters 
to the limit, and reports good results down there. 
E. G. Raser now acting SCM for Southern New 
Jersey, requests all ORS and active stations to get 
in immediate touch with him as he sincerely needs 
the whole-hearted cooperation of all stations in his 
section. Either write him or address a radiogram to 
8ZI, Trenton, N. J.

Traffic: 3CFG 284, 3BSD 58, 3ZI 141.
WESTERN NEW YORK—SCM, C. S. Taylor, 8PJ 

-•-This month brings to us the valuable work that 
two Official Observers are doing. Several notices 
have been sent out by these stations and they have 
received replies to most every one sent out. FB, 
OMs. 8BAG and 8CDB are responsible for this un
tiring work and gratefully solicit your request for 

VI

a station check. SALY and 8AHK have explored 
the 10 meter band and have successfully transmitted 
locally on same. Recently the SCM and the gang 
from R.A.W.N.Y. paid the R.S.T.A. a visit and all 
had a furious time. 8ABX has been back with 
traffic again and schedules. 8AHC has worked South 
Africa. Europe and WNP and keeps many sched
ules. 8AIL will be off the air on account of going 
to Europe. 8AKZ was heard 2200 miles off the 
coast of S.A. using a 50 watter. 8ALB works Italy, 
Australia and New Zealand quite often. 8ANX has 
been off the air due to business pressure. 8BCM was 
heard by fo-A3Z on 20 using an old 5 watter. 8BFG 
has had trouble with a BCL but managed to keep 
schedules and traffic going good. 8BIW works 7th 
district and also has had trouble with BCLs. 8BLP 
still works 6s and 7s and has schedules with a few 
stations. 8BRD has been operating at WHAM but 
managed to get a few msgs, through this month 
as well as working a few 6s. 8BQK has been out 
of town and managed to get time to put one msg. 
8BYE will be inactive for a month or so due to 
pressure of business. 8BZP has a busted arm so 
he has to use the left wing to push the key with. 
8CDB has worked Italy, Australia. England and 
Spain. 8CDC has been working 6s using 210s with 
350 volts of B battery. 8CNT has been working 6s 
keeping schedules and handling traffic. 8CNX has 
worked many foreigners on 19.8 and 39.5. 8CPC has 
been QSO with Cuba and many 6s. 8CRF has been 
heard in England’on 80 meters and is after sched
ules. 8DME worked California and Gulf of Mexico. 
8DNE works all foreigners on 37.7-42.6 daily. 8DRJ 
has been working foreigners regularly on 38.52 op
erating at noon and 8 pm daily, also WNP. 8NT 
has been on very little on account of college but 
gets a few msgs, through now and then. 8OA works 
WNP and keeps schedules. 8QB is now handling 
traffic for Germany and also working many 6s and 
7s. 8TH is back with us again with schedules and 
traffic. 8VW has been very busy with work so no 
traffic report this month. Many stations have been 
handling traffic and schedules are on the increase 
over last month so things look forward to a more 
lively section.

Traffic; SABX 6, 8AHC 344, 8AIL 5, 8ALB 61, 
8BCM 53, 8BFG 9, 8BLP 10, 8BRD 7, 8BQK 1, 8CDB 
271, 8CDC 115, 8CNT 48, 8CNX 90. 8CPC 19, 8CYK 
406, 8BIW 16, 8BMJ 45, 8AYU 336. 8CVJ 3, 8BHQ 
12. 8DDL 23, 8DME 15. 8DNE 29, 8DRJ 63, 8DSP 
112, 8NT 5, 8OA 52, 8QB 12, STH 7.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA—SCM, G. L. Cross- 
ley, SXE—But for two stations, we would have had 
a perfect score this month. That is very good, gang, 
but why do we let two stations keep us from that 
perfect score? The fact is, however, that we are 
fast eliminating the ORS that fails to report. One 
of the two above is to receive cancellation because 
of not reporting three consecutive months. I be
lieve in a couple of months we will have a 100% 
reporting gang. If there is anyone in the Western 
Penna. Section that is keeping on the go, it is our 
RM. Yes, he is more so than even the SCM. Look 
at his message report every month, he most always 
heads the list and I believe since he has been the 
RM, he has headed the list every month. He has 
just received the good news that his old call letters 
thru the help of Darr, the Central Division Director, 
and cooperation of the R.I. have been assigned him. 
They have been in the balance now for over 8 months. 
8CES is QRW with work for his bread and bulleter. 
8AGQ is busy with some experiments and has en
tered in the International Tests. 8BRC is busy on 
phone and has no time for the bug. 8AGO has 
changed jobs so is busy trying to get straightened 
out. 8BGW handles a few schedules. 8VE is having 
trouble with a power leak. 8ARC blew 2 plate 
transformers but is using the 450 volts of B bats. 
8 A KI is QRW code instruction in connection with 
the local club at Altoona. 8DFY says a local cut 
rate store just unloaded a carload of RCA 3s and 
3As in his town. That’s tough, OM, can’t you move 
down here? Hi. 8ABW is having trouble putting 
up an aerial since he went housekeeping. That’s 
only natural, OM. We all have the same experience. 
8EW just put in a 250 watter with a sync rectifier. 
8CFR is still looking for some reliable schedules. 
8CEO has practically cleared all the QRM to the 
BCLs in his neighborhood. SGI says the 80 meter
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sigs are up to par again. 8AJU wants a few sched
ules. Received the resignation of 8CRK because of 
QRW. Sorry to lose you, OM. 8DOQ is building 
a chemical rectifier. 8AMU is hungry for traffic. 
8CYP is busy with the Army Amateur traffic.

Traffic: SGI 285, 8D0Q 150, 8CEO 97, 8AMU 90. 
8DFY 88, 8XE 54, 8BGW 51, 8AKI 26, 8CFR 23. 
8EW 21, 8AJU 17. 8CRK 14, 8VE 14, 8CYP 12, 8ARC 
6, 8AGO 6, 8BRC 5, 8AGQ 4, 8ABW 1.

CENTRAL DIVISION

OHIO—SCM, H. C. Storck, 8BYN—Wonderful 
work, gang, and wonderful totals ! Congratulations, 
and keep up the good work. The SCM is proud of 

his gang this month again. Thought totals would 
drop after the Christmas and New Year rush was 
over but they are better than ever. Six of us made 
the BPL. Each and every one of us has just reason 
to be proud of Ohio this time. This is as it should 
be. Hope it’s not just the results of the traffic con
test. But the SCM knows it’s not, it’s the result of 
good, honest effort, plus consistent work and sched
ules. Old 8DBM made good his threat of winning 
the 852. Yes, he got it gang, and without any com
petition.. The RM says no one else was in the con
test. Hi. But 8DBM is to be very much congratu
lated for he sure worked his head off for it. Wish 
you would ail use your Form 1 cards, not mislay them 
and send totals in, in letters. Of course, that’s bet
ter than not reporting but use the cards if you have 
any and you should have. Please get your reports 
in on time. They are starting to string in from the 
15th on to the end of the month again. Please b4 
prompt. There have been several cases of trouble 
because of this, reports being mislaid, and the ORS 
not getting credit and having his certificate con- 
celled. Watch this. OMs. Don’t mail reports before 
midnight of the 25th and not later than midnight 
on the 27th if you must have extra time. Also, you 
ORS who have a habit of not reporting because you 
have no totals, snap out of it. And, if, for any rea
son, you can’t continue operation, move out of the 
state, or there is any other reason for which your 
certificate should, be honorably cancelled, please 
notify the SCM to that effect. Also when you change 
QRA, please let me know, so files can be kept up to 
date. The RM, 8ALU, notifies me that he can now 
arrange for schedules almost everywhere, if you fel
lows will cooperate. He is working hard to help the 
Ohio gang and to put Ohio on the map, so please 
help him now. 8DBM says he would have had a good 
total if the weather conditions had been right and 
most of his schedules hadn’t “flopped”. 8BAU lost 
his tower and antenna in the high winds and is 
working on indoor antenna. 8BEV says that if sig
nals don’t soon get better on 40, he will refuse to 
believe in Heaviside layer, Santa or the stork. 8DIH, 
also operator at 8DDQ. says their problem is to 
build a 1000 volt rectifier and filter for $16. Hi. 
8CFL made the BPL at last and is all elated* FB, 
OM. 8BFA is now swimming instructor and has 
plenty of time for radio. 8ALU sure is a busy fel
lowl 8HW is on 40 and 80 looking for traffic. 8ACY 
is working from 9EZ. 8RN keeps schedule with him 
but expects to have to get new H tube soon. 8GZ 
says xtal and mercury arc going great. 8CQU blew 
his Kenotrons again. Tough luck, OM. 8JB has 
good skeds and has contracted with a neighbor to 
handle his correspondence to branch offices by radio. 
Fine idea. OM. 8JB sings at WOWO, Ft. Wayne. 
Notice. 8UX, or perhaps the SCM can cartoon this 
one. Hi. 8DSY says the new xtal FB. SAKO turns 
in 59 but has nothing to say for himself. 8CPQ is 
going great on 20-meter fone and worked oz-2SM 
with it. 8CMB has also been trying 20-meter fone. 
8DJV also blew his H tube, but did good work on a 
201-A until he got a 50. 8CNO got her filter con
densers at last. 8DDK is now ORS and going good. 
8AVB says traffic is light on 20. 8BNA is back at 
school again. 8DNL and 8BOR of Columbus are 
coming ORS and going good. 8AQU has nothing 
to say for himself. 8CXW and 8BAC are budding 
ORS. 8AYO is QRW with BCL work. 8OQ says
traffic is nil on 20 and not much on 40. 8DQZ is
QRW at school. 8PL is going on 20, 40 and 80.
8SI is on with a new outfit. We lose 8ACY as ORS.
Sorry, OM. ECLR is busy at school but was on 
through Xmas vacation. 8BKM is not on much be
cause too cold in his shack. Hi. 8ARW is still busy 
building his new home. 8GL • has been trying 20 
meter fone. 8DJG is studying for commercial ticket. 
8DMX worked WNP on 20-meter fone. 8DHS is 
having lots of trouble and busy with the new Henry.
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Hi. 8AWX reports too busy to work his set much. 
The Akron Radio Club is now the Tuckeye Short
wave Radio Association and is going good. They 
did good work at the Akron Radio Show, which the 
SCM forgot to mention last time. 8BYN has been on 
40 and 80 mostly. Tough luck with schedules and 
not much time on the air due to work. Also trouble 
with blowing filter condensers. Glad to QSO Ohio 
ORS any time. Here’s a call for more new ORS. 
Please write your opinions on another traffic con
test, OMs. Have you all done your part to eliminate 
BCL complaints? Quiet hours from 6 to 12 would 
be awful, OMs, and the good would have to suffer 
with the bad.

Traffic: 8DBM 474, 8BAU 890, 8BEV 810, 8DIH 
215. 8BYN 205, 8CFL 203, 8BFA 117, 8ALU 104, 
8HW 85, 8RN 84, 8GZ 75..8CQU 78, 8JB'73, 8DSY 
66, 8AKO 59, 8CPQ 53, 8CMB 53, 8DJV 52, 8CNO
45, 8BAS 44, 8DDK 82, 8AVB 30, 8CCS 28, 8BNA
27, 8DNL 25, 8AQU 24, 8BOR 41, 8CXW 21, 8AY0
18, 8OQ 18, 8DQZ 9, 8PL 7, 881 6, 8ACY 5, 8CLR
4. 8BKM 4, 8BAC 4, 8ARW 3, 8GL 3, 8DJG 3, 
8DMX 2.

WISCONSIN—SCM, C. N. Crapo, 9VD—9DLD 
heads the list and says that he thinks It more Im
portant to be listed in the BPL and keep his sched
ules going than to enter the International Tests. 
9DTK reports that his interlocking schedule ar
rangement gives him more than 50 stations that he 
is sure of and positive delivery of messages. 9EBO 
at Burlington is taking care of all traffic in that di
rection in fine shape. 9ABM says his antenna is 
frozen to the tin roof but his schedules are all red 
hot. 9BPW is working on both 40 and 80 and keeps 
four schedules going. 9XH-EK sends message totals 
but no news. 9DLQ is having better luck with his 
40 meter percolator and promises more traffic next 
month. 9DEK is a very good station for contact 
with the western part of the state and QSR west. 
9CDT is working on tbe 80 band most of the time as 
40 seems to be dead after 8 p.m. 9BAW was heard 
in England on 80 meters using 210 in MO circuit. 
9SO has been off the air for two weeks but Is on 
the jog again and operating his MG by remote con
trol. 9BWZ is still on the job but traffic kind of 
slow. FESM will re-enter the U. of W. this month. 
9AZN says the local Radio Club at Lacrosse will be 
going pretty soon* 9EBT is a new station at Marsh
all. 9BWO is using his voltage-feed Hertz on 150- 
200 meters and says it works as well as on 20 or 40. 
9EHM reports contact with ea-2BE using indoor Zepp 
antenna. 9AFZ is still trying to make a voltage feed 
Hertz work. 9DCX, our old friend up in the sticks, 
where its 40 below and ten feet of snow, manages 
to get his report in the mail. 9EHD is pretty busy 
at college but keeps three schedules. 9CFT heated 
the shack up and got three messages through. 9EQL 
is too busy putting up antennas and .taking them 
down to get any traffic through. 9BJY had hard luck 
kenotrons went bad, power leak terrible, skip dis
tance rotten, and receiver NG, tough luck, OM.

Traffic: 9DLD 819, 9DTK 277, 9EBO 211, 9ABM 
155. 9BPW 141, 9EK-XH 182, 9DLQ 100, 9DEK 88, 
9CDT 63, 9BAW 86, 9SO 84, 9BWZ 28, 9ESM 24, 
9AZN 15, 9EBT 14, 9BWO 14, 9EHM 10, 9AFZ 9, 
9DCX 9, 9DGZ 9, 9EHD 5, 9CFT 3, 9EQL 4, 9BJY 1.

KENTUCKY—SCM, D. A. Downard, 9ARU—Al
though a report was not received from each ORS 
in the state, things seem to be very lively as far as 
activities on the air are concerned. 9WR, 0-0 of this 
Section, reports having listed calls of 44 stations 
off-wave in 18 nights. FB, OM. SAID is the new 
Pres, of the Northern Ky. Radio Assn. He is also 
a new ORS as is 9ENR. 9BCL is moving to Sioux City, 
Iowa, thus Kentucky loses another active station. 
9ATV says he is getting ready for the relay contest. 
9BWJ lost his mast during a recent storm but says 
he is going to add 20 feet to it when he sticks it up 
again. Attaboy, OM. 9BAN is trying TPTG. 9DLU 
is temporarily off the air until he gets a new trans
former. 9DDH is putting in a master oscillator us
ing a 201A and 210* 9DQC Is on—off and on. 9BAZ 
says he can’t reach the Aussies or Zedders but works 
Europe with ease.

Traffic: 9WR 110, 6BWJ 52, 9BAZ 51, flAID 1«, 
9ATV 10, 9BAN 8, 9ENR 7.

INDIANA—-SCM, D. J. Angus, 9CYQ—9DBA Hew 
up his crystal the first time he started her up so is 
now back on the swinging sigs. 9RS wants a schedule 
with Illinois stations on 80 meters. 9EPH, 9ESG 
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and 9EWQ are new stations at Connersville. 9EBH 
has the record for tubes going west. 9BQH will soon 
be thru with business college and will be on more. 
9ETA is a new one at Elkhart. 9CEY is now on 
as 9FB at Whiting. 9DWB was quarantined out 
of his house and station this month. 9DHJ ops 
WLBT at Crown Point. 9BKJ is on most every even
ing 6:30 to 8:00 on 80 meters and wants skeds. 
9CSC is going at Bloomington. 9ASX is rebuilding. 
9CSP on 80 meters, wants skeds with Wisconsin, 
Ohio, Illinois and New York. 9CMV now has 500 
watts going on 40 meters, 50 watts on 80 meters 
and 75 watts on 20 meters. 9AEB is putting in a 
low power set on 80. 9BYI is having good luck on 
20 meters. 9CLO has a new antenna. 9CNC on 
fone on 20 and good luck. 9EZ at Culver Military 
Academy coming on with 500 watts soon.

Traffic: 9AIN 512, 9FQ 42, 9ABP 4, 9EFZ 5, 9DHM 
4, 9AKD 1, 9DUZ 2, 9EKW 17, 9AIP 3, 9RS 16, 
9BYI 19, 9AEB 4, 9CMV 34, 9EGE 34, 9CSP 22, 
9ASX 6» 9DHJ 5, 9DBA 30, 9DBJ 11, 9EZ 38, 9CVX 
9, 9EJU 17. 9BKJ 8, 9CNC 1, 9CLO 17, 9BZZ 13, 
9CRV 131, 9CBT 45, 9CYQ 19, 9CLO 17, 9BHC 15, 
9EMR 14, 9ARK 11, 9DSC 6, 9DWE 3.

MICHIGAN—SCM, Dallas Wise, 8CEP—8RE works 
a weekly schedule with nh-UC at Tela Honduras. 
8BRS is changing to 20 meters for a while. 8CJ 
has perked up and is handling quite a bit of traffic. 
8NQ has rebuilt the outfit into a self-rectified Hart
ley. 8AJL works the low powered wonder for a 
good total this month. 8BCI is our early bird and 
keeps a 5 am schedule. 8CWK has the stick up and 
says the outfit is ready for 20, 40 and 80. 8JG is 
busy with convention details and only handled 1. 
8CHT, the South Haven High School, is getting out 
in fine shape and has a couple of reliable schedules. 
8ZH is pretty busy and is only on for OB’s. 8AMS 
busy with BCL outfits, hope business drops off OM 
so you can get time to operate. HL 9CSI is putting 
up a crystal controlled outfit. 9CE has trouble work
ing 9ANT and 9CM after dark. 8CKZ has moved 
up to 80 and says things are pretty lively. 8AUB 
says he hears more Michigan stations than ever 
before and is hard at work on the convention. 8DIV 
is going to try his crystal outfit down on 20 meters. 
8CYM claims the wind blows the signals off his an
tenna. 8AAF wants to know why all the hurry to 
QRT when you have finished giving a fellow a mes
sage. 8DSF is using a Ford coil for plate, supply. 
8CAT is a newcomer in our ranks. (No, his name 
is not TOM). 8ASO has rebuilt and has things in 
fine shape now. 8ZF handled some WNP traffic. 
8DAQ has the xtal working overtime and can be 
heard most any time. 9CM and 8ZF reported via 
radio this month. 8DED is working 18 schedules 
and again tops the list for Michigan.

Traffic: 8RE 34, 8BRS 58, 8CJ 36, 8NQ 9, 8AJL 
27, 8BCI 26, 8JG 1, 8CHT 20, 9CSI 13, 9CE 25, 8CKZ 
6. 8AUB 56, 8DIV 19, 8CYM 27, 8KN 20, 8AAF 40, 
8DSF 53, 8CAT 4, SASO 12, 8AHM 3, 8DQB 10, 
8DAS 3, 8DKX 71, 8ZF 27, 8DAQ 265, 8CEP 10, 9CM 
9, 8DED 308.

ILLINOIS—SCM, W. E. Schweitzer, 9AAW—Traf
fic is still moving at a lively rate through Illinois. 
The CRTA is publishing a traffic paper which they 
mail out free to every station reporting in Illinois. 
That’s an added incentive for you fellows to report. 
It includes remarks on the different stations, etc., 
and all you have to do to receive it, is to mail the 
SCM your report for QST, 9AAE is operating WMBI. 
He has rebuilt the 9AAE 40 meter xmitter and says 
he gets an efficiency of 61%. FB. 9AAW is work
ing all districts regularly. 9ACU gets R9 DC reports 
from 4PU and is keeping schedules with 9EAA and 
9EDW. 9AEG using a 210 is keeping schedules with 
9EOB. SAFA is still the contact station with WNP 
and is handling most of their Chicago traffic. 9AFB 
has moved his QRA and is working sb regularly. 
9AFF worked fm-16 and is still organizing the Army 
net stations in Illinois and the 6th Corps Area: 9AHJ 
heard EC and reports 9EFQ is on the air again. 
9ALJ has been out of town but is back pounding 
brass. 9ALK reports the YL keeps him off the air 
but is able to keep a sked with 9BII. 9AMA worked 
sb-lAO. 9AMN uses a 203A and is changing his 
xmitter and antenna. 9AMO reports traffic moving 
nicely on the cross country relay route. 9ANQ is 
operating on 40 and 80 meters. 9APY may rip up 
the 40 meter outfit and install TPTG and new an
tenna. 9AQA was badly burned when he got across 
1500 volts of DC; he’s sure that if his sigs have 
the same kick, they sure must have some wallop. 
9ASE is working many nc stations and is keeping 
skeds with 9APY. 9AVL writes BC articles for the 
V1H

local newspapers. 9AWX almost got a glass arm 
calling WNP. 9BHM is going to be on soon with 
S tubes. He says 9DTR is using a master oscillator 
circuit which is FB. 9BLL is keeping schedules 
with 9DLD. 9BLS after experimenting with many 
antennas is now on with a Zep. 9BNI has a new 
junior op. 9BPX is using 20, 40 and 80 meters and 
is on every day. 9BRX is attending Armour Insti
tute. 9BTX is on considerably despite school QRM. 
9BXB is busy looking for traffic and is pounding 
out with a new 852. 9CCZ is working early morn
ing schedules. 9CIA worked oz. fo, ef, eg, oa. 9CKM 
gets good DC reports on his 310’s using RAC. 9CNB 
is back on the air regularly with a new H tube. 9CNY 
has trouble pounding because the radio shack is so 
cold. 9CSB says traffic is picking up and DX is fair. 
9CUH turned in his best report this month. 9CYN 
has been off because of a shift in his QRA. 9CZL 
says the sb stations are pounding in. 9DAF says 
DX very FB on 20 but no traffic. 9DBI is QRW re
building. 9DCK says two new hams are coming on 
in Lawrenceville. 9DGA has been busy with exams. 
9DOX is coming back better than ever. 9DSU is 
working the west coast regularly with his 210. 9DXG 
is going to stick to 80 meters. 9EAI is looking for 
some schedules. 9EAJ can’t make the CRTA meet
ings because his bowling gang meets that night. 
9EGX is learning how to make chokes. 9EHK is 
working his outfit at the government Veteran’s Hos
pital in Maywood. 9EJO is busy working ei-IRA 
and nq-2RO. He gets R6 reports from them. 9EPG 
is putting in plug-in coils in his transmitter. 9EPX 
has schedules with 1PE and 9BWJ. 9GE wants to 
know why an op says QSZ when his sigs are steady 
R8. 9IZ is getting out FB on his 7.5 watter. 9JC 
is putting 2000 volts on his 852 using kenotron rec
tification. 9KA has trouble working west but gets 
out FB in th? other directions. 9MI-9PU keeps sev- 
eral schedules with the help of a couple of operators 
attending the University of Illinois. 9NV is now 
on with 2 852’s and 400 watts input. 9QD is work
ing phone on 20 meters. 9RK is teaching his YL 
the code, and she runs along with RK at 8 per min. 
9RP has been working DCZ the Yacht Vaterland 
every day, getting his TR. 9UB is attending the 
Theological Seminary at Nashotah, Wis. He is 
pounding brass at 9BWO.

Traffic: 9AMO 215, 9APY 178, 9CKM 110, 9BPX 
106, 9DSU 81, 9CSB 80, 9BTX 74, SASE 72, 9CIA 
61, 9CZL 61, 9BLL 57, 9RP 56, 9EAJ 56, 9GE 56, 
9AWX 55, SAFA 54, 9BXB 49, 9EJO 48, 9EAI 47, 
9ACU 47, 9CCZ 43, SCUH 41. 9BNI 83, 9EPX 33, 
9MI-9PU 31, 9NV 25, 9CNY 25, 8DCX 23, 9CZT 21, 
9ALK 20, 9QD 20, 9AAW 19, 9BHO 19, SAMA 19, 
SKA 18, 9AQA 18, 9DCK 17, SAFF 16, 9EPG 12, 
9BHM 11, 9IZ 11, 9RK 11, SDGA 10, 9CNB 10, 9AEG 
8, 9EGX 8, 9AFB 8, 9BLS 8, 9ANQ 7, 9ALJ 5, 9AVL 
5, 9DBI 4, 9AMN 4, 9JC 4, 9DAF 3, 9AHJ 3, 9EHK 
2. 9AGG 2, 9AAE 2, 9BVP 2.

DAKOTA DIVISION

SOUTHERN MINNESOTA—SCM, D. F. Cottam, 
9BYA—We are pleased to announce a new ORS— 
9DOP. We need all the new ones we can get and 

here is a new ORS all ready for plenty of skeds, so 
all you old brass pounders watch out for him and 
give him all the help possible. There will be some 
more cancellations very soon unless reports are re
ceived. Check up and see if you will be one of the 
cancelled ones. A meeting was held at 9IL*s home 
for the purpose of checking BCL QRM caused by 
hams. The chief city electrical inspector was pres
ent and a very satisfactory understanding was ar
rived at. 9COS is all skedded up and is high man 
this month. 9EFK is also busting the ether, gets 
R8 frm oa, and an R4 from Austria. 9EFO handled 
some important traffic for Washington to sb and 
sc. 9DBC holds 4 skeds on 80, Says QRM from 
YLs some. Hi. 9DGE is dolling up his shack. His 
social life will get the best of him yet. 9BTW h 
getting out with reports of R8-9 since revamping the 
junk. 9BHZ holds one sked on 40. 9AIR is on all 
bands but handles his traffic on 80. He is con
structing a 10 meter set for action as soon as per
mitted to use It. He is all set for the International 
Tests, too. 9ELA holds one sked and is QRW at school« 
9CIX also keeps one sked. 9DOP, a new ORS, wants 
skeds. He has been QSO all USA and Canada. Watch 
for him, gang. 9DHP is operating at 9ERT, also keeps 
one sked at his own station. 9X1 is short of ops 
since Xmas so their traffic is not so good this month.
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9BKX says 40 has been dead after 9:30 pm. 9BHY is 
now located in this section and altho QRW, will do 
his best to continue his good ham work. 9GH is 
QSO both coasts on 20 and 40. 9DMA finds traffic 
almost nil when he is on after 7 pm. 9DEQ is re
building so will be oft for a while.

Traffic: 9COS 84, 9EFK 70, 9EFO 62, 9DBC 52, 
9DGE 85, 9BTW 82, 9BHZ 24, 9AIR 18, 9ELA 12, 
9CIX 12, 9DOP 12, 9BHZ 8, 9X1 7, 9BKX 5, 9BHY 
5, 9GH 4, 9DMA 4, 9DEQ 2.

NORTH DAKOTA — SCM, G. R. Moir, 9EFN — 
9DYA has changed to 40 now. 9CDO is using 2 
7% watt tubes now and reports fine results. He 
also reports 9EWB a new ham in Sharon. 9BVF 
reports not much doing. 9BRR has been QRW most 
of the time. He put in a new filter and expects 
to put in a MOPA set soon. 9BJV has been in
active for some time but has moved to a new loca
tion and expects to be going again soon.

Traffic: 9BRR 17, 9BVF 91, 9DYA 3.
NORTHERN MINNESOTA—SCM, C. L. Barker, 

9EGU—It certainly is most pleasing to hear the 
number of Minnesota stations on the air now, work
ing between each other. It has been quite a while 
since this has been noticed, and it should indicate, 
to a certain extent, that the gang has subsided 
from the DX craze and is ready to work their neigh
bors. FB. A good many of the stations are working 
on the 20 meter band on Saturdays and Sundays 
which all sounds FB. Everyone seems to be getting 
in readiness for the Tests, and here's hoping all the 
Minnesota gang get their whole share of the awards 
and records. It is the opinion of the SCM, from 20 
meter experience, that the 20 meter band is going to 
play a very large part in the tests, and the fellow 
who has a good 20 meter signal will have no small 
advantage. Let's go, fellows.

9BVH just got on regularly after 3 months off. 9QT 
had to report ND last month on account of rebuilding 
and crystal control. 9BMX has given up crystal for 
the time being, but is rebuilding his receiver using 
the new shield-grid tube. 9BIW, at Almora, a new 
ORS and a very close neighbor of the SCM, has 
surprised us a lot. The SCM knew there was a 
license held at Almora, but did NOT know that the 
station was active, when one day arrived some cor
respondence from 9BIW to the effect that he is very 
active on 20 meters. 9DUV is acting as relief 
agent at Embarras, Minn, for a short time. When 
done there, he will be on the air again with a new 
mercury arc rectifier. 9ADS has a set at his room 
at the U. of Minnesota. 9ABV lost his 208 on 
Friday the 13th. Now using a 210. 9EGF says: 
“Traffic moving pretty fair; plenty of QSO and 
lots of time.” He operates every day all day. 9CKI 
took commercial exam at Minneapolis, and keeps 
skeds with several stations including WNP. 9AOK 
can get the best reports from DX stations of any
one we know of. He continues to work new coun
tries till he can’t figure where he finds them all. 
9DPB has started working on 20 meters and says 
FB. 9CWA broke his arm cranking his new car 
so ops the key with his left hand. 9BBT is very 
QRW but manages **to handle a few messages at 
that. 9EGU is on regularly working on both 20 
and 40 meter bands. The 20 meter band gets bet
ter every week end. 9CIY is installing new 1500- 
volt tube rectifiers and expects to have pure DC. 
9CWN is back at Wadena again, and Is on with a 
210 having kissed his 203A good-bye in Duluth 
where it went west. 9AKM spent most of the past 
month rebuilding. nc4EH visited him and gave 
him a good many hints and pointers that immediately 
enabled him to make contacts easier, and beat his 
old DX records. 9CTW has a new mercury arc 
rectifier on the way, through 9EGU, and says for 
the gang to look out for his kick when it comes. 
He will have another lower power set soon. 9BJD 
took commercial exam at Minneapolis and visited 
the Mips, hams as well as the WCCO-9WI-9XL lay
out. 9BMR does not get much time to pound 
brass, but keeps a few messages moving. 9BAY 
is converting to crystal control, and did some work 
on 10 meters but reported results poor as far as 
reception was concerned. 9EGN is still at U. of 
Minn, but operates whenever he is home, with good 
results. QEHO is very busy with his work but 
expects to be on the air more soon.

Traffic: 9ABV 86, 9EGF 61, 9CKI 57, 9AOK 46, 
9DBP 42, 9CWA 37, 9BBT 20, 9EGU 20, 9CIY 20, 
9CWN 18, 9AKM 10, 9CTW 9, 9BJD 7, 9BMR 8, 
9BAY 7, 9EGN 7, 9EHO 6, 9BIW 5.

SOUTH DAKOTA—SCM, F. J. Beck, 9EFN—9NM 
holds honor position this month having handled most 
traffic and the usual fine DX. 9DWN lost several 
skeds on account of voluntary quiet hours but 
shifted to AM and OK again. 9DLY bewails loss 
of 9DGR but is very active. 9BOW and 9BRI have 
a combination station at U. of S. Dak. 9DB has 
a xtal xmitter on 80 and 222 RF amp for receiver. 
9DNS is testing antennas with no improvement 
over Hertz while 9AJP swears by the Zep. 9BOT 
complains of farm QRM and lack of skeds. 9DGR 
looking for another fifty. Tough luck, OM. We 
sure miss you. 9BKB has a 20 meter set which he 
claims works better without an antenna. 9DBZ 
and 9ETR operate on 20 mostly. A Radio Club 
has been organized at school of Mines at Rapid City. 
9EUH has a new 210 and two schedules. FB, OM. 
9DIY is having trouble persuading a WE jug to 
perk on 40. 9BBF is back on the air on 20 meters. 
9AGL has a new Hg. arc. 9EUJ is a new station 
at Armour. 9ADQ fixed his xmitter up pretty 
and as usual, it didn’t work as well. We have a 
fine bunch of reports this month, fellows. Now 
all we’ll have to do is to all handle more traffic, 
more schedules, etc., and we will stay on top in the 
division.

Traffic: 9NM 78. 9DWN 28, 9DLY 28, 9BOW 21, 
9DB 16, 9DNS 15, 9AJP 11, 9BOW 9, 9DGR 8, 
9BKB 9, 9EUH 8, 9DIY 2, 9ADQ 15.

DELTA DIVISION

Arkansas—scm, w. l. ciippard, saip—We aU 
fell down a little this month on our work, but 
we hope to make up for lost time. Our RM is 

back with us now and we are looking forward to 
some new things. The PB gang actually woke up and 
5SI, 5IQ and SAND are active; also 5ER, and SALS 
will be on soon. They have a get-together every Sun
day PM and the rest of the gang is going to have to 
step some to keep up with them. FB, OMs. There 
will soon be three new amateurs in Little Rock, but 
things have been almost nil. Hi. 5JK was QRW 
school and maybe that was the trouble with SAVA 
and 5AJY. 5SY will still be with us a while. He 
had trouble with his porch light imitating his sigs. 
Hi. Well, fellows, now that the first of the year is 
vast, mid-term schooL exams are over, bills are all 
paid, and lots of money left, let’s settle down and 
show ’em ARKANSAS is still on the map.

Traffic: 5SS 15, 5CK 4, 5SY 4. SAVA 1.
LOUISIANA—SCM, C. A. Freitag, 5UX—The SCM 

has not been able to do very much in radio for the 
past month owing to a press of other matters, but 
hopes to be at it strong with a short time again. 
Some of the boys are doing some experimenting with 
5 meters but so far, have not reported. Foreign 
stations are heard here but seldom, and we are all 
looking forward to an improvement in conditions. 
This season seems to have been the worst we have 
had since using the short wavelengths. 5IE reports 
having burned out his motor-generator and says he 
doesn’t know when he will be back on the air. 5PM 
has some good schedules now and is making de
livery to any town in Louisiana within 24 hours. 
Hope some of the others will do as well. 5NS seems 
to be having trouble getting a suitable rectifier for 
his UX-852 tube. This seems to be the only draw
back when using a tube of that type.

Traffic: 5EB 6, 5NS 4, 5PM 53, 5IE 1, 5RD 5.
MISSISSIPPI—SCM, June W. Gullett, 5AKP— 

5AJJ will be inactive for about six weeks on account 
of his BC station which he is just putting on the 
air so have put him on the inactive list for that 
length of time. 5API is on the inactive list at this 
time but will be back on the air soon. 5ANP blew 
three transmitting tubes last month which is pretty 
good for that length of time. Hi. He is back, 
though. 5FQ is complaining that his note is as 
broad as the Miss. River so the SCM is going down 
and sharpen it up a bit. 5AYB has a new trans
mitter and receiver and says they are going FB. 
5AKP is still on 20 meters and is doing considerable 
experimenting with different filtering systems but 
finds time to handle a few messages.

Traffic: 5AKP 80, 5ANP 6, 5FQ 31, 5AYB 30.

HUDSON DIVISION

NEW YORK CITY AND LONG ISLAND—Asst. 
SCM, J. B. Kilpatrick, 2EV—Manhattan: 2ABU 
is doing fine work with 8 watts input. 2BCB 

is putting in xtal. 2BCU is now active in Army
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Net. 2BG0 is a new ham but right there with traf
fic. 2CZR works skeds on 80 meters now. 2EV lost 
his antenna in a storm. 20V is open for noon 
skeds. 2SC is a real relay station now.

Bronx: 2AET is a new ORS. 2AHG is QRV for 
Internationals. 2BAD handles traffic for nuXJJ s/i 
Smith Thompson. 2BEZ is out for a white ticket. 
2CYX has a new xmitter using 2 852 tubes. 2JA 
and 2MG are both new hams in Bronx and going FB.

Brooklyn! 2ADZ is back on the air again. 2ALU 
is the new station of ex4DX and ex3BVA and are 
QSO the world with their 250 watter. 2BDM is a 
new ORS and wants more good skeds. 2PF has 
been QRW with Army Amateur contest. 2WC has 
been making movies of local stations. 2AVR has 
been QRW with exams at college so not on much.

Long Island: 2ALS just gave the YL a ring so 
bye bye CQ. 2AVB is going strong after moving 
to new QRA. 2CTP has low power going FB on 
40 meters. 2HV is very much alive and working 
traffic schedules with ne-8AE. 2KX is back on the 
air after a long illness. Welcome back, OM.

Staten Island: 2ABO will be back on the air regu
larly now. 2AFV’s 852 went to sleep but he hopes 
to get it replaced. 2CEP is still there with traffic. 
2CPG is a new station of the Staten Island Radio 
Club with 2AFV as 1st op and going strong.

The SCM wants to thank the gang for their co
operation this month and he is glad to see so many 
more reporting and our traffic total has more than 
doubled that of last month. FB. Let’s run it up 
some more this coming month.

Traffic: Manhattan: 2ABU 47, 2BCB 49, 2BCU 10, 
2BGO 72, 2BNL 2, 2CZR 78, 2EV 90, 2KR 10, 2OV 
6, 2SC 262. Bronx: 2AET 10, 2AHG 32, 2ALP 24, 
2BAD 126, 2BBX 46. Brooklyn: 2ADZ 18, 2ALU 
82, 2AIZ 54, 2BAZ 5, 2BDM 33, 2BO 42, 2CCD 17, 
2CRB 24, 2CTY 12, 2PF 14, 2WC 20. Long Island: 
2ALS 18, 2AVB 20, 2AWQ 4, 2AYS 8, 2BSL 2, 2CTP 
27, 2HV 211, 2KK 6. Staten Island: 2ABO 27, 2AFV 
(Dec.) 155, (Jan.) 110, 2CEP 65, 2CPG 15.

NORTHERN NEW JERSEY—SCM, A. G. Wester, 
2WR-2CP has been appointed Chief Route Manager 
for No. N. J. and all stations should get in touch 
with him for any schedules or any traffic routes that 
are to be laid out in this section. 2CP again leads 
in traffic handling this month with 122 which again 
puts him in the BPL. Many of our stations have 
entered in the DX party and N.J. should bring 
through a few prizes. 2CW has not found time to 
get on the air. 2DX is back on with a new 852 
with a mercury arc rectifier. 2EY is a very silent 
station. 2JC is stepping out to all parts of the 
globe. 2FC is another who finds it hard to get on 
the air due to YL QRM. 2KA reports better traffic 
and DX. 2CJD is having a hard job getting his 
crystal station working with a 50 watter. 2IE is 
fooling around with, low power transmitters. 2BLM 
reports good results on 20 meter band. 2CTQ is all 
pepped up for the tests. 2CJX collects all his traffic 
on 80 and finds plenty there. 2BIR has a new trans
mitter on 20 and is now eligible for a WAC. FB. 
2IS is building a short wave transmitter for WKBO, 
a BC station. 2AVK is having fine success with DX 
and is also operating 2BW in the tests. 2BBL had 
his license suspended for not cooperating with the 
BCLs. 2QI is off the air temporarily. 2ADL is 
maintaining a fine schedule with 8ANV in Va. for 
traffic. 2BAL has been elected president of the Es
sex County Radio Association. 2JX got a real thrill 
when he worked his first six. 2AOP has been prac
tising with a bug which he will put on the air 
shortly. 2GX has his WAC certificate which was 
all done on a little 210 on 40 meters. 2BY, our YL 
station, has applied for an ORS certificate. 2AAT 
is going to give traffic handling another try and 
pass up DX work. 2MD has one of the finest looking 
outfits in the state which is very complete and easy 
to look at. We welcome him as a new ORS. 2ABE 
has a new mast which replaces one lost in a storm 
recently. 2ANG is a new applicant for an ORS.

Traffic: 2CP 122, 2CW 2, 2JC 19, SKA 10, 2CJD 
7, 2CJX 27, 2BIR 10, 2AVK 5, 2ADL 42. 2BAL 5, 
2JX 8, 2AOP 28, 2GX 18. 2BY 14, 2MD 53, 2ANG 8.

EASTERN NEW YORK—2CNS is just on the air 
at the new location.

Traffic: 2CNS 1.

MIDWEST DIVISION

IOWA—SCM. A W. Kruse, SBKV-^As SCM Kruse 
is away for a few weeks, OM 9CZC is making up 
this report at his request. The gang let up on 

traffic work a little this month. Let’s all try for the 
BPL next month, schedules will put your total up 

in a short time. 9CZC leads this month’s totals as 
requested by the SCM. 9EJQ says he is on a new 
XC route chain. It seems to help his total. 9DZW 
had some of WNP’s traffic and one written in Danish 
to Denmark. 9BKV has a list of skeds like a call 
book. 9EHN made the BPL without schedules. How 
do you manage to get that way, OM? 9CUX and 9BCA 
handled a nice bunch of traffic each. Iowa’s YL, 9EIW, 
says she just handles tfc to show 'em she can. 
Show ’em how to make the BPL this time. 9DRA 
is on with 100 watts. FB. 9BAT, 9PB and 9BWN 
are on 40, they promise more next time. 9DOA. 
9CS, 9CGY, 9CAC, 9AMG, 9AYH also ran which is- 
better than some of our ORS seem able to do.

Traffic: 9CZC 293, 9EJQ 276, 9BKV 236, 9EHN 
202, 9CUX 70. 9BCA 61. 9EIW 53, 9DRA 52, 9BAT 
41, 9PB 38, 9BWN 36, 9DOA 28, 9CS 25, 9CGY 19. 
9CAC 14, 9AMG 12, 9AYH 8, 9DZW 262.

KANSAS—SCM, F. S. McKeever, 9DNG—Kansas 
had a very poor month. Plenty of ORS reported 
but little traffic was handled. 9 HL leads the state by 
a mile which is certainly FB. If he keeps this up, 
he will win the Traffic Trophy easily. 9AEK has 
consolidated with 9DNG at Lawrence and can be 
heard on 40 and 20 anytime. Separate transmitter 
and receiver are used for each wave. 9DIH and 
9BLP, both new ORS of Fredonia, show good 
promise. 9CPY, also a new ORS, is starting out 
fine with a couple of good skeds. 9JU, the Assist
ant RM, put over some nice work when he handled 
the San Antonio Radio Show traffic. He is now 
quite active with the RM work. 9BUY is QRW 
business. 9CXW lost a battle and 9CKV lost a trans
former so are QRT. 9CV and 9BHR of Topeka are 
quite active altho DX and traffic are both slow. 
Topeka misses 9CET who finally persuaded his YL 
to become Mrs. 9CET. Congrats, OM! 9BGX was 
off the air all month waiting for his new set. 9CFN 
still keeps several skeds which hold up his traffic 
total. 9CNT is present as usual with a nice total. He 
is on the air daily as is 9CFW. 9LN and 9EBM 
in Lawrence are on occasionally. The latter has in
creased his power to 100 watts.

Traffic: 9LN 19, 9EBM 6, 9DNG 26. 9AEK 6. 9JU 
29, 9BHR 15, 9CPY 5. 9CNT 33, 9CKV 40, 9BPL 2, 
9CFN 54, 9CFW 8, 9CV 6, 9DIH 5, 9HL 139, 9CLR 
6, 9BUY 6, 9CLR 9.

NEBRASKA—SCM, C. B. Diehl. 9BYG—The Route 
Manager has nothing startling to report this month 
-—schedules pretty well in hand with only a few 
requests and they nicely handled. The Official Ob
server reports the gang pretty well trained by now 
and only a few cases outside this section, and those 
mostly long CQs, otherwise in good shape. 9EJT is 
quite busy these days and hasn’t much time to be on 
the air. 9ANZ says not much traffic running around 
loose. 9QY says weather FB for all waves now 
9EEW is worked almost to death at the office and 
when he gets home, he just falls over. Hi. 9AWS 
Is back on after a rest. 9DFR steps out nicely these 
days and says that radio weather is improving. 9DI 
says only time he can radio is weekends and sings 
because not a larger total. 9BOQ says 80 meters 
FB these days but traffic scarce. 9CGQ says he is 
leaving for a trip to Seattle Feb. 1. Here’s hoping he 
doesn’t get sea-sick from watching the ocean. 9DUH 
is still at his BCL work and hasn’t much to say this 
time. 9BBS took in the Sioux Falls Convention and 
reports wonderful time and didn’t swear when his 
plate transformer started for Hong-Kong. 9CDB 
is completely rebuilding his layout and says that by 
next month, will have her all wound up for action, 
FB. 9BQR is still having trouble with QRM, power
leaks, etc. but says it is slowly coming back to 
normal again. 9EBL hasn’t any total this time but 
he hopes to have something to say next time. 9BAV 
is sure making things hot around Grand Island 
and says that he would like to be an ORS and has 
made application. 9AGD comes up with a nice little 
total this month. 9DVR again reports a very beauti
ful total. FB, OM. 9CJI is still knocking the spots 
off things and turns in another fine total; he has 
turned out to be a regular traffic hound. 9CIM and 
ex-9CBK have a quarter with a mercury-arc recti
fier going now.

Traffic: 9ANZ 15, 9QY 18, 9EEW 6, 9AWS L 
9DFR 4. 9DI 22, 9BOQ 8, 9CGQ 7, 9DUH 16, 9BBS 
46, 9CDB 12, 9AGD 10. 9BAV 34, 9DVR 26, 9CJI 45.

MISSOURI—SCM, L. B. Laizure, 9RR—The prize 
for consistent reporting in St. Louis is awarded to 
9BEU and 9DLB. Every one of the others has 
missed at least one month this winter. A new sta
tion, 9BMU, reports for the first time this month. 
9DUD worked Cuba on 20 meter fone. 9DOE had 
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a big month since his return from ship work and 
has arranged skeds with oa-8JK for the tests. 9BEU 
works all 3 bands and reports traffic moving FB. 
9DLD kept a sked with the RM. 9BUL had to QRT 
on account of leaving for school. 9ASV is a new 
station in Joplin and applied for ORS. 9AVS is 
another new one in Jasper, Mo. 9DZP is a new one 
in Carl Junction. A new station will be on short
ly in Holden. Several others are in prospect in 
K. C. Altogether, it looks like the 9th district will 
soon reach the F calls if the fellows keep on multi
plying. 9DUD applied for ORS appointment. 9DKG 
got a BO watter working and kept one good sked 
with others pending. 9B0E handled a good total. 
9LJ kicked in this month after an extended ab
sence. 9ARA is working considerably on 20. 9CCQ 
is a new ORS. His low power set is reported QSA 
everywhere in the U. S. 9CDF had to move to keep 
up-with his job and is QRT. 9LI got his report in 
by Western Union and says he was heard in Eng
land. 9DAE kept 6 skeds and handled the record 
number of msgs, for the state, besides handling a 
lot of RM duties. 9DMT was unable to be on 
much but got a few msgs. 9ZD is absent this 
month going east on business. 9DQN moved and is 
just getting back. 9ACA will move again shortly. 
9BSB reports all kinds of troubles on 40 meters. He 
is not alone for the SCM has worked a number of 
fellows all over the country who said the same. 
9WV is on regularly. 9RR had a very good traffic 
month. He gets better DX out of a 210 than he 
did on two 50 watters last winter on the same 
wave. 9ZD will bring a Bu. Stans, calibrated oscil
lator home on his return from Washington. 9EMH 
did considerable DX this month. 9DLL has a 222 
receiver. 9LD and 9DEF are combining and will 
put up a big station near Overland Park, Kansas. 
9AHZ has a jug ready for the tests. 9ENU works 
a sked with 9DKG every Tues, Thurs. and Sat. 
FB, OM.

Traffic: 9BEQ 62, 9DOE 200, 9BMU 7, 9DZN 82, 
9DUD 18, 9BEU 28, 9DLB 50, 9ZK 45, 9BHI 40, 
9BOE 81, 9BUL 48, 9DKG 80, 9LJ 15, 9ARA 28, 
9CCQ 47. OLI 20, 9DAE 824, 9DMT 5, 9CRM 168, 
9BQS 4, 9RR 188, 9DQN 10, 9AYL 16, 9DMB 10, 
9EYT 4, 9ZD 3, 9AHZ 4, 9ENU 129.

NEW ENGLAND DIVISIONMAINE—SCM, Fred Best, IBIG—1AIT has re
turned to the 80 meter band with a new set 
and a mighty wallop! Welcome back, OM. 

1BFZ sends in his usual good report. He says he 
has been trying to get down on 20 but it has not 
proved as easy as it sounds. Hi. 1CDX informs 
the gang that he has been handling some worthwhile 
messages for 1AWQ. OM Garcelon at 1AWQ sends 
1CDX orders for groceries each day at six pm and 
the groceries arrive promptly in time for dinner the 
next day. IFP reports that the Queen City Radio 
Club is having many good meetings this winter, and 
that at the last meeting, 1BFZ had a birthday party, 
the club members presenting him with a cigarette 
case with “1BFZ” engraved upon it. Wish we had 
more clubs of this type in the ole Pine Tree State 1 
1AQL sends in his usual fine report. He says that 
the Queen City Radio* Club is doing some fine work 
in clearing up the BCL QRM problem. 1QY is 
working hard to get a real Army-Amateur net work
ing in the state of Maine. Give him all the help 
possible, fellows, as this sort of organization would 
go over big in time of emergency such as befell Ver
mont not long ago. 1BKO and 1MT are living real 
close to each other now, 1MT having moved, and 
both are getting out well. They are interested in 
USNR work and copy all drills from NRRA, regu
larly. Let’s have a traffic report from both when 
Feb. 25 rolls around, OMs. 1ABV has a new re
ceiver under construction which promises to out-do 
anything he has had to date. He is on 80 meters 
almost any night and wants to tie up with all of 
the gang possible. 1ATV has been appointed a 
Unit Commander in section 1 of the USNR. He 
invites all inquiries relative to enlistment in his Unit 
so shoot ’em at him, gang. IBIG is getting ready 
for the Feb. Tests. Here’s hoping he has better 
luck than he did last time. Attention of the Maine 
gang is invited to the fact that a real honest-to- 
goodness Maine Convention is now being planned 
for Augusta, the latter part of June, 1928. It is 
hoped that every ham, as well as ARRL member in 
Maine, will make every effort to be present.

Traffic: IBIG 205, 1AIT 54. 1BFZ 44, 1CDX 87, 
IFP 27, 1AQL 22.
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RHODE ISLAND—SCM, D. B. Fancher, 1BVB— 
Not much to report this month as things have be
come dull in the way of traffic in this state. Busi
ness and other things too numerous to mention are 
keeping the gang off the air. 1AAL seems to be 
the only one that is handling any traffic to amount 
to anything and he keeps a bunch of schedules to 
help him out. 1CKB says, “Not so good this month.” 
1BIL hasn’t been on much for some reason or other. 
IMO has been QRW with business. 1AQP says that 
DX Is good and is using a mercury arc rectifier. 
1BAT says he never noticed so little traffic on 40 
until he QSYed to 80. Hi. 1AWE is still the DX 
wonder. He is keeping a schedule with eb4AU daily. 
FB, OM. 1BLS in Newport is getting better all 
the time. He is a new station but rapidly coming 
up in line. IBQD’s Form 1 card was lost in the 
mails so can’t report his traffic. He is doing good 
DX again after a few changes in the xmitter. 1BVB 
has shifted from the Hartley circuit to the TPTG 
and it sure is FB. Much better DX and a steadier 
signal.

Traffic: 1CKB 2. 1BIL 6, IMO 10, 1BLS 14, 1AQP 
20, 1BAT 24, 1BVB 26, 1AWE 24, 1AAL 71.

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS—SCM, E. L. Battey. 
1UE—Nearly all ORS reported this month but some 
of the reports received were very small and hardly 
worthwhile. There are several stations which have 
been reporting but handling only one or two mes
sages or none at all per month. This is not the 
right work for an ORS to be doing and the SCM 
wants to warn those fellows at this time that un
less they show more signs of activity within the 
next two months, he shall have to cancel in order 
to keep the standard and value of an ORS appoint
ment high. 1AIR and 1CJR were cancelled this 
month, the latter because he has moved to QRA 
where he cannot use his transmitter. 1CMZ has 
applied for ORS. IFL leads in traffic with 1CRA 
close behind. IFL is still working with WNP and 
some of the other expeditions. 1CRA is doing great 
traffic work and is in a chain extending from Hart
ford to the west coast. Try routing your traffic that 
way, gang. 1ACH explains the drop in his total by 
the fact that he has rebuilt the whole works. The 
RM, IKY, is doing her work earnestly and is bring
ing about effective results. 1AKS, 1MR, IBMS have 
been to sea as ops. DX still has its charms for 
1ABA, INK, 1RF and 1KH. who together with a 
big bunch of other DX kept a sked four consecutive 
weeks with ec-AAZ. He also handled some foreign 
traffic. 1WV worked nice stuff and had visit from 
Don and Dick of IFL. We have the usual group 
who have been rebuilding, etc., among which is 1AVY, 
1NQ, 1NV, 1BKV. At the advice of the Prof., 1GP 
is putting his attention to his studies more than 
ham radio. 1AXA is kept busy at WBZA while 
IBVL sees enough radio during the day at Brown
ing-Drake. IBVL worked 9BAF on fone on 20. 1APK 
is suffering from YLitis. Hi. 1RY is at new QRA. 
IPB handled little local traffic. 1AAW worked an 
Aussie and pushed a few msgs. School is still QRM- 
ing 1BDV. 1YC wants some schedules—don’t rush 
them gang. Hi. 1RL and 1UE are taking part in 
Naval Reserve drills from NRRA. If any of the 
gang wants to get in on these, write T. R. Penny
packer, Prescott St., Cambridge, for dope. The 
E.M.A.R.A. holds its meetings the first and third 
Wednesdays of the month at the Commonwealth 
Armory, Boston—everyone welcome. 1SL keeps the 
Army net going in the district and handles bunch 
of traffic in connection with same. ILM says traffic 
fell off during last of month but no one would guess 
it by his total. IASI is doing his party of traffic 
work and has two newly acquired skeds. 1ATO, 
non-ORS, sent in report. FB. Some of the fellows 
are entered in the International Contest and we 
hope that Eastern Mass, comes out on top. If you 
have any suggestions or criticisms write the S,CM.

Traffic: IFL 499. 1CRA 481, ILM 287. 1AKS 288, 
IKY 127, 1ACH 109, 1WV 31, 1APK 86, 1SL 28, 1RY 
26. IASI 25, IPB 24, 1KH 28, 1ABA 21, 1ATO 11. 
1AAW 8. 1RF 6, 1YC 5, INK 4. 1GP 4, 1UE 3, 1NV 
2, 1BCL 1.

NEW HAMPSHIRE—SCM, V. W. Hodge, 1ATJ— 
Traffic has been rather scarce this month. . 1AEF 
handled a big bunch. He and IIP are planning. on 
joining the Naval Reserve. 1AOQ is still rebuilding. 
IAOV is leaving for Boston, so won’t be on much. 
1BFT-1CAN pounded out a few between initiation* 
and exams. 1AVJ is doing a little DXing. Our 
RM. IIP, reports not much traffic even tho he keeps 
5 schedules daily. Most of the N.H. stations are 
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located between 75 and 77 meters in the 80 band. 
1ATJ and 1BIG are handling considerable Naval Re
serve traffic. The SCM reporte a new Junior op 
at 1ATJ. He will be helping with the traffic soon. 
WNP was worked recently on both 20 and 80.

Traffic: 1BFT-1CAN 187, 1AEF 169, 1ATJ 161, 
IIP 110, 1AOV 37, 1AVJ 18, 1AVL 8.

VERMONT—SCM, C. T. Kerr. 1AJG—Things sure 
are rolling now on 80 meters with the active stations 
having schedules, messages are getting real atten
tion, The traffic totals took a considerable jump. 
Our CRM, 1IT, again too high wood with 67. 1FN 
is QRV for the tests and offers two big 45 volt B 
batteries to the Vermont ham scoring the highest 
Go to it, boys. 1ATU is entered and we trust there 
are more after the prizes. He is QSO 20 and 40 
meter bands. 1EZ, our only active southern station, 
is on regularly on 20, 40 and 80 meters. 1BD went 
and did it, yep, got married, congrats and is QSO 
in Barre. IBBJ rolls real and is QSO all the time 
and works on skeds FB. 1BJP is on 79 and QRW 
but hits out traffic just the same. 1BEB keeps his 
skeds with his usual regularity. 1BIQ has gone and 
engaged himself to 1YD and someone else. Con
grats, OM. 1NH ia a new ham in the south with 
1EZ. Pownal is on the air with low power 
and we want to hear more from him. In the re
ports this month, the regulars report quite a few 
NEW stations starting up in the state and the SCM 
would be tickled to get in touch with these boys or 
put them in touch with hams near them for their 
mutual benefit. Let’s hear from you new hams.

Traffic: 1IT 67, 1BEB 31, 1BJP 38, IBBJ 17, 1EZ 
17, IATO 10, 1AJG 43.

CONNECTICUT—SCM, H. E. Nichols, IBM—The 
reports of this month would seem to indicate that 
the largest amount of traffic is being handled by 
the stations who have made their plans to work 
certain other stations on definite scheduled time 
basis and in this way, have attained a real degree 
of success. Your SCM certainly appreciates the 
spirit of team work that is becoming more and 
more evident and hopes it will continue. 1PE, IOTI, 
1VB and 1BJK have been covering the southern 
part of the state in fine shape, and with 1AOI and 
1BBC at the eastern outlet, things have kept mov
ing. With the appointment of 1AOI as Asst. RM 
in Hartford, Tolland and Windham Counties and 
the new equipment at IMK, the quantity of traffic 
going through the state should be greatly increased. 
IBHM, RM, reports considerable local activity and 
several new stations getting ready to come on the 
air. 1BJK reports that things are booming in the 
Army-Amateur game and that he is keeping* 17 
schedules weekly. 1ZL still insists that his little 
210 is good yet by reporting that he worked all 
districts, Porto Rico. Honduras, England and Bel
gium. 1VB, IOTI, IMK and 1BBC have real cause 
for rejoicing in the fact that they made the BPL. 
This indicates real work on the part of these sta
tions and we are proud to report their achievement. 
1ASD reports handling 16 msgs with 6WB which is 
very nice work. 1AFB has been working 20 meter 
band so as to be all set for the big International 
Test and is working hard to iyin a WAC ticket. IOS 
worked ns-lFMH with 200 volts on the plate of her 
transmitter and hung up his first DX record for 
her station. Not so bad for our YL op.

Traffic: 1TD 2, 1ADW 3, 1BQH 3, 1TAG 6, 1BGC 
8, IOS 10, 1BMG 11, 1AMC 13, IBM 19, IVE 21, 
IBHM 80, INE 30. UM 34. 1ZL 36, 1BWM 51, 1AFB 
61, 1BJK 72, 1ASD 100, IMK 104, 1PE 164, 1VB 
209, 1CTI 218, 1BNS 17, 1AMG 27 1BBC 253.

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS—SCM, A. H. Carr, 
1DB—1AJK has been on the air every week with 
the Naval Reserve station here. 1AJM is complain
ing that fone stations on the 20 band are not staying 
where they belong on the upper end of the band. 
1AKZ is going in on the tests but says QRW skat
ing. 1AMZ handled traffic some of his vacation and 
will be on the air again on the next time he has 
off. 1ANI has joined the Army Net. 1APL is still 
going on the job and took the honors again this 
month in the section. 1AZD says that there are 
quite a few potential hams blooming in Pittsfield. He 
says that ICLN, IARE and 1VC are practically in
active. 1BSJ says he has been out with the gang 
on broadcast complaints, and that 1BWY is in the 
midst of construction. 1BVR has a Mueller 30-watter 
working fine now on a new inductance. The new 
operatrix at lASU’s must be keeping Mr. and Mrs. 
busy because we do not hear much from that quarter 
now. 1GR is going to change bis QRA and says 

he has worked quite a bit on 20 and 40. 1BCU, our 
old friend Steve of Clinton, has started up again 
and gave us a good report and also called on the 
SCM a while ago. 1UM says that the Worcester 
Radio Association has just held the annual election 
of officers. 1WQ sends in a fine report and says 
that he and his YL played checkers with 8CJ. His 
YL wants to play checkers at the key with any
body who thinks they can beat her.

Traffic: 1AJM 40, 1AKZ 4, 1AMZ 17, 1ANI 89, 
1APL 169, 1AWW 12, 1AZD 58, 1BVR 3, 1DB 20, 
1EO 8, 1GR 1, 1BCU 42, 1UM 19, 1WQ 68.

NORTHWESTERN DIVISION

Montana—scm, o. w. viers, taat—taju at 
Miles City is a new ORS and copped the 
traffic honors this month. He had a FB chat 

with WNP on 80 meters for an hour and ten min
utes and reports no fading on either end. TDD 
ranks second and says he is getting ready for 10 
meters. FB. 7FL handled a few and worked oz-lFE. 
He reports that TJX, the Butte Radio Club, is on the 
40 meter band after 11 pm with 5 watts. Please 
give them a call, gang. 7EL says radio weather is 
rotten at Stevensville but manages to kick through 
in fine shape. More power to you, OM. TAFM 
keeps schedules with 9AKO and 9CXE and is on 
from 9 to 11 pm. Help give his traffic total a 
boost, gang. 7AAW, another new ORS at Bonner, 
has been on the sick list but will be going full blast 
soon. 7AHG has been having rotten luck with 7% 
and 5 watts so says he’ll make a 201A or 199 do its 
stuff. 7RG at Broadview, has been blowing things 
left and right but still has hopes. 7OW is a new 
station at Luther using a 199. Please listen for 
his DC sigs. 7AAT-QT installed a new 852 but is 
disappointed with the way it acts. A MOPA set 
will be heard from the SCM. He sure needs it, 
too, the way the wind has been flopping the antenna 
around. 7DD, 7FL, TAFM, TEL, TAAW and TAAT 
are all ORS.

Traffic: TAJU 82, TDD 25, TAAT 15, TFL 8, TEL 
7, 7AFM T, 7AAW 2.

OREGON—SCM, R. H. Wright, 7PP—Activity 
reports for this month have been splendid, espe
cially those from out of town stations. TKR now 
has a mercury arc and Zep to put his 250 on the 
air, getting RT reports from oa. 7RJ is rebuilding 
his 50 watt set and will be on soon. TIQ is on 
with an H tube. TJH kept his 852 warm Xmas 
vacation. At present he is using a portable at Corval
lis. TDP is on with an 852 and mercury arc. 7PL 
is using an advance sync for two 203A's and is 
having great success with it. TABH is QRW school 
so has not been on as regularly as usual. TAIX 
has moved up to 80 meters. TALK is on regularly 
but says his filter condensers have a bad habit 
of burning out. Key clicks and BCLs don’t mix 
says TFU. TEO is remodeling to remove key clicks. 
7AEK is on with his 250 regularly but has resorted 
to 6EX rectifying tubes with a heavy filter instead 
of his sync. 7HV is a new amateur at Toledo 
using a 210 tube with 850 volts of B battery. TPE, 
using a 210, is on reguarly, ready to chew the rag» 
take your traffic, test, or what have you?* TACG is 
still QRW school but moves traffic occasionally.

Traffic: TPE 66, TFU 50, TACG 22, TEO 16, TALK 
11, TPL 10, TGQ 8, TAEK T, TAIX 6, THV 4.

WASHINGTON—SCM, Otto Johnson, TFD—TMG is 
high traffic man with TEK, TDF and TBB taking 
DX honors. TMG-TBB-TACA-TLZ-and TGW are new 
active ORS. TAU has failed to report since he 
received his ORS. Cancellation is the result. 7TZ 
is the proud daddy of a boy, another ORS coming 
up! TTJ celebrated by shooting his fifty. TAGF 
is now in Spokane. 7VL is RM of Spokane. TAFZ 
and 7AFO are active stations. 7GW, formerly of 
Idaho, is now at College Center, near Walla Walla* 
7TX is still active. TDF is having rectifier trouble. 
TACA has been doing good work. TAFQ handles 
much traffic. TKO, 7US, TAEV and TOK and many 
other stations are keeping Seattle traffic moving.

Traffic: TMG 28T, TACA T3. TAFZ 56, TBB 54, 
7KO 31, TAFO 29, TAFQ 2T. 7VL 2T, TAEV 21, 
7GY 16, 7LZ 14, TDF 13, TGW 11, TEK 11.

IDAHO—SCM, H. H. Fletcher, 7ST-ALD — 7QA 
holds his ORS by leading the state this month using 
a couple of 301As. TJF blew his 50 but comes in 
second. He has a raft of skeds and works on 20 
and 40. 7HK is a new ORS and holds regular skeds 
with 7AEC. FB. TQC is on 40 and 80. TAJQ i« 
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trying TGTP. This month, Mr. Redeker, who for 
the last 11 years has been T. 0. M. of 7YA-XT-KFAU 
left us to go to the Federal Telegraph Co., at Palo 
Alto, Calif., where he will do research work. We 
will certainly miss him but hope to hear him on 
the air soon. Good luck from the Idaho gang, OM. 
7AGU has taken Mr. Redeker’s place as Director 
and 7ST-ALD came back from Jerome to accept the 
job as asst, director. 7YA is now rebuilding into 
a Colpitts. 7JW didn’t get back from college soon 
enough to send in his report. 7FB started reporting 
this month. Good stuff.

Traffic: 7IY-QA 78, 7JF 65, 7HK 38, 7QC 33, 
7FB 11.

PACIFIC DIVISION

LOS ANGELES—SCM, D. C. Wallace, 6AM—6BSN 
and 6DKX are the only ones that made the 
BPL this month. 6BSN sends in his first report 

this month and has just received, his certificate. He 
has been out at sea, but is back and has started in 
the radio business in Fresno. 6DKX kept no 
schedules this month on account of the poor operating 
conditions on 40 meters. 6ZBJ says there are more 
reliable stations on the air now than have been for 
years, and traffic gets through more quickly and 
surely. 6QL is organizing an USNR unit and has 
enrolled seven already. 6AM worked 10 countries in 
one week. 6CQP has applied for USNR. 6DCH 
keeps a sked with Tuscon. 6AKW ran test on four 
wire cage and brass tube 82 ft over all from trans
mitter and using same counterpoise. 6BVO is keep
ing daily schedule with stations installed for Southern 
Sierras Power Company on the Northern Division. 
6ABK keeps some good daily skeds. 6BTS is having 
trouble with a new 50. 6CUH got stuck in the mud 

on the way home from the ARRL banquet at Pasadena 
and was pulled out by 6BW and stayed overnight at 
his shack. 6BZC says DX has been rotten, QRN 
terrible, had power leaks and lost all skeds. He 
sends in a good report, however. 6DEG is very en
thusiastic about the shield grid tube. 6BJX’s total 
includes December 27th only, as he Is off the air 
until he can regain health. His P.I. sked of 26 months 
duration necessarily broken. 6BXD now on at new 
QRA, as he got married—first report in new QRA 
(6BJX at key). 6CHT put in new RF chokes as de
scribed in “X” Section and it sure made set perk 
better. 6AWQ had visits from 6ALZ, 6DCK, 6TJ and 
6CRZ. 6CRZ is now chief telegraph operator at 
Rialto, Calif. 6BZR is graduating from high school 
this month and has been plenty busy. He handled 
a message from the east coast tracing a man. 6AGR 
worked KFUH who is in the harbor at San Pedro. 
6DGT says his soup played out but is getting another 
ready for the coming DX tests. 6BFP has been very 
busy with business, and conditions are very poor up 
his way. 6COT rebuilt during the month. 6ALZ has 
been off the air on account of burning out his grid 
leak. 6ALR has been building sets for BCLs. 6SJ 
says housewiring soaks up most of his signals. 6CMQ 
is back at KPPC as chief operator. 6BVM says no 
DX for quite a while. 6CZT moved and has a 
power leak that kills reception four nights out of 
seven. 6BHR purchased a new RCA 50 on the first 
day of the new year, thus starting out right. 6CNJ 
was off the air nearly all month on account of work. 
6TD has bad interference and doesn’t think he will be 
able to participate in International Relay Tests be
cause of it. 6CLK has started up in business, and 
has not had much time for his radio. 6PY has been 
away from home and has not been able to be very 
active. 6BVT and 6AIO report as usual. 6KB got 
married. Hi.

Traffic: 6BSN 248, 6DKX 107, 6ZBJ 80, 6QL 77, 
6AM 70, 6CQP 65, 6DCH 55, 6AKW 53, 6BVO 53, 
6ABK 53. 6BTS 47, 6CUH 45, 6BZC 43, 6DEG 88, 
6BJX 32, 6CHT 30, 6AWQ 26, 6BZR 18, 6AGR 18. 
6DGT 17, 6BFP 16. SCOT 12, 6ALZ 12, 6SJ 10. 6CMQ 
8, 6BVM 7, 6CZT 7, 6BHR 5, 6CNJ 3, 6ID 2, 6CLK 1.

SAN DIEGO—SCM, G. A. Sears, 6BQ—6EC leads 
the Section this month and more than made the 
BPL. He keeps daily skeds with oplCW and nnlNIC. 
6BAM had the second high total this month. He has 
been working on 80 lately and reports lots of traffic 
there. 6BQ is on the road most of the time. He 
has been working all bands with his 40 meter zep 
antenna. 6BYX has things in Orange County hum
ming again. He expects to take the com’l exam 
soon. 6CNK has a dandy total this month and 
maintains several skeds. 6AJM, RM San Diego, has 
completely rebuilt, using TPTG and Ceeo 81 tubes 
for rectifiers. He has 5 new skeds now and says 
traffic will pick up next month. FB. 6FP is busy 

as a bee with other people’s QRM. Recently he lo
cated a bad power leak in La Jolla and 6BQ will 
be happy when the gang makes the repairs. '6BWI has 
the TPTG craze now and is rebuilding. 6DAU ex
pects to be shipped out of San Diego again soon. Sure 
hate to see you leave, OM. 6ANC plans on going 
to 80 meters soon. KGEN still kicks out all over the 
U.S.A. 6DGY has been experimenting and rebuilt 
three times last month. Hi. 6BAS also is making 
lots of changes. 6BFE plans on going to 80 soon. 
Lots of the fellows are putting in 281 or Ceco 81 
tubes for rectifiers, 6AJM, 6DGY, 6BWI, 6BQ and 
several others have changed over and junked their 
chems. Several of the old standbys did not get their 
reports in on time this month. Come on, gang, help 
us boost our totals and put San Diego in first place. 
We need your report to do it.

Traffic: 6EC 91. 6BAM 68, 6BQ 64, 6BYZ 58, 
6CNK 51, 6AJM 23. 6FP 19, 6BWI 16, 6DAU 16, 
6ANC 12, 6DGY 7, 6BAS 7, 6BFE 4.

SANTA CLARA VALLEY—SCM, F. J. Quement, 
6NX—6AMM kept the oplHR route hot this month 
with a total of 409. It is a pleasure to listen to . 
these stations handle mesage after message with 
commercial accuracy and far greater speed. 6BMW 
sent plenty of 00 cards out this month and what 
excuses they give for being off wave! Write him 
for schedules. 6BYH wants a sked East and one 
in L. A. also north. 6BNX under heavy QRM from 
school handled many important messages. 6BAX, 
a new ORS, is another station getting good results 
with 3rd harmonic. 6BCH took a fling at antennas 
this month and was busy cutting and trying to get 
the ideal one. 6AOD, a new ORS, and 00, reports 
40 meters dead but picking up towards the end. 
6CTE experimenting on 20 meters. 6CJD was trans
ferred on business to Hie south and will be off the 
air for a time. 6AJZ promises to be on the air 
more often now. 6CSX is moving his station and 
hopes to be on the air next month. 6MP worked 
6BB at U. C. It was very gratifying to note an 
almost 100% report this month as the traffic totals 
will show.

Traffic: 6AMM 409, 6BMW 58, 6BYH 58, 6BNX 84, 
6BAX 24, 6BCH 9, 6AOD 6, 6CTE 4.

EAST BAY—SCM, P. W. Dann, 6ZX—Reports are 
rather few this time, fellows, but believe it is due 
to the erroneous impression that the East Bay Sec
tion was without an SCM, so until further notice 
please send reports to the old SCM who is acting 
until a successor is elected. In all events, all report 
cards received will be taken care of properly. Ac
tivities in the neighborhood of 20 meters are on the 
increase, as several of the gang are working East 
Coast at noon and even 6ZX himself has fallen for 
it and says great stuff. Let’s hope 10 meters proves 
as good.

6BUX is very busy at college but sends in a re
port, which is more than some of the gang do. 
6CGM says lots of traffic this month and more next. 
6RJ comes second with reports of working Pacific 
Cable Station vqlAJ who says he wants to QSO nu 
hams. 6CTX is a reliable traffic station and a 
new ORS. 6IM is on with 900-1000 cycle note and 
you should see the DX worked by this station. 6ALV 
says busy and hasn’t done much traffic handling. 
6CKC is too busy printing QSL cards for the gang 
so not much traffic. 6AFT has changed his QRA 
to 8519 Lakeshore Blvd., Oakland, so hasn’t had 
much time to handle traffic. 6CZR is changing his 
QRA and expects better results there. 6ZX has been 
operating considerable lately but no one seems hot 
for traffic.

Traffic: 6CGM 59, 6RJ 56, 6CTX 22, 6IM 17, 
6ALV 12, 6CKG 6, 6CZR 7, 6BUX 3.

Arizona—SCM, D. B. Lamb, 6AN0—Wow! Only 
five reports received this month. Where are the 
rest of you? Next month every ORS who doesn’t 
report gets his ORS cancelled! This is your last 
chance! 6BJF is building a power transformer for 
6BLP at Roosevelt, Ariz., and receiver for x9EH at 
Coolidge Dam. 6CRA, 6DTU are two new fellows 
in Phoenix. Ex9ADI is located in Phoenix and 
will soon be on with 250 watts. Glad to have you 
with us, OM. 6DCQ is working FB and still uses 
the 50. 6BWS reports being on very little, QRM 
from high school play and of course, YLs, is the 
reason. Hi. 6DRH still going good on 40 and 80. 
6DIE is heard pounding with a good wallop. 6CAP 
is still using an 852. 6BHC is getting good DX.
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6ANO gets out FB with 50. 6AZM still on with 
Mo. O. says only thing.

Traffic: 6DRH 174, 6BWS 50, 6CAP 27, 6DCQ 14, 
6BJF 22, 6ANO 102.

HAWAII—SCM, F. L. Fullaway, oh6CFQ—This re
port by radio from oh6BDL and nu6AD—6AVL’s DC 
works about the same as RAC. Gets no nu stations 
after 6 pm. 6BDL is on and off on 40 and 20 
meters. He is now a WAC. 6DJU still gets out. 
6DCU burned out and rewound power transformer, 
then antenna current went up one ampere. Guess 
he’d have burned it out more if the fifty hadn’t gone 
kerplunk instead. 6DPG is on when he isn’t both
ered with school QRM. 6DEY is off for a while. 
Local QRM on 40 is driving him down to 20. Kind
ly send all reports to SCM 6CFQ, given on page 3 
QST. This report was written by your old SCM, 
oh6BDL, for OM Fullaway.

Traffic: 6AVL 148, 6BDL 93, 6DJU 68, 6DCU 22, 
6DPG 9, 6DEY 8.

EAST BAY—SCM, P. W. Dann, 6ZX—6EY re
ports being QRW and not very active. 6COL says 
there is no traffic on the air and eastern stations 
fade out completely after 10 pm. 6CLZ is very QRW 
at U. of C. but operates occasionally at the Radio 
Club, 6BB. 6AMI says 80 is better than 40 at pres
ent as far as east coast QSO’s go. He bought a 
second hand H tube but doesn’t know how it will 
work. 6BUX reported QRM from exams. He ex
pects to be on good during the contest. 6BZU is 
thinking of putting in more power. 6BPC thinks we 
ought to discourage AC on our new bands as it’s 
too narrow.

Traffic: 6EY 8, 6COL 8, 6CLZ 8, 6AMI 50, 6BUX 
8, 6BZU 59, 6BPC 28.

NEVADA—SCM, C. B. Newcombe, 6UO—6BTJ 
will be off the air for an indefinite period. 6LB 
still sends the weather reports to 6UO. 6ABM was off 
the air all month. He has been working on a new 
screen tube.

Traffic: 6ABM 10, 6UO 10, 6LB 8.

ROANOKE DIVISION

North Carolina—r. s. Morris, scm, 4jr— 
4OC is working plenty of DX. 4OH says he 
changed YLs and thus increased his traffic;

guess everybody better try that. 4TS says little do
ing. 4DQ would like to use 80 but hasn’t room 
enough for larger antenna system. 4SJ is closed 
for repairs. Will be on February 1. 4AB says he 
tried to break last month’s record but failed due to 
sickness; better luck next time, OM, 4DB is back 
on the air with two 210s. 4VH has been remodel
ing. 4HV says he has trouble keeping WNP tuned 
out. 4EC has two new 60-foot masts and 100 watts 
-“•-should stir ’em up on international tests. 4JR is 
trying to get on more but can’t get needed schedule 
with Florida.

Traffic: 4AB 43; 4DB 23: 4VH 12; 4OC 12; 4OH 
12; 4EC 10; 4JR 9.

VIRGINIA—J. F. Wohlford, SCM, 8CA—8CEB 
handled important traffic frbm Philippines to Wash
ington. Had some fairly good DX QSOs. SANB 
and SEC at Fort Monroe, Va., are both active, new 
stations. 8KU continues to reach out and handle 
traffic. Has gone into the 80 meter band for this 
work. Has had good DX QSOs. Member BPL. 3TN 
on occasionally but QRW BCL repair work. 3JT 
works fairly consistently, with 811 as second op
erator. 3FL is a new station at Portsmouth and 
more of them coming. 3WM is star DX station hav
ing five continents to his credit, 20 watts input to 
lone 210. 3CEL has been checking off wave stations 
most of time but finds time for rag chewing and 
handling a few messages. SALS with two 210s RAC 
works west coast and QSO EI station. 3NM-DL has 
arranged several skeds and we expect to see a big 
traffic report next month. The station started the 
New Year off with a bang, blew two five watters 
already. 3EI handled two messages and blew his 
tube, rebuilding now. 3AG continues to handle traf
fic and reach out for DX working 27 countries. 
3APU is a new station with a 210 on 80 meters. 
3AAI with xtal control on 80 meters is reaching 
out, works WTFF when not hamming around. 8BGS 
continues to reach out and gather in a few mes
sages. 3CKL is now working xtal on 88 meters, 
says best transmitter ever had. 3BDZ is still trying 
get the xtal to perk on 80 meters. ORS for 8BZ 
hereby cancelled for failure to report on time and 
three misses in a row. WOW!

Traffic: 8KU 204; 8CEB 68; SEI 2; SAG 17; 
3BGS 28: 3NM 14; 8CKL 18; 8CA 177.

WEST VIRGINIA—SCM, C. S. Hoffman, 8BSU- 
8HD—Several active stations failed to report this 
month. 8ACZ starred with 67 messages, holding 
schedules with 12 stations. 8VZ operates at 8SP, 
but did not report. SAUL reports working EK, 
EB, EF and NR. 8DPO put in higher power and 
ought to get out FB. 8HD works 4KF on schedule 
three times weekly. 8DES is on week-ends. The 
wind blew the mast down at 8DCM. 8BJB worked 
ef-8CC. 8DPO and 8DEW are new ORS. There 
should be more reporting of activities.

Traffic: 8ACZ 67; 8HD 15: 8CNZ 12; 8DPO 9; 
8DCM 6; 8AUL 5; 8BJB 5; 8DNN 1.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISIONCOLORADO—SCM, C. R. Stedman, 9CAA—9EAM 
walks off with the honors for this month mak
ing the BPL, too. FB, OM. He was slowed 

down considerably by a blown high voltage trans
former but you can’t keep a good man down. 
9DQD did the best DX this month that he has 
had so far in his career and is satisfied that it 
pays to experiment. 9CAA was unable to get so 
much thru due to being tied up with KFXF in 
addition to his regular job but has several sched
ules going in fine shape and reports two new sta
tions there. Keep it up and there will be more 
in Pueblo than Denver. 9CDE has kept a schedule 
every Sunday with 9EAE at Trinidad for the past 
6 years without a miss. 9EEA says his house is 
quarantined with scarlet fever and so he is nil. 
9CDW is QRW school. 9CCM is on regularly and 
says she is getting out fine.

Traffic: 9EAM 226, 9DQD 54, 9CAA 49, 9DQV 
36, 9CDE 34, 9ENM 28, 9CCM 7.

UTAH-WYOMING—SCM, D. C. McRae, 6RM—But 
very few stations are active this month so the 
traffic total is rather small. A great many of the 
fellows were very busy with school work at the 
mid year, and, of course, could not spend much 
time for radio. We look for a bigger total for 
the coming month. 6BAJ a new ORS managed to 
push a few thru: 6DPJ and 6DPO both new ORS 
at Provo, Utah did some fine work this month and 
we hope they will keep it up FB. 6RV was on a 
little altho QRW from school work. 6AIK up at 
Ogden still remains the only active station up there 
and is operating on 81 meters. 7GR was the only 
Wyoming station active this month. 6CQL has made 
the fatal mistake and will be under “crystal” control 
before long now. Congratulations, OM, and we hope 
the set won’t be off the air too long. The SCM cer
tainly appreciates the way the gang have cooperated 
with him while in office and is sure sorry that it 
will be necessary for some one else to take his job 
over but hopes the fellows will get behind the new 
SCM and help him put over the Utah-Wyo. section.

Traffic: 6DPJ 47, 6DPO 134, 6AIK 9, 6BAJ 5, 6RV 
6, 7GR 9.

SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION

FLORIDA—SCM, C- E. Ffoulkes, 4LK—The SCM 
is very glad to see the fine bunch of reports 
this month. We were honored this month with 

the presence of Mr. Hebert of the Hdq. gang who 
came down to attend the Miami Convention, after
wards going over to the inspection of the Naval 
Reserve Station, 4ACM, in Tampa. The SCM would 
certainly appreciate it, fellows, if you would send 
some news and gossip along with your traffic re
ports. It is a great strain on our brains to dig 
up the news. Hi. From the looks of 4CK’s report 
every month, I am wondering what the WU does 
for business. 4BL assisted friend Cupid this month 
in Lakeland. Hot stuff, eh? Have you heard 4MS’s 
new portable call, 4PAA. 4RK is interested in the 
Jax YLs. 4BN handles some high pressure busi
ness msgs with 4IE. Moving the shack has kept 
4IE QRW lately. 4TR is pushing Naval Reserve 
traffic out on 81 meters. 4TK would like a sked 
with nnlNIC but works DCZ. You should see 4LK’s 
automatic rectifier filler. Hi. 4ACZ has been quite 
sick this month. Tough luck, OM. Sure glad to 
hear from 4ABJ who is also 2nd op at 4MS. Com« 
in every month, OM. 4AY is the end of the Fla- 
Section. Hi. 4HY handles some traffic for fqPM 
this month. 4KC says the QSL cards are getting 
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better now days. 400 says he got the low down 
on the YLs from eplBE. Hw? Conditions been all 
to the dogs says 40 B. 4VR sure shoots the breeze 
up on 80. Would like to hear from any station 
interested in becoming an ORS.

Traffic: 4CK 147, 4BL 70, 4MS 42, 4RK 39, 4BN 
30, 4IE 29, 4TR 19, 4TK 18, 4LK 14, 4ACZ 12, 4ABJ 
11, 4HY 6, 4KC 6, 400 6, 4OB 5, 4VR 7, 4AY 8.

CA-SC-Cuba—SCM, H. L. Reid, 4KU—The SCM 
had a wonderful time at the Miami Convention. Mr. 
Hebert, “The good will flight from Hartford” was 
there with all the dope and injected more pep in this 
section than has been done before. The Florida 
fellows are jammed up and certainly are to be 
congratulated, for the way they went about their 
convention. Everyone had a wonderful time.

Porto Rico: Old reliable 4KY has asked for sus
pension of his ORS due to temporary activity. Will 
be on the latter part of April. 4PQ at Mayaguez 
has been appointed an ORS.

Georgia: The Atlanta gang are threatening a re
organization. Hurray, hurray, or what have you ? 
We sincerely hope this goes thru and get the old 
pep in order again. 4GY is on and can be relied 
upon for traffic. 4RN has not been on very much 
but takes a watch when possible. 4KU is back on 
and wants to arrange skeds north, east, south and 
west.

South Carolina: 4 A AM at Charleston sends in 
the only report. What’s the matter, fellows? You 
have been going splendidly. Keep up the good 
work.

Traffic: 4AAM 10, 4GY 8, 4RN 14.

ALABAMA—SCM, A. D. Trum, BAJP—1928 is 
going to bring in good news from this section. 
Activity is abounding and new hams coming into 
the gang. Just as soon as the SCM can find the 
desired time, we are going to put over an activity 
campaign and see that all hams in Alabama keep 
in good standing in our ARRL. Let’s all get to
gether, fellows, and send in some good reports. 
BATS shot the old generator and is waiting for a 
good transformer now. BAJP has been experiment
ing this month with the little time he has had. 
5JY has been working consistently and reports fine 
work with schedules and traffic. BADA is getting 
ambitious and is taking an ICS course in radio 
besides working for a service company in his spare 
time. FB. BAYL just purchased a hundred good 
looking QSL cards and has so many requests for 
them that he has to keep plugging in order to fill 
the orders. 5TB says to tell the gang that he’s 
still alive and sends his 78. BQP is down in Col
umbus, Miss., operating a broadcasting station. 
5FI-BHM is in college. BAIW, BVC seems to be off 
the air for good. 5AXH is getting back on again 
after an absence of nearly a year. BTB has a port
able call in 5ADS and hopes to have it going to 
perfection in a 100 watt fone set. BUV is going 
to try for a commercial license while on a trip 
to New Orleans. FB. BARY is on with his 210 
which he paralyzed Iqpt November. BARG handles 
quite some traffic, keeping on the air regularly and 
being on schedule. BWQ is QRW with the YLs 
and recording orchestras but he has a 50 watter 
in the making. BDT got broke and sold out but 
we think it’s YLitis. BPD is now pounding brass 
using a 210 and fine DC. BAS is an old WTJ op. 
He quite frequently rakes the hams over the coals 
for not OSLing. 5AXN is busy building that new 
100 watter but is on now with a 210. BAST, the 
portable outfit of 5AQW, has been on lately with a 
good note. BOM was on the air for a while when 
he was home from college. 5MI is heard occa
sionally but we are unable to get much dope on 
him. BOA has been QRW with exams. 6AGA is 
heard once in a while. 5YB had to be silent quite 
a while on account of key clicks and, motor gen
erator. BJP and BVW were on the air in Hunts
ville while at home during the holidays. BAST has 
a renewed power supply and working plenty of 
skeds. Auburn brags of another new ham in Bruce 
Campbell who is on the air with the sig of BAYW. 
Cecil Thomas is second op there. BAX is on the 
Ulf with the prettiest DC on a 210 ever heard and 
is getting around the world regularly.

Traffic: 5ADA 28, BAYL 48, BAJP 7, 5JY 60, 
BATS 60, BUV 16, 5TB 45, BAXH B, BARY 18, 
BPD 8, BARG B9, 5AXN 13, BAST-BAQW 2B, 5AGA 
6, 5YB 98, BAYW 7, BAX 72.
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WEST GULF DIVISION 
Oklahoma—scm, k. m. Ehret, bapg—bado 

says ’’Every other station in Cushing has quit. 
Looks like it’s up to me. Hi.” BANL took out 

this month—all the interest seems gone.—reason— 
YLs and school work. 5AMO reports business deal 
transacted via radio. 5FJ is leaving for the Great 
Lakes again and BAMO is taking over the job of RM. 
5VH reports 5AZG a new ham in Fairview and 
urges that the fellows give him a call. BAIR says 
20 meter fone ND until he gets more filter as he 
blew all he had. Who can give him the QRA of 
oi-AGQ. BAPG keeps Naval Reserve skeds with 
4HQ and NRRH. Seems like a mighty short report 
to come just before the big Ham blowout, fellows, 
so let’s make up for it after the “Big Affair” passes 
into history.

Traffic: BAIR 9, BVH 20, BAMO 209, BADO 24, 
5APG 80.

SOUTHERN TEXAS—SCM, E. A. Sahm, 5YK— 
Activity in this section is increasing. There seem 
to be a larger number of stations on the air and 
more traffic handled. The San Antonio territory 
seems to be especially active. We have a newcomer 
in 5RV of San Antonio. He sends in a \ery 
good report on the new club station, BSC, which is 
located at his place. 5HS is now on with remote 
control. SHE is QRM’d by carpenters just at pres
ent. 5HE. 5HS, BVL, 5AZD, 5JC, BAT, BRR. BSC 
and 5HC are prominent San Antonio amateurs. 
5AVI-5ARF has been appointed as Official Observer. 
Now, boys, watch your wave or you might hear 
from him. BEW sends in his usual splendid report 
and then apologizes for not having done more. 
5ALA blew his rectifying system but continues on 
raw AC. He has BACB of Duncan, Okla., visiting 
with him. BAHP has moved to Houston. Houston 
amateurs are experimenting some with phones. This 
city is fortunate in having Harvey Wheeler and 
Arthur Tennant among their number.

Traffic: BAHP 7, BALA 4, 5HS 1, BEW 16, BRV 
74, BSC 500.

CANADA
MARITIME DIVISION

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND—SCM, F. W. Hynd
man, 1BZ—ICO cancelled temporarily owing 
to removal to Toronto. 1BZ says not much do

ing. He is on 40 meters. 1AP reports not much 
doing, also. 1AA has a new ORS application going 
forward in a day or two. He is a new man who 
has done very well.

QUEBEC DIVISION
QUEBEC—SCM, Alex Reid, 2BE—Many of our 

members are entered in the International Tests and 
are very busy overhauling and making tests in prepa
tion for February 6th. It is very nice to hear so 
many new stations on the air. This division has 
come to life with a bang, and what is really more 
interesting, we now have two active stations outside 
of this district,—2BW and 2AC, both of whom are 
doing good relay work. 2BJ of McGill College is 
now going strong. This station is on continuous 
watch about seven hours a day. has many skeds and 
looking for more. 2BV has rebuilt and is on again. 
2CG has gone to Germany. 2BR erected his tower 
again and we expect better reports from now on. 
2BG, 2BE and 2CW are very active and doing some 
very fine DX and relay work. 2BB, 2DO and 2AL 
are also pounding away as usual. 2AX is still ex
perimenting but says to watch hs smoke during 
the tests. 2BB shows the best traffic report and as 
usual, is always ready for skeds. 2AL and 2BE are 
on 20 meters every Sunday from 1 pm to 5 pm and 
would like to have more of the gang get down on 
this wonderful daylight band.

Traffic: 2BB 35, 2BR 7, 2AC 8, SAL 6, 2BG 4, 
2BE 8, 2CW 6.

ONTARIO DIVISION
ONTARIO—SCM. W .Y. Sloan, 9BJ—During the 

operating month just closing, some very excellent 
work has been carried out by the majority of our 
stations. The many holidays have supplied the 
time, and the fellows themselves, the ambition.

Eastern Dist: 3XQ is hopping along on 40 meters 
and has a schedule with 4CU in Edmonton, Alta. 
3VO-9CC has returned from the LR.E. Convention at 
New York, much impressed with what he saw and 
heard. 8A.FP seems to be letting his set have a 
further rest. 3JW will soon be back on the air 
with a more powerful set. 3XM is using a Belgian 
bottle and with raw AC on the plate is doing very 
good work. 3MP has been active on 20 meters and 
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has worked England once again. SAK is on the 
air again using a 210 on 40 and getting out first 
rate.

Central Dist: 3CJ is on top of the heap this 
month with a very fine traffic total, and most of it 
very important stuff. 3DY actually used on test 26 
different adaptions of existing transmitting circuits, 
with a Mullard 20 watt input tube as oscillator. 
3AZ has been on 52.5 and 80 meters mostly of late, 
and is installing a 1000 cycle generator for plate 
supply. 3EL has a N.E. 250 on the air and is get
ting all set for the International Tests. 3BL is 
using 77 and 41 meters with effect, and is keeping 
schedules with nu9AIN and nu8AKI for the purpose 
of playing checkers via radio. 3BC reports for the 
first time and says that he is seriously on the air now, 
having worked 150 stations during the month. 3GN 
has forgotten the H tube for a while and is using 
the old fiver again, with improved results, having 
worked a very fine string of stations and some 
good DX on 40, 52.5 and 80 meters. 3FC has 
not been on the air very much except for attend
ance at Prayer Meetings on 52.5. 9BJ, SAL and 
9BZ are all on the aetve list, and keeping schedules 
as usual. 9BZ is the latest convert to crystal-con
trol in this neck-of-the-woods but everything is 
not working perfectly as yet. 3DV is working in 
the early morning hours and gets lots of DX, 3BT 
is using the 80 meter band mostly. 3AI is back 
again with MG plate supply. 3DC is getting wonder
ful results with his crystal set on 52.5 meters. 3PG 
is rebuilding his receiver, and 3BU is expected to 
break out any day now. SEO breaks into the game 
using a 210 on 400 volts, RAC. Welcome to the 
Toronto gang, OM.

Southern Dist: Much activity is manifested 
throughout this district, but there is a lack of traf
fic. We take pleasure in correcting the error that 
appeared about 3FU leaving the district. He is 
home every weekend and is very much on the job. 
3DU has left to locate in Toronto. 3AY at Niagara- 
on-the-Lake is a new arrival. Using a CX-810, he 
jumps right into the traffic game like an old timer. 
Welcome SAY, there’s lots of room, OM. 3DG is 
the latest addition to the ranks of ORS. 8IA has 
been under the weather most of the past month but 
is feeling better again, and will be on regularly now. 
We understand that 3X1 and 3DZ of Sarnia have 
joined forces. SAQ turns in the best traffic report 
of the district but there is lots of room for im
provement, fellows. 3CS says he is having fine 
DX again now, and is getting all primed up for 
the tests.

Northern Dist: SAR of Parry Sound, breezes in 
with a report this month. He promises to attend the 
Wednesday evening prayer-meetings on 52 regularly 
in the future, and is hoping to have another Parry 
Sound station on the air soon. 8HP reports no 
outstanding events this month, but as usual, turns 
in his consistent traffic totals.

Traffic: 3CJ 50, 9AL 86, 3AQ 13, 3HP 18, 9BJ 14, 
3CS 12, SBC 11, 3DY 8, 8GN 8. 8FU 8. 8FC 7. 3BL 
7, SEO 7, 8EL 4, SAY 4, 8TA 4, 8CB 2, 8DC 1, 8DV 1.

VANALTA DIVISION
BRITISH COLUMBIA—SCM, E. S. Brooks, 5BJ— 

SAL enters the BPL with a total of 61 delivered 
and a grand total of 125. 5BR was a good runner 
up with 98 for a total. FB, OMs, and glad to hear 
it was done on 80. These two stations keep a daily 
sked and sure rustle biz. 5CT has a biweekly sked 
with nc4HH on 80. SAM is back home and will have 
the old set perking very soon. 5CP has some nice 
looking apparatus and is hitting em off in good 
shape. 5CF has been getting some new parts and 
feels quite proud. 5AU has laid off to remodel. He 
says the OM got a Radiola 17 for Xmas and he 
doesn’t dare touch the key now. Hi. 5EF has been 
closed down by the R.I. during BCL hours. Say, 
gang, the R.I. says if the key clicks are not elimi
nated some more are due to be closed down pronto. 
Now, fellows, what has become of your reports for 
this month, one card from an ORS. A lot of ORS 
looking apparatus and is hitting em off in good 
certificates are due to be cancelled next month if 
no reports are received. Come on, fellows, surely you 
can afford a one cent stamp so your card will be In 
by the 15th.

Traffic: SAL 125, 5BR 98, 5CT 9.

ALBERTA DIVISION
ALBERTA—SCM, A. H. Asmussen, 4GGT—Cal

gary amateurs have drawn up a daily schedule for 
code practice. 4CC has been too busy for radio. 
4AG had another tube go west and is off again.
XVI

4GD and 4GL are on regularly with a very good 
note. 4AF is jamming the air with AC and a 
big tube. 4XO complains of lack of traffic and longs 
for DX. 4JJ is on x daily. 4AE should turn in» 
a good msg total. Who is the first operator at 
4DQ ? 4IO says the eighty band is best. 4AH is 
now active a good msg report. 4CU has a 250 watter 
going strong and wants to know why he can’t QSO. 
Brazil. 4HM is getting very good reports since using 
his new mercury arc rectifier. 4EP will be on soon. 
4HF has a new portable and gets out FB. 4BC has 
a new Jr. operator. Congrats, OM. 4DG received 
his ticket and is operator on a motorship using 
KFMM. 4CS is another Alberta ham with a ticket 
leaving for England. 4AL is on the air again, 
do your stuff, OM. 4FF spent the holidays in Ed
monton. 4EC will be on soon. 4HA is on daily 
and does nice work. Let’s hear from 4AK and 4FB 
and the rest. 4CL gets many BCL reports. 4AF 
has been wiring in his monthly RM report.

Traffic: 4GL 10, 4XO 6, 4AF 6, 4AH 9, 4CU 8, 
4HA 5, 4GT 2.

PRAIRIE DIVISION
SASKATCHEWAN—SCM, W. J. Pickering, 4FC— 

4AC is back with the gang again with a QRA of 
Wynyard and wants skeds particularly on 20 meters. 
4BM at Lang has at last managed to get his signals 
out of his back yard and is getting out fine. 4EV 
has improved lately. 4CB reports very little ac
tivity. 4AV is in Prince Albert again and on the 
air. 4FH has a 50 watter now and working out 
well. 4CK has erected a new antenna and gets 
better DX but isn’t so good locally. 4HH has 
his MO-PA set going and turns in a nice message 
total also a New Year’s resolution to report regluarly. 
Wish the rest of the gang would also make that 
resolution. 4HS is bothered by poor weather and 
no traffic.

Traffic: 4HH 51, 4AC 22, 4CK 17, 4HS 16.
MANITOBA—SCM, D. B. Sinclair, 4FV—Welt 

fellows, just take a look at 4BT’s traffic total In 
th® 13 days he was on the air, he certainly made 
the rest of us look small. There is little traffic handled 
in this section but not nearly enough. Only two 
unsolicited reports were received this month. That 
is certainly showing the A.R.R.L. spirit in standing 
behind your SCM. 4AW and 4DW are the two 
reporting stations—both complain of bad weather 
and lack of time. Our new station, 4RV, has re
ceived his official license at last—4GG. Another 
new ham, 4MY, is on with a temporary call while 
awaiting his license. 4DU continues his DX. He 
was recently QSO nc5AW in Yukon and VCB in the 
North-West Territories. 4EH is QRW and has not 
been heard from. 4DP and 4EK both have nice DC 
notes now and get out fine. 4GI had a visit from 
4FO, of Regina, who is again moving to Winnipeg. 
4BP. owing to an absence of batteries, has been 
QRX this month. 4CT gets the good reports still. 
While 4BT was home, his xtal sure pushed right out. 
4EY, 4GI and 4DU are the proud possessors of a 
crystal which will not oscillate. 4CT and 4FV 
are planning C.C. in the spring, however. 4EY has 
been out of town but his set perks OK. 4FV’s an
tenna blew down for the 9th time and he was also 
QRW exams. Fellows, ORS are too easy to get 
and hold. From now on, failure to report for two 
consecutive months, or an inability to handle an 
average of more than 10 messages for two consecu
tive months, will mean the loss of your certificate- 
Govern yourselves accordingly. Several new stations 
deserve them more than you old-timers. We have 
yet to hear from any out of town stations. Drop 
us a line, OMs.

Traffic: 4BT 44, 4DW 1, 4GI 8, 4GG 12, 4FV 3. 
4CT 24.

LATE AND ADDITIONAL REPORTS
6BUH blew his H tube so will be tied up for a 

while until a new bottle is forthcoming. 6BOY is 
sailing for Australia and hopes to have a s. w. xmitter 
with him. 9BET says “Why can’t we have more 
deliveries?” That’s what we all say. SCO has been 
off the air for quite a while but expects to be 
on very soon again. 3SJ is busy preparing for a 
commercial ticket. 8KJ hasn’t been able to be on 
but is going to try to get ’back soon. 6BBJ is 
temporarily off the air while the station is under 
construction. 6BTX says he is sorry his SCM is re
signing. (McRae, take note). IBMS is going to 
sea and says goodbye to the gang for about 8 years. 
Have a good time, OM.

Traffic: 9BET 18, 6BTX 61, 6BOY 38.
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